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PREFACE

The Fourth International Conference on Selected Topics in Nuclear Structure was held at
Dubna, Russia on July 5-9, 1994, The Conference was organized by Bogoliubov Laboratory of
Theoretical Physics, Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, Flcrov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions
and Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research under
the financial support of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research. This Conference is part
of a. series of meetings which were held in Dubna in 1968, 1976 and 1989.
The five-day Conference was attended by 157 participants from 22 countries. The program was maintained in the proceeding conference, with emphasis on recent experimental and
theoretical developments in nuclear struct tire. Topics discussed during the Conference were the
following: nuclear structure at low-energy excitations (collective and quasiparticle phenomena,
proton-neutron interactions), microscopic ;ind phenomcnological theory of nuclear structure,
nuclear structure studies with charged particles, heavy-ions, neutrons and photons, nuclei at
high angular momenta and superdeformation, structure and decay properties of giant resonances, charge-exchange resonances and /3-decay, semidassica/ approach of large amplitude
collective motion and structure of hot nuclei.
The Conference began with the welcoming address of Prof. V.G. Kadyshevsky, Director
of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. The general scope of the Conference program
was developed in consultation with the Advisory Committee. The program was comprised
of 54 invited papers.

The invited talks were presented in 22 sessions during mornings and

afternoons and were organized according to topics. The contributed papers were presented as
posters. The session chairmen who presided during the oral presentations were Bortignon P.P.,
Covello A., Di Того М., Eramzhyan R.A., Filippov G.F., Gangrsky Yu.P., Gromov K.Ja.,
Harakeh M.N., Imanishi В., Ishkhanov B.S., Kcru J., Lizurej H., Malov L.A., Mifchaifov I.N,
Ponomarev V.Yu., Quentin Ph., Raman S.R., Shihv V.M., Soloviev V.G., Stoyanov Ch.,
Szpikowski S. and Voronov V.V.. We have disregarded to have a summary talk at the end of
the Conference. In fact, several speakers have given review talks pointing to the interesting
developments in specific domains. Brief concluding remarks were made by P.F. Bortignon,
R.W. Hoffand

S.R. Raman.

The proceedings contain the papers of the Conference which were received in the form of
camera-ready copy; the contents of these original papers have not been edited. The papers in
this volume have been arranged in the order in which they were presented at the Conference.
Several speakers did not give the manuscripts of their talks and therefore were not included
in the Proceedings.

In addition to the scientific program, the organizers offered social and cultural events.
A reception took place on Tuesday, July 5. Thursday afternoon was a boat trip on the Volga
river. The banquet took place on Friday evening in the International Conference Hall.
Many people contributed to the organization of the Conference. First I want to thank
the Director ofJINR and the Directors of Laboratories for their support and the Russian Fund
for Fundamental Research for Financial help. I am very thankful to the chairmen who prevented
the schedule from getting chaotic. Thanks arc due to all speakers and to all participants
who have participated in the lively discussions. I want to thank members of the Organizing
Committee and especially L.A. Malov and V.M. Shilov for their hard work and attention to
detail that was so essential to success of the Conference.

Finally, I acknowledge the help

of many collaborators and administrative staff of the International department and of the
Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics.

V.G. Soloviev
July 1994

Looking inside giant resonance fine structure
V.V. Voronov and V.Yu. Ponomarev
Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia
Microscopic calculations of the fine structure of giant resonances for spherical nuclei
are presented. Excited states are described by wave functions which take into account the
coupling of simple one-phonon configurations with two-phonon states. Few examples are
presented: the 7-decay of resonances to the ground and low-lying excited states and the
relativistic Coulomb excitation of the double giant dipole resonance states.

1. INTRODUCTION
A lot of information on the giant resonances have been gotten from experiments using
different kinds of probes like electrons, hadrons, heavy ions and others ones [1,2]. A main
part of this information is related to the integral characteristics like an excitation energy
and a width. An essential development of the experimental setup enables one to perform
the coincidence experiments to study the decay channels of the giant resonances. By different measurements one may separate information on different states contributing to giant
resonances in non-coincidence experiments and thus look inside the resonance structure. Another source of information on the fine structure of giant resonances is inelastic scattering
experiments with a high resolution. We can mention here (e,e') experiments [3] or recent
(p,p') measurements below the particle threshold which distinguish fragmentation of a resonance in a group of many discrete states [4]. These exclusive data require rather complete
theoretical models to be explained [5-7]. One of them will be presented and used in this
work.

2. FORMALISM AND DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS
Microscopic analysis of states forming giant resonances as well as low-lying states has been
performed within the Quasiparticle Phonon Model (QPM) [6-7]. The model Hamiltonian "H
includes an average field. VJ,(n) for protons and neutrons, a monopole pairing interaction and

isoscalar and isovector residual interaction of a separable type with a form factor proportional
to dVr(n)/dr. Excited states of even-even nuclei are treated in terms of phonon excitations
built upon the ground state that is considered as a phonon vacuum |0 > р д. Phonon creation
operator Q*^ for multipolarity A/J is introduced as a linear combination of two quasiparticle
creation otm and annihilation a,-m operators with the shell quantum numbers jm of the
average field V as follows:
-m-»

,

J

it'

m

m -

,

(1)

where
KXm'lAp = £

< jmj'm'\Xft

> otma+m, .

mm'

The forward V>y,!> und backward ф^, amplitudes are obtained by solving RPA equations that
yield a set of one-phonon configurations with excitation energies w^,- and RPA root number :.
Among photons we obtain both collective and practically pure two-quasiparticle excitations.
We assume that mixing of one-phonon configurations, through which giant resonances
are excited in inelastic scattering, with more complex configurations is sufficiently strong
in the resonance region. Thus, we write the wave function of resonance states as a sum of
configurations of different complexity by the number of phonons. If we limit this sum to
one- and two-phonon configurations only, the wave function for the AJ-state has the form:

In actual calculations we do not include two-phonon configurations made of both noncollective phonons for the second term of the wave function (2). By this truncation of the
two-phonon basis, we remove complex configurations that are weakly coupled to one-phonon
states and, on the other hand, may strongly violate the Pauli principle.
For the amplitudes fij(Ac) and P^l'()(v), eq. (2), we diagonalize the model Hamiltonian
on the basis of wave functions (2). Eigenvalues £„ of states (2) are got as the roots of the
following determinant:

_

i^-i|=0 ,

where

10

(3)

is the matrix element of interaction between one- and two-phonon configurations which is
a function [6] of the amplitudes V'yj- and <^-j, eq. (1) and thus, calculated microscopically
as soon as a phonon basis is fixed. The rank of the determinant (3) is determined by the
number of one-phonon configurations included in the first term of the wave function (2).
Numerical calculations have been performed with the Woods-Saxon potential for an average field with the parameters from ref. [8]. Parameters of the residual interactions were
adjusted to the properties of the low-lying collective levels. Natural parity phonons with A"
= 1~ - 8+ have been included in the two-phonon term of the wave function (2).

3. SOME RESULTS
With a complete information on the fine structure of giant resonances obtained in this
way, we may consider different physical processes in which different states from the resonance
region are excited by different probes, and in coincidence technique of measuring decay
properties of these states, fingerprints of some specific states from the resonance region can
be observed. This allows one to consider giant resonances not as broad featureless structures
but as a set of a great number of states with their own properties and also serves as a good
test for existing nuclear models.
3.1. Fine structure of the GDR
First, let us demonstrate the fragmentation of the B(EA) strength due to the coupling
of one-phonon configurations to two-phonon ones in the resonance region. We take as an
example the giant dipole resonance (GDR) in 136Xe. The top part of Figure 1 presents the
B(E1) strength distribution over one-phonon configurations. The major part of the B(E1)
strength is carried by these configurations, the direct excitation of two-phonon 1~ states from
the ground state is about three orders of magnitude weaker. The coupling of simple (onephonon) configurations to more complex (two-phonon) ones results in a strong fragmentation
of one-phonon states over the states with the wave function (2) the bottom part of Figure
1. This example clearly shows how the width of a giant resonance appears. Calculations
on the set of wave functions, eq. (2), somewhat underestimate within a few hundred of
keV the experimentally measured widths of giant resonances. This is not surprising since
configurations more complex than two-phonon ones are not included. To achieve better
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agreement with an experiment in the B(EA) strength distribution, an additional artificial
damping width, which effectively simulates truncated complex configurations, is included by
using the well known strength function method.

3.2. Substructures of the (7, n)Pb cross section
Some substructures of the GDR have been observed in the (7, n) cross sections at low
excitation energies [9]. The experimental (7,н)208РЬ cross section is presented in the top
part of Figure 2. It is compared to the calculated energy averaged cross section of the dipole
photon adsorption
*,,(£;.,) = 4,025 Д,

(4)

where

(5)
is the strength function of the dipole strength distribution calculated with the artificial
damping parameter Д = 1 MeV. One can see from Figure 2 a rather good agreement of experimental data with the theoretical calculations for the photoneutron cross section. Some

12

overestimation of a cross section near a maximum and underestimation of a high energy part
in our calculation are caused by the truncation of a large number of two phonon configurations which are weakly coupled with one-phonon states. An integral contribution of these
components may be essentially taken into account by increasing the energy averaging parameter Д. The results of the RPA calculation for the dipole strength distrib"*'on are shown
in the same figure by vertical lines. As can be seen from Figure 2, there are substructures
in the low energy part of the cross section. They are located near the RPA collective states.
The coupling of the last with the two-phonon states results in a redistribution of the dipole
strength. For the low energy part where a level density is not so high substructures are pronounced. The increasing of the excitation energy leads to increasing of the level density, and
as a result, substructures disappear. One cannot observe any substructures in nuclei with
open shells because of the high level densities and strong coupling between configurations
[10].

To shed more light on the problem of the substructure existence, the low energy part of
the cross section with smaller Д =0.2 MeV has been calculated. The results of calculations
are given in the bottom part of Figure 2. Our calculations reproduce the main structures
observed by the experiment at the excitation energies 7.6, 8.6, 9.1, 9.5, 10.0 and 11.3 MeV.
The substructure at the energy 7.6 MeV is formed by El- and Ml(dashed linej-ti.u.sitions.
As can be seen from the bottom part of Figure 2, the isovector Mi-resonance contributes
essentially to the cross section in this energy region. This result is in good agreement with
the experimental Ml strength distribution which has been measured with highly polarized
tagged photons [11]. We fail to reproduce the substructure at the energy 8 MeV, nevertheless,
there is a two-bump structure in the calculated absorption cross section at lower energies.
Some disagreement between calculations and experimental data may be caused apparently
by inaccuracies of our single particle energies but we did not try to get an ideal description
of experimental data. It is worth mentioning that E2-transitions do not give any noticeable
contribution to the cross section.
3.3. 7 decay of the HEOR
The experimental [12] and the theoretical [13,14] investigations of the gamma-decay of the
giant resonances into the low-lying states in 208 Pb enable one to understand particularities
of the decay in different channels and they are in a good agreement with each other. The
idea that giant resonance states can be excited via one-phonon configurations and then
decay by means of two-phonon configurations of their wave functions can be applied to
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Figure 3. Calculated strength function of the isoscalar E3 strength distribution in the
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in *>7л.
investigation of giant resonances of high multipolarity for which 7-decay to the ground state
is strongly suppressed. As an example, we consider 7-decay properties of the High Energy
Octupole Resonance (HEOR) in 90Zr. It may be excited uy some isoscalar probe and the
corresponding, calculated within the QPM, strength function is presented in the left part of
Figure 3. In this calculation, the HEOR has the energy cenlroid Er = 22.4 MeV and the
total width Г = 4.4 MeV.
Because of the high density of two-phonon configurations in the IIEOR region we have
succeeded in calculating the IIEOR 7-decay into the low-lying collective 2j"4 and 4j"|2 states
only on the truncated two-phonon basis. The partial 7-decay widths for these transitions
calculated under the assumption of isoscalar nature of the IIEOR excitation are shown in the
right part of Figure 3. The total Г 7/вой ^ 2 + 4+ is equal to 3 keV or about 10% of the GDR
7-decay width into the ground state. It opens a new possibility to investigate the HEOR in
spherical nuclei.

4. EXCITATION OF DOUBLE GDR RESONANCES
The excitation of 13GXe on 208 Pb target at EM = G90 MeV/n has recently been measured
[15]. A prominent structure centered around twice the energy of the GDR was observed
and interpreted as a multi-step excitation of the do'ible GDR. Making use of the results
of nuclear structure calculations within the QPM and of the theory of relativistic Coulomb
excitation [16], the cross sections associated with the one-phonon giant resonances as well
as two-step excitation of double resonances have been calculated [17]. A similar calculation
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within a phenomena'cgical approach for the giant resonance characteristics has been done
recently too [18]. These cross sections can be written in terms of the first- and second-order
amplitudes «W and oW respectively as

a(k}=2v

l a

д =1>2>

j M (w b)f

'

/2,^r^ ^ ^'- '' ' '

(б)

For fc = 1, the final states have angular momentum // = 1 for the GDR and // = 2 for
the GQR, while for fc = 2, both // =0 and 2 are possible. The amplitudes depend on the
impact parameter 6 and on the excitation energy hu. The first-order amplitude is equal to

[16]

),

(7)

where Z, is the charge of the target. The radial integral 5, carried out on a straight-line
trajectory in keeping with the rclativistic character of the reaction, is given by

Here {(6) --= шЬ/vf is the adiabaticity parameter. The functions K^ are modified Dessel
functions, while the polynomials СЕ\,„ arc related to the Legendrc polynomials. The lower
limit of integration over impact parameter is to be taken in such a way as to exclude nuclear
reactions.
For the GDR we have used the B(E1) strength distribution calculated as described above
in Sect. 3.1. The isoscalar and the isovcctor GQR, have also been calculated within the same
approach. The centroid, width and percentage of the EWSR associated with the isoscalar
mode are 12.5 MeV, 3.2 McV and 75% respectively. The corresponding quantities associated
with the isovector GQR arc 23.1 McV, 3.6 McV and 80%.
The second order amplitude needed in the calculation of the double phonon excitation
can be written as

_1 ^

"2.4;

27 I.M.
Ep Г
7
-<x> "
J
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where f;Af, denotes the angular momentum and projection of the intermediate state. A
central aspect of the above expression is the interference between the ditrcrent El-amplitudes,
and thus between the different components of the dipolc response (cf. eq.(2)). The principal
integral in eq.(9) has been neglected in the calculations reported here. It vanishes for the
excitation of a sharp dipole i.tate, and is expected to give a small contribution even when
the state has a finite width.
The evaluation of a (2) requires the knowledge of the matrix element < //||A/(Sl)||/; >
= < "i"2||M (El)||i/i >. Because of the phonon character of the operators Q^^, it can be
shown that

>= ^/1 + 6„„

Я,(|/2) < 0\\С)чМ(Е\)\\0 >

This result emerges from the interference of 103 states, and shows that the strength function
for the excitation of the double gianl dipolc resonance can be derived from the one-phonon
strength function, considering the multiple excitation of all the \v > states, with the appropriate boson factor and phase which account for the double excitation of the same state.
The resulting differential Coulomb-excitation cross sections associated with the twophonon dipole excitation displays a centroid at 30.6 MeV, about twice that of the one-phonon
l~-states, while the width is Г и б MeV, the ratio to that of the one-phonon excitation being

1.5.
The associated integrated values are displayed in Table 1, in comparison with the experimental findings. The value of the integrated cross section reported in ref. [16] is 1.85 ± 0.1
b. The nuclear contribution has been estimated to be about 100 mb, while about 3% (50
mb) of the cross section is found at higher energy, Subtracting these two contributions and
the 2-phonon cross section leads to the value Ы80 mb shown in the last row of Table 1.
As can be seen from Eq. (6), the calculated cross sections depend on the choice of the
value of Rmin = ra(Ap

+ A/ ). In keeping with the standard "safe distance", that is, the

distance beyond which nuclear excitation can be safely neglected, we have used r0 = 1.5 fm.
It is satisfactory that the measured cross section is rather close to .this value. Also shown
in Table 1 are the predictions associated with the sequential excitation of the double giant
dipole resonance. The calculated value of 50 mb is a factor of 4 smaller than experimentally
observed. Reducing r0 to 1.2 fm increases the cross section to 130 mb, a value which is
still 50% smaller than the reported experimental value. The fact that the one-phonon cross

16

Table 1. Calculated for two values of r0 and experimental cross section (in mb) for the
excitation of giant resonances in

GDR

1Л>

'Л"с.

GQR r=0

GQR r = ,

GDR + GQR

[GDR®GDR]0+l2+

60

1650

50

r0=1.5fm

1480

110

Experiment

-

-

1480

215 ± 50

section becomes a factor 1.7 larger than reported indicates that this way to proceed is likely
not to be correct, and seems to be in contradiction with basic predictions of the harmonic
picture of the GDR which is at the basis of the RPA description of these modes. It is worth
to mentioning that an essential discrepancy between the experimental cross sections and
calculated ones takes place for oilier calculations and other experiments too [18,19].

5. CONCLUSIONS
The Quasiparticle Phonon Model has been applied to calculations of the fine structure
of giant resonances. The model Ilamillonian has been diagonalized on the basis of the wave
functions of excited states which include one- and two-phonon configurations. The wave
functions produced for each state contributing to a giant resonance allow one to consider
different properties of single and double resonances on a microscopic basis. To understand a
puzzle of a large experimental value for the Coulomb excitation cross section of the double
giant resonances in comparison with the calculated one it is necessary to continue such
investigations.
Wo acknowledge financial support from the R,ussian foundation for fundamental
research tinder the grant 94-02-05137 and from the International Science Foundation
under the grant A^ NGNOOO.
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1. Introduction
A systematic study of the charge-exchange spin-flip collective excitations began in the
early eighties making use of the (p,n) charge-exchange reaction at intermediate bombarding energies (100 MeV < Ep < 500 MeV) [1-3]. At these energies, the (p,n) reaction
preferentially excites spin-flip states [4-8], such as the Gamow-Teller resonance (GTR)
and the spin-flip AL=1 resonances that were already predicted earlier [9-11].
The microscopic structure of ЛТ^ = —1 charge-exchange modes, which can be described as a coherent superposition of one-proton particle one-neutron hole configurations,
can be investigated by studying their proton decay. The ( 3 He,tp) reaction has already been
used at bombarding energies of :± 30 MeV/u to study the structure of the non-spin-flip
isobaric analog resonance (IAR) in heavy nuclei [12-14] and the charge-exchange ДЬ=1
modes in light nuclei [15,16]. At intermediate energies (> 100 MeV/u), the preferential
3
excitation of spin-isospin-flip modes in the ( He,t) reaction [17,18] allows, in conjunction
with proton decay, the study of the microscopic structure of these modes.
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2. Experimental procedure and data analysis
The experiments were performed at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP)
3
+J
in Osaka. A 450 MeV He ' beam extracted from the ring cyclotron was achromatically
208
transported without any momentum defining slits onto a Pb target of 5.2 mg/crrr
thickness and of 99.86% isotopic enrichment. The ejectile tritons were detected in the
spectrometer Grand Raiden [19], which has a K-value of 1400 MeV. The spectrometer
3
T
was set at —0.3° with vertical and horizontal opening angles of 40 mrad each. The He ~
beam, having lower magnetic rigidity than the tritons, was fully intercepted by a specially
3
designed Faraday cup in the first dipole magnet of the spectrometer. The He~ particles,
which are formed in the target and have about the same rigidity as the ejectile tritons,
served as a calibration for the energy as well as for the scattering angle since they define
the 0° spectrometer angle.
The ejectile tritons were detected with the focal-plane detection system which has two
2-dimensional position-sensitive multi-wire drift chambers (MVVDC) backed by two ДЕscintillation counters for particle identification. The horizontal and vertical scattering
angles at the target were determined by ray-tracing techniques from the horizontal and
vertical positions determined in the two position-sensitive detectors with uncertainties
of less than 2 mrad and 10 mrad, respectively. Because of the characteristic angular
distributions of the IAR, GTR and spin-flip ДЬ=1 resonances at angles near 0°, software
cuts on the deduced scattering angles can be used in later off-line analyses to enhance the
relative contributions of these resonances in the spectra.
Recently, the results for the GTR and IAR determined from our experiment have been
published [20]. In this paper, use was made of the characteristic angular distribution of
AL=0 transitions, which is sharply peaked at 0°, to enhancti their contributions in spectra relative to those of transitions of higher muHipolarity and/or continuum background
due to the quasi-free, charge-exchange process. Transitions of higher multipolarity have
minima in their angular distributions at 0°, and the continuum due to the quasi-free
charge-exchange process has a rather flat angular distribution near 0°.
Figure 1 shows two singles spectra where the tnton scattering angles have been selected
by ray-tracing to be centered at 0° (fig. la) and at 1° (fig. Ib). The software gates define
horizontal and vertical opening angles of 14 mrad and 20 mrad, respectively. In the
spectrum centered at 0°, the 3He+ peak is prominent and also the structure due to the IAR
and GTR. These resonances are superimposed on a non-resonant continuum background,
which results from quasi-free charge exchange. Figure la displays the decomposition into
the GTR, IAR and the non-resonant background. The continuum background (dashdotted curve) has been calculated according to the prescription given in ref. [21]. The
total width of the GTR was determined from fitting the GTR in this 0° spectrum [20] to
be Г = 3.75i0.25 MeV, and its excitation energy to be 15.63 — 0.07 MeV. In the spectrum
centered at 1°, the 3 He^ peak is absent and, moreover, the contributions of the IAR and
GTR are reduced in agreement with expectations based on their angular distributions
[20]. However, the relative contributions from the AL=1 spin-flip excitations (denoted by
SDR) are enhanced.
Protons from the decay of the IAR, GTR and SDR were measured in coincidence with
tritons in eight solid-state detectors (SSD) arranged in two rings containing 4 SSD's each.
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Figure 1. Triton energy spectra from 208Pb(3He,t)208Bi obtained at E(3He) = 450 MeV
and at в = 0°. a) Spectrum gated on the smallest scattering angles near в = 0° from — 7
to +7 mrad horizontally and from —10 to +10 mrad vertically. Here, IAS, GTR and 3He"r
peak are prominent. The dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted lines represent fits obtained for
GTR, IAS, and non-resonant background, respectively, b) Spectrum gated on scattering
angles near 9 = 1° with horizontal and vertical opening angles identical to those of fig. la.
Spin-flip AL=1 resonances (denoted by SDR) are enhanced, whereas IAS and GTR are
strongly suppressed, and the 3He">" peak is absent.
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Figure 2. a) Two-dimensional scatter plot of proton energy versus triton energy [or
excitation energy in 208Bi] gated on scattering angles' centered at 0° (see fig. la). The loci
indicate decay of states in 208Bi by protons to final neutron-hole states in 207 Pb. b) The
final-state spectrum of neutron-hole states populated in 207 Pb as obtained from projecting
loci of fig. 2a onto the 2 0 7 Pb excitation-energy axis, c) Triton energy spectrum gated on
proton decay to neutron-hole states in 207 Pb after subtraction of random coincidences.
The dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted lines represent the fits obtained for GTR, IAS, and
SDR, respectively.
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The detectors in the outer ring were at в = 132°, whereas those in the inner ring were
at 157°. The SSD's in both rings were positioned at ф - 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°. The
detectors in the outer and inner rings were coUimated to subtend soHd angles of АП =
57.8 and 47.0 msr, respectively.
Tirae-of-flight spectra were generated for each SSD by starting and stopping a timeto-digital converter with timing signals from the focal-plane scintillator and the SSD,
respectively. The time spectra (not shown here) had a ratio of prompt to random events
of about 10. Two-dimensional scatter plots of proton energy measured in SSD versus
excitation energy in 208Bi were generated for prompt and random events by gating on
prompt and random peaks in the time spectra. These 2-dimensional spectra were generated with gates on solid angles centered at 0° and 1°. In figure 2, a prompt 2-dimensional
spectrum obtained for a gate on the soBd angle centered at 0° is shown (fig. 2a). The loci
for decay of the IAR. GTR and higher-lying resonances to the ground state (g.s.) and
the low-lying neutron-hole states in 207 Pb (i.e. 3pi/:, 2/ 5 / 2 , 3p 3 / 2 , b'i3/ 2 , 2/ 7 / 2 ) can be
observed. The total resolution of the proton and triton sum energy was about 400 keV.
This was not sufficient to completely resolve the decay to the 1st and 2nd excited states
of 2 °'Pb. This can also be seen in the final-state spectrum obtained by projecting the
loci on the excitation-energy axis of :o?Pb. This is shown in fig. 2b, which is obtained by
gating on the combined region of the GTR and IAR. The various peaks corresponding to
decay to neutron-hole states in !07Pb can be clearly observed.
A triton energy spectrum is shown in fig. 2c. This was obtained by gating on decays
to neutron-hole states in 207 Pb and subtracting random coincidences. It is worth noting
that in this spectrum the yield of the IAS relative to that of the GTR is much bigger
compared to the singles spectrum because the IAS has a much larger branching ratio for
proton decay to 207 Pb. At excitation energies higher than that of the GTR, it is observed
that the spin-flip ДЬ=1 resonances, which are excited even near 0° (after the cut on
the core solid angle), also decay by proton emission to the neutron-hole states in 307 Pb.
This is observed more clearly in spectra generated for scattering angles centered at 1° as
discussed below. The continuum due to quai-free charge exchange, leading to emission of
protons at very forward angles, is strongly suppressed (and therefore can be neglected)
because coincidence is required with protons emitted at very backward angles. Thus the
spectrum only contains the three contributions (IAR, GTR, and SDR) mentioned above.
The branching ratios and partial proton escape widths can be determined from these
spectra as discussed in ref. [20] and below.
In figure 3 the spectrum for triton angles centered at 1° is shown including the decomposition into the GTR, 1AR, SDR and the non-resonant background. The continuum
background (dash-dotted curve) has been calculated as described above. The total width
of the SDR was determined from fitting the IAR, GTR and SDR in this 1° spectrum to
be Г = 8.9 ± 1.4 MeV, and its excitation energy to be 21.01 ± 0.05 MeV. The parameters for the IAR, GTR and quasi-free continuum determined from this spectrum were in
agreement with those determined from the 0° spectrum.
A final-state spectrum obtained by gating on the solid angle centered at 1° and on the
region of the SDR in the singles spectrum (not shown here) shows that the decay pattern
for the SDR is different than that for the GTR. A relatively weaker population of the
3pi/ 2 and stronger populations of the lii3/ 2 and 2/ 7 / 2 neutron-hole states ;ire observed for
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Figure 3. Triton energy spectrum from Figure 4. Triton energy spectrum at в =
208
3
2 e
3
Pb( He,t) ° Bi obtained at E( He) = 450 1° gated on proton decay to neutron-hole
207
MeV and at в = 1°. The dashed, dotted, states in Pb after subtraction of ransolid and dash-dotted lines represent fits ob- dom coincidences. The dashed, dotted,
tained for GTR, IAR, spin-flip AL=1 reso- and solid lines represent the fits obtained
nances (denoted by SDR) and non-resonant for GTR, IAR, and SDR, respectively (see
background, respectively.
also fig. 3).

the SDR.
A triton energy spectrum is shown in figure 4. It was obtained by gating on decays
to the neutron-hole states in 207pb and subtracting random coincidences. The yield
of the SDR in this spectrum relative to that of the GTR is larger than in the singles
spectrum. Furthermore, the continuum due to quasi-free charge exchange is again strongly
suppressed because of the coincidence required with protons emitted at very backward
angles. Thus this coincidence spectrum again contains only the contributions of the IAR,
GTR and SDR.

3. Results and discussion
The total width of the IAR, GTR or SDR can be written as Г = Г' + Г 1 , where Г1 is
the spreading width. In heavy nuclei, this leads to neutron decay. Statistical decay in the
GTR region in 208Bi favours neutron to proton decay by about three orders of magnitude
as a consequence of the high Coulomb barrier. Г1 is the escape width connected with the
microscopic, one-proton particle, one-neutron hole structure of the GTR. This leads to
direct proton decay to the neutron-hole states of 207Pb in the reaction studied here. The
escape width can thus be written as

(1)
where Г'. is the partial proton escape width associated with decay to the ith neutron-hole
state of 207 Pb. The ratio of Г' to the total width Г can be obtained from the ratios of
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the coincidence double-differential cross sections to the singles cross section as
" _ **

_ I
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~

da
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~
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dft,

'

1

Here, it is implicitly assumed that the double-differential and singles cross sections have
been integrated over the excitation energy of the resonance. Since the decay of the GTR
and IAR is expected to be isotropic, integrating the double-differential cross section yields
a factor of 4тг (right hand side of Eq. 2). In the case of the SDR one has to integrate over
the observed angular correlation pattern.
The partial proton escape widths of the IAR and the GTR in 208Bi to the 3pi/ 2 , 2/ 5/2 ,
Зрз/2, and 2/7/2 neutron-hole states in 207 Pb were determined from the measured branching
ratios. The latter were determined from the peak areas of the IAR and GTR in the
spectrum shown in fig. 2c which is obtained by gating on the various final hole states in
207
Pb as described above. For the GTR the proton e_scape widths are given in column 7
of table 1. Since the resolution was not sufficient to separate the decay to the 2/5/2 s.nd
Зрз/2 neutron-hole states in 207Pb, the sum of the partial decay widths is given. This was
also the case in the еагБег experiment [12]. The present results for the IAR: 51.4±5.6 keV
(Г' 1/а ), 79.4 ±9.4 keV (Г}1/2 + Г^ /з ) and 3.5 ±1.6 keV (Г}т/]) are in very good agreement
with the earlier experimental values [14] of 51.9 ± 1.6 keV, (26.4 ± 2.0 + 64.7 ± 3.4) keV
and 4.2±0.6 iceV, respectively. This nice agreement for the values determined for the IAR
lends credence to the extracted values for the GTR which are in complete disagreement
with the earlier experimental results listed in column 6. This confirms [22] that the earlier
measurement [12] was not able to reliably measure the decay of the GTR due to the weak
excitation of the GTR (no GTR bump could be observed) and to proton emission from
competing reaction processes.
Table 1
Theoretical and experimental partial and total (escape) proton widths, Г^_. and
keV for the decay of the GTR in 208Bi into neutron-hole states in 207 Pb. '
expc>
theor">
theor b >
theor c >
expd>
neutron-hole
E,
207
states in Pb [keV]
123.7
114.1
33
570 ±70
58.4 ±11.2
0
ЗРГ/2
1
of108.7
18
incl, in p3/2
incl, in рз/з
570
192.8
-/5/2
185.1
21
ИЗО ±300
101.5 ±15.6
239.5
898
ЗРз/2
Ц-1
7.1
0.04
8.3 ±9.2
6.3
1780 ±500
1633
850 ±300
16.6
4.8
0.26
15.6 ±7.4
2340
2/f/2
1/1~Д
7.9
0.02
2.9
3413
72.3
~4330
184 ±49
total
587.6
421.9
•' ref. [22] obtained with SGII interaction.
b)
ref. [22] obtained with SIII interaction
c
> ref. [23,24].
d
> ref. (12); see also ref. [22].
e
' Present experimental results.
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Table 2
Recent theoretical partial and total (escape) proton widths, Г^; and SjF^, in keV lor ihe
208
207
decay of the GTR in Bi into neutron-hole states in Pb.
6
c
d
neutron-hole
Etheor '
theor >
theor >
theor')
theor"'
207
states in Pb
[keV]
111
33
43.4
0
66
54.5
ЗРГ/2
153
18
29.2
570
90
47.7
2/5/2
165
99
21
37.7
898
45.2
3pJ/\
3
0.04
0.21
1633
3
0.20
«Гз/.
27
2340
15
0.26
3.3
3.4
Л"/2
lfc-Д
3
0.02
0.07
3413
3
0.14
total
462
113.9
151.1
276
72.3
•> ref. [26] obtained in TD with SHI interaction.
b
' same as *' but proton escape energies and neutron spectroscopic factors taken from
experiment.
c)
ref. [23,24] obtained in RPA with g = 1.2.
d
c
' ref. [27] same as ' but proton escape energies taken from
experiment.
c
d
> same as > but g = 1.4.
2

Columns 3-5 display theoretical predictions. Columns 3 and 4 list the partial proton escape widths calculated by Van Giai et al. [22] in the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA)
with explicit coupling to the continuum. These calculations were performed within the
framework of a self-consistent microscopic theory where the single-particle states and the
residual particle-hole interaction are derived from the same Skyrme force. Two different
forces were considered, but only that used for the calculations of column 4 yielded an escape width for the IAR compatible with the experimental value. All theoretical results for
the GTR, including those obtained by Muraviev and Urin [23,24] in RPA with coupling
to the continuum (column 5) do not reproduce the data. Only the theoretically predicted
dominance of the decays into the three lowest single-neutron hole states is confirmed by
the new data.
It is worth noting that recent calculations by Udagawa et al. [25j, Colo et al. [26]
and Muraviev and Urin [27] showed good to reasonable agreement with the experimental
results. The recent results of Colo et al. and Muraviev and Urin are given in table 2. Colo
et al. calculated the various characteristics of the GTR in TDA with explicit coupling to
the continuum. The results obtained with the SIII Skyrme force are given in column 3.
These are similar to the earlier results given in column 4 of table 1. However, when the
experimental proton escape energies and spectroscopic factors for neutron pickup from
208
Pb were used better agreement with the experimental results was obtained (column 4).
The older results of Muraviev and Urin obtained in RPA with coupling to the continuum
and with the strength of the Landau-Migdal force given by g = 1.2 are reproduced in
column 5. Better agreement with the experimental results is obtained when the experimental proton escape energies are used (column 6) and the agreement becomes almost
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perfect when the strength parameter of the Landau-Migdal force is chosen g = 1.4. The
implications of this are not clear, however.
For the decay of the SDR in 208Bi, the partial proton escape widths to the various
neutron-hole states in 207 Pb have not been determined nor have the various spin components (2~, 1~ and 0~) of the SDR been disentangled using their angular correlation
patterns. However, one can infer from the final-state spectra (not shown here) that the
population pattern of the various neutron-hole states is different for the SDR than that
for the .GTR, in that the lii3/2 and 2/7/2 are more strongly and the 3pi/ 2 more weakly
populated. Furthermore, the total proton decay branching ratio has been determined
from the coincidence spectra to be 14.6 ± 1.3%. If assumed to be due to decay of one
single resonance with a width of 8.9 MeV, this would lead to a total proton escape width
of 1.30 ±0.23 MeV. However, the SDR bump consists of three spin components, i.e. 2~, 1~
and 0~. Even if one considers that the total proton escape width determined above should
be divided among these three components, the resulting proton escape width per component is still considerably larger than for the GTR. This has to do with the increase of the
proton energy available above the Coulomb barrier and also the average decrease of the
angular-momentum barrier for the decay protons as compared to the GTR. Indications
also appear for proton decay to the l/i 9 / 2 broad neutron deep-hole state in 207 Pb.
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The ( He,t) charge-exchange reaction lias been investigated with a magnetic
3
spectrometer at E( He) = 200 MeV and angles near © = 0° on essentially all
stable Sn targets.with an energy resolution of 80-100 keV. Fragmentation of the
Gamow-Teller resonance into three to four major components of the particle-hole
type has been observed over the entire range of Sb isotopes. These components
are often refered to as direct, core-polarization, and back-spin-flip. The excitation energies of the most collective main Gamow-Teller resonances of 1 to 3
MeV above the respective isobaric analog states decrease with neutron excess.
They seem to display the influence of the filling of the 11|ц/2 neutron orbit in
the target nuclei. The widths are Т ta 5 - 6 MeV. The "pygmy" resonances
are located below the isobaric analog states, and they show a systematic energy dependence as well. They display further substructures and are split into
typically eight strong fragments which presumably represent doorway states.
Low-lying 1+ states (the ground states in ll8'I20Sb) and corresponding 1/2+
states in 117'119Sb are strongly excited and display a systematic pattern.

1. Introduction
The existence of collective 1+ states with structures related to isobaric analog states (IAS)
has been predicted many years ago [1]. This was followed by extensive experimental studies
using the (p,n) charge-exchange reaction in the eighties [2,3,4]. Properties of Gamow-Teller
resonances (GTR) have been investigated in subsequent years in great detail supplemented
more recently by investigations using the (3He,t) charge-exchange reaction with its increased
detection efficiency and energy resolution.
Fragmentation and splitting of the Gamow-Teller strength in the Sb isotopes into three (or
more) fragments has also been predicted early using a quasi-classical treatment [5]. High-lying
1+ states with maximum collectivity are mainly associated with excitations of neutrons into the
proton orbits of the spin-orbit-partner, j = 1+ \ -i j = I- i. The energy differences EX(GTR)
— Ej(IAS) for these GTR in medium-heavy nuclei are expected to be on the order of a few MeV
but should decrease with increasing neutron excess and mass. So-called "pygmy" resonances
sometimes described in the literature as j —» j core-polarization and (only in neutron-rich
nuclei) j = / — | — » j = / + j back-spin-flip components are expected at lower excitation
energies. This fragmentation into three or more components has been observed recently [6] in
the (3He,t) charge-exchange reaction on targets of 117Sn and 120Sn. '
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Fig. 1. Triton energy spectra for 118 Sn( 3 He 1 I) 118 Sb at E(3IIe) = 200 MeV and (a) 0 к 0°,
and (b) 0 fs 2°. Spectrum (c) is the difference spectrum (0 & 0° - 2°).
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A splitting of the most collective main GTR for Ge and Sn targets into two components
has also been predicted theoretically [7]. For the Sb isotopes this splitting should be most
pronounced near 11R Sb at the onset of the filling of the lhn/2 neutron orbit in the ground
states of the Sn targets. This splitting could not be observed experimentally for the targets of
117
Sn and 120Sn [6] possibly due to the fact that the total widths Г ss 5 - 6 McV exceeds the
predicted spUtting.
It was the purpose of the present investigation to study the various effects systematically
with the ( J Hc,t) charge-exchange reaction at E(''He) = 200 MeV near 0 = 0° with good energy
resolution over the entire range of stable Sn targets from A = 112 to A = 124.

2. Experimental procedures and results
The experiment was carried out at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) with
the K600 high-resolution magnetic spectrometer at E('1He) = 200 MeV near 0 = 0°. Isolopically enriched targets were used. The ray-tracing capabilities permit the simultaneous
measurement of triton spectra centered near 0° and 2°. The sharp decrease in cross section for
0 > 0° provides a powerful signature for L=0 trarisitiors since non-resonant background and
other resonances change much more weakly with angle. Difference spectra for 0° minus 2° arc
therefore very sensitive to L=0 contributions. This conclusion becomes immediately apparent
from Fig. 1 which displays as an example triton energy spectra measured for " 8 Sn( 3 He,t) I18 Sb
at 0 = 0° and 2° and their difference. The main GTR, two or three lower components including discrete low-lying 1+ states (including the ground state) are seen in addition to the
O f IAS. The spectra also show a higher-excited L=l resonance and non-resonant background
which cancel to a large extent in the difference spectrum. Also included in the figure is the
decomposition of the observed spectra into non-resonant background from quasi-free charge
exchange and from the various resonances. Spectra measured for the other targets display
very similar characteristics. Only the spectra for the '"Sn target which had lowest isotopic
abundance of 71 % showed pronounced contributions from heavier Sn isotopes which have
more positive Q-values. However, clean "' 1 Sn(' l lIc,t) spectra could be obtained by subtracting
properly normalized contributions from the n(i . lls . 1Jll Sn contaminants.
Fig. 2 displays the same three spectra for the l l s Sn target but with expanded energy
scales for the region of low excitation energies. The energy binning has also been reduced to
permit the observation of fine structures. Numerous L=0 transitions, presumably 1+ states,
are seen. Interestingly, the five, lowest states observed in 11G Sb (not shown) can be identified
with known 1+ states. The transition to the 1+ ground state in 118 Sb seen in the figure is
particularly strong; there are slates clustered in the range from 1 to 2 MeV; there are states
clustered in the regions of the pygmy resonances near 3 MeV and 5.5 MeV (labeled GT3 and
GT2, respectively). Only one state close to the ground state is clearly identified with Ij^O.
No such fine structure is present for the main GTR. The systematics of these structures will
be discussed below. Very similar characteristics have been observed for all cven-A targets and
with minor differences also for the two odd-A targets.

3. Discussion
Fig. 3 displays as function of A the excitation energies and total widths (indicated by the
error bars) of the three Gamow-Teller resonances including the main resonance and the two
lower components. The energies are given relative to the excitation energies of the respective isobaric analog states (IAS). Also shown in the figure are the strong 1+ ground states
(in 118'"°Sb) or low-excited states (in 112,1 H,ii6,i22,i24g b ) ;n the even-A Sb isotopes and the
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corresponding 1/2+ (or 3/2+) states in the two odd-A isotopes (in m'119Sb). There is no
indication for a doublet for odd A, and the strong state seen in 117Sb is a known 1/2+ state.
The heavy dashed line represents the energies of the ground states which display odd-even
staggering due to pairing. The lighter dashed lines represent the limits below which neutron or
proton emission are energetically not possible. The (upper) neutron line confirms the known
fact that isospin-forbidden neutron decay from IAS is energetically not possible [8] for A<115.
Essentially all pygmy resonances are stable with respect to (allowed) neutron as well as proton
emission.
The excitation energies for all three Gamow-Teller components relative to the energies of
the IAS display a systematic dependence on neutron excess. This includes the odd-A isotopes.
The energies decrease with increasing neutron excess as expected, and they follow crudely the
trend already suggested in Ref. [5]. For mSb and 120Sb the energies are also in reasonable
agreement with those calculated by Urin et al. (see Ref.[6]). The main GTR have total widths
of Г ss 5 — 6 MeV, whereas the widths of the pygmy resonances are significantly smaller. The
splitting of the pygmy resonances into individual states as shown in Fig. 2 is present for all
targets, and it also displays a general trend. It is more pronounced for the light Sb isotopes
where the threshold for neutron emission is higher than for the heavy isotopes. This splitting
into typically about 8 components is believed to depend on the coupling to 2-particle/2-hole
doorway states. The splitting is most pronounced at low excitation energies which may reflect
upon the dependence on the density of doorway states. The substructures are also much less
pronounced for the odd-A resonances, and no splitting is observed for the main GTR.
The systematic dependence of the excitation energies of the low-lying 1+ states (1/2"1" states
in the odd-A isotopes) on neutron excess is striking. The energies for the even-A and odd-A
isotopes follow an almost straight line, except that the energies for the odd-A isotopes are
displaced downward by about 200 keV. Clearly, all these states must be related and have a
similar nuclear structure, possibly excitations from the essentially full 2d s / 2 or lg?/2 neutron
orbits leading to particle-hole configurations of the type (Ig7/2)(2d5/2)~1 or (Zds^XlgT/a)" 1 Interestingly, only one state is observed in the odd-A cases, apparently a l/2 + state, and not
a (l/2 + , 3/2+) spin doublet as one might expect.
Special attention is given to the excitation energies of the main GTR. The measured excitation energies are displayed on an expanded scale in Fig. 4 as filled circles. Related more
limited data for 112'I16'l;MSn(p,n) at E(p)=200 MeV [4] have been reported earlier with similar
results, and data for 44,U6,ii8,i2o,i22,i24Sn(3He)t) at E(3He)=450 MeV have become available
very recently [9]. The experimental excitation energies decrease with increasing neutron excess.
The initial fast decrease for the light isotopes is followed by a much slower decrease.
Also included in Fig. 4 are calculated energies. Two essentailly straight lines are obtained
by connecting the calulated values (small open circles) from the work of Guba, Nikolaev, and
Urin [7]. The lower line represents the calculated GTR based on the excitation of all possible
particle-hole configurations excluding the 1Ьц/2 -»lhg/j excitation. The neutron occupation
probabilities for the 1Ьц/2 neutron BCS wave functions in the ground states of the Sn isotopes
are very small for the light isotopes, and this curve should therefore represent the energy
dependence of the GTR in this region.
The upper line for the heavy isotopes represents the calculated GTR based on all particlehole configurations including lhn/2 —» Ihg/z- A transition from the lower to the upper curve
is expected due to the gradual filling of the 1Ьц/2 neutron orbit in the target nuclei. Furthermore, in the transition region near the onset of the filling of this orbit centered at 118Sn, a
configuration splitting of the GTR is predicted [7] due to constructive and destructive interference with the (lhg/ 2 )(lhn/2)~ 1 component. A gradual transition in strength from the lower
to the upper component should take place. However, no such splitting was observed earlier in
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the investigation [6] of the n7'120Sn(3He,t) reactions, and no such splitting was observed in the
present experiment involving all Sn targets. This result may be due to the fact that the total
widths of Г и 5 - 6 MeV of the GTR exceed the predicted splitting.
However, the observed excitation energies (centroid energies) of the GTR seem to display
the influence of the filling of the lhn/г neutron orbit in the target nuclei. Based on the energies
of the two calculated components and their relative strengths [7], the curved dashed line was
obtained. It represents the calculated centroid energies. The measured centroid excitation
energies display the transition from the lower to the upper curve similar to the predicted
behavior. Furthermore, a weak increase observed for the total widths Г in the region A =
116—120 is compatible with widths expected from two components separated by 2—3 MeV.
The observed centroid energies and total width of the L=l resonances (not shown) follow
a similar systematic trend for both even-A and odd-A nuclei with the excitation energies
decreasing from 11 to 8 MeV and Г ~ 10 MeV. The increased excitation energies reflect upon
the shell crossing associated with L=l. Interestingly, the excitation energies appear to be
similar for the giant electric dipole resonances and the spin-dipole resonances suggesting a
near degeneracy as observed earlier for the 1~ component in 12N.
Bar diagrams for some of the observed 0° cross sections are displayed in Fig. 5. The
top diagram gives the values for the* three components of the GTR. Clearly, the cross section
for the main component dominates, and all three cross sections display a weak increase with
neutron excess. This is also the case for the cross sections leading to the IAS (middle). If the
reaction mechanisms for the transitions to the main component of the GTR with maximum
collectivity and the IAS are assumed to result from pure charge-exchange spinfiip and nonspinflip interactions with interaction energies V^T and VT, respectively, then the Gamow-Teller
and Fermi strengths, B(GT) and B(F), become proportional to the differential cross sections at
0 = 0° [10]. Assuming B(F) = N—Z for the IAS, it becomes possible to estimate the GamowTeller strengths. For the main component of the GTR, B(GT) was found consistently to be
~ 65% of the sumrule of 3(N-Z) in approximate agreement with calculated values of ~ 80%
[7]. However, if the expected quenching (e.g. Ref. [11]) of the GT strength is considered, both
the experimental and the calculated values may represent overestimates.
Using the observed 0° cross sections for the other two GT components and for the energetically low-lying 1+ states, it became apparent that the above procedure leads to significant
overestimates of B(GT). This is particularly apparent for the transitions to the 1+ ground
states of 118 Sb and 120Sb where reliable B(GT) values can be deduced from the /3+ decays of
these ground states into the respective 0+ ground states in Sn. The enhanced cross section
probably result from the fact that at our bombarding energy of E(3He) = 200 MeV, or 65
MeV/u, there are still significant contributions from the tensor charge-exchange interaction
VTV These contributions appear to lead to constructive interference which enhances the transitions to the pygmy resonances and the low-lying 1+ states, particularly if the wave functions
contain components as decribed above. This interference effect seems to make the observation of these lower components and states possible. However, the extraction of Gamow-Teller
strength B(GT) is more involved and has to wait for the analysis of our 12'13'14C(3He,t)12'I3'MN
data and the determination of the interaction energies V r , V,,,., and Vjv,
The lowest bar diagram in Fig. 5 displays the cross sections for the low-lying 1+ and l/2 +
states. It is interesting to note that the cross sections for the odd-A cases display a behavior
reminiscent of Paul! blocking seen in (p,t) and (d,a) reactions.
Cross sections were also determined for the non-resonant background. This background is
based on the quasi-free charge-exchange reaction on bound neutrons. The cross sections can
be compared to the charge-exchange reaction on the free neutron. Following the procedures
outlined in Ref. [6], it was found that typically 14 to 22 neutrons or about 85 % of the
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excess neutrons participate in the quasi-free process at this bombarding energy. Given the
uncertainties for these cross sections, the agreement with the occupation probabilities observed
in electron-induced proton knockout from valence shells of ~ 70% is quite satisfactory [12].
Non-resonant background from the breakup/pickup reaction [6] occurs only at higher effective excitation energies and was not observed in the present experiment.

4. Summary
A comprehensive study of the (3He,t) reaction on essentially all stable Sn isotopes has been
performed at E(3He)=200 MeV near 0 = 0°. Difference spectra for the angles 0 = 0° and
2° are very sensitive to the presence of transitions with angular momentum transfer L=0. Interference between the transition strengths from spin-flip charge exchange and the non-central
tensor charge exchange leads to enhanced cross sections for low-lying particle-hole components. The Gamow-Teller resonance is strongly excited as well as several fragments at lower
excitation energies (pygmy resonances). The energy dependence of the main GTR on neutron
excess reflects upon the filling of the lhj]/2 neutron orbit in the Sn target nuclei. Configuration splitting near the onset of the filling of this orbital has been predicted theoretically but
was not observed probably due to the fact that the total widths exceed the predicted splitting. Essentially all pygmy resonances were found to display substructures and to be strongly
fragmented into typically eight components. These components are interpreted as doorway
states, and the observed characteristics seem to reflect upon the variation of the density of
these states. Neutron and proton emission from the pygmy resonances is strongly hindered or
forbidden on account of energy systematics. A systematic energy and cross section dependence
was observed for strong 1+ ground or very low-excited states in all even-A Sb isotopes together
with corresponding 1/24" states in the odd-A Sb isotopes.
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Electromagnetic excitation of the two-phouon giant
dipole resonances
R. Kulcssa
Institut'- of Physics, .lagnllnnian University, Krakow .Poland

1. Introduction
The existence оГ giant resonances dates back to the 19 10-ics, when they were first
predicted llicoiclically by Migilal in 19-14 [I] and proved cxperiincntally as a resonant
photo-absorption by Baldwin and Klaibcr in 1947/-18 [2]. In the last almost 50 years
the giant resonances appeared to be a general property of all nuclei throughout of the
periodic table. The best known giant resonance is the giant dipolc resonance (GDll).
In the hydrodynatnic collective model the nucleus is described as a classical liquid drop
with a fixed surface consisting of two incompressible fluids. The GDll is described as
the vibration of the neutron fluid against the proton fluid. II is now experimentally
proven that giant dipolc resonances arc built not only on the ground state, but also
on excited nuclear stales and exist in fast rotating nuclei [3]. They may be also built
on top of each other forming multipuonon excitations. In this short presentation I will
not refer to many other high energy collective excitations as e.g isoscalar and isovector
electric quadrupole resonance or the giant monopolc resonance. Many detailed review
articles may be found in the literature [3,4,5]. The status of very recent investigations
on giant resonances was presented in the 1993 Gull Lake Nuclear Physics Conference
on Giant Resonances [6]. The natural way of excitation of GDll is the photoabsorption
process. The energy dependence of the photoabsorplion cross section in spherical nuclei
can be parametrized using a lorcntzian form;

ET is the energy of the maximal absorption cross-section. The total photoabborption
cross-section is usually compared to the TRK (Thonias-Rcichc-Kuhn) [7] sum rule:
= С О [ Л Ы / • tnb],
where т is the mass of the nuclei.
The dependence of other integral parameters describing the GDR as c.g the resonance
shape center energy on the mass number is in general very well known. The dependence
of the width on the mass number is not so evident. In deformed nuclei a splitting of
the GDll is observed, which is dependent on the nuclear deformation.
Very recently an extensive review of experimental evidence on the two-phonon
excitation of the GDll was given by II. Emling [8]. In this review the theoretical
background for the excitation of double giant dipolc resonance (DGOR) can be found.
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Ill the I'ahL yt'.us iuu'iinuJi.iie am! high rangy }»\ivy ion bonms have provided
improved conditions for excitation of giant resonances. Large cross-sections observed
in excitation of GDR using heavy ions make highly probable the excitation of higher
phonon states. If one assume, that GDR obeys the condition of harmonic vibration, it
may happen, that an excitation occurs when the nucleus vibrates in the GDR region,
leading to a double or even higher-order phonon excitation. According to the harmonic approximation, the excitation energy should then be proportional to the number of excited phonons, giving an equidistant excitation spectrum. For a lorentzian
description of the shape of the GDR, the width of the multi-phonon states (Г„сол)
will be a simple multiplication of GDR width (Гсол) with the number of plionons n,
FnGon — "• I'GDK, provided an assumption of independent phonons is valid. Under
this assumption the electromagnetic decay rate is obtained by s u m m i n g the decay rate
of individual plionons, as it was shown by liohr and Mottclson [9]
; п = 1 - n •= 0).
<„-,,/„-,

where ]n denote the phonon spin and £u additional quantum numbers.
The largest amount of experimental data concerning the excitation of DGDR states
was obtained by (тг + ,7г~) and (тг~,тг + ) pion double charge exchange reaction on several
targets л°Тг [10], yjNb [10], П6^ [11], 138Z?a [10] and 197 /lu [11]. The measured cross
section was u s u a l l y of an order of a few microbarns. Much higher cross-sections up
to several hundreds of tnilibarns may be obtained by electromagnetic excitation with
relativistic heavy ions. This excitation process can be understood as absorption of
intense virtual photons [12] created according to the VVcizsacker Williams approach
(see e.g [13]) by the rapidly changing electromagnetic field as a heavy ion passes the
target w i t h rclativistic energies. It was shown [12], that this approach is equivalent to
the semiclassical perturbation approach used since many years in Coulomb excitation
description [14]. A t high bombarding energies {> \A-GeV) high-lying collective nuclear
states can be excited, due to high-frequency Fourrier components of the virtual photon
field. The m a x i m u m energy transferred to the nucleus can be calculated from the cutoff energy
r - h^ ~ onn—
£L_
bm
2 Q
IOmm

"

I! -L f?~ '
Hi + "2

where the minimum intcrnuclear distance b m m ~ ll\ + RI was introduced, and (3 =
ti/c,7 = 1/ \/\ — /32. This cut-off energy is strictly related to the mean interaction
time At, that means to the width of the transversal electric field component acting on
the target nucleus. This interaction time should be short compared to the relaxation
lime of the excited nuclear state. If one derive the relaxation time from the width of
the giant resonances, which are of the order of a few MeV, at a bombarding energy of
1 A • GeV the interaction time is one order of magnitude shorter than the relaxation
time.
Results of calculations of cross-sections for excitation of multiphonon giant resonances based on the semi-classical perturbation theory, can be found in ref. [8].
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M e a n w h i l e л n u m b e r of experiments was carried out using lionvy i«n beams in ordnr
to search for iiiuHiplumoii giant resonance excitations [0].
In the following I w i l l present the results obtained for the electromagnetic excitation
of the double giant dipole resonance in |3(!Л'<? and 2(18/'6 obtained by the Large Area
Neutron Detector [ L A N D ] collaboration [15].

2. Excitation of multiphonon states
2.1.

The e x p e r i m e n t

The experimental method was developed to measure the projectile excitation rather
t h a n of the targets, m a k i n g use of the kincmaticaily focusing of the excited projectile
nuclei into a. n a r r o w forward cone. This allows to construct a detection system covering
a s u b s t a n t i a l p a i l , of the solid angle and h a v i n g an efficiency close to unity. It allows
exclusive m e a s u r e m e n t s of the electromagnetic excitation process and the subsequent
decay. In our case the main attention was devoted to the neutron decay channel. Л
schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Tig. 1. The setup allows the
ALADIN

PI

P2

Beam

Figure 1: Schematic view of the experimental setup [1C]. Shown are the beam and
fragment detectors (1'1-lM) i n c l u d i n g an ionization chamber (1C) and a Cherenkov
detector (C), the dipole magnet ( A L A D I N ) , the 7-detcctor array (7), and the neutron
detector (LAND, Veto).
tracking of the projectile and of the heavy fragments emerging from the target by a
set of position-sensitive multi-wire gas counters and plastic detectors. This detectors
are also delivering an accurate time-of-flight i n f o r m a t i o n . An ionisation chamber and
Cherenkov detector is used to determine the charge of the heavy fragment. The charged
fragments are deflected in a large dipole magnet allowing an unperturbed measurement
of the neutron around 0°. Also neutrons emitted from the excited fragments can reach
the neutron detector. The LAND having dimensions 2x2 m is placed 10 m after the target. The detector has a modular structure allowing accurate position and lime-of-flight
measurements of the registered neutrons. In front of LAND a charged particle veto
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detector is placed. In addition to the particle detectors an array of W a f j scintillation
counters s u r r o u n d i n g tiie target aiiows the total ">-ray energy determination.
This information together with the momenta of fragments and neutrons are used
to determine the differential cross section with respect to the excitation energy of the
projectile by reconstructing the final state invariant mass,
2

2

Л/ = (mpnj + E') = (£ Pjf.
з
PJ denotes the 'l-momoiita of fragment and neutrons, "J p r oj and E" denote the ground
state mass and excitation energy, respectively. For the used experimental technique
all requirements concerning the invariant mass reconstruction were fulfilled allowing
for an overall resolution of стд> of w 2 MeV. More details of the experimental method
and of the d a t a analysis are described in Ref. [1C].

2.2.

Excitation of double giant dipole resonance

Two experiments of this type were performed by the L A N D collaboration; for the
semi-magic nucleus Ji^-Ye (published in Ref. [16]) at 700 Л • MeV bombarding energy
using Pb and С targets, and for the doubly magic g°aPb nucleus at 650 Л • MeV with
C, Sn, Gd, Pb and U targets, respectively. P r e l i m i n a r y results of the 208P6 experiment
w i t h the Pb target was published in Ref. [18j
2.2.1. Excitation spectrum for

136

A'e

136

For the A'e projectile the invariant mass reconstruction was performed for the Into 3n removal channels [16]. The resulting excitation energy spectra obtained with Pb
and С targets are shown in Fig. 2.
The total energy integrated cross section was determined as 1.85(10) barn. The
comparison of the Pb and С spectra proofs, that the nuclear interaction contribution
to the total cross section may be disregarded. Consequently the spectrum obtained for
the Pb target was analyzed in terms of electromagnetic excitations. For the Pb target
a dominant structure centered around the mean excitation energy of the isovector giant dipole resonance at E' к 15 MeV is observed. Below 25 McV excitation energy
also an indication for isovector and isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) was
found. The solid line represents the result of an quantitative analysis for the excitation spectrum obtained with the Pb target, performed on the basis of scmidassical
description of the electromagnetic process [14] performed in Ref. [16]. The total cross
section comprised in the GDR and GQR's amounts to 1460(80) mb. After subtracting
the result of this calculation from the measured spectrum a prominent structure of a
mean energy of 28.3(7) MeV with a width of G.3(1.6) MeV and integrated cross section
of 215(50) mb remains, (see lower left part in Fig.2). This structure can hardly be
explained with a single step excitation, and according to lief. [1C] it was assigned to a
two-step excitation of the double isovector giant dipole resonance in l36Xe.
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Figure 2: ( u p p e r p a i l ) Spectrum of |зг 'А'с ( p i o j e c l i l c ) cxcilalion on a Pb target
(squares) and on а С large!, (open circles). The resonance energies for llie one- and twoplionon g i a n t dipole resonance ( G D I t - l p h , 2 p h ) and for the isoscalar (is) and isoveclor
( i v ) q n a d n i p o l e resonance ( G Q H ) are i n d i c a t e d . The solid c u r v e reflects the the result
of a first-order snniclassical calculation for the I'b target [10].
(lower left p a r t ) S p e c t r u m for 136Л'е obtained after s u b t r a c t i n g the calculating spectrum from the experimental one displayed in the energy range relevant for the DGDR.
(lower right p a r t ) Same as left part, however, for the excitation of 208РЬ (С50 Л - M e V )
on a Pb target [18]. The same procedure of s u b t r a c t i n g single step excitations was
applied a.s in the caso of n<5A"e. In addition, c o n t r i b u t i o n s from nuclear interactions
determined by means of a measurement w i t h С target are subtracted.
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2.2.2. Search for DGDR in '2(>sl'b
A similar analysis was performed for the excitation spectrum obtained for 208P6 projectile of 650 Л • MeV energy impinging on a Pb target. The preliminary analysis
published in Kef. [18] results in a structure presented in the lower right part of Fig.
2. The same arguments as for 136 A'e leads to the assignment of this structure to the
excitation of the DGDR in wsl'b. The preliminary values for this DGDR in 208Pb are
a mean energy of 2-1.l{ 1.5) McV, a width ( F W 1 I M ) of G.3( 1) McV and across section
of 350(GO) mb. These values seems to he consistent w i t h a recent measurement of the
DGDR in 208P(i performed looking at the 7- decay channel by the TAl'S collaboration
[19,21].

3.

Discussion and summary

The parameters describing the DGDR obtained by the L A N D collaboration for 136A*c
and 208Pb, as well as other reported DGDR excitations with heavy ions and (тг + , тг~) reactions are presented in Table 1. A simple discussion of the behavior of the E(DGDR)

Table 1: Parameters of the DGDR obtained from heavy ion electromagnetic excitation
and from (п+,л~) reactions. E(DGDR), P ( D G D R ) and <7<DGDR) denote the energy
of m a x i m u m cross section, the width ( F V V I I M ) and total cross section respectively.
Nucleus
13G

.Ve [16]
/lu [17]
™Pb[l8]
208
Pi [19]
208
Pb [20]
208
Pb [20]
•""Л [10]
93
7'c[10]
115
56[11]
139
Ce [10]
I97
T/[11]
197

Reaction

E(DGDR)
LJMeV]
Pb( l30 A'c, 1J "- in A-e + zn) 700 A . McV 28.3(7)
197
Ли( 1 9 7 Л«, 1 9 7 - 1 п Ли) 1000 A-McV
24.(1.5)
Pb( 208 /V 08 - rn Pb + in) 650 A-McV
208
Р(,(209Й1, A' + 27) 1000 A - M c V
25.6(9)
м8щ8бд-Г)8бЛ-г + 7 j 80 д. MeV
27.4(9)
208
Рй( 3 0 Лг з в Лг + 7 ) 9 5 Л . М е У
" u Ca(7r + ,ir-)295 MeV
37.2(5)
93
A r i)(7r+,ir-)295MeV
31.1(8)
lls
/n(rr + ,7r-)295MeV
31.8(8)
I3S
Z?a(?r+,ff-)295MeV
30.4(8)
197
Ли(!г+,тг-)295 MeV
25.2(8)

T(DGDR)
[MeV]
6.3(1.6)
6.3(1.5)
5.8(1.1)
6.5(1.0)
9.0(1.4)
8.8(2.6)
8.5(9.0)
8.5(2.6)
9.0(3.0)

ff(DGOR)
[mb]
215(50)
450(110)
360(50)
0.20(6)

0.013
0.018
0.066
0.024
0.041

and P(DGDR) can be done, assuming the model of independent harmonic oscilator
quanta. In this case one should expect the following relation between the parameters describing the GDR and DGDR ; (E(DGDIi) - E(DGR))/E(GDR) = 1 and
r(DGDR)/r(DGR) = 2. In Fig. 3 (taken from Rcf. [8]) this sir.;>le relations for the
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data of Table 1 an- рк-мчИчч!. In Kef. [8], also a detailed discussion on the strength
d i s t r i b u t i o n of I X I D U can bo found.
The average values for t h e relative energy of the second plionon and the relative
w i d t h of the D G D I i is 0.01 ±0.02 and 1.GO ±0.1 I, respectively. In Fig. 3 these values
an: marked by the d o t t e d line. The value of the relative energy of the second phonon is
close to the p r e d i c t i o n s nl'llu: h a r m o n i c model. Only a s m a l l a m o u n t of anhannonicily
~ 10% may be a t t r i b u t e d to the reported value. The w i d t h of the DGDR is closer
to the v a l u e ^l • \'((,'I}R) then to l(GDll). One would obtain the -/2 multiplication
factor a s s u m i n g a gaussian and not l o r e n t x i a n strength d i s t r i b u t i o n . More general
discussions on I ho w i d t h of t h e DGDR ran be found in Kefs. [22,23,2<1]. For 13GA'e
c a l c u l a t i o n s w i t h i n t h e q u a s i - p a r t i c l e phonon model were performed by 1'onomarev et
al. [25]. I refer also to I l i o presentation of V . V . Voronov at t h i s conference.
Several t h e o i e t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n * weie pel formed to describe the u n e x p e c t e d l y large
cross section for the electromagnetic DGDIf e x c i t a t i o n , found not only for 13B A'e [16],
and 2 U 8 /'d [18/20]. The same f e a t u r e of enhanced cross section for DGDli population
was reported from a c t i v a t i o n measurements [17] A n e n h a n c e m e n t of the DGDR excitation cross section was also reported in (T+ ,,T~) reactions [10,11]. Л larger cross
suction then expected was also reported in t h e n u c l e a r excitation of the isoscalar double giant <|iiadi upolo resonance [28]. Cross sections for a two-step excitation of DGDR
u n d e r the a s s u m p t i o n of independent photons were calculated by using of the folding
model [2(5], and by the semiclasbical second order p e r t u r b a t i o n approach [22,23,25]. All
this c a l c u l a t i o n s are very sensitive to the choice ol the lower cut-oil" impact parameter
bmtn. The e x p e r i m e n t a l and calculated cross sections can be brought into agreement
choosing the m i n i m u m impact parameter 6m;,, =s 1.2 • (Л, -|- Л 2 ).
The measured D G D R excitations delivered very important, information on the high
energy nuclear collective excitation. The electromagnetic excitation was proved to be
a very promising method in the study of m u l t i p l e giant resonances. The parameters E ( D G D R ) and F(DGDR) are not far away from theoretical expectations. The
e n h a n c e m e n t of the DGDR, cross section seems to be independent, on the excitation
m e c h a n i s m , i n d i c a t i n g , that structural effects arc responsible for it. Dependence of the
m i i l l i - p h o n o n excitation with regard to other parameters as e.g. the impact parameter should be studied w i t h high quality cooled beams. On the theoretical side exact
coupled c h a n n e l c a l c u l a t i o n s should be performed to s t u d y the i n t e r p l a y of single and
multi-step excitations and also the Coulomb-nuclear interferences.
The e x p e r i m e n t s on 1Л| 'А'е and 208 Pb discussed in t h i s report have been done in the
framework of the L A N D collaboration i n c l u d i n g Th. Hlaich, Th.W. Elze, II. Emling,
II. Frcicslebcn, K. G r i m m , W. Henning, R. llolx.mann, J.G. Keller, II. Klingler, II.
Kulessa, J.V. Kralz, D. Lambrecht, J.S. Lange, Y. Leifels, E. Lubkiewicz, E.F. Moore,
E. Wajda, W. Prokopowicz, Cli. Schutter. II. Spies, K. Stclzcr, J. Slroth, W. Walus,
П.,I. VVollorslicim, M. Zinscr and E. Ztule.
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Abstract
A study of the spectral function and of the angular distribution of the high energy
gamma-rays emitted by the giant dipole resonance state in hot 176 W is presented. The
two GDR observableo are for the first time studied in this mass region at the fixed
temperature of 1.5 MeV for different values of spin in the interval 35 to 55 ft. Nuclei
in this mass region and at these temperatures are of particular interest because are
expected to have smaller and different type of deformations than at zero temperature
due to the vanishing of shell effects. The data are well reproduced by "calculations
of thermal shape and orientation fluctuations with the zero temperature value of the
intrinsic width for all the angular momenta presently measured.

Introduction
. One of the very interesting topics currently investigated is the nuclear shape change
due to temperature and rotational frequency effects. The experiments made in the last
decade studying the decay of the giant dipole resonance state (GDR) in hot rotating
nuclei have demonstrated the important role of the coupling of the GDR vibration to
the quadrupole deformation and that nuclear properties far away from the "yrast" line
can be investigated through this decay. In addition, thermal and quanta! fluctuations
have been shown to be important to describe the properties of hot nuclei and of the
damping mechanisms of the collective states [1,2].
Most of the data so far obtained are relative to rather inclusive experiments in which
the experimental sensitivity to the changing of nuclear properties is rather reduced.
Furthermore, only in few cases the angular distribution was measured, quantity that is
important to understand the evolution with spin and excitation energy of the different
damping mechanisms of the GDR. Two are the important damping mechanisms of the
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GDR state at finite temperature : 1) the collisions! damping da г to the coupling of
the simple one particle-оде hole states describing microscopically the giant resonance
state to the more complicated n particle- n hole states and 2) the breaking of the
dipole strength due to the coupling to the ensamble of shapes describing a hot rotating
nucleus. The collisional damping width will be here referred as intrinsic width. Recently,
exclusive measurements of the angular distribution and of the spectral function as a
function of spin at a temperature of = 2 MeV were made [3] from which it has been
found that both the width and particular/ the angular anisotropy increase with spin.
Only with the analysis of both observables it is possible to infer that the collisional
damping width is not changing while the deformation of the nucleus increases.
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Spin 47

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
E7 (MeV)
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12 14 16 IB 20 22
(MeV)

24

Spin 55

Spin 42

!•» IB IB 20
E-r(MeV)

176

22

24

Fig. l.Strength Function at the temperature of Т = 1.42 MeV for the W nucleus at
four different spin windows centered around the average value reported above each panel.
The full drawn lines display the Lorentzian obtained from the best fitting statistical model
calculations. The GDR energies E and widths Г are given in the bottom part of each
panel.
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110Л09

Detailed studies of liiis 1} pe vrere so far made only for
5п, пасЗсз characterised by
spherical shapes at Т = 0 and ш = 0. However, in order to stress the role of deformation
in the GDR response it is very important to study with the same detail a nucleus with
176
the opposite behaviour, as in the case of W which is characterized by well prolate
shapes (3 = 0.3) at Т = 0 and ш = 0 and that at Т ss 1.5 MeV is expected to have
almost oblate deformations that are in general smaller than the ones of Sn at the same
temperatures and at the same values of the angular momentum.
In the following we present and discuss a new exclusive measurement of the strength
function and of the angular distribution of the high energy 7-ray emitted by the GDR
in the 176 W nucleus formed by compound nucleus reaction. It will be shown that at this
temperature the width does not change with spin in the region 35-55 h. The angular
anisotropy has a similar behaviour with the exception of the highest angular momentum
case. While the result on the width is a consequence of the thermal averaging of the
GDR over the shape distributions that are in the present case similar and characterized
by rather small equilibrium deformations (0 < 0.15), for the angular distribution results
beside shape fluctuations the effects of orientation fluctuations are shown to be important and larger at the lowest rotational frequencies. In addition, the collisional damping
width is found independent of angular momentum and equal to the zero temperature
value.
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Pig. 2. The ai(E^) coefficient as a function of the transition energy of the f rays emitted
by lle\V at an excitation energy of 94 MeV. The four plots are aaaociated to different
.•pin windows centered at the average value shown in the top left part of each panel. The
dotted curves are the result of calculations of shape and orientation fluctuations in the
adiabatic regime.
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1. The experiment
176

28

HS

The W was formed with the reaction Si-f Nd at the incident energy of 147
MeV leading to an average angular momentum 38 ft. The experiment was performed
at the tandem laboratory of the Niels Bohr Institute using the Tandem + Booster
accelerator system. The detection system used was HECTOR [4,5] in its upgraded
configuration. This detector array consists of 8 large volume Ba.F2 scintillators (placed
at different angles with respect to the beam direction) for measuring high energy photons
and of a multiplicity filter of 38 smaller BaFj detectors measuring the coincidence
fold (i.e. the number of detected low energy 7 rays). Only the high energy 7-rays
associated to coincidence fold larger that 10 were considered in the analysis since the
ones associated to lower coincidence folds seem to be contaminated to Urge extent
from reactions different than fusion. The quadrupole coefficient 03 was extracted as
a function of the 7 energy E^ by fitting the measured spectra cf the high energy 7
rays with the function N(E-,,6) = Na(E^[i + а 2 (£ 7 )Р 2 (соз0)], where Р2(соав) is the
Legendre Polynomial in the polar angle в between the direction of emission of the 7
rays and the beam.
In figure 1 some spectral data are shown in a linearized form, namely the quantity
/(£.,) - Y^r(E^/Y^"'(E^) is plotted to emphasize the details of the high energy 7ray spectrum in the GDR region. The quantity Y"P(E-,) is the measured spectrum
while Y^al(E-,) is the spectrum calculated with the statistical model and f(£ 7 ) is the
lorentzian function giving the best fit to the data. In the statistical model analysis
the energy and the width of the GDR were free to vary until the x 2 was minimized.
The calculated and measured spectra were normalized in the region E-,= 9-19 MeV
assuming 100% of the EWSR strength and that the GDR parameters do not change in
the different steps of the decay cascades of the compound nucleus. The statistical model
calculations were folded with the detector response function calculated using GEANT3
[6] libraries. For the statistical model calculations the measured spin distribution of the
fusion cross section associated to the selected coincidence fold intervals was used. For
the level density parameter the value used was a=A/8. An attempt to fit the data with
2 lorentzian functions was also made but gave results that were rather ambiguous and
unstable. The width and the angular anisotropy of the high energy 7-rays (see figure
2) were found to be rather constant with spin with the exception of the point at < / >
= 55 for which the aj(£ 7 ) is larger than the other cases.
The interpretation of the present results requires a study of the shape distributions
based on calculations of the nuclear free energy. This discussion is presented in the next
section.
2. Comparison with model predictions
A rather constant behaviour with angular momentum is seen not only for the
measured width but also in the distribution of shapes of 170W at Т = 1.42 MeV at the
rotational frequencies associated to the measured points. In figure 3 a three dimensional
representation of the Boltzman factor exp(-F(/3,f)/T) calculated at the temperature
and rotational frequencies of the present experimental data is displayed. The Boltzman
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•- = о.аа

T = 1.42 MeV

i- = 0.45

и = 0.50

= 0.59

Fig. 3. Three dimensional representation of the shape probability given by the Boltzman
factor exp(-F(T,u,/3,-f)/T)
(in the z axis), where F is the free energy. The calculations
are shown in the left part as a function of the quadrupole deformation parameters /3 and
•у at a constant temperature Т and at four rotational frequencies ш. In the right part of
the figure the difference between two consecutive plots of the right hand side is displayed
to see better how the shape probability distribution changes by going from one rotational
frequency to the next one.
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factor gives the probability of finding the nucleus at a particular deformation. The
free energies F ( / } , j ) (/? and 7 being the quadrupole deformation parameters^ were
calculated at constant temperature Т and rotational frequency ш making use of the
liquid drop model and of the shell corrections with the Nilsson-Strutinsky method.
Examining this figure one can notice that the shape distributions are almost identical.
To make this point more clear the difference among two consecutive distributions is
also plotted in figure 3. The values of the deformation parameter /3 that maximises the
Boltzman factor (equilibrium shape) are plotted in figure 4 and in figure 5 in comparison
with calculations for u°Sn. Contrary to the present case, in J09'110Sn the width and
particularly the angular anisotropy were found to increase with spin [3]. This different
behaviour is in agreement with the fact at the rotational frequencies studied ( from
0.8 to 1.4 MeV) the deformation involved in the shape distributions were much larger.
While 110Sn is a nucleus spherical at T= 0 and ш = 0 and that at the temperature Т in
the interval from 1 to 2 MeV is oblate with rather large deformations driven by angular
momentum, 1 7 6 W is prolate with rathe- large deformations at Т = 0 and ш = 0 (see
figure 5) and p.fter shell effects have vanished (at approximately 1.0 MeV) it acquires
shape distributions characterized by rather small oblate equilibrium deformations. In
fact, at the angular momenta involved smaller rotational frequencies (0.4 - 0.6 MeV)
than in the Sn case are associated.
A very simple analysis of the a^E-,) can be made by assuming that the angular
distribution reflects an apparent nuclear deformation that can be obtained determining
the/3 value that better reproduces the <z2(JS-,) data [7]. The values of beta that reproduce
the measured aj(£ 7 ) are plotted in figure 6 in comparison with the equilibrium beta
deformations. The trend of the data and of the calculations are the same but not
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Fig. в. Deformation parameter в as a function of spin of the rotating hot nucleus. The
filled circles arc the experimental values deduced from the a2(E.) data whereas the dotted
curve gives the value of/3 at the minimum of the free energy (equilibrium deformation)
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the absolute values. It is then clear that neither from the analysis of the strength
function, that cannot be reproduced by two Lorentrian function, nor from the simple
analysis of the a2(.E,) it is possible to extract the equilibrium deformations. A more
proper analysis is necessary to describe consistently the two GDR observables.
Calculations of the two observables were made with the model of thermal fluctuations in the adiabatic limit [1]. The predictions for the minimum value of the аг(Е^)
(in the 7-transition energy region 10-12 MeV) and for the values of the GDR width are
compared with the present experimental results in figure 7. In the top part of the figure
the data are compared with calculations of thermal fluctuations of the nuclear shape.
In this case only the measured width is well reproduced and not the a 2 . For these
calculation the intrinsic width was taken equal to the zero temperature value. If one
tries to reproduce the az by making the intrinsic width smaller (see calculation in the
first panel of the second row) one finds that it is not possible to reproduce at the same
time the measured width. Instead, by adding to the shape fluctations also orientation
fluctuations a consistent description of the two observables is obtained (see third row of
figure 7). In fact, orientation fluctuations do not change the strength function and are
able to to account for the measured anisotropy.
The present study based on the first exclusive measurements of both the strength
function and the angular distribution in the A = 170 region demonstrat the important
role of thermal fluctuations, particularly of orientation fluctuations and also that the
intrinsic width does not seem to depend on rotational frequency. It will be very interesting to perform such studies at higher excitation energy and higher angular momentum,
where very large deformations (/3 = 0.5-0.6) were deduced by the analysis of the GDR
strength function [8], to investigate consistently the effects of very large shapes and of
their fluctuations in both GDR observables.
Conclusion
The angular distribution and the strength function of the 7 rays emitted by the
giant dipole resonance in 176 W at Т = 1.42 MeV and at 4 nuclear angular momentum
values between 35 and 55 ft were studied.
A rather constant value of the two observables with spin was found that is well
reproduced by calculations of thermal shape and orientation fluctuations in the adiabatic
limit. Orientation fluctuations are very important to describe the measured u2(E-r) and
do not affect the GDR strength function.
The present study also indicate that the intrinsic width has not appreciably changed
from the T= 0 value and that does not depend on angular momentum. While the
temperature dependence of the intrinsic width has been theoretically studied and recent
calculations are in general agreement with the present finding [9], predictions of the
intrinsic width as a function of rotational frequency were never made. Therefore, these
results should motivate theoretical efforts towards the understanding of the intrinsic
width as a function of rotational frequency at finite temperature.
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Fig. 7. The measured <ь (left column) and FGDR (VijM column) as a function of spin
of the compound nucleus {'e\V are compared with three different calculations. In the
first row, adiabatical model calculations of shape fluctuations with the intrinsic width
equal to the zero temperature value are shown. In the second row, in addition to shape
fluctuations, the oalues of the intrinsic width Г„ were varied to reproduce the measured
a 2 . In the third row shape and orientation fluctuations are considered and the intrinsic
width is taken equal to the zero temperature value.
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Abstract
Recent exclusive measurements have provided new results on the particle
decay of nuclear giant resonances, which is probably the only way to get detailed
information about the wave function of these collective modes. Correspondingly,
in the present work the decay properties of the Gamow-Teller resonance in 208Bi
are studied within a self-consistent framework. Preliminary results about the
charge-exchange isovector monopole resonance in 2MT1 are also presented.
PACS numbers: 21.60.Jz, 24.30.Cz, 25.55.Kr.

1. Introduction
Improvements in the experimental techniques have made possible exclusive measurements
of the decay of high-lying states in nuclei, both of single-particle and collective character
[1, 2]. Giant resonances are coherent superpositions of particle-hole (p-h) excitations and
the analysis of their particle decays to hole states of the (A-l)-system have provided so
far the only experimental information about the p-h amplitudes, that is, about the wave
function of the giant mode. This information is especially valuable to test different nuclear
models which can give similar predictions for the global properties of giant resonances
(mean energy, width and fraction of the appropriate sum rule) but different results for
their wave functions.
In the case of the Gamow-Teller resonance (GTR) in sosBi, the results of an ( 3 He,tp)
experiment on 208Pb have been available for more than ten years [3]. But these results
for the proton decay seemed to imply a vanishing spreading width for the GTR, in strong
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contrast with two theoretical expectations [4, 5} of ^ 4 MeV. Probably, ihe leu- energy
of the projectile (27 MeV/A) did not allow a strong and selective excitation of the GTR
as this resonance is optimally excited when the projectile energy reaches a few hundreds
MeV/A [6]. The availability of adequate beams have led to a new investigation of the
proton decay of the GTR, by means of two experiments performed at Osaka [2] and MSU
[7]. The results of the first experiment disagree with previous theoretical calculations [8, 9].
Some indications about the second experiment seem to lead to a somewhat different result
than the first experiment. This situation has motivated us to study the decay properties
of the GTR from the theoretical point of view.
Much larger uncertainities prevent a detailed knowledge of the properties of the chargeexchange isovector monopole resonance (IVGMR). A first claim about its identification
came from а (тг~,тг 0 ) reaction on 208Pb [10]. But the resonance appeared (cf. Fig. 5 of
[10]) as a very weak bump on a large background and its excitation energy with respect
to the target ground state (12 MeV) must be compared with a nearly equal width (11.6
MeV). More recently, it has been pointed out that the (13C,13N) reaction at incident energy
of about 50 MeV/A should populate strongly the electric isovector modes of the target
[11]. The reason is that Fermi transitions in the projectile dominate over Gamow-TeUer
transitions as can be inferred by /?-decay data [12]. This reaction has therefore been
performed on a set of nuclear targets at GANIL [13]. In almost all cases a wide resonance
has been identified at more or less the same energy quoted as the IVGMR excitation
energy in [10]. But just in the case of 208T1 the discrepancy between the two experiments
is quite large, as the excitation energy measured in the (13C,13N) reaction is 21.5 MeV
(as before, with respect to the target ground state). The width is 3.1 MeV, therefore the
bump is better resolved than in the other measurement but still some problems exist in
the angular distributions which prevent the unambigous determination of the resonance
multipolarity (see the Ref. [13] for a detailed discussion). The conclusion might be that a
reliable experimental study of the IVGMR is still needed. Some work along this line is in
progress as results of a new measurement with the (13C,13N) reaction are under analysis
[14]. We have performed a preliminary calculation of the IVGMR strength distribution
which will be shown in this paper.

2- The theoretical model
We have applied to the GTR and to the IVGMR a theoretical model which has as the
only phenomenological input an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction of the Skyrme type
and which includes both a mean-field description of the giant resonance excitation and a
consistent treatment of the couplings responsible for its subsequent damping. One version of
this model has been used in the past to study the properties of the isoscalar giant mouopole
resonance in 20a Pb [15]. We have then extended the model to the case of charge-exchange
excitations and reported this in detail in Ref. [16], where we discuss the results for the
GTR as well as for the isobaric analog resonance (IAR) in 208Bi. The latter resonance has
been considered as a test case for the extension of the theoretical model to charge-exchange
resonances as its properties are very well known. The reader is referred to [16] for more
details.
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The starting point of our procedure is the Hartree-Fock (HF) set of equations which are
solved for a given nucleus (A,Z). The two Skyrme interactions SIII [17] and SGII [18] have
been employed in the present calculation. The self-consistent single-particle mean field is
diagonalized on a basis made up with harmonic oscillator wave functions in order to obtain
a set of levels labeled by |i) which includes the quasi-bound levels and extend up to positive
energies.
We then apply the projection operators method, whose general formulation can be found
in Ref. [19]. Definite subspaces of the whole nuclear configuration space are selected and
projectors on these subspaces will be denoted with the same symbols as the subspaces they
span. The space Qj is made up with the HF ground state and all the possible one particleone hole (Ip-lh) excitations built within the set |i). The nuclear Hamiltonian restricted to
this space will be written as
QiHQl = H0 + Vfh,
(I)
where H0 is the HF Hamiltonian and Vph is the p-h interaction determined as the functional
derivative of the self-consistent mean field with respect to the density. The usual TammDancoff approximation (TDA) or Random Phase Approximation (RPA) are suitable ways
to obtain a diagonal representation of the Hamiltonian (1).
Nuclear giant resonances are also known to have a damping width, and we can distinguish
two main mechanisms which give rise to it. The energy of the collective motion can be
transferred out of the system by an escaping nucleon but it can be also distributed among
internal degrees of freedom, coupled to the initial one through residual interaction terms,
leading to many particle-many hole configurations (possibly correlated) up to the limiting
situation of a compound nucleus state. The contributions to the damping width coming
from these two kinds of processes are usually denoted respectively by Г' ("escape width")
and Г 1 ("spreading width"). These effects lie beyond the discrete TDA (or RPA) description, which includes only as a source of strength broadening the so-called Landau spreading,
which manifests itself as a fragmentation of the strength over more than one main discrete
peak emerging from the solution of (l).
Our description of the widths Г' and Г' requires the definition of two further nuclear subspaces P and Q2. The space P is build up with particle-hole configurations where the
particle is in an unbound state, made orthogonal by construction to all states |t). To determine these unbound states we solve, for each partial wave с = ( l , j ) and at a positive
energy e, the radial scattering equation for J/o projected on the orthogonal complement of
set |i>.
The space Q2 is built with a set of "doorway states" which are the first step in the coupling of the ordered resonance motion with the more comph'cated configurations mentioned
above. These "doorway states" are indicated by [N}. We have built the configurations of
subspace Qi by coupling a p-h pair with a collective vibration of the 208Pb core. These
collective vibrations have been calculated in self-consistent RPA with the same SIII or SGII
interaction used throughout the whole work. Isoscalar vibrations with AL < 4 were taken
into account in order to build the doorway states.
Having defined the working subspaces, the nuclear Green's function G can be decomposed
as a sum of terms like QiGQi + Q\GP Ц
. It can be shown [19] that the Green's function
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Q\GQ\ obeys an equation of motion governed by an effective Hamiltonian,
W(w) ЕЕ &#<?»
= QlHQl

(2)
where ш is the excitation energy. The use of this energy-dependent, complex Hamiltonian
allows to work inside the space Qi and therefore, with matrices of not too large dimensions.
The escape term W*(<a) can be more easily evaluated if one replaces the complete Hamiltonian Я by the one-body part Яо. The neglect of matrix elements of Q\VphP should be,
in the present case, rather safe since discrete and continuum wave functions are essentially
restricted to different radial intervals while the Vfh interaction has zero range. A discussion
of this point, as well as a detailed description of the evaluation of the matrix elements of
W*(u) on the basis of the TDA or RPA eigenstates of QiHQi (this part of the nuclear
Hamiltonian is actually previously diagonalized) is given in Ref. [16].
The matrix elements on the same basis can be also determined in a straightforward way
for the spreading term W'(u/). We make the ansatz that the configurations \N) of Q2 are
not mutually interacting. The interaction between the basis states and the configurations
\N) can be calculated provided a particle-vibration coupling is defined. This is done by
introducing a one-body field which can be written in the form
ОЪмМДО a*a f l l
a»

(3)

LnM

where the radial transition density eJ,L'(r) of the |n) state of the spectrum of phonous with
angular momentum L is introduced, as well as the form factor v(r) which is related to the
p-h residual interaction of (1) by V p h ( f i , f i ) = w(ri)5(fi — fj)- By using (3), the analytic
expressions for the matrix elements of the last term of (2) come out as described in Ref.

[16].
The eigenvalue equation for the effective Hamiltonian (2) can then be written in matrix
form on the TDA or RPA basis for different values of the energy ш. At each energy
•p
a set of states labeled by |i/) whose eigenfrequencies are (П„ — i^) is obtained. The
corresponding eigenvectors form a matrix which will be written as F. Rather than the
eigenvalue distribution, a more useful quantity to be shown and compared with experiment
is the strength function corresponding to the excitation operator О of the resonance under
consideration,

In terms of the calculated solutions of (2) the strength function is

'

,

(

5

)

where the squared matrix element of 0 appears instead of the squared modulus due to the
properties of the eigenvectors |f ) which form a biorthogonal basis.
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Another quantity "which сяп be extracted from the model and which is actually measured
in the particle decay experiments is the branching ratio Bc corresponding to a particular
decay channel. An escaping nucleon with energy e leaves the residual (A-l) system in a
hole state such that (by energy conservation) EH — e — w where w is the initial excitation
energy. The cross section crc for this decay, as well as the excitation cross section <TCIC,
can be calculated by assuming a plane wave Born approximation (PWBA) to describe the
reaction mechanism and in the limit of small momentum transfer. This procedure is carried
out in Appendix В of Ref. [16], and the branching ratio comes out as
Вс(Ш
(щ\ >~

where £».„' is given by
,,- - H0|0){i/|0|0)*,

(7)

and
(8)

In the last equation,
(9)

and (fc is the wave function describing the residual (A-l) nucleus ia channel c, while u^)(k)
is the escaping particle wave function belonging to P space. The strength functions and
the branching ratios are the main quantities we are going to show as results of the present
model as they can be compared with experimental findings.

Cnvrey t M«v

Figure 1: Strength function of the GTR calculated by using SIII interaction (full line)
or SGII (dashed line).
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3- Results
The operator 6 which is responsible for the excitation of the GTR is

E Z

(i=0,±l i=l

(»WO,

(10)

which means that this resonance is made up of proton particle-neutron hole excitations. The
2G8
calculation for the GTR in Bi has therefore been performed within the formalism seen
above in its TDA version because results must not be seriously affected by the neglecting
of neutron particle-proton hole ground-state correlations in a nucleus with large neutron
excess. On the other hand, careful respect of isospin conservation rules must be ensured.
The coupling (3) is manifestly a scalar in the total fermion-boson isospin space. But the
intermediate states \N) do not have pure isospin as they contain a proton particle and a
neutron hole while only isoscalar phonons have been considered. This leads to a coupling of
the GTR, which has isospin quantum numbers |T,T,) = |Г0-1,Г0-1) where T0 = ^-^-,
with states which in general have a mixture of different Т components. The nuclear part of
the Hamillonian actually forbids this coupling, and we impose that it is strictly forbidden
(this amounts to neglecting Coulomb effects in the residual interaction). This can be done
by projecting out the TO — 1 component of the intermediate state \N).
Table 1: Averaged quantities obtained from the strength distributions of GTR and IMR.
The excitation energies are always referred to the ground state of 208Pb.
Gamow-Teller resonance in 208Bi
Theory
Experiment [2]
SIII
SGII
21.11 MeV 22.43 MeV
19.2 MeV
Mean Energy
Width
3MeV
3.7 MeV
3.1 MeV
Percentage of strength
61%
68% ~ 60-70% [20]
Isovector monopole resonance in 208T1
Theory (SIII)
Experiment
peak I
peak II
("C,"JV)[13]
(ir-,ir u )[lO]
8.33 MeV 16.63 MeV 12.0± 2.8 MeV 21.5± 0.6 MeV
Mean Energy
1.7 MeV
4 MeV 11.6± 7.1 MeV
3.1± 0.5 MeV
Width
12%
Percentage of EWSR
55%
The strength distribution for the GTR has been calculated with both interaction SIII
and SGII and the results are shown in Fig. 1. Secondary bumps contribute to the line shape
of the resonance and the large density of states which can couple to this mode (~ 500-1000
per MeV) is probably responsible for its fragmentation. The main results concerning these
strength distributions are summarized in Table 1. The mean excitation energy < w >
is overestimated with respect to the experimental value. The width Г is ~ 75% of the
experimental value and this can be considered reasonable as only a class of "doorway
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states" is included in the calculation and not their full hierarchy. The calculated energies
asd iridibs of ТаЬЗс 1 are obtained from the moments m\. of the strength distribution as

Г = 2Лсг.

(11)

The experimental result concerning the percentage of strength in the region around the
main bump (which is far from 100% in contrast with many other giant resonances) is well
reproduced by the calculation. The remaining strength is found in our calculation outside
the interval 19-25 MeV and is rather fragmented.
Table 2: Branching ratios for the decay of GTR in
Decay
channel

ft
||
h.

ECBC

208

Bi, obtained by using SGII force.

Theory
T
Experiment
W +W
(b)
[2]
W
0.018
0.013±0.002
0.223 0.033
0.019
0.023±0.003
0.418 0.035
0.001
0.002±0.002
0.014 0.003
0.013
0.007 includ. in pi
0.319
0.003 0.003±0.002
0.016 0.010
3
0.010 0.001 <io0.048 0.041±0.009
1.0 0.095

only W

T

In order to evaluate branching ratios for proton decay we have made an average over
the whole energy interval in which the strength is appreciably different from zero of the
numerator and of the denominator of (6) and we have thus defined
BC(GTR) =

(12)

These branching ratios calculated with SGII interaction are shown in Table 2. Here, column "only W'" refers to a calculation in which only the coupling with the continuum
configurations is taken into account. The sum of branching ratios is 1 as no further decay
channels are allowed. The other columns under "Theory" include the results of the complete calculation. Column (a) shows results of the plain self-consistent model. In column
(b) the final state energy £/, has been corrected in order to give the escaping proton the
same energy e it has in the experiment (e = eh + u>) which differs from our estimate due
to the discrepancy in the excitation energy ш. Also empirical spectroscopic factors [21] are
included to renormalize the final state. The results in column (b) are in good agreement
with the experimental data. On the other hand, indications from the MSU experiment [7]
leave open the possibility that experimental branching ratios might be larger than found
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in [2]. Blanching latios calculated with SIII interaction are some 50% larger [16] as these
quantities seem to Ъе rather sensitive to the choice of the inputs of the calculation (mean
field properties and p-h residual interaction).

Figure 2: Strength function of the IVGMR calculated by using SIII interaction.
As pointed out in the introduction, the properties of the IVGMR are not yet well known
despite their important relations with quantities like the symmetry energy of nuclear matter
and Coulomb mixing in nuclei. The IVGMR is excited by
2

=

£

0,±.

(13)

We have considered the case M+ which corresponds to the experiments of Refs. [10, 13].
We deal with a neutron particle-proton hole states superposition which defines an excited
state of good isospin and we do not need to project out spurious isospin couplings as
it was mentioned above for the GTR. On the other hand, there is no argument here to
justify the neglection of ground state correlations and we have performed for the IVGMR
a complete charge-exchange RPA calculation. The force SIII has been used in the present
case. After coupling with the continuum configurations the results are very similar to
the ones already obtained in [22]. The coupling with "doorway states" pushes downward
the main peak which results at ~ 16 MeV and also fragments out a sizable fraction of
strength in a smaller peak at lower energy (~ 8 MeV). This can be seen in Fig. 2 where
the strength distribution is depicted. With the same procedure already adopted in the
case of GTR the mean excitation energies and widths are extracted for the two peaks
separately and reported in Table 1. The energies of the two peaks do not coincide with
experimental findings but calculations employing other forces are in progress in order to
test the sensitivity of the results. The energy difference between the peaks is of the same
order as the discrepancy between the two experiments. A calculation of the transition
densities of the states in the two energy regions is in progress in order to understand if
they correspond to different kinds of excitations which would respond differently to various
probes. Preliminary estimates seem to indicate a non negligible neutron decay branch from
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the higher bump region. The experimental observation of this decay and of its isotropic
angular distribution could be a signature of the ДЬ = О character of the resonance.

4 • Conclusions
A model which self-consistently includes the mean-field description of nuclear giant resonances plus their coupling to continuum states aad to "doorway states" composed of Ip-lh
configurations and collective, mainly surface, vibrations has been applied to the study of
two charge-exchange states, namely the GTR in 20bBi and the IVGMR in 208T1 which have
been objects of controversial experimental and theoretical studies. The model contains no
free parameters but depends on the choice of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. The
quantities calculated are the strength distributions and the decay cross sections in plane
wave Born approximation. From these quantities centroids, total widths and particle-decay
branching ratios can be obtained. Theory provides for the first time an overall account of
the experimental findings in the case of GTR. In the case of IVGMR still some questions
are open.
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ABSTRACT
The isoscalar giant dipolc resonance (ISGDR) in 208Pb has been investigated
using inelastic scattering of 200 MeV a particles at and near 0° where the
angular distribution of the ISGDR can be clearly differentiated from other modes.
The "difference of spectra" technique was employed to separate the contribution
from the high-energy octupole resonance (HEOR). Preliminary angular
distribution data provide clear evidence for the ISGDR adjacent to the HEOR.

The term "giant dipole resonance" almost universally brings to mind the isovecior
giant dipole resonance (IVGDR), a collective mode that has been a subject of intensive
experimental and theoretical investigation since its discovery almost fifty years ago. This
paper, instead, reports our investigation of the isoscalar giant dipole resonance (ISGDR),
an "exotic" mode of collective vibration, best described as a "hydrodynamical density
oscillation" in which the volume of the nucleus remains constant and the state can be
visualized in the form of a compression wave—analogous to a sound wave—oscillating
back and forth through the nucleus; this phenomenon also has been referred to as the
"squeezing mode" [1]. This is a second-order effect; in the first order, of course, the
isoscalar dipole mode corresponds merely to spurious center-of-mass motion. In addition
to being of substantial intrinsic interest as an exotic and fundamental mode of collective
Present address: University of Tennessee, Department of Physics, Knoxville, TN 37966, U.S.A.
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oscillation, the ISGDR also has its importance in that it provides, like the giant monopole
resonance (or "breathing mode"), a direct measurement of the nuclear incompressibility.
The excitation energy of the ISGDR is given by the scaling model [2] as:

where Кд is the incompressibility of the nucleus and £p is the Fermi energy. The most
common and well-known experimental determination of the nuclear incompressibility so far
has been achieved via measurement of the excitation energies of the giant monopole
resonance (GMR), the systematics of which are already quite well established [3]. There
have been concerns, however, about the suitability of the available GMR data alone in the
extraction of the nuclear incompressibility of infinite nuclear matter [4-6] and a detailed and
systematic investigation of the ISGDR could provide additional information, leading, it is
hoped, to a more precise determination of the incompressibility of nuclear matter.
The evidence for the ISGDR has been rather sparse so far. Indications for this
resonance have been reported in inelastic scattering experiments at forward angles on 208Pb
and
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Sm [7-9]. However, since it lies very close in energy to the high-energy octupole

resonance (HEOR), an unambiguous identification of the ISGDR, based on the angular
distributions, is possible only at angles near 0°—DWBA calculations indicate that any
appreciable differences in the angular distributions of the two resonances appear only in the
near-0° angular region. The situation, thus, is quite similar to that of the GMR more than a
decade ago: unambiguous evidence for GMR could be established only by measurements at
the smallest angles where the GMR angular distribution differs substantially from that of
the giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) which lies at an excitation energy very close to that

of the GMR.
Fig. 1 shows the expected inelastic a scattering angular distributions for the
ISGDR and HEOR in 208Pb over the angular range 0°-14° as calculated by the program
CHUCKS [10]. The optical model parameters used in this calculation were: V = 155, r =
1.282, a = 0.677, W = 23.26, rw = 1.478, aw = 0.733 and rc = 1.3 and were adopted
from Ref. [11]. For the HEOR, the standard collective form factor [12] was used; for the
ISGDR, the form factor was taken from Ref. [1]. Inelastic scattering of alpha particles
near 0° has the advantage that, because of the isoscalar nature of this reaction, only these
two giant resonances are expected to be predominantly excited at the excitation energies of
interest. In addition, as indicated by the calculations presented in Fig. 1, the cross sections
for these resonances are at or near their maximum values at these angles.
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Figure 1. Angular distributions for the ISGDR (solid line) and the
HEOR (dashed line) as obtained in a DWBA calculation using the
program CHUCK3. For details of the calculation and the parameters
used, sec text.
We have undertaken a detailed investigation of the ISGDR in 208Pb to obtain
conclusive evidence for its existence via measurements at very small angles. The expected
angular distributions make imperative the use of the "difference-of-spectra technique"; this
procedure has been used very effectively in detailed investigations of the GMR [13] and is
briefly described here. The inelastic spectrum near 0° (0°—>2° in our case-the angular
acceptance of the IUCF K600 spectrometer) may be divided into two parts (0°—>1° and
l°-»2°, respectively). Since the ISGDR cross section is rising rapidly in this region
whereas the HEOR cross section remains nearly constant, if one subtracts the spectrum for
the 0°-»1° angular cut from that for the Г->2° angular cut, the difference of these two
spectra would show only a very small contribution from the HEOR or from the
background. In principle, this would yield a spectrum that is a lucid representation of
primarily the ISGDR strength.
(a, a') measurements were performed at very small angles (including 0°) using a
200 MeV alpha-particle beam in conjunction with the K600 spectrometer at the Indiana
University Cyclotron Facility. The K600 is a versatile, high resolution dipole spectrometer
with an elaborate detector array in the focal plane [14]. In our experiment, the detector
system consisted of two clusters of horizontal and vertical drift chambers-one vertical drift
chamber to measure horizontal position x, and two horizontal drift chambers with staggered
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sense-wire positions to measure the vertical position y. The two clusters were spaced
approximately 20 cm apart so that slope information for the particle track could be obtained
in both the x and у directions. This information was essential in performing the ray-tracing
required for angle reconstruction. Particle identification was obtained using the ДЕ signals
provided by two plastic scintillators placed behind the drift-chamber clusters.
Data was obtained at (0±2)° (the maximum angular opening possible at 0° in the
K600), as well as at 4°, 5°, 6°, 7°, 8° and 10°, with an energy resolution of approximately
130 keV. Although the resolution achievable for this system is significantly better, no
serious attempts were made to optimize the resolution for this work since this resolution
was more than adequate for measuring the ISGDR and greater statistics through increased
data production time was judged more desirable than an improved resolution. The nonzero angle measurements were taken during an experimental run using a newlycommissioned septum magnet which allowed measurements below 7° for the first time at
the K600; however, this report concerns the 0° measurements only. A 3.0 mg/cm2 thick
208

Pb target was employed; data were also obtained on 24Mg for purposes of calibration.
The measurements at small angles, as is well known, require a very careful tuning

of the beam to minimize the contributions from the background due to beam halo and slitscattering, etc. After considerable effort, it was possible to obtain a rather "clean" beam;
further "cleaning" of the spectra was achieved in part by employing a gate on the TOP
signal from the scintillators.
Fig. 2(a) shows the 0°->2° spectrum for 208Pb. A broad "bump", most likely
comprised of the ISGDR and the HEOR, is clearly visible above background. The data has
been fitted with a polynomial background and two Gaussian peaks and the results of the fit
are shown superimposed; using a single, wider peak always resulted in a significantly
worse fit. The centroids of the two peaks (19.7 + 0.5 MeV and 22.4 ± 0.5 MeV) are in
agreement with the energies previously suggested [4-6] for the HEOR and ISGDR,
respectively; the widths of the two peaks in these fits (<3 MeV) are, however, somewhat
smaller than those previously reported. The "difference" spectrum, obtained by subtracting
the 00-»1° cut from the Г—>2° cut, as described previously, is shown in Fig. 2(b) along
with a two-peak fit employing peak parameters identical to those used in the peak fits
shown in Fig. 2(a). In this case, a "free" fit always preferred a single, slightly broader,
peak; the fit as shown was obtained by requiring two-peaks in order to show the reduction
in the strength of one of the components. As can be seen, the "HEOR component" of the
bump is almost completely eliminated in this spectrum, leaving only the "ISGDR
component", as expected. A similar conclusion can be drawn from a comparison of the
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cenlroids of the "bumps" in the two spectra: the centroid of the "difference" spectrum (22.5
MeV) is located at almost 1 MeV higher in excitation energy than that in the full spectrum
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Figure 2. (a) Inelastic a scattering spectra for Pb for (0±2)°. A
two-peak+polynomial background fit to the data is shown superimposed
with the peaks corresponding to the HEOR and the ISGDR indicated,
(b) The "difference" spectrum, obtained as described in the text. Also
shown is a fit using peak-parameters identical !o Ihose in (a); note lhat
the fit corresponds to no HEOR strength.
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Figure 3. Inelastic a scattering spectra for 208 Pb for four angular
bins between 0->2°. Two-peak + polynomial background fits to the
data, as described in the text, are shown superimposed.
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(21.3 MeV), again consistent with a reduction in the HEOR strength ss expected from the
predicted angular distributions for the HEOR and the ISGDR. The "bump" in Fig. 2(b),
thus, represents primarily the ISGDR strength and can be subjected to detailed investigation
to extract the properties of this resonance. We also note that the position and width
extracted for the ISGDR from our data are in very good agreement with the theoretical
predictions for this resonance by [15].
Further extension of data analysis has been possible by dividing the data into 0.5°
wide angular bins corresponding to 0°->0.5°, 0.5°->1°, 1°-»1.5°, and 1.5°-»2°, thus
providing a rough angular distribution for the two components of the OR bump identified
as the HEOR and the ISGDR. Fig. 3 shows these four spectra along with the two-peak fits
as described above; again, the same position and width parameters have been employed in
fits to all spectra. It is clear from these spectra themselves, that the two components are
displaying an "angular distributions" quite different from each other, confirming further
that the GR bump is comprised of two distinctly different resonances. Fig. 4 shows these
16.0

12.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

.---г
0.5

1.0
1.5
Scattering angle (degrees)
Figure 4. "Angular distributions" for the two components of Ihe GR
bump and their comparison with the angular distributions for ISGDR
(solid line) and the HEOR (dashed line) expected from DWBA
calculations.

2.0

"angular distributions" for the two components and compares them with the angular
distributions for the HEOR and ISGDR expected from DWBA calculations; the
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experimental data appear to follow the qualitative behavior of the expected angular
distributions quite weli. Considering the rather poor statistics in spectra associated with the
individual angle bins and the uncertainties in the angular cuts, this apparent agreement is
indeed quite remarkable.
To summarize, we have measured inelastic a-scattering spectra at and near 0° with
a view to obtaining conclusive evidence for the ISGDR. Our data provide good evidence
for the ISGDR, located adjacent to the HEOR in

208

Pb. The excitation energies of the two

resonances, as extracted from our data, are in agreement with those previously suggested
for ISGDR and HEOR in

208

Pb; the widths are somewhat smaller, however. The rough

angular distributions of the two resonances appear to follow those expected from DWBA
calculations. Further, the efficacy of the "difference of spectra" technique in identifying the
ISGDR has been affirmed and future experiments using this technique will be carried out
on a numer of nuclei over the periodic table to study the systematics of the ISGDR.
It is with pleasure that we acknowledge the cooperation of the operations crew of
the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility in providing the high quality a beams required
for this work. This work has been supported in part by the National Science Foundation
and the NATO Division of Scientific Affairs.
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Abstract
Results of (e,e'x) and (p,p'x) coincidence studies (with x = p,a) of the giant resonance excitation region in '"Ca are discussed. A multipole decompostion of the (e,e'x) cross sections
demonstrates excellent agreement of the El strength with photonuclear data. The E2 (plus
EO) strength is strongly fragmented with maxima at about 12, 14 and 17 MeV and exhausts
80(10) % of the energy-weighted sum rule (EWSR). A multipole analysis of the (e,e'au) angular correlation functions reveals an EO cross section contribution of about 50 % while little EO
strength is found in the p,i decay from a comparison of electron and proton scattering results.
The unfolded E2 and EO strength distributions in the QU channel are in good agreement with
hadron induced coincidence experiments.

1. Introduction
The doubly magic nucleus '"Ca has always been a favoured subject of both experimental and
theoretical work. Giant resonances in '"Ca have been extensively studied with electromagnetic
and hadronic probes and a rather compact giant dipole resonance (GDR.) with a maximum at
19.5 MeV and a strongly fragmented isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) at about 18
MeV have been observed [1]. However, the multipole strength is strongly mingled in the 10 - 25
MeV excitation energy region and a number of open problems remain. Different results have
been reported for the total strength and fine structure of the GQR. A '"Ca(a,a'x) experiment [2j
found a roughly equal splitting of the energy weighted sum rule (EWSR) strength with a second
maximum at about 14 MeV in contrast to all previous investigations. Also isoscalar giant
monopole resonance (GMR) strength was detected in inelastic a scattering at very forward
angles not seen in earlier experiments [3].
The present work reports an investigation of luCa with the (e,e'x; x=p,a) reaction in the
excitation region Ef = 8 — 26 MeV. Electron scattering coincidence experiments are especially
attractive for giant resonance studies since they allow an efficient suppression of the huge
"Supported by the German BMFT under contract 06 DA 641 I and by the South African FRD.
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Ca
Fig. 1. Relevant excitation region in lu Ca and possible decay channels.

radiative tails which usually limit the extraction of broad structures in inclusive measurements.
Additionally, first results of a '"Ca(p,p'x) study are reported which aims at a detailed study of
the GQR fine structure. Furthermore, these data together with the previous (Q,Q'X) experiment
[2) represent a unique set of coincidence experiments on a single nucleus to study the properties
of giant multipole strength decay. Because of the space limitations the discussion is limited
here to the extraction of multipole strength distributions and the fine structure observed in
the decay into ground states of the daughter nuclei. Additional results on the (e,e'p) angular
correlation functions and the relative importance of statistical and direct decay can be found
in Refs. [4, 5].
The relevant excitation and decay features in l u Ca are displayed schematically in Fig. 1.
Proton and a decay into low-lying states of J9 K (р„ - р;1) and :|6Аг (a,,, c*i), respectively, could
be resolved. Neutron emission, which was not measured in the present experiments, competes
above the threshold energy Е„ = 15.67 MeV. However, photon induced reactions [6] indicate a
neutron contribution of only about 20 % at the GDR maximum excitation energy.
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2. Experiments
w

2.1. The Ca(e,e'x) reaction
x

The (e,e' ) experiments were performed at the accelerators MAMI A in Mainz and at
the S-DALINAC in Darmstadt. In Mainz, 183.5 MeV electrons were used and the scattered
electrons were detected with a magnetic spectrometer at angles (momentum transfers) 0Л =
1

1

1

22.0° (q = 0.35 firr ), 31.4° (0.49 firT ) and 43.0° (0.66 far ). In Darmstadt data were taken
w i t h a large solid-angle QCLAM spectrometer at Eu = 78 MeV and 0e = 40.0° (0.26

far').

The Mnali momentum transfers lead to a preferential excitation of low multipole (A < 2)
transitions. The decay products were detected relative to the q axis with up to 10 charged
particle detector telescopes consisting of 75 - 100 fim ДЕ and two 1000 /xm E Si counters. The
telescopes were placed on a goniometer out of plane under an azimuthal angle Фт = 135° (using
the convention of Ref. [7j) in order to cancel the transverse-transverse interference contribution
to the reaction cross section.
Angular correlation functions (ACF) were extracted for resolved decay channels in typical
excitation energy bins of about 1 MeV which were defined as a compromise between visible
fine structure and the need of statistics. Branching ratios of the decay into the final channels
were derived from а 4тг integration of the measured coincidence cross sections assuming purely
longitudinal excitation. Details of the data analysis and a summary of the experimental results
can be found in Ref. [8].
2.2. The "'Ca(p,p'x) reaction
The experiment was performed at the National Accelerator Centre cyclotron at Faure (South
Africa) with 100 MeV protons using a recently built К = 600 magnetic spectrometer. Scattered
protons were measured at angles 0,, = 17°, 23° and 27°. Charged particle decay was detected
with three semiconductor detector telescopes placed on a rotatablc table in the reaction plane.
A typical energy resolution of Д£ ~ 35 keV FVVHM was achieved in the '"Ca excitation spectra. The data analysis is still in progress and the discussion is restricted to results for the decay
into the : '°Ar and :l''K ground states.

3. Results
S.I. Multipole decomposition from the variation of the momentum transfer
A multipole strength analysis based on the variation of the momentum transfer was per-
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Fig. 2. El and E2 (plus EO) strength distributions resulting from the multipole analysis of
(e,e'x) cross sections following Ref. [9]. The open circles ate the difference o{ total photoabsoorrption [10] and (7,n) [11] data. The solid line is a RPA calculation of E2 strength in '"Ca [13].

formed following the method described in Ref. [9]. It is based on the assumption that the form
factors are excitation energy independent and that the contributing multipoles are limited to
Л < 2. One should note that possible EO contributions cannot be unfolded from E2 strength
with this method because of the similarity of the form factors. Since it was found that the
solutions of the linear equations system according to Ref. [9] are not unique an additional
constraint was introduced. It combines the minimization of the number of negative strength
coefficients and the minimization of the deviations from theoretical form factors.
The resulting GDR and GQR (plus GMR) strength functions are displayed in Fig. 2. The
GDR results are compared to photonuclear cross sections derived from the difference of total
photoabsorption [10] and (7,n) [11] data (open circles). The shapes and absolute values of the
two curves agree very well. The E2 (plus EO) strength distribution is strongly fragmented and
shows maxima around 12, 14 and 17 MeV. The latter corresponds to E2 strength observed
in numerous previous experiments. The strength around 12 MeV corresponds to a number of
discrete E2 transitions which could be resolved in high resolution (e,e') experiments [12].
The solid line presents the result of a state-of-the-art RPA calculation of isoscalar E2
strength including lplh®phonon configurations and proper continuum coupling [13]. For a
description of the approach see Ref. [14]. The quality of reproduction of the experimental
results is remarkable and, for the first time, a realistic theoretical approach of the strongly frag-
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Fig. 3. Form factors resulting from the multipole analysis. The theoretical El form factor is a
MSI-RPA calculation [15] and the theoretical E2 form factor was generated from the transition
densities of the RPA calculation described in Ref. [13].

mented E2 strength with significant parts below Er = 15 MeV is achieved. A detailed analysis
reveals that the low-lying strength can be traced back to 2p2h ground state correlations which
are treated beyond the usual RPA level in the present model.
The El form factor resulting from the analysis is displayed in Fig. 3 and compared to a
RPA calculation [15] using the model of separable interactions (MSI). Good correspondence is
obtained. Different to the multipole analysis decribed in Ref. [4], where the same model was
used for the E2 form factor, in this case the E2 form factors were generated from transitions
densities given in Ref. [13]. The integrated strengths for charged particle decay in the energy
interval 10 - 20.5 MeV exhaust 58(15) % of the GDR, respectively 80(1G) % of the isoscalar
GQR energy weighted sum rule. The above value constitutes an upper limit for the GQR
charged particle decay strength because of the possible monopole contributions.
3.2. Multipole analysis of the (е,е'ан) angular correlation function
In general, a model independent multipole analysis of (e,e'x) ACF is not possible. One
exception is the (e,e'a,i) channel for an even-even target nucleus, where one has a particularly
simple spin sequence 0 —» A —» 0. The ACF can be written in the static limit of resonance
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approximation [7] as
•z
2Л
5
2
п
Щв) = | ]Г Л/2А + 1 Сл e" * Рл(со*0)| = £ 6„ сол 0 ,
Л=и

(1)

Т1=0

where Сл denotes the product of the longitudinal matrix element with the overlap of resonance
and decay channel, 5л are the relative phases and the P\ are Legendre polynomials. If the
experimental ACF are analyzed by а соа"в power series, the resulting coefficients Ь„ permit an
analytical determination of the Сл and 5л values [16].
0
Such an analysis for the ' Ca(e,e'a0) data
was performed with 100 keV binsize. The total
123

cross section and the EO, El, E2 decomposition

„"°Ca (e,e'o0).
Е„ - 183.5 MtV

1

are displayed in Fig. 4 for q = 0.49 fm" as an

e. - эй'

10

example. Results for other momentum trans-

ix-spectrum

fers are similar. The El contribution is very
small since GDR decay is isospin forbidden.
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The structures around ET = 14 MeV (labeled
1 - 4) which have been subject of some discus-

EO-contribution
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sion [19] can be assigned unique multipolarity.
The resulting spectrum of E2 cross sections

Q

is compared in the l.h.s. of Fig. 5 to results
of the (p,p'x) study for the a,> decay channel. The latter are shown for a scattering angle where A = 2 is strongly enhanced with
respect to other multipolarities. Indeed, almost identical structures are seen in both cases
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of the better energy resolution) in the proton
data. The comparison also shows that similar to the findings in the (a,a'x) experiment
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[2] there is no sign of a continuum background
below Ez ^ 16 MeV. In the electron scattering
experiment 9(2)% of the isoscalar E2 EWSR

14

E,
Fig. 4.

16
(MeV)

18

The 4тг integrated spectrum of the

are found while 17(8)% are obtained in (p,p') •")Са(е,е'а0) reaction at q = 0.49 fm"' and EO,
using a derivative collective form factor and

El, E2 cross sections resulting from the multi-

the optical model paramters of Schwandt e( pole analysis of the ACF.
al. [20]. On the other hand, 16(1)% are obtained in the (а,а'х) measurement [2].
The r.h.s. of Fig. 5 compares the EO part of the multipole analysis ».o the EO strength extracted in Ref [3]. Again, good qualitative agreement of the main structures observed in the two
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Fig. 5. E2 spectrum from the multipole analysis of the (e,e'a») ACF compared to а 4тг integrated spectrum of the |"Са(р,р'а„) reaction at an angle where E2 is strongly enhanced (l.h.s.).
EO spectrum compared compared to EO strength extracted in (a,a') scattering [3] (r.h.s.).
experiments can be stated. 13(3) % of the EWSR for the GMR are exhausted in the electron
scattering experiment, while 23(7) % are found in Ref. [3].
3.3. Fine structure of Ihe GQR in the р„ decay channel
The multipole analysis described in Sect. 3.1 can also be used for the experimentally resolved
(e,e'p) channels. The upper part of Fig. 6 shows the resulting E2 (plus EO) cross sections for
population of р„ and the lower part the (p,p'p») spectrum at 0,, = 17°, where quadrupole
excitation dominates. Neglecting the data below Er = 11 MeV, where the (p,p') data are
plagued by an efficiency cut-off in the detector, very good correpondencc is obtained even on a
level-by-level-basis. The close similarity supports the conclusion of the previous section on the
absence of significant background in the (p,p') data up to ET ~ 16 MeV.
The EWSR fraction is 18(4) % in the (e,e'pu) experiment and 36(8) % in the (p.p'p,,) experiment. Since equal EO and E2 transition strength would lead to four times smaller EO cross
sections for the (p,p'), but roughly equal cross sections for (e,e') scattering one can conclude
that little monopole strength is present in the p,, decay channel. This is supported by the consistency of EO contributions obtained in inclusive (а,а') and exclusive (а.а'а,,) scattering [3]
which should differ by that amount.
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multipole analysis decribed in Sect. 3.1 compared to a Ca(p,p'pu) spectrum at E,, = 100 MeV
and 0,, = 17°, where E2 is strongly enhanced.

4. Conclusions
A multipole analysis of the strongly interweaved EO, El and E2 strength contributions
in '"Ca is presented on the basis of an (e,e'x) experiment. The decomposition of the total
charged particle decay strength utilizing the variation of the momentum transfer demonstrtates
excellent agreement with photonuclear data for the El part. The E2 strength distribution is
strongly fragmented over the investigated energy range E, = 10 — 20.5 MeV. The RPA approach
described in Ref. [14] is able to account remarkably well for the obtained structures and indicates
that the low-lying (ET < 15 MeV) part is induced by 2p2h ground stain correlations.
A multipole decomposition of the ACF measured in the (e,e'a,i) channel is presented. It is
found that about 50 % of the total cross section is due to EO contributions. Good agreement
with the (p,p'x) and (a,a'x) experiments is obtained for the resulting EO and E2 spectra such
that multipole assignments become feasible for the more prominent levels. Excellent agreement
between electron and proton scattering results is also found for E2 strength in the p(l channel.
The consistency of the extracted EWSR results in the different experiments is discussed.
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Excitation of the isovector GDR by inelastic
a-scattering and the neutron skin of nuclei
A. Krasznahorkay,"'') M.N. Harakeh,"' A. van der Woude, ">
M. Csatlos, ') Zs. Dombradi, " A.T. Kruppa, b> Z. Mate, b> and D. Sohler b>
"' Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut, Zernikelaan 25, 9747AA, Groningen, The Netherlands
*) Institute of Nuclear Research (ATOMKI), Debrecen, P.O. Box 51, H-4001, Hungary
Abstract: The cross section of the isoveclor giant dipole resonance (GDR) has
been measured in the 116'124Sn(a,a'70), 150Nd(a,o'7o) and 208Pb(o,a'70) reactions at
E0 = 120 MeV and 0° < 00. < 3°. The results arc compared with DWBA calculations
performed with nuclear GDR form factors that depend on the relative difference
between the radii of proton and neutron distributions (Д Лрдг/Яо). The Д Rppt values
for ".6Sn, I2''Sn and 20S Pb were deduced by comparing measured and calculated cross
sections to be 0.02±0.12 fin, 0.21 ±0.11 fm, and 0.19±0.09 fm, respectively. For the
deformed 150 Nd, the neutron-skin thickness along and perpendicular to the symmetry
axis was found to be 0.22 ± 0.16 and 0.50 ± 0.15 fm, respectively, yielding /3J//3J =
0.92 ± 0.08. The nuclear quadrupole deformation parameter was also investigated
by analyzing the cross sections of the 0+ and 2+ members of the ground state band
excited with low energy a-parlicle beams. The measured cross sections as a function
of the bombarding energy (14-20 McV) and the scattering angle (60°-140°) were
analyzed in the framework of the implicit folding model. The resulting deformation
parameter is /?™ = 0.271 ± 0.008. The deduced ratio to the Coulomb deformation
parameter /3J*//3| = 0.93 ± 0.03 is very close to that derived from GDR excitation.
The ratio of the charge and neutron quaclrupolc deformation parameters was also
calculated in Harlrce-Fock approximation using the Skyrme S i l l interaction. The
calculated value 0^/f)^ = 0.9-1 agrees well with the present experimental data.

1. Introduction
In our macroscopic world it is a natural desire to order and characterise things by
their sizes and shapes. It is a primary gross property of nuclei that they have a
uniform central density and a reasonably sharp nuclear surface. The size and shape
determination of the nuclear matter density distribution has received continued interest throughout the history of nuclear physics [I, 2]. Experiments with electrons and
muons have provided reliable data for the charge density of stable nuclei. Unambiguous determination of neutron density distributions is much harder as this necessarily
involves a hadron-nucleus interaction, and a model-independent description of this
interaction and reaction mechanism is still missing. According to Batty et al. [2] the
analysis of Ep saSOO McV polarized proton scattering data has the promise of being
able to yield absolute results on the neutron density distribution. Recent analyses
[3, 4] of such data, using a non-relativistic impulse approximation (NR1A) with various corrections included or a relativistic impulse approximation (RIA), give a good
description of the spin observablcs. However, with tespcct to the determination of
nuclear densities there are still some problems [4, 5].
The radii of neutron and proton distributions were calculated by Angeli et al.
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[6] in the Hartree-Fock-BCS method for about 700 spherical even-even nuclei, by
Decharge and Gogny [7] using a Density-Dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approximation and by Negele and Vauthcrin [8] using a simpler density matrix expansion
method (DME). Recently, Sharma and Ring [9] calculated the neutron rms radii of
nuclei in the relativistic and the Skyrme mean-field approaches. They showed that
the relativistic mean-field theory overestimates the neutron-skin thickness compared
to that obtained with the Skyrme interactions and also to the empirical data. This
behaviour of the relativistic mean-field theory is not yet clear and further work is in
progress [9].
Another long-standing question in nuclear physics is also whether the collective
model properly describes the relative isoscalar and isovector ground state deformations of the rare-earth nuclei [10]. Recently it was suggested [11] that the pion chargeexchange reaction on polarized 165Ho target could be a good probe for measuring the
differences between the ground-state deformations of the neutron and proton distributions. In such an experiment Knudson el al. [12] found significanlly differenl proton
(/3J) and neutron (/??) deformation parameters: /?J = (0.84 ± 0.08)/3£ contrary to
+
I65
the earlier results obtained with clastic тг and тг~ scattering on unpolarized Ho
target [13]. This poses new challenges to models of nuclear structure and reaction
mechanisms.
In this work we used a novel approach based on the fact that the GDR excitation
cross section in inelastic a-scattcring at small angles including 0° depends strongly
on A/?pjv/fio [14, 15] to determine this fundamental quantity for a few spherical
nuclei. Here we report on the measurement and analysis of data for the spherical
nuclei 116'124Sn, and 208Pb, and also for the deformed nucleus 150 Nd.

2. Experimental methods
In order to separate effectively the GDR from the GMR, GQR and the nuclear continuum excited in inelastic a-scattering coincidence measurements were performed
between the scattered a-particlc and the emitted 7-ray. Since this photon decay
occurs mainly by El transitions, a strong enhancement of the GDR ground-state
7o-decay is expected, compared to the 7o-dccay of other multipolarities [16].
For the measurements, a momentum-analyzed 120 McV a-particle beam provided
by the KVI cyclotron was used to bombard the enriched (90 - 99 %), rolled, selfsupporting targets. The thicknesses of the targets varied between 20 and 30 mg/cm 2 .
The layout of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The QMG/2 magnetic
spectrograph [17] was set at 0° with respect to the beam direction. The inelaslically
scattered a-particles, with scattering angles between -3° and +3° in the horizontal
and vertical directions, were detected in a 47.5 cm version of the multi-wire detection
system placed in the focal plane of the spectrogvaph. This system provides position,
angle and energy information for the detected particles [18]. The beam was also
stopped in the focal plane of the spcctrograph.
The coincident "/-rays were detected in a large 10" x 14" Nal(Tl) crystal with a
plastic anticoincidence shield [19], placed at 125° with respect to the beam direction.
The background due to capture of slow neutrons was reduced by placing a 12 cm
thick 6LiII absorber directly in front of the Nal(Tl) crystal. The remaining neutrons
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Figure 1: Layout of the experimental set-up showing the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph and the Nal(Tl) spectrometer w i t h the anti-coincidence, lead and paraffin
shields.
were effectively separated from the -y-rays by time-of-flight discrimination. The resolution of the Nal(Tl) detector was typically 3.5% at 6.13 MeV and improving to 2% at
20 MeV. The efficiency of the Nal(Tl) detector was calculated with the Monte Carlo
code EGS [20] for a number of 7-ray energies and has been checked experimentally at
E-,=6.13, 7.12 and 22.6 MeV. From the comparison between the data and calculations
a 10% systematic error was associated with the calculated values. The solid angle of
the detector was 70 msr.
In order to check the charge collection efficiency of the Faraday-cup placed at the
focal plane of the spectrograph, the К X-ray yield from the target was also measured
with a 2 cm2 x 10 mm Gc detector placed at -125° with respect to the beam direction.

3

Experimental results

Final-state spectra of the residual nuclei after -/-decay were constructed by combining
for each event the energy of the inelastirally-scattered o-particle with the energy of
the coincident 7-radialion. Random coincidences, caused mainly by 7-rays produced
in compound nuclear reactions, were subtracted. Final-slate spectra for the spherical
nuclei are shown in Fig. 2.
In order to separate the ground-state transition from transitions to other lowlying stales, Ihe real-coincidence spectra, shown in Fig. 2 c), were filled wilh a
"gaussian -f exponential-tail" line shape. For 150 Nd, the energy of Ihe ground-slate
Iransition was very close to the energies of transitions to other low-lying states: e.g.
the 2f state (Ег+ = 130 keV) and the /3-bandhead at E0+ = 676 keV. Therefore,
it was not possible to separate the ground-stale Iransition. In this case we assumed
that the complete strenglh in the final-stale speclrum came only from the decay of
the GDR. The conlribulion of the above-mentioned transitions to this slrenglh were
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Figure 2: Final-state spectra of Sn, l 2 4 Sn and 208Pb after 7-decay constructed for
the excitation energy regions 12 McV < Et < 17 MeV for U6'mSn and 1Ш eV <
Ex < НЛ/eV for 208Pb populated in the (a,a'} reaction with Ea = 120 MeV and
©a' = (0 ± 3)°. a) spectra without subtraction of random events, b) randomcoincidence spectra; the smoothed curves arc used for random subtraction and c)
the real-coincidence spectra, obtained by subtracting the random spectrum b) from
spectrum a), along with the results of the peak fitting.
Table 1
Summary of the measured o' - 70 coincidence cross sections
integrated over the excitation energy region ДЕ
Isotope
116

124

Sn
Sn

208pb

ДЕ
[MeV]

1 2 - 17
12- 17
11 - 14

der/dfi Stat. err. Syst. err.
[дЬ/sr]
[%]
[%]
23.6
35.6
34.3

15
15
13

17
17
16

taken into account, in the calculation of the cross section.
The coincidence cross sections for the ground-state transitions are summarized
in Table 1.
These cross sections are obtained for the full opening angle of the spectrograph,
i.e. an a'-particle angle of (0 ± 3)" and for the full (i.e. 4л-) 7-гау solid angle. The
errors are calculated from statistical uncertainties, and from the systematical errors
coming from X-ray normalization and the uncertainties in the detection efficiencies
of the Nal(Tl) detector and the focal-plane detection system.
The cross sections have also bee» corrected for a small contribution from the
7o-decay of the isoscalar GQR which can be estimated by taking into account the
cross section of the GQR [21, 22] and the ratio Г(£2)/Г(£1) = 0.01 [16]. These
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contributions of < 1.4 /ib/sr and <2.3 /ib/sr for 116'124Sn and 208Pb, respectively, were
subtracted from the cross sections.

4- Calculation of the GDR excitation cross section
To calculate the excitation cross section of the GDR by inelastic a scattering we used
the usual approach [23] which connects the oscillations of the proton and neutron
density distribution with the oscillations of the associated optical potential.
DWBA cross sections for the excitation of the GDR in inelastic a-scattering were
calculated using the code ECIS [24] with the optical model parameters determined
by Brissaud et al. for 116Sn and 124Sn [25], by Nolle et al. for 150Nd [26] and by
Goldberg et al. for 208Pb [27]. In the derivation of the coupling potentials, which are
the most crucial quantities in the calculations, the prescription of Satchler [23] was
followed.
For the density oscillations we adopted both the Goldhaber-Teller (GT) and
the Jensen-Steinwedel (JS) macroscopic models and in the final analysis we used a
combination of the two.
In the GT model, rigid but interpenetrating proton and neutron spheres oscillate against each other keeping the center of mass fixed. Following Satchler [23] we
assumed similar proton and neutron distributions with slightly different radii,
с„,р = с(1±^ 7 х),

(1)

where the upper sign is for neutrons and tiie lower sign for protons, x — (N — Z)/A,
and 7 can vary between 0 and 1. (7 = 0 gives pn/pp = NjZ, while 7 = 1 results in
/>„ = pp at small r.)
The parameter 7 is closely related to the relative difference in the radii of the
neutron and proton density distributions:

Яо

Л„ - It,
(«„ + /У/2

1(N-Z)
ЗЛ

The transition potential is then:

which is thus obtained from the real (V) and imaginary (W) parts of the optical
potential (t/0) and
2

'I'*

A

Within the SJ model, it is assumed that the GDR results from out-of-phase
density oscillations of the neutron and proton fluids within a fixed nuclear surface,
keeping the total density pa constant.
Using the same procedure as in the GT case the transition potential is [15]:
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Table 2
Ratio of the CN to total ground-state ->0-decay width for the different targets
Isotope
CN/(CN + Direct) •'

"^Su"

"<!1!

"°Ш

(Ш

(Ш

<Ш

208

РЬ

0.24

"> This ratio depends sensitively on the excitation energy region considered (see ДЕ
in Table 1 and ДЕ=12-17 MeV for 150Nd).
with
2

4.1-

9;rfi2 Л
2 2
x N Z (r ) '

Cross-section calculations

Coulomb excitation is included in the calculations
transition potential. The cross sections a™7°(E)
EWSR) as a function of excitation energy, then
photonuclear strength distribution (cr^(E)) [28] as

by adding the usual [23] Coulomb
were calculated (assuming 100 %
the results were folded with the
follows:
(*),

(5)

with cr-,(E) in barns. This folding was found to be very important due to the strong
energy dependence of the Coulomb-excitation cross section [16].
The O'a^'-i^E) coincidence cross sections were deduced following the procedure
described in ref. [16] :
Г IF)

Г'

(6)

where Г-,0(£) is the ground-state photon-decay width of the doorway state, Г is
the width of the resonance, Г' is the spreading width and BCN(E) is the 70-decay
branching ratio of the compound nucleus (CN). We assumed that Г'/Г и 1 [16]. The
dominant direct-decay part of the expression was calculated from the experimentally
known photoneutron cross sections
isi

Г

r

Зтг 2 Л 2 с 2 Г

The BCN(E) 7o-decay branching ratios for "°''2'1Sn and for 150 Nd were obtained from
statistical-model calculations using a modified version of the program CASCADE
[29] with level density parameters of Dilg et al. [30]. In the case of 20sPb, the
experimental BCN(E) values [16] were averaged over our excitation energy region
(UMeV < Ex < 14Л/еК). The relative contribution of CN 70-decay for the nuclei
studied is summarized in Table 2.
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4.2- Generalization of the method to deformed nuclei
The method described above, which was already checked for spherical nuclei [14], can
also be generalized to prolate-deformed nuclei by assuming completely independent
K=0 and K=l vibrational modes along the long and the short axis, respectively.
From the neutron skin along the different axes, we can then determine the ratio of the
neutron to proton quadrupole deformation parameters, 0^/0^. In this generalization
two sets of transition potentials were calculated for the two vibrational modes in a
similar way as we did for spherical nuclei but with different radii according to the
deformation parameter.
For the calculation of <7t,a'-,0 'пcase °f 150 Nd we used the elastic photon-scattering
data of reference [31]. Neglecting the CN contribution in eq. 6, which was negligible
in the case of 150Nd, and using the connection between the photoabsorption cross
section and the cross sections for elastic photon scattering derived by Starr et al. [32]
one gets the following simple expression for the a' - •) coincidence cross section which
can be used for deformed nuclei:
_•'

-

I p \ __ 100% ; ;.n

-

Л

-КЛ'/'/ n\

•*•" ' ) '

/cl

*'

p

where a^ (E) is now the experimental cross section for elastic photon scattering
from which the contribution of Thompson scattering, which does contribute to the
(7,70) reaction but not to the (0,0' 70) process, has been subtracted according to the
relations given in rcf. [32]. The Thompson-scattering correction was calculated from
the photoabsorption data [28] using the formula given in reference [32].
The (0,0/70) cross sections can then be calculated according to eq. 8 as a sum
of the K=0 and K=l components:
l№ = OKJA- = 0) -f ,г$*(Л- = 1К,„(Л' = 1)] , (9)
where a^a(K = 0) and (r-,-,t(K = 1) arc, respectively, the K=0 and K=l components of the measured cross sections for elastic photon scattering corrected for the
contribution of Thompson scattering.
The actual situation is somewhat more complicated since in both the (0,0/7)
and the (7,7') [31] experiments on '50Nd the 7-dccay to the low-lying 2+ state at
130.1 keV and the K=0 /3-band head at 676 keV contributes. (In both measurements
Nal(Tl) detectors were used with about the same energy resolution.) However, since
in both measurements their relative contributions are the same, eqs. 8 and 9 can
still be applied, if one replaces the cross sections aoa^a(E) and cr^p(E) by the
experimentally measured cross sections а„а'~,(Е) and a^ll>(E).
In order to deconvolute the measured cross sections, a^*p(E], into the cross
sections (Ty-,(K = 0) and 0y,(/v' = 1 ) , the experimental cross section <r^fp(E) [32] (see
eq. 8 and eq. 9) was fitted by two Lorcntzian distributions the positions and widths of
which were very close (Et = 12.3ЛЫ',Г| = З.ОЛ/eV, Ё2 = 15.6MeV,T 2 = S.OMeV)
to the ones determined from the analysis of the photonuclear cross sections (E\ =
12.3Л/еУ, Г, = З.ЗА/сК, Ej = 16.0Л/сК, Г2 = 5.2Л/еК). The actual a^(K = 0) and
a-,-,(K = 1) cross sections were then obtained by multiplying the fitted Lorentzian
distributions by B'.
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Table 3
Neutron-skin thicknesses determined in the present work compared to
previously measured and calculated values
Isotope
116

124

Sn

Sn

208pb

5-

Present work Present work Batty et al. [2] Angeli et al.[6] Decharge et al. [7]
ARpN/Ro
ДRpд;
ARp/^
ДRpJv
ARpjv
(%)
(fm)
(fm)
(fm)
(fm)
0.5±2.7
4.4±2.4
3.51JJ

0.02±0.12
0.21±0.11
0.19±0.09

0.15±0.05
0.25±0.05
0.14±0.04

0.13
0.22
0.22

0.08
0.14
0.13

Results

Although the transition potentials obtained from the GT and SJ models are quite
different inside the nucleus, the resulting (a, a'lo) cross sections are found to be very
similar. This can be explained by the strong absorption of the a-particles inside
the nucleus. The ratio of the cross sections using the two models was found to be
unity within 15%. In the final analysis we calculated the cross sections for a linear
combination of GT and SJ transition potentials using the ratio of the two modes
given by Myers et al. [33], which is 0.58, 0.60, 0.65 and 0.73 for I16Sn, 134Sn, 150Nd
and 208Pb, respectively.

5.1.

Results for spherical nuclei

The (TO.O'^ cross sections averaged over the solid angle of the spectrograph and integrated over the energy range of the GDR as a function of the relative difference in
the radii of the neutron and proton density distributions were calculated for 1I6Sn,
124
Sn and 208Pb, respectively. Using the completely different optical-model parameter set of Rozsa ct al. [34] for "6Sn, the calculated cross section was 6 to 11 %
less than the previous one. This difference gives an indication of the accuracy of
the calculations due to the choice of optical-model parameters. By comparing the
experimentally determined cross sections to the theoretical cross sections calculated
as a function of ДЯ/Яо, the ДЯ/Я 0 values and their errors can be deduced. The
resulting neutron-skin thicknesses are summarized and compared to the previously
measured and calculated values in Table 3.
Our results for the ДЯр/у values are, within the uncertainties, in agreement with
the theoretical predictions [6, 7], and also the agreement with an analysis of 800 MeV
proton scattering data, as summarized in ref. [2], is satisfactory.

5.2. Results for the deformed nucleus

150

Nd

The 0 — 7 coincidence requirement reduced the contribution of the GQR very much
but its contribution was still not negligible. The fact that the shape of the GQR in
the case of 150Nd [35] was found to be very similar to the shape of the GDR calculated
in this work made the correction very easy. The GQR contribution was estimated to
be about 4% of our measured values at each energy point.
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Figure 3: The measured differential cross sections (full circles) of the GDR in Nd
in inelastic «-scattering as a function of excitation energy in comparison with the
calculated ones (solid lines) for neutron skin thicknesses of 0.22±0.16)fm and (O.SOi
0.15)fm along and perpendicular to the major symmetry axis, respectively. The
dashed and dotted lines represent the boundaries of the 1<7 (08 % confidence) fits
corresponding to the given errors of the neutron-skin thicknesses.
The comparison of the measured and calculated cross sections for 150Nd can be
seen in Fig. 3. The experimental values are averages of the results of two independent measurements. In these experiments the same coincidence set-up was used. A
systematic error of к 17% due to uncertainties in the calibration of the coincidence
set-up was not included in the errors in Fig. 3.
Taking into account only quadrupolc deformations and using a simple geometrical
picture of the nucleus, one can determine the ratio of the quadrupole deformation
parameters for the neutron and proton distributions from the above neutron-skin
thicknesses. As a result of the transformation we get /9J//3£ = 0.92 ± 0.08, which
includes the systematic errors.

6- Nuclear deformations from inelastic «-scattering
on 150Nd at energies near the Coulomb barrier
It was suggested that the most sensitive way to study the connection between nuclear
and charge deformation is the measurement of the Coulomb-nuclear interference effect
[36]. Many inelastic scattering measurements have been made for the rotational states
of deformed nuclei. The data are analysed by means of a coupled-channels calculation
in which the excitation is described by a deformed optical model potential. The
deformation parameters, which fit the data, were taken to be the nuclear deformation
parameters. Many authors criticised the above method, which delivered significantly
smaller nuclear deformation parameters than the charge deformation parameters.
Clearly a more fundamental approach is required. Attempts have been made to relate
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the deformed field to the deformed i,;;ciear densities by means of folding models. It
was shown that for a normal folding model (where a density-independent projectilenucleon folding interaction was used) the rmiltipole moments of the resulting optical
potential aie equal to those of the nucleus [37].
In this work we wanted to check if we could get consistent data for the /3j//?2 ratio
of 150Nd using inelastic a-particle scattering and the above implicit folding model.
Prior to this work there was no such data available for 150 Nd.

6.1.

Experimental procedure

The a-beams were accelerated by the Debrecen 103 cm isochronous cyclotron. The
bombarding energy varied between 14 and 20 MeV in 1 MeV steps. This region
covers energies below and above the Coulomb barrier where the Coulomb-nuclear
interference is expected to appear.
Isotopically enriched (91.8 %) Nd 2 0 3 was evaporated onto 20 /ig/cm 2 carbon foils
and had a thickness of around 50 /<g/cm 2 . The scattered a-particles were observed in
a split-pole magnetic spectrograph with about 20 kcV energy resolution. The angle of
the spectrograph was varied between GO" and M0° in 10° increments. The intensity of
the peaks were extracted by means of a peak-fitting program using an experimental
line shape determined from the elastic scattering peak. The uncertainties are of the
order of 1-3 %. Some excitation functions and differential cross sections normalized
to the cross sections of the pure Coulomb-excitation probability are shown in Fig. 4.

6.2. Analysis and results
The analysis of the data was performed in the framework of the deformed optical
model using the coupled-channels code EC1S [24]. Our treatment of the problem
followed the standard lines which are discussed in the literature [38, 36]. The Coulomb
equations were integrated to rather large distances (matching radius=150 fm) and
many partial waves (200) were included. The charge matrix elements and density
distribution parameters were taken from the literature and they were not varied [39].
The optical potential was expanded in powers of the deformation parameters up to
the fourl'i order.
Most of the calculations were done by limiting the number of levels to 3. In some
test cases the 6+ level was also included, but only a negligible effect was observed.
The hexadecapol deformation of the optical potential was assumed to be the same as
that of the charge distribution determined by Sandor ct al. [40] from (e,e') scattering.
This has very little effect on the excitation of the 2} state.
Different optical model parameters wore tried in fitting the data. The geometry
used in ref. [36] was not found satisfactory. Л much better fit could be obtained using
smaller radius (r) or diffuseness (a) values. By varying the г or the a values as well
as V and fa ranging from 1.25 fm to 1.37 fm, 0.6 fm to 0.7 fm 110 MeV to 260 MeV
and 0.20 to 0.25, respectively, we could get a few equally good fits to the data. When
a good fit is obtained the quadrupolc moment of the mass distribution was calculated
from the optical potential used assuming implicit folding model [41]. The results
showed only a small scatterering (± 2 %) around a mean value for the various optical
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2.00-

1.50-

Figure 4: Measured (full dots) and calculated (solid lines) inelastic a),c) and elastic
b),d) scattering cross sections of 150 Nd(o,«';. The inelastic and elastic scattering
cross sections were normalized to the pure Coulomb-excitation and the Rutherford
scattering cross sections, respectively. The coupled-channels calculations were performed for different ratios of nuclear/Coulomb quadrupole deformation parameters
to show the sensitivity of the method.
model potentials used. The charge deformation parameter /3% was obtained from the
E2 transition rates [42] assuming a uniform charge distribution with rc = 1.2/m.
For reasons of comparison, we have calculated the mass deformation parameter /3™
from the mass quadrupole moment also assuming a uniform mass distribution with
rm = 1.2/m.
The result for the /3?/PI ratio was found to be 0.93±0.03. This ratio agrees
reasonably with the GDR results and stimulates further investigations.

7. Mean field analysis of the p—n asymmetry
In order to get a deeper insight into the difference of the proton and neutron distributions of 150Nd we have calculated its ground state properties in Hartree-Fock
approximation using the Skyrine SIII interaction [43]. This effective interaction was
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Figure 5: The total potential energy (TPE) of n°Nd as a function of the mass
quadrupole moment (Qm).
applied already to describe the difference in proton-neutron density distributions in
the rare earth region [44]. Since the Skyrme forces are known not to have good pairing
properties, we treated the pairing separately as proposed in rcf. [45, 46].
In the HF+BCS calculations a quadratic constraint was applied to the mass
quadrupole moment and the calculations were performed in a wide range of this
moment, Qm. The minimum of the potential energy surface was found at Qm=1255
frn 2 . The slice of the potential energy surface along the 0 axis is shown in Fig. 5.
The calculated charge radius and quadrupole moment were found in a reasonably
good agreement with the experimental and recently calculated values [39, 40]. The
deviations were less than twice of the experimental uncertainties.
The quadrupole deformation parameters were obtained from the calculated quadrupole moments by assuming homogenous proton and neutron distributions with
sharp surfaces. The resulting parameters are: /3J = 0.266 and /3J = 0.281, respectively. Their ratio, /3J//JJ = 0.94, is found in good agreement with the present
experimental results.
From the HF+BCS calculations we have got not only the quadrupole moments,
but also the complete density distributions for both protons and neutrons. These
distributions are shown in parts a) and V) of Fig. 6. To see the origin of the difference
in quadrupole deformations, we subtracted the density distributions. Since we are
interested in difference of deformations, the density distributions were first normalized
to have the same volume integrals. The difference of the resulting neutron and proton
density distributions is shown in part c) of Fig. 6 in 3-dimensional view, and in part
d) in topographic representation. It is seen that the proton excess (white in Fig. 6 d)
is concentrated along the prolate direction, while the neutron excess has its maximum
(black in Fig. 6 d) at the middle of the nucleus, and dominates normal to the prolate
direction.
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Figure б: Density distributions in IM)Ncl given in 1/fm 3 . a) Neutron density distribution, b) proton density distribution, c) the difference of the normalized neutron and
proton distributions, d) the same as c) but in topographic representation. The values
on the x and у axes are the distances from the centre of mass measured in fm.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present some results of a study of strongly deformed nuclei
carried out within the framework of the many-particle plus rotor model. In particular,
we consider the two nuclei 163Er and 165Er. We treat the pairing interaction between
the valence nucleons in the intrinsic deformed field by a new method, the chaincalculation method, which yields extremely accurate results. We focus attention on
the role of the recoil term as a mechanism that produces attenuation of the Coriolis
coupling. It turns out that the low-energy spectra of the decoupled bands are very
well reproduced. A very good agreement with experiment is also obtained for the
band-head energies.

1. Introduction

The study of the interplay between single-particle and collective degrees of freedom
in strongly deformed nuclei has long been a topical problem in nuclear structure theory.
A particularly appropriate framework for tackling this problem is provided by the manyparticles plus rotor model.1"3. The most serious difficulty with this model is the treatment
of the pairing correlation of the valence nucleons in the intrinsic deformed field. On the
one hand the model space dimensionalities generally preclude a standard diagonalization
procedure, on the other hand the use of the BCS approximation may well result in a poor
description of the intrinsic structure.3'4
We have succeeded in overcoming this difficulty by developing a new method,5 the chaincalculation method (CCM), which provides a highly effective way for cutting down the size
of the energy matrices while yielding extremely accurate results. This has opened up the
possibility of assessing the real scope of the MPR model.
In this paper, we present some representative results of an extensive study which we
are carrying out in the rare-earth region. In particular, we consider here the two nuclei
163
Er and 165Er, focusing attention on the lowest-lying decoupled bands. The study of these
bands provides in fact the opportunity to understand the role of the various terms of the
model Hamiltonian. In this context, of particular interest is the mechanism that leads to the
attenuation of the Coriolis interaction.
In Sec. 2 we give an outline of the MPR model and describe our method of solution.
In Sec. 3 we present and compare with experiment the results of our calculations. Sec. 4
presents some concluding remarks.
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2. Many-particles plus rotor model and method of solution
In the strong coupling representation the model Hamiltonian describing a system of N
valence particles coupled to an axially-symmetric rotor is written
HMPR = HI + Hintr + Hc ,

(1)

where
(2)
2in(r — -"0 Т" -"pair Т" "гее i

Ягсс =

(3)

(4)

f/_J+),

(5)

with standard notation. The recoil term Ягес is of particular relevance in the MPR model,2'6
as it contains both one-body and two-body terms. In fact, the angular momentum J due to
the valence particles has the form
(6)

which implies that Hrec becomes
N

Ягсс = A '

(7)

The cigenstates of HI + Hintr can be written in the form
/27TT

(3)

vhere the intrinsic wave functions x'jj r are solutions to the eigenvalue equation
(Я0 + Hpair

(9)

Once Eq. (9) is solved the Coriolis term can be diagonalized in this representation. In
the following part of this section we shall discuss in some detail our treatment of the intrinsic
Hamiltonian and of the Coriolis coupling.
Let us first consider the Hamiltonian H = HO + Дрт'г which is written as
(10)
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where-

N

A t!,

= %<4t

t

(13>

/1 O\

The index f stands for all quantum numbers specifying the single-particle states while 17
denotes the time reversal partner. In cases where fi \s essential, v will represent only the
asymptotic quantum numbers [JVn3A].
We describe the intrinsic deformed field Я0 by a nonspheroidal axial and reflection
7
symmetric Woods-Saxon potential. Thus we write
Я., = -£- A +V(r) + У,0(г; spin),

A, + &Ум(в) + fS4Y,0(e)} ,
V,0(r; spin) = - K f f - [gi-ad V(r) x p/li] .

(14)

(16)
(17)

As already mentioned in the Introduction, we treat the pairing correlations between the
valence particles by the COM. A detailed description of this approach as well as a test case
evidencing its degree of accuracy are to be found in Refs. 3 and 5. We only emphasize here
that our solutions of the pairing Hamiltonian are practically exact.
We now turn our attention to the recoil term (7), which in second quantization reads

where

ГНУ-

ifftv<ftv-,

Л„-„- = \ ("Ъ'-И
1(РЬ'-И

ifn,,>SV,

(20)

if П„ = « „ - = = £ .

Here we are interested in the treatment of odd-A nuclei. In this case we diagonalize Hrfc
within the set of v = 1 states obtained by treating the Hamiltonian (10) by the COM. The
intrinsic wave function has therefore the form
,.1/»,/«П).
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(21)

The states j/?, /Л) лгг :• = 1 rigenstatos of the pairing Hamiltonian, the label ft referring
(here and in the following) to the quantum numbers of the blocked level and the index /3
standing for all the other quantum numbers necessary to completely specify the states.
The matrix elements of HTtc between v = 1 states are given by

(ft,

[1 - (1 - V)V1-FW'S;;. - ^ T R ^ R ^ s ,
•/><>
J

(22)

where the quantities S and T, whose explicit expressions may be found in Ref. 8, are expressed in terms of the coefficients of the и = 1 pairing eigenstates in the occupation number
representation. These coefficients are defined in Eq. (19) of Ref 3.
Let us now discuss briefly the effects produced by the recoil term. We first consider
the diagonal matrix elements. The first two sums in Eq. (22) represent the so-called core
6 9
contribution. ' In fact, they are just the expectation value of the recoil term with respect to
the even-mass nucleus, whose TV — 1 valence particles are distributed over all the available
levels except the blocked one. This contribution, being almost independent of the level
blocked by the unpaired particle, does not significantly affect the spectrum of the odd nucleus.
The remaining two terms in Eq. (22) are the contribution of the unpaired particle. The
third one reduces to the single-particle matrix element F(1/1 (5^ = 1) while the quantity
Si/>o В-нцЗрри represents the correction arising from the other valence nucleons. The latter
is strongly dependent both on the nature of the level /i and on the pairing correlations.
As regards the off-diagonal matrix elements, they may have /3 ^ /3' and/or /i ^ /i' . We
have found, in agreement with the results of other authors,4 that the matrix elements with
ц •£ \t! are very small. Through the matrix elements with fl ^ /3' different eigenstates of the
pairing Hamiltonian may be brought into the intrinsic wave function. In this way the recoil
term affects the pair distribution of particles.10 This effect may be particularly important
when the involved levels originate from the so-called intruder states (in the case considered
in this paper this is the spherical 113/2 state).
As a final step we take into account the Coriolis interaction (5). Its matrix elements are
given by

l«U'r.> = -4£[(' + n')('-n' + i)]1
\ ни'

v ,

(23)

where
рПП'
_ Т^ гП
ffl'
cl'l''
•^(ir'j.' — /-f'/S'W/J'rV-'/J/J"

, .
(24)

W

We see that the matrix elements (23) are written as the product of two factors. The first
one corresponds to the contribution of the odd particle while the second takes into account
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the many-particle correlations induced from both the pairing and the recoil interaction. Since
the quantities /^.(1. aru all < 1, they produce ait attenuation of the Coriolis coupling.
3. Results
1вз

165

We now come to discuss the results of our calculations for Ег and Er. In both
these nuclei there are five low-lying bands, four with negative parity (essentially rotational
505
in character) built on the f ~[521], f ~[521], f ~[523] and у~[ ] single-particle states, and
one with positive parity originating from the i 13 / 2 shell-model state.
It is this experimental situation that we have tried to reproduce within the framework
of the MPR model as described in the previous section, concentrating our attention on the
decoupled i\3/2 band for which the recoil term is of particular relevance.
1153
1C5
For both Ег and Er we have considered nineteen valence neutrons distributed over
eighteen levels chosen in such a way that on both sides of the Fermi surface lies the same
number of single-particle states. As already mentioned in Sec. 2, the intrinsic deformed field
is represented by a nonspheroidal axial and reflection symmetric Woods-Saxon potential.
We adopt a unique value of the potential depth VQ and of the radius parameter r 0 , namely
УО = 43 MeV and TQ = 1.29 fm. These values are in agreement with those reported in Ref. 11,
taking into account that we use a single value of ra for the central and spin-orbit terms. The
12 13
deformation parameter Д> is taken from the experimental B(E2;2 —» 0) values ' in the
neighbouring doubly even nuclei, which leads to the common value of 0.335. The values of the
spin-orbit strength к, the diffuseness a and the deformation parameter ft are: к = 0.425 fm 2 ,
a - O.GS fm, ft =0.052 for 103Er and к = 0.387 fm 2 , a = 0.65 fm, ft =0.062 for 1C5Er.
These values of к and a are within the range of those reported in the literature, 11 ' 14 while
the values of ft come quite close to those obtained from the equilibrium shape calculations
of Ref. 15 for this region.
It should be noted that in the model spaces used for 163Er and I65 Er we include the five
lowest-lying states originating from the г'13/2 level, leaving out the two states -y [615] and
у [006]. These latter, lying very high in energy, are not expected to contribute significantly
to the wave functions of the lowest positive-parity bands. The only two other positive-panty
states, £ [400] and | [402], that might contribute to this band are also included.
As for the pairing strength G, we use a value of 0.190 MeV for 163Er and 0.189 MfiV for
16
''Er, which give an odd-even mass difference for neutrons in agreement with the experimental
values of 0.975 and 0.905 MeV, respectively.
For the rotational parameter A, we take the value 14 keV for 163Er and 13 keV for
165
Er. These values are intermediate between the values obtained from the E2+ —E0+ energy
difference in the neighbouring even-even isotopes and those derived from the spectra of the
four low-lying negative-parity bands in botli 163Er and 165Er.
We now present the results of our calculations for 163Er. In Fig. 1 we show the spectrum of the lowest positive-parity band. We see that the right level ordering and an overall
satisfactory agreement with experiment is obtained up to J = -j-. It should be stressed that
this is not the case when the pairing correlations are treated by the usual DCS method. In
fact, the use of this approximation makes it necessary to introduce an ad-hoc attenuation
factor.3'4 The comparison between case (a) and (b) shows the relevance of the recoil term.
Concerning the higher-spin states, which lie above 1 MeV excitation energy, our calculation
fails to reproduce the observed pattern. This is not surprising, however, as it may be taken
as an indication that states of seniority higher than one (v = 3) should be taken into account.
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As regards the. spectra of the negative-parity bands | [521], f [521], f [523] and -y~[;J05i,
which are practically purely rotational, a very good agreement with experiment is obtained
up to about 1.5 MeV excitation energy (relative to each bandhead), the largest discrepancy
being about 60 keV. It should be stressed that for these bands the calculations with and
without recoil yield practically the same results. The origin of the difference in the spectra of
the positive parity band is to be found in the strong Coriolis coupling and in the attenuation
of such a coupling produced by the recoil term. In Table 1 we report the values of the intrinsic
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Fig. 1. Experimental and calculated [(a) without recoil; (b) with recoil] positive-parity
spectrum of 163Er.
energies for the positive-parity states originating from the «13^2 level (they are characterized
by [ТУпзЛ], since, as already mentioned in Sec. 2, there is no appreciable mixing of states
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corresponding to different blocked levels). From this table we see that the recoil term
produces an increase in the intrinsic level spacings. In Table 2 we give the attenuation
Table 1. Values of the intrinsic energies £^ц — £[о42]5/2+ (keV) for
calculated : (a) without recoil; (b) with recoil.
/'П_

(a)_

+

[660]i

1245
+

[651] |
+

Er

(b)_

1504

761

[642]|

I63

955

О

О

[633]£

1032

1054

[624] f +

2634

2650

+

factors Pffft (sec Eq. 24)', which show the effect of the recoil term on the off-diagonal Coriolis
matrix elements. Therefore, we see that both effects produce a reduction of the Coriolis
coupling. As regards the wave functions of the states of the decoupled band, they result in
a rather complex mixture of the of the |+[660], f+[651], f + [642] and |+[G33] states. This
mixture, however, is significantly reduced by the recoil term. Finally, in Table 3 we compare
Table 2. Values of the quantities P""', as given by Eq. (24), calculated for
163
Er : (a) without recoil; (b) with recoil.

,ш

/i'fi'

(a)

(b)

+

0.99

0.96

[G51]|

+

[642]|

0.95

0.86

[642] |+

[633]I+

0.91

0.84

[633]I+

[624] f

+

0.99

0.99

+

[fi60]i

+

[651] |

Table 3. Experimental and calculated band-head energies (keV) for 103Er.
Baiidhead

Expt.

|"
1

0

Calc.
0

f" '

69

85

§~

104

96

i~

347

367

П~

444

434

with experiment the band-head energies. We see that the agreement is at most within 20
keV.
Fig. 2 and Tables 4, 5 and 6 present the results obtained for 105Er. We see that
the situation is quite similar to that which emerged for 103Er, the overall agreement with
experiment being of comparable quality. It may be noted, however, that the spectrum of
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the decoupled band is even better reproduced while the theoretical band-head energy of the5 [521] band lies 170 keV below the experimental value. There are, however, some indications
18
163
that this state may have a small 7-vibration admixture. As in the case of Er, the spectra
of the negative-parity bands are also very well reproduced by the theory.
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Fig. 2. Experimental and calculated [(a) without recoil; (b) with recoil] positive-parity
spectrum of 105 Er.

Table 4. Values of the intrinsic energies £,,n — £[o-i2]s/2+ (keV) for

]65

Er.

(a)

(b)

1502

1798

+

970

1241

[642]f +

0

0

[651]f

+

[633]|

946

911

[624]f +

2593

2604
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I65

Table 5. Values of the quantities Pij?.', as given by Eq. (24), for Er.

№

/х'П'

(a)

(b)

+

+

[651]f

1.00

0.98

[651]|

+

[642] f+

0.99

0.94

[642]f

[633] |+

0.82

0.75

[624] f +

0.99

0.99

[660]i

+

[633]£

C!!

ТаЫг 6. Experimental and calculated band-head energies (keV) for ' Er.
Bandhead
5
2
5+

2

Expt.
0

Calc.
0

47

51

f~

243

242

i~

297

127

~

551

530

4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have applied the MPR model to the study of the low-energy bands in
the strongly deformed nuclei 163Er and 165Er. A salient feature of our calculations is the very
accurate treatment of the intrinsic structure. As a result, the role played by the recoil term
has been clearly evidenced.
The results of our calculations for both nuclei have turned out to be in good agreement
with experiment. Of particular interest is the fact that the 113/2 decoupled band is well
reproduced up to rather high values of the angular momentum. In fact, this is not possible
with the BCS approximation unless an ad-hoc attenuation factor of the Coriolis term is
introduced. This speaks in favour of the MPR model as a valuable theoretical basis for the
description of deformed nuclei.
In the present calculations we have only included v = 1 eigenstates of the pairing Hamiltonian. As a next step we intend to take into account the v = 3 states. We expect that this
will greatly enlarge the scope of the MPR model.
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Abstract
The Harmonic Oscillatoi Q u a d r u p l e Pairing Cranking I I F U theory
was established and applied to the superdefonned rotational states.
Tlie collapse of the pairing fields, i n c l u d i n g )'2u, У'д and Y-ц lields
at superdeformation and liigli spins are studied t l i t o i i g l i the pairing
selfcousislGiit calculations for t l i c SD bands of I!g nix!» 1 It was found
that the coned rotational frequency ^-dependence of the pairing fields
is crucial lor the theory to reproduce t l i e smooth rising bevavior of
dynamic moment of inertia j' 2 ) . The calculated ./'2' of 1 9 Mlg is in a
good agreement witli data up to hu> =0.32 MeV beyond which it has
a too sharp rising caused by a rather early and sudden collapse of the
pairing fields.
1. Introduction
The pairing correlations and ii,s collapse- in a highly rotating nuclear system have been one of major topics in high spin physics starling witli a classical work by Mottelson and Valatin [1]. The resent discoveries of supordeformed rotational bands in the rare earth nuclei around 152Dy [2] and in the
192
A=190 nuclei around Hg [3,4] opens a new possibility to study a competition between rotation, deformation and pairing in very extreme conditions.
It is still impossible to identify spins of these SD bands as no discrete 7-rays
linking the SD band and any lower known bands lias been measured. Only
quantity that can be unambiguously determined from data is the dynamic
2
moment of inertia j' '(w 4Д£ 7 ), extracted from transition energies E-, and
thus independent, of the spin assignment. The dynamic moment of inertia is
defined as the second derivative of the total energy E with respect to spin /.
j( 2 ) = d2ti/d]*, and thus is very sensitive to small changes in the intrinsic
structure of a nucleus, such as changes in tlie nuclear shapes and pairing
fields. Л most surprising feature observed for the SD bands in A=190 region is that the dynamic moment of inertia was found to increase steadily
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with rotational frequency ил In contrast, the dynamic moment of inertia of
SD bands in llio Л = 151) region was found to decrease with the rotational
151
2)
frequency except a. SD band in nucleus Dy which has also a rising J'
feature. 11 was observed thai, JW increases by 30 — 40% over rotational
frequency range /iu>=0.1 - 0.4 McV for SD bands in the A=190 region.
The inclusion of pairing is crucial for the mean field theory to reproduce
the smooth increase of J'2' with frequency. Calculations without pairing result in essentially no frequency dependence of ,/'2'. The CSM calculations
with pairing have been successful in explaining some of general feature related to superdcformation in the Л=190 region. The shell structure in the
vicinity of the Perm! surface seems to be well understood as the measured excitations in the second well potential can be essentially reproduced by means
of the rotating quasiparticle spectra. For example, the observed differences
in the behavior of j( 2 > with u> in 193T1 and 19I ' 102 llg can be accounted for
satisfactorily when blocking arguments are invoked [5-7]. There are many
indications that pairing correlations play a significant role in the SD band
in the mass region. On the other hand, there exist also reasons that pairing
correlations arc very weak at superdeformation. For example, moments of
inertia in this mass region are very similar and blocking effects are very weak
[8], and in fact, calculations even with a strongly reduced pairing field give a
too strong quasipaveticle alignment and predict a too early downturn in the
jW with w. The weakness of the pairing field in SD bands is basically associated with the fact that the low density of single particle states in the SI)
configuration leads to seriously quenching of the pairing correlations already
at a low frequency.
The mean field theory is under a great challenge as the system to Indescribed by the theory is at extreme conditions of very large shape - elongation, highly rotating and 'fragile' pairing correlation's which are very weak b i l l
play an important role. The recent cranked 11FB calculation with monopolc
pairing gives a dynamic moment of inertia J'2' for 1D2 Hg which agrees with
experimental data up to /iu>=0.2 MeV and then grows too faster than that
derived from data [9]. The cranking shell model (CSM) calculations w i t h a
constant monopole pairing again leads to loo fast rise of the J'2' with u> (sec
e.g. ref.[10]).
It was known that the band crossing shifts to higher frequencies when
the quadrupole pairing Ym is included in calculations for normal deformed
nuclei (see e.g. ref. [11]). It is known that'the presence of the A'" = 1 +
(e.g. YJI) pairing interaction leads to an effective attenuation of Coriolis
matrix elements [12]. Recently, the effect of the Уц pairing on the nuclear
moment of inertia of SD rotational bands has been studied within the single-j
shell model and it is found that the frequency dependence of the moments
of inertia can be appreciably modified [I.')).
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In the present paper, we study to what extent the inclusion of quadrupolc
pairing, 1 'Jo, 1 21 and У'и can influence the moments of inertia of the SD bands
in A=190 region and investigate the collapse of the pairing fields in a rotating superdeformed nucleus by means of the Harmonic Oscillator Quadrupolo
Pairing IIFB approach (HOQIIFB) developed recently with Hamamolo and
Nazarewicz []<J].
2. The theoretical model
2.1 The hamiltoiiian
The lianiillonian which consists of an anisotropic harmonic oscillator ///, „
, monopolc and (|iuulrupole pairing interactions and the Coriolis and centrifugal forces — u>L\ may be written as,

The oscillator frequencies for an a x i l symmetric shape are determined w i t h
the elongation parameter e as,
cu, = w2 =w 0 (l + £ / 3 ) , w3 = w 0 (l -2£/3),

C>)

where WQ is obtained from the volume conservation condition:
W!W2w3 = cJ03, WQ = 41/A 1/3 (MeV).

(.4)

The cranking harmonic oscillator hamilIonian

may be diagonalized first and the result is three uncoupled harmonic oscillators ( see e.g. ref.[15] and ref.s here in)
>=

H
w , 7 l i +'/in
2+
' " f f K + -) + l J l / 3 ( 7 1 / 7 + - )

71,71„Н ;3 >, ( Г , )

with the new normal frequencies

where
5 = sign(u>3 - и 2 ) ( ш | - ш|)2 -f 8w2(w| + w|).
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(T)
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The ovurlii)) between totating and iiuiirul.iif.ing single particle stiilcs
| A",u.' > and | /L >,

0*H =< Л> | /' >
can be calculated analytically with an explicit expression [15, 16],

Where

with
• jmar = mm{/,fc - 2»,(fc + / - in) /2 - »i.},
Jmm = "Kli'{0,f c- III - 2u},

(II)

(*)o= l,(fc)« = / : ( A + l ) ( f c + 2)...(A + » - l ) .

(12)

The A'* and }'* are tlie coefficients of general Bogolyubov transforinalioii
between the boson operators in rotating and nonrotating systems [17, IS] :

The coefficients of transformation (13) are given by
-,Л\та\ип

X$ = i
2 V I "ifl Ul

2 V | n » . |П«

(В | m 0 | :
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;i,j

,, 7»u,\z

where the frequency dependent in;i,sse.s arc calculated by the expression,

ш„ы1 =
1

and the a u x i l i a r y coefficients can be calculated by tin expressions,
(Hi)

III.S'

In the present paper we have chosen the phase convenience

where the 11г(я) and 7' is operator describing a rotation around the a x i s 2 by an angle of тг and the time reversion respectively. With this phase
convenience the coefficients of transformation (1.4) and thus the overlap matrix (8) become to real numbers instead of the compi'-x numbers given in
ref.s [15,17,18]. This advantage can be taken particularly in the presence of
quadrupolc pairing interaction as the \2,n is i n v a i i a n t under the action of

2.3 The pairing matrix
For simplicity the oscillator q u a n t u m numbers i^n^ii-j and ii\n0it(t arc
abbreviated to /i and К respectively. We can then i n t u i d n c e the tree dimensional oscillator creation operators (/+ and r// 4 - as,
| /i >=</,! | i/ ,,».,,»•, = 0 >,

(20)

| Л' >=4 |»',,!1„,»,7 = 0 > ,

(21)

and one has
RI(TT) | Л' > = | К >= (-1)""+"" | A' > .
}+

(23)

The transformation of the pair creation operator 1 to the rotating harmonic
oscillator representation can be performed by means of the overlap matrix
(8) as follows.

^ = E^L«H,
KL
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/'1"£''Й"И'
Л' I,
1
РK'L
"- = A^
V^ А)'i" 4 '/}-Л '
»>и

The q u a d r u p o l u pairing operators may been written as

whore the. /£ is tin; average radius of nucleus ami the Q2,H lias been nonnalizcd to a, sphere with a radius R.
2.4 The 11FB equations
The harmonic oscillator 11FB equations w i t h qiuulrupole pairing interactions may be written in the form of matrix array,

-д

i j --

-(c-x)

j

и)-

Tlie pairing matrix elements may be calculated by the expression

where

A 2m = G2 £ OKL.
л'.;,>о

(31//)

The pair density matrix \ may be calculated w i t h the wave function of the
quasiparticle vacuum, the solutiun of eq. (29),

The Fermi level Л should be determined by the particle number constrain!,
< N >= N.

(33)

It is straightforward to include the spin degrees of freedom by adding the
term — wS] to the rotating s.p. energies e in the eq.(29).
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3. Results of calculations and discussion
The 11OQIIF13 equations arc solvi-d st-HVunsisU-iitly will» respect to I In1 1
Fermi level Л (narticlf number conservation) and the pairing gaps Д " , Д''".
21
22
Д anil Д . The p a i r i n g .strengt! parameters taken in the present .selfconsistent calculations are (Gu,G-2/G0) = (0.038, 0.7) and (0.055, 0.85) for
neutrons and protons respectively. The used deformation parameter £ =(Ы2
was taken from геГ.[1У] as a reasonable value. The basis of the s.p. states in
which the hamillonian is diagonalized spans a space of equal numer of rota I ing s.p. states below an above the Fermi surface within the oscillator shells
N = 4 — 9 of neutrons and N = 3 — S of protons. W i t h the strength parameters and the space of the basis the present calculation yields an equilibrium
monopole pairing gap Д00 of only few hundreds KeV at hu> ~0, which is ;i
reasonable value for the strongly weakened pairing field in the SD nuclei.
The dynamic moment of inertia J' 2 ' for 192 Hg was calculated as a function
of u> and plotted and compared w i t h the experimental data in Fig.l. It is
seen that the calculated У' 2 ' is in a good agreement with the data up to
/ju> = 0.32 MeV. This result is one of best nowadays that one can ;\chirvr
within microscopic selfconsistent calculations. For i\ comparison a recent
result of the J< 2 > for I 9 2 Hg calculated w i t h cranked I1FU theory w i t h I IF
mean field and monopole pairing was extracted from Fig.5 of rel.[9] a m i
plotted in Fig.l, see the dash curve, which consists with data up to hui =0.2
MeV and presents a too fast rising with uj. The problem of the too last
rising of J'2' with cj remains also in the calculations of the CSM type with a
constant monopole pairing (see e.g. ref.[10]).
It was found that the rising behavior of the J'2' sensitively depends on the
w-dependence of the pairing fields. The nice agreement between the theory
and the experimental data obtained in the present calculations indicates that
a generally correct ш-dependence of the pairing fields has been achieved in
the present model. It was found that inclusion of the quadrupole pairing is
important to reproduce the smooth rising behavior of the J'2'. The alignment
of quasiparticles at the Fermi surface can be retarded, namely sets in at a
higher value of ш, when the У2о pairing is included. The calculated V j i pairing
field shows a linear increase with ш at low frequencies and-increases before
the critical frequency wc ~0.33 MeV where the pairing fields starts to collapse
down. The contribution of the K5i pairing is known as the Migdal term which
increases the moment of inertia. The linear increasing behavior of the V-л
pairing field has played an important role in reproducing the smooth rising
behavior of the observed J'2'.
However, first of all, the present calculations still predict a rather too
early alignment, of the lowest neutron quasiparlicles and thus a rather too
early upturn of the J'2' with u>. Second, the calculation yield a too weak
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band interact inn between t l u % SH iimuud and I lie excited t,\vo neutron quasiparticlc SO bands and therefore gives rise ID a too s h a r p u p t u r n of the ./' 2 '
at /iu; =0.:П MeV. 'The experimental d a l a shows an u p t u r n of ,/' 2 ' starting, at
/iw =(U8 MeV and rising to MO /i' 2 Mc\'-' al IILJ =0.<I2 MeV, and we still do
not know whether the observed .У' 2 ' w i l l continue to incicasc. Nevertheless, a
rather s h a r p upbend, in comparing w i t h otlier SL) bands, has been indicated
in the data and this consists with the result of the present calculation. It was
found that the rather too early sharp growth in the calculated J ( 2 ) is due to
the rather loo early and too sudden collapse of the neutron pairing fields as
one can see in Fig.2 where sudden drops to zero of both the inonopole and
the quadrupole pairing gaps occur at around hui =0.3<l MeV.
It is known t h a t the low density of the single particle levels al, t h e s u p e r d e
formation leads to a strong quenching of the p a l l i n g correlations already at.
a low frequency. The further reduction of the p a i r i n g fields is caused by llir
Coriolis antipairing effect and the alignment of the high-N qnasiparticle orbits. One of striking feature for the p a i r i n g lidd in a snperdeTormcd nucleus
is that the pairing gaps could reduce to xero once a pair of nucleons is broken.
In contrast to the case of normal deformation, the pairing gap only reduces
about 20-30% just beyond the first band crossing frequency where a pair of
nucleons are aligned. It seems that the pairing field at superdeformation
is much more 'fragile' than that at normal deformation. It is generally believed that the pairing fields, including the quadrupole pairing, must be gone
away beyond the wc according to the present calculation. Then any nowaday
model based on the mean field theory and the picture of quasiparticle lails
to work at this phase transition region. It is a great challenge for the mean
field theory to reproduce the detail of the u p t u r n i n g behavior of the observed
J'2' at high frequencies and superdelormation. It is interesting to carry out
calculations of the dynamic pairing Holds based on the present model, the
work along this line is in progress.
4. Conclusion
The inclusion of the pairing is crucial for the mean field theory to reproduce the smooth rising behavior of observed J' 2 ' for the SD bands in the
A=190 region. The present pairing sclfconsislent calculations by means of
Die HOQHFI3 theory yield a correct smooth rising behavior of J'2' for I 9 2 ilg
and have achieved a good agioement between theory and experiment up to
hdj =0.32 MeV. Ли important role played by the quadrupole pairing fields,
particularly the K20 and V^i pairing) was found in reproducing the smooth
rising behavior of j' 2 > with ш. In general, a correct w-clependence of the
pairing fields may be achieved within the present microscopic approach and
therefore a good agreement between theoretical and experimental J'2' can bi 1
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Fig.l The dynamic moment of inertia J'2' for 1 D 2 IIg versus frequency ш. 'I'hc
present result (solid curve) is compared with the experimental data taken
from ref.[3] (solid circle) and the CHFB result (dash curve) extracted from
Fig.5 of ref.[9], not accurate but for guiding our eyes.
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hu(MeV)
Fig.2 The neutron pairing gaps calculated as functions of frequency w. The
pairing fields collapse around 0.34 McV.
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obtained. However, the model fail to reproduce, the critical frequency ujc and
predict a l,uo shcii-p upturn of J^\ namely !.!iu ciiltukiliuii yields ratlier loo
small (j}c and too small band interaction. Tin: reason for that was found due
to the rather too early and loo sudden collapse of the pairing fields, including
quadrnpole pairing, which come out from the present pairing selfconsislenl,
calculations. It is a hope that with appropriate improvements the mean field
theory should be able to face the challenge set by the detailed speclroscopy
at superdeformation.
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Classical Equations of Breathing Mode Dynamics in
Magic Nuclei
G.F.Filippov
Bogoliubov Institute for Theoretical Physics
252143, Kiev 143, Ukraine*
The generalized coherent states (GCS) [1] have beconu: one of frequently used tools of
studying the character of motion in many-body system. No exception are the GCS introduced
as the generating invariants of sympleclic groups for the constructing the dynamical equations
describing collective degrees of freedom of nuclear systems [2].
The GCS may also be interpreted as a kernel of an integral transform mapping the wave
function of a system from the usual configurational (coordinate and spin-isospin) space to the
Fock-Bargmann space where the GCS parameters become the independent variables. Also,
employing the GCS we can construct in the Fock-Bargmann space the operators of various
physical quantities [3].
Each of the GCS is a wave packet, therefore, the GCS is a convenient starting point in
the derivation of the classical equations of motion describing the evolution of the wave packet
parameters [4]. The way of constructing the equations is shown by the Ehrenfest theorem and
the Poisson quantum brackets [5].
The problem of classical equation of motion for the symplectic group wave packets has
already been discussed in Refs. 6, 7, 8, 9. However, our approach differs in two aspects. Firstly,
our parametrization of the GCS leads to the natural for the Fock-Bargmann space independent
variables and simple expressions for the kinetic and potential energy operators in the FockBargmann representation. Therefore, secondly, the Ehrenfest theorem immediately yields the
dynamical equations not only for the breathing mode (already obtained in Refs. 6, 7) but also
for the monopole-quadrupole oscillations of nuclear systems studied with the 5p(6,3?) model.
Since now we are discussing only the principal points of deriving the classical dynamical
equations of the collective degrees of freedom, and our conclusions differ from those of Refs. 6
and 7, we shall be paying our attention only to the simplest example of the of the breathing
mode leaving for the following contribution the analysis of solution of dynamical equations and
the generalization for the case of other degrees of freedom.
We consider first the monopole oscillations of magic nuclei ( 4 He, 160, '10Ca) when the wave
packet is constructed as the GCS of the Sp(2, SR) group and define the quantum Poisson brackets
in the Fock-Bargmann space which significantly simplifies the derivation.
The structure of the Sp(2, Sf) group wave packet is completely determined by the value of
one complex parameter e. The GCS has the following form

,
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where p is the global radius (p* is the sum of squares of Jacobi vectors), xj is the hyperspherical
function,

4

16

40

is the Sp(2, 3J) irrep index, A is number of micleons, / = 0, 4, 20 for He, 0, Ca, respectively.
We assume that the oscillator length TO equals unity.
Note that the set of functions

Г(У)Г(п + 1)

'

define the basis of harmonic oscillator states orthogonal with the Bargmann measure, intended
for the description of the breathing mode.
First we calculate the overlap integral of the generating invariants Ф and Ф* in order to
obtain their normalization.

Two other overlap integrals
( ф - | Т | Ф ) = |^

are necessary to construct the image of the kinetic energy operator Т and the square of global
radius in the Fock-Bargmann space. The image T£ of the kinetic energy operator and that of
I? (Q) will be found using the following relations
Т£(Ф-|Ф) = < Ф ' | Т | Ф ) ,

(5)

7

<3(Ф'|Ф) = (Ф'|р 1*).

(6)

The right-hand sides of (5) and (6) and the overlap integral (2) are known, so one immediately
gets

e).

(8)

The average value of Т'c and Q in the state described by the wave packet Ф can be calculated
by using (3) and (4)
Lt

Q

_
~
_

~

( Ф ' | Т | Ф ) _ ft 2 ( ! + £ ) ( ! + € ' )
(Ф-|Ф) ~ 2 m J
1-й'
( Ф - | ^ | Ф ) _ d-C)(l-e-)

(Ф-|Ф

~J
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The average value of the potential energy of nucleon-nucleon interaction, taken as the Gaussian potential l/"y with the depth Vo and the radius ba, for ^Ife can be expressed in terms of

Q
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Let Q be a generalized coordinate describing the size of a wave packet Ф. In order to find
the corresponding generalized velocity Q and to express the total energy of the system in terms
of Q and Q we define an operator of generalized velocity Q. It is given by the Poisson quantum
brackets, i.e., the commutator of the square of global radius operator and the kinetic energy.
We shall write the Poisson brackets in the Fock-Bargmann space where the operators Q and
Tt are already known.
iftQ = QTt - T t Q = 2^[-(l - e*)-j- + Je].

(12)

It then follows that

Now it is not difficult to obtain the generalized velocity

It remains to express Te in terms of Q and Q. It can be done by expressing £ and e' in terms
of Q and Q and then eliminating £ and £* from the right-hand side of (9):

The first term in the right-hand side of (15) differs from the kinetic energy obtained in
[9] only by notation, but Eq. 15 contains also the second term absent in [9]. It has a simple
physical meaning of the centrifugal potential due to the high dimensionality of the space where
the hyperharmonics \j are defined and by the effects of the hyperrnornentum К = 3/.
The dynamical equation for the generalized velocity Q immediately follows from the energy
conservation law. For example, for 4 lle (J = 9/2) this law has the form

The potential energy of 160 is the sum of three terms corresponding to direct and exchange
nuclear interaction and the Coulomb interaction, respectively.
t/(160) = 8Ко{
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Note that the potential energy decreases slowly, as Q~ ^, with increasing Q (this fact has
already been interpreted with the hyperspherica! functions method). Adding the centrifugal
16
potential to J/( O), we obtain the effective potential energy. The Bohr-Sommerfeld conditions can provide an estimate for the energies of quantum levels in the effective field and the
information on some remarcable properties of these levels.
The period of breathing-mode oscillations increases with the energy counted off the ground
state (it does not decrease inversely proportional to В as in the harmonic oscillator case).
While for the first excited state (£' fi 12 Mev) it is ~ 10~21 sec (see the Table), for the ninth
excited state it becomes almost five times greater. Finally, for the resonance E я 2.94 Mev it
21
is 15.7-10- sec.
N E, MeV Т, lO'21 sec 7<, 10-24sec Я/, Fm Hr, Fm width, keV Rc, Fm
64.5
1.93
2.57
4762
0
1
-115.1
167
57.6
2
-91.9
190
1.79
2.96
3289
0
219
54.1
1.71
3.32
2337
0
-71.6
3
255
51.8
1.66
1654
0
4
-54.0
3.68
302
1.62
-39.0
50.2
4.08
1144
0
5
.60
-26.5
363
49.1
4.51
769
0
6
449
48.2
.58
5.02
-16.2
495
0
7
574
47.6
.56
5.61
299
0
8
-8.0
772
47.1
9
-1.7
.55
6.35
164
0
.54
7.33
26.41
10
2.8
1138
46.8
75
11
2141
5.6
46.6
S.90
21
13.88
1.53
In the process of its motion, the nucleon system changes its root-mean-square (rms) radius
from the minimum ~ 1.5-1.9 Fm to the maximum of ~ 7.5 Fm. Unill the system radius is less
than its doubled radius in the ground state, the probability of collisions of nuclcons is great
so that the breathing-mode energy can be transferred to the other nuclear degrees of freedom.
With the increase of the rms radius the collision probability decreases as also the probability
of the breathing mode dissipation.
To estimate the widths of collective excitations we introduce two half-periods 7< and T>.
The are defined as the fractions of time when the rms radius is less or greater than the doubled
ground-state radius, respectively. W i t h such definitions the ratio 7</7> would be the rough
estimate for the probability of dissipation of collective energy and, therefore, of the nucleus
decay for the period T, while the value
Г

9/ <''
1Г =2*-can be assumed as the estimate for the level width. For the first excited state Г =a 5 Mev, while
for higher excited states Г decreases to ~ 100 kev and to 20 kev for the 5.6 Mev resonance.
Thus, as the energy of monopole collective excitations increases, significantly increase also
the amplitude and the period of monopole oscillation. The nucleon system passes to the slate
in which the coupling of the monopole degree of freedom with the other degrees of freedom
responsible for the nucleus decay is weak. Theoretical estimates of life-time in these slates
support the conclusions made in [10] and give reasons to a conclusion on the possibility of
existence of narrow collective resonances with high excitaliou energy.
The author thanks I. Yu. Rybkin for useful discussions and V. V. Mikhailovsky who carried
out numerical calculations.
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VIBRATIONAL BANDS IN DEFORMED NUCLEI;
AN sdg BOSON MODEL PERSPECTIVE
SERDAR KUYUCAK
Department of Theoretical Physics, Research School of Physical Sciences
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ABSTRACT
We present a study of vibrational bands in deformed nuclei in the framework of
the sdg boson model. We point out the importance of the hexadecapole degree
of freedom in studies of A"=4 bands, and caution that not all such bands arc
necessarily ^*y vibrational bands.

1. Introduction
Low-lying quadrupole excitation modes in deformed nuclei (called /3 and 7 bands)
have been known since the early fifties.1 Higher lying excitations built on these elementary modes, however, escaped detection until recently. New developments in detector
technology allowed observation of such double-phonon bands, with a number of candidates having been proposed during the past few years.2'3'21'5'6 The quadrupole doublephonon bands occur at about the same energy as the hexadecapole singlc-phonon bands,
and one has to be very careful in the assignment of these bands. In order to provide
theoretical guidance, one needs a model which treats the quadrupole and hexadecapolc
degrees of freedom on an equal footing. The interacting boson model (IBM) 7 presumably offers one of the simplest frameworks for this extension.
At a phcnomenological level, the IBM corresponds to the second quantization of the
geometrical model (GM),1 and hence describes basically the same physics. Admittedly,
there are some differences between the two models (mainly due to finite number of
bosons in the IBM), but these are in details and do not detract from their basic equivalence. The real difference lies in their mathematical representations, the GM is based
on differential equations and the IBM is on algebra. This is precisely where the IBM
description offers the gratest advantage, namely algebraic formalism is much easier to
handle than solving differential equations. This becomes even more apparent when the
extensions of the models beyond the quadrupole collectivity are considered. Extension
of the geometrical model to include the hexadecapole degree of freedom would involve
solving a 14-dimensional differential equation which is a highly non-trivial problem. In
contrast, such an extension in the IBM involves adding g bosons with L = 4 to the sd
boson system in a rather straightforward manner, and it has already been applied to
nuclear structure problems in dozens of papers (see Refs.7'8 for reviews).
In this talk, we address the issues raised above within the sdg IBM, through a
systematic study of band energies and electromagnetic transition rates in deformed
nuclei. Our ultimate aim in these studies is to explain the experimental systematics,
and to offer clear signatures for the experimentalists to identify the double-phonon
bands. In this regard, we focus on the following questions;
i) The energy ratio of the double- to single-phonon bands: Prom simple arguments, this
ratio is expected to be around 2. However, most of the proposed bands have a ratio in
the range 1.5 to 2.5. Whether realistic models can accommodate so much anharmonicity
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has not been well investigated. The alternative explanation, of course, is that some of
these are in fact either hexadecapole bands or heavily mixed with them.
ii) Electromagnetic transition rates and branching ratios: Again simple arguments predict that the E2 transitions between the double- and single-phonon bands should be
similar to that of the ground and single-phonon bands. Such an argument is valid only
if the band structures are relatively pure. As stressed above, due to proximity of the
hexadecapole bands, strong mixing between the quadrupole and hexadccapolo bands is
possible, and detailed calculations are necessary before one can make predictions. Similarly, branching ratios could be very sensitive to mixing effects, and the use of Alaga
rules, which ignore mixing, are too simplistic for identification purposes.
2. Inadequacy of the sd Boson Model
The sdg IBM is considerably more complicated than the sd IBM, therefore, one
should justify its necessity before introducing g bosons. Here we point out some of the
shortcomings of the sd model when it is applied beyond the low-lying levels of ground,
/3 and 7 bands. The most direct evidence for g bosons come from the extra bands in
spectra and the lack of boson cut-off in yrast B(E1) values. These are kinematical in
origin and simply follow from the expansion of the model space. For example, in going
from the sd to the sdg model, the number of single-phonon bands is increased from
+
+
2 (/5,7) to 7 (/?,/?', 7, 7', ЛГ = l+,3 ,4 ), and the boson cut-off is pushed from spin
L = IN to L = 'IN. There are many hexadecapole vibrational bands in nuclear spectra,
especially with К = 3+, 4+. (In the case of the К = 4+ band, one has to make sure that
it is not a double-7 excitation. In this regard, strong £M excitation of 4 + states provides
a clean signature for hexadecapole bands. This point is further discussed in the next
section.) B(E2) mesaurements are relatively harder to find as evidence for g bosons
because, due to band crossing, it is usually not possible to follow the ground band to
very high spins in coulomb-excitation experiments. Nevertheless, a spectacular example
was recently provided in 232Th where the ground band B(E2) values were measured up
to spin L = 28 and showed no sign of boson cut-off.9 (232Th has N = 12 bosons, hence
the ground band terminates at L = 24 in the sd model.)
Another question of interest is whether the sd IBM can describe the clouble-phonon
(/), 7) bands which are within its model space. As this question is mostly ignored in the
literature, a brief discussion of the sd IBM predictions is in order. This will also provide
a useful reference point for the sdg IBM calculations in the next section. A popular
choice for study of deformed nuclei in the sd IBM is the consistent-Q formalism (CQF)
introduced by Castcn and Warner.8 In CQF, the Hamiltonian has the simple form

(1)
where L is the angular momentum and Q is the quadrupole operator given by
.

(2)

The additional constraint is that the same quadrupole operator is used in the calculation
of El transitions, i.e. T(J52) = e^Q where ej is an effective charge. In Table 1, we
present CQF calculations along the SU(3)-0(6) leg of the Castcn's triangle8 as the x
parameter is varied from — v7/2 to 0. The first row shows the energy ratio of the
double- to single-7 bands, and the rest various interband (reduced) El matrix elements
among the ground, 7 and 77 bands. Leaving aside the the dynamical symmetry limits,
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Table 1: Band energy and E2 transition systematics of 7 and 77 bands for a quadrupolc
Hamiltonian in the sd IBM. The parameters are TV = 12, KI = 0, KI = —20 keV, and x is
varied. The E2 т.е. should be multiplied by e2 for comparison with experiment.
1.00
.25
.00
.75
.50
X/Xst/(3)
1.87
1.91
1.88
1.89
2.SO
Яп/Я,
14.09
£2(2+ -* 0+)
18.00
16.61
15.31
13.85
3.04
0.00
0.99
0.00
£2(2+ -> 0+)
1.97
4.82
.£2(2+^2+)
0.00
1.28
2.69
16.30
0.25
£2(4+^2+)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
5.98
£2(4+, -» 2+)
0.00
2.21
4.34
0.00
all the ratios remain remarkably constant. In particular one has £.„/£-, ~ 1.9 and
£2(4+^ -» 2+)/£2(2+ -» 0+) ~ 2.2. These are very close to the geometrical model
values given by 2 and 2.25, respectively. (In fact, in the limit of large /V, the agreement
would be exact.) Thus the double-phono.n bands in the sd IBM are very close to the
harmonic limit of the geometrical model, even after allowing for variations in the \'
parameter. In other words, the sd model is not flexible enough to describe either the
aimarmonicitics in band energies or the variations in interband £2 transitions.
3. sdg Boson Models for Deformed Nuclei
Extension of the IBM to g bosons is straightforward and there are computer codes
that can diagonalize a given sdg IBM Hamiltonian efficiently.10 There are, however,
two problems that need to be addressed before realistic applications of the sdg IBM
can be carried out in deformed nuclei. First is the large basis space which puts the
exact diagonalization beyond the reach of even super computers for jV > 12. Thus one
needs approximation methods that either truncate the basis space to manageable sizes
or allow analytic calculations. Here we briefly mention and comment on some of these
schemes used in the literature (see Ref.7'8 for reviews). The first three are based on
analytic approaches and the last three on numerical diagonalization.
i) SU(3) limit11: Unlike the sd model, the SU(3) symmetry is badly broken in the sdg
model because of the large single-boson energy c.s. It provides only a qualitative picture
for the band structures in deformed nuclei and needs to be improved for realistic comparisons.
ii) Hartree-Bose and Tamm-Dancoff approximations12: This approach gives leading
order expressions (in N) for the ground and single-phonon band energies, providing
guidelines for the breaking of the SU(3) symmetry. It is limited in scope and accuracy,
however, and not likely to be useful in the actual analysis of data,
iii) 1/JV expansion13: This method is based on angular momentum projected mean field
theory, and in principle, allows accurate calculation of band energies and transition
rates among low-lying levels. It has been very useful in systematic studies of the sdg
model.1'1 The main limitation of the method is that beyond the single-phonon bands,
band-mixing effects become too complicated to incorporate.
iv) Truncated SU(3) basis15: In this scheme, a Hamiltonian consisting of various SU(3)
tensor operators is diagonalized in a basis of low-lying SU(3) representations. It has
been applied to 168Er with success, however at the expense of relatively large number of
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parameters (14), and loss of the usual physical picture associated with the quadrupolc
Hamihouians via CQF.
v) Truncation to one g boson (na < I)16: The Hamiltonian is diagonalized in the basis
space restricted to the {(sd)iv, (sd)N~1g) configurations. This is a rather severe approximation and could only work in cases where g boson is weakly coupled to sd bosons, for
example in vibrational nuclei.
17
vi) Truncation to a maximum of n jmal g bosons (ns < nsmal) : Here the configuration space is extended to include up to n9max g bosons which provides more accurate
results for deformed nuclei. In practice, nsmat is determined from a study of convergence properties of some key physical quantites, that is diagonalization is carried out for
n g = 1,2,3,... until the desired level of accuracy is obtained. Our results indicate that
for ngmal ~ ЛУЗ, level energies and transition rates converge to better than 1% which
is sufficient for purposes of spectroscopy. The resulting basis space is largo but still
manageable on a super computer. Some results from these calculations will bo reported
later in the paper.
The second problem is that the number of free parameters in the sdg model (32 in
total) are too many for a meaningful analysis of experimental data. Application of the
model, therefore, hinges on identification of a simple set of parameters that captures
the essential physics. In the sd model, the concept of dynamical symmetries played
an important role in this process. For example, the U(5), 0(6) and SU(3) dynamical
symmetries of the parent group U(G) are associated with the vibratioual, -(-unstable
and rotational spectra, respectively. In the Casten's triangle, these limiting symmetries
form the corners, and any other collective spectra can be described as a point in this
triangle. Unfortunately, most of the dynamical symmetries in the sdg model do not
have such a simple physical picture. We have already mentioned above that the SU(3)
limit is badly broken. In additon, the SU(5), SU(6) and 0(15) limits of the parent group
U(15) lead to spectra which have the spin sequence (0, 4, 8, ...) in the ground band, and
hence have no use in nuclear spectroscopy. Clearly, one needs an alternative guiding
principle in finding a simple enough Hamiltonian. For this purpose, we propose study
of shapes associated with the sdg model Hamiltonians. The energy surface of an IBM
Hamiltonian is intimately linked to the geometrical shape and to the type of spectrum
a nucleus has. Thus by studying shapes, one can eliminate terms in the Hamiltonian
which are superflous, and more importantly, identify interactions which have effects not
contained in the sd model. To this end, a recent study of shapes in the sdg boson model18
has shown that (i) one-body terms control the spherical to deformed shape transition
but have no effect on the 7-degree of freedom, (ii) odd multipolc interactions do not play
any role on shapes, (iii) quadrupole interaction always leads to an axial shape except
when the diagonal terms vanish (<7н=0) which results in a 7-unstable shape, (iv) for
certain choices of hexadecapole interaction, one can obtain stable triaxial shapes which
am 7-soft. If we take the sd model as a starting point, then the above points suggest
that a minimal extension of Eq. (1) should contain the single g boson energy because
they are relatively weakly coupled to the sd bosons, and the hexadecapolc interaction
because it can induce triaxial shapes, a feature which is missing in the standard sd
model. Thus, we propose a Hamiltonian of the form
Я = e3ns + KlL-L + K2Q-Q + к4Т4 • Tt<
for the description of deformed nuclei. The various multipole operators are given by
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(3)

Л«Ь'Зй°.

(4)

This Hamiltonian contains 10 parameters namely, fa, the single g-boson energy, KI, K2
and к< which are the strength parameters for the dipole, quadrupole and hexadecapole
interactions, and the quadrupole and hexadecapole parameters <jji and hji. Although it
has a substantially lower number of free parameters, a further reduction would be desirable. Phenomenological determination of the hexadecapole parameters hji, however,
poses a problem as the Ei data are rather scarce. In order to avoid proliferation of
parameters, in the past, we have determined hji from дц through a commutation condi1 1
tion which ensures that the quadrupole and the hexadecapole mean fields are coherent. '
That is, we impose [h, 9] = 0 which yields
^22 = 924, ^24 = 5.14, Л 44 = 924 + (944 ~ 922941 — U/92<t ,

(5)

where ijji =< J0/0|20 > qit and hji =< J0/0|40 > hji.
In the following, we consider the Hamiltonian (3) with a general quadrupole operator but with the hexadecapole parameters still determined from the condition (5). In
addition, we will keep using the consistent El and E4 operators
r(E2) = e2Q,

T(B4) = c4T4.

(G)

iu the calculation of electromagnetic transitions, so that, apart from the effective charges
e2 and 64, no new parameters are introduced.
4. Application to Os and Ft isotopes
The initial applications of the Hamiltonian (3) with the consistent transition operators (6) were concentrated on nuclei with relatively low number of bosons (N < 12) so
that an exact diagonalization was still possible.
Here we consider the application to the Os-Pt isotopes19 which, although transitional,
may have important lessons for deformed nuclei. The philosophy of the calculations was
not to fit each individual nucleus in detail but rather stress the overall trend. In this
Table 2: Parameters
are in keV.
Nucleus
192
Os
190
0s
188
0s
isspt
I96

used in the sdg model calculations of the Os and Pt isotopes, к and t
__
N
KI
KI
K<
es
922
424
944
8
UT6 -30.0 -12.0 500 -0.24 (Ш 0.50
9
12.5 -34.0 -13.0 540 -0.26 0.90 0.50
10
5.5 -40.0 -15.0 630 -0.28 0.90 0.50
5

pt

6

194pt

7

192pt

8

21.0
18.0
16.0
15.0

-50.0
-49.0
-48.5
-47.5

-18.0
-18.0
-18.0
-18.0
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1000
1000
1000
1000

0.21
0.20
0.18
0.17

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80

-1.00
-1.00
-1.00
-1.00

"'Os
Theory

Experiment

g-Ьоьоп

g-Ьочоп

Figure 1: Energy levels of I900s compared with the sdg model calculations. The model
parameters are given in Table 2.
way, a smooth variation of the parameters was possible and their number is kept to a
minimum (see Table 2).
As a representative of the sort of agreement obtained for energy spectra, we show
in Fig. 1 a comparison of the experimental energy levels in 190Os with the sdg model
calculations. Apart from small discrepancies in the ft and 7 bands (which are due to not
having enough triaxiality), the energies are rather well described. Note that we have
identified the 4j state as a g boson state despite the fact that its energy is about twice
as large as that of the 2j state as would be expected from a double-phonon band. As
will be discussed below, there are very strong evidence from the B\ transitions that, this
state is in fact mainly hexadecapole vibrational.
In Table 3, we compare the reduced El matrix elements obtained in the present
calculations with the experimental data in the Os isotopes. As can be seen from the
t-able, there is an extensive set of E2 data available for the Os isotopes, and the overall
agreement is quite good. The low boson number together with accurate E2. measurements along the yrast band already allow a test of the boson cut-off at these relatively
low spins. The present data show no indication of drop in the В(ЕУ) values predicted in
the sd IBM, and one needs the g bosons to describe the yrast Б2 transitions. From the
perspective of double-7 bands, the most interesting E2 transitions are those emanating
from the 4j state. Note that these are fairly well described despite the fact that this
state is hexadecapole vibrational in these calculations, and hence has a rather different
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Table 3: Comparison o{ reduced El matrix elements
Tiie effective charges are c2 =O.Ui, 0.137, 0.!2S cbbr
arc from Refs. 2°-23.
l90
192
Os
0s
Calc.
Exp.
Exp.
Calc.
Ji —> J/
1.457 1.457 ± 0.018
1.539 1.539 ± 0.013
2Г -* оГ
4
2.476 2.366 ± 0.042
Г -» 2+ 2.330 2-115 (iSZ)
QO С+ОЛОч
-» 4Г
3.152 2.970 ± 0.515
2.960 9«i.yo
Uo.osJ
со /+0.17-,
3.688 3.712 ± 0.105
3.445 0o.oa
^0.15;
8Г -» 6Г
ЛЛЯ /+O.OI2\
0+ -> 2Г
0.152 П
0.15G 0.118 ± 0.011
U.UOo (lo.oisJ
14
+
0
449
(+°-°'
)
->
0.689
0.695 0.387 ± 0.032
02
2?
->
0.344
0.456 ± 0.012
0.289
0.425
(iS:S?S)
2J
1.231 1.224 (iSioie)
1.123 1.095 ± 0.030
2j -+ 2J19=; (.-о.оюУ
c+o-oisi
4j » 2 f
0.05G 0.202 i- 0.007
0.09S nu.i-o
•1+ -> ~2
1.5G2 1.637 ± 0.050
1.623 1.871 ± 0.040
or. /+0.10\
4j —> •\+
1.327 1l.oo
1.291 1.439 ± 0.031
Uo.osJ
0.262 0.067 ± 0.076
0.259 0.194 ± 0.090
GJ —> 4Г
ПО /+0.13\
Gj -» -12+
2.270 9^•
2.425 2.59S ± 0.156
(-0.\7)
+
Gt -* еГ
1.324
1.331 1.7G6 ± 0.184
1.49 ( oio)
—
>
0.153
0.125
0.052 ± 0.006
2Г
0.113 (iS:S°o)
4
'1 + -t 2J
0.694 Q y g J + 0.12\
0.781 0.775 ± 0.065
0.90G 1.543 /+О.ОЭЦ
O.S3G 1.63 (?S)
•'3 -t 3|
Uo.3.10/
0.583 1.19 ± 0.22
0.695 1.587 ± 0.113
'1з -» 4

6Г

°r

uy

2Г -* 2Г
2J —> 2+

1.25

1.21 ± 0.18

1.18

0.98 ± 0.10

1.50
1.41

1.56 ± 0.04
1.19 ± 0.53

rcS

for the Os isotopes.
pCrtiVPK,. The data
188

Calc.
1.584
2.55G
3.257
3.823
0.149

0s
Exp.
1.584 ± 0.022
2.G4G ± 0.057
3.314 ± 0.109
3.950 ± 0.329
0.077 ± 0.029

0.374
0.991
0.004
1.623
1.208
0.227
2.505
1.27S

0.483 ± 0.010
O.SGG ± 0.023
0.2S3 4; 0.01S
1.775 ± 0.113
1.098 ± 0.090
0.127 ± 0.025
2.45G ± 0.274
1.442 ± 0.40G

0.853 O.S37

±

0.149

±

0.246

O.G07

1.643

1.66
1.57

1.72 ± 0.19
1.32 ± 0.33

structure. This is due to the strong coupling of the g bosons to the sd states. If the
g bosons were weakly coupled, these transitions would be small and such a successful
description would not have been possible. The £2 ratio £2(4j -> 2j)/£2(2j -> 0|)
is around 1.7-1.8 which is somewhat smaller than expected from the harmonic limit of
2.25 discussed in section 2. but nevertheless, it is close enough. In addition, the B(K'l]
branching ratio for (4j —» 2Г)/(4з" —» 2j) is small consistent with 4д being a doubIc-7
state. Thus all the energy E2 data appear to suggest that the <lj state is a doublu-'y
excitation. At this point, it will be useful to discuss the B4 data and explain why such
an assignment is untenable.
In Table 4, we show all the available £4 data for the Os and Pt isotopes together wi th
the sdg model predictions. It is worthwhile to point out from the outset that the (cv, a')
experiments are sensitive to the details of the reaction mechanism and are therefore
less reliable than the (с, с') or (p,p') experiments. Considering that the £4 operator
is derived from that of £2, the overall agreement between the calculations and various
measurements is very good. For reference we note that in the sd model, one obtains an
order of magnitude smaller value for the £M(Of —* 4j) т.е., and the £4(0| —» 4j) т.е.,
which corresponds to the B4 excitation of the 77 band, is practically zero. Thus there is
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Table 4: Comparison of £4 matrix elements in the Os and Pt isotopes. The effective £4
charges are 64=0.046 eb2 for Pt isotopes and e4=0.034 eb2 for Os isotopes. 4j denotes
the hexadecapole vibrational (g boson) state which could be the third or fourth 4"1" state
depending on the nucleus.
E4(OJ" —» 4J")
E4(0i" —> 4J )
£4(0," —» 4j)
Nucleus
Exp.
Calc.
Exp.
Calc.
Exp.
Calc.
0.129 0.188(7)*'
0.150 0.217(7)"'
0.223 0.138(14)"'
c
c
0.144(3)c'
0.094(7) >
0.124(6) >
d
d
C.176 '
0.207 '

»«
196

Pt

0.175 0.175(7)b>

0.157(9)"'
0.141(14)''
d
0.141 '

0.243 0.200(5) '
0.210(31)='

0.140

0.115(7)"'
0.131(6)"'
C
O.OOG(11) >
d
0.118 '
0.039(3)"

0.260 0.229(7)"'
b
0.280(10) '
c
0.159(4) '

0.155(16)''
0.202d'
0.131(7)"
194pt

0.203 0.195(7)"'

0.191 (9)b'
0.132(3)c'
0.155d'
0.175(16)"
е

b

0.135

6

192P(.

0.230 0.202 '

0.146

0.20/0.34 '

0.2G2

-

192

0.196 0.196(ll)h'

0.144

0.116(29)h'

0.170

0.108(27)"''
0.071/0.058:'

0s

0.220(10)"
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0.206 0.212(12)"

0.163

-

0.163

0.078/O.OG7'1'

188

0.215

0.217(11)"

0.181

-

0.159

0.109/0.0941'

0s

0s

"'(p,p') experiment32, b'(p,p') experiment 31 , c'(p,p') experiment 30 ,
d
'(p,p') experiment 26 , e'(e,e') experiment 27 , f'(e,e') experiment 28 ,
8
'(a,a') experiment 25 , h'(p,p') experiment 29 , ''(0,0') experiment 24 .
no chance of explaining the £4 data in the Os-Pt isotopes unless g bosons are included,
and the 4j slate cannot be a 77 excitation. As stressed at the beginning of this section,
we have not fitted each nucleus in detail, and therefore there are discrepancies which
could be improved by fine tuning the parameters. For example, the -E2(4j —> 4-j") and
Е1(^з —» 3J") transitions are underpredicted whereas £M(Oj" —» 4j) are a bit too strong.
This points out to a stronger mixing between the 4J" and 4;^ states than envisaged in
the calculations, and can be easily accomplished by adjusting the K4 strength.
5. Application to Deformed Nuclei
We have recently implemented the SDGBOSON code on the Fujitsu supercomputer
and started applying the sdg model to deformed nuclei. In this section, we present some
preliminary results that were obtained using the Hamiltonian and transition operators
described in section 3. In particular, we are interested in the effect of the hexadecapole
interaction on the spectra, and whether it can lead to variations from the harmonic limit
for vibrational states. In Table 5, we show various energy ratios and E2 transitions for
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both the 77 and the hexadecapole vibrational 4 states. The quaclrupolc parameters
(<722!<724i9«) are scaled from their SU(3) values with the factors (1/2, 1, 1/2), and the
hexadccapole parameters are determined from the coherence condition (5). The other
parameters are the same as in Table 1. The 4+ state is seen to be sensitive to variations
in K,I as would be expected. The 7 and 77 bands, on the other hand, show almost, no
dependence on K,t. In fact, the energy and E2 ratios are almost identical to the sd model
results discussed in section 2. This implies that the coherent choice for the hexadecapole
parameters reinforces the underlying harmonicity of bands and is not useful for generating anharmonic effects at all. Clearly, one needs a very different hoxadecapole operator
in order to describe anhannonicities. A clue is offered by the recent geometrical model
calculations which have suggested a link between anharmonicity and triaxiality. We
arc currently exploring this possibility by employing hexadecapolc interactions which
18
generate triaxiality. This program will hopefully lead to a better understanding of
anhnrmonic effects in vibrational excitations of deformed nuclei.
Table 5: Effect of the hexadccapole interaction on 7, 77 and К = 4 +
the sdg IBM. Parameters arc explained in the text.
кл/
-0.4
0.2
-0.2
0.0
1.88
1.91
1.89
1.90
Е-,-, / 1
2.32
2.10
2.2G
2.19
Е4„ / "X
-о+)
2.24
2.24
2.24
Й2(2+
2.24
£2(2| -2+)
2.89
2.92
2.94
2.9S
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
£2(4+, -»2+)
£2(4+,
5.04
5.14
5.11
5.07
£2(4^ -»2+)
2.14
2.41
1.9G
2.51
£2(4+ -2+)
0.32
O.CG
O.G8
0.45

band properties in

0.4
1.92
1.98
2.25
3.02
0.08
4.98
1.2G
0.89

6. Conclusions
We have discussed in this paper some features of the sdg boson model which are
relevant for the description of deformed nuclei. On the technical side, we have shown
that the 1 /N expansion method coupled with numerical diagonnlization in a truncated
basis offer the most promising alternatives for the sdg model calculations. Application
of the sdg model to the Os-Pt isotopes have generated some cautinary messages for other
nuclei where double-phonon bands are currently being pursued. Namely, hexadecapolc
vibrational К = 4+ bands could conspire to be a 77 band by mocking up all the
signatures attributed to 77 bands! The only sure way to avoid confusion is to look
at the £4 transitions. We therefore emphasize the importance of E<1 measurements
in pinning down the hexadocapole features, and strongly suggest further (e, e') and/or
(p,p') experiments in the rare-earth region.
Our preliminary resxdts in search of anharmonic effects in vibrational bands suggest
that the coherent choice for the hexadecapole operator, which led to a successful description of the E2 and £4 properties in the Os-Pt region, is not useful for this purpose.
Following the hints from geometrical model, we are currently experimenting with forms
which generate stable triaxial shapes, and hope to report on these calculations in the
next conference.
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Abstract
The energies and wave functions of non-rotational states below 2.3 MeV in doubly even well-deformed nuclei of the rare earth region have been calculated within the
Quasiparticle-l'lionon Nuclear Model. General properties of vibrational states are formulated. The wave function of excited states below 2.3 MeV is dominated by the
one-phonon term. The contributions of the two-phonon configurations to the wave functions of the K" ^ 0+ and <1+ states arc smaller than 10%. The A"* = 4 + state in
'r'8Er contains the double gamma vibrational term equal to 30%. The existence of the
double gamma vibrational state with K" = A+ at (2.0-2.2) MeV in 'BGr> is predicted.
The /C = -if and 4j states in 15<i.i5s,i60G(1 aml iG21;)y ar(, hcxadccapole ones. High
intensities of the one-niiclcon transfer reactions are explained by the relevant large twoquasipartirlc components of the onc-phonon terms of the wave functions. The calculated
U(Kl;0 + Oj.,. — l~A\,)valiics for the A"" = 0" and 1" states are 3-5 times larger than
the experimental ones. The fragmentation of the onc-phonon A'" = ()~ and 1" stales
in the energy range 2.3-4.0 MeV is not so strong. The conc-entration of the Kl strength
in K" = 0~ states at energies 2.6-3.5 MeV in "'"Kr and 3.0 3.9 Mo.V in ir "'l)y and in
A'" = 1" states at energies 3.2-3.-I MeV in "10C!<I is predicted.

1.

Introduction

The low-lying non-rotational states in doubly oven deformed nuclei have been studied experimentally and theoretically. The experimental data on the excited states above the lowest
two-quasiparticle and first quadrupole and octupole vibratkmal .states are still fragmentary.
These states have a more complex structure and many branches of decay to low-lying states.
Their experimental and theoretical investigation is very important for understanding nuclear
structure. The vibrational states and gamma-ray transition rates in well-deformed doubly
even nuclei have been calculated within the Quasiparticle-Phonon Nuclear Model (QPNM)
[1-7]. The QPNM is used for a microscopic description of the low-spin, small-amplitude
vibrational states in spherical nuclei not far from closed shells and well-deformed nuclei.
The QPNM calculations were performed in nuclei with small ground state correlations. The
ground state correlations increase with the collectivity of the first one-phonon states. A
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particle-particle interaction reduces the ground state correlation. Therefore, the energies and
iv;ive fnurtiras r>f :>;,•>:;;• wrll-drfprraod !шг!г; have been rj'lrulnted in thr QPNM.
The energies and wave functions of non-rotational states in 15CNd [8],15G.'58,ieoQd [ю,12],
Hi2.iB4Dy [0,9,13], i68,i68Er [0,7,11] and other nuclei have been calculated within the QPNM.
The results of calculation were compared with the relevant experimental data. In this paper,
we sum up our investigation of the doubly even well-deformed nuclei in the rare earth r'-gion.

2.

Description of non-rotational states in the QPNM

The QPNM Hamiltonian contains the average field of a neutron and a proton systems in a
form of the axial-symmetric Woods-Saxon potential, monopolc pairing, isoscalar and isovector
particle-hole (ph) and particle-particle (pp) multipolc interaction between quasiparticlcs. The
procedure of calculation is the following. A canonical Bogolubov transformation is used in
order to replace tin; particle operators by the quasiparticle ones. Then, the phonon operators
Q\nw arc introduced and the RPA equations arc solved. The phonoii space is used as a
QPNM basis. The RPA plmnons for the K* = 0~ and 1~ states have been calculated in [5]
with ph and pp isoscalar and isovector outupolc and ph isovector dipolc interactions. The
RPA equation for the K* = 0+ states is given in [3] and for K" / 0+, 0" and 1" states in
ref. [2,4].
The QPNM wave functions consist of one- and two- phonon teims, namely,
Ф I f\'""n ~\ —

Ф,(Л 0 а„) -

^

"

+

--

^

Apii4,*;ini;)

х

"»im+";»3.i'iiKi)
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^Л,/,,,',, Л 2 М1 2 QA, ji.ii^i^Az/'jij";

where fi0 = Ко, <7 = ±1. The secular equation for energies Eu has the form
i \\t
v \к
dct
|| (шлом,-0 - £*)*.o,.
t

Here шд ( „ is the RPA energy, the function K.^°(\\/iii\, А 2 ,/( 2 г' 2 ) is responsible for the effect of
the Panli principle in two-phonon terms in (1), th'1 function ^А°/<°|'°,А2И1'2 describes the coupling
of one- and two-phonon terms in (1); Д ш ( А 1 / / 1 г 1 , А 2 /( 2 г' 2 ) is the shift of the two-phonon pole
due to the Pauli principle, A ( A 1 / ( 1 i l l A 2 / i 2 / 2 ) represents the effect of three-phoiion terms added
to the wave function (1) and approximately equals —0.2Aw(A 1 /iit l l A 2 /j 2 i 2 ).
The doubly even deformed nuclei were calculated with the parameters of the WoodsSaxon potential fixed earlier. The isoscalar constants к^ of ph interactions are fixed so as to
reproduce experimental energies of the first /vj =1 nonrotational states described by (1). The
calculations were performed with the isovector constant к,*1 = — 1.5к0" for ph interactions
and the constant СЛ|' = KO'' for pp interactions. The monopole pairing constants were
fixed by pairing energies at G20 = к2,0. The radial dependence of the multipole interactions
has the form dV(r)/dr, where V(r) is the central part of the Woods-Saxon potential. The
phonon basis consists of ten (z'o = 1,2, ....10) phonons of each multipolarity: quadrupolc
A/i = 20,21,22, octupolc A/J = 30,31,32,33, hexadecapole A^ = 43,44 and \ц = 54,55.
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3.

Low-lying one-phonon states. Mixing and fragmentation of one-phonon states

Thu first, three-rive states, having the same A"" below 2 MeV are almost onc-phonon states.
The contribution of the two-phonon components to the normalization of the wave functions is
less than 10%. The four 0+ onc-plionon states in 15SGd and 1Bli'108Er have been observed. The
five Л"' = 2+ states have been studied in the oue-nucleon transfer reaction [14] in 108Er. The
four collective one-phonon A"" = 3" states in 1G8Er have been excited by using of inelastic
scattering [15]. The three A"" = 2~ states have been observed in l f i 2 Dy and so on. The wave
functions of these states have different two-quasiparticlc components and were well described
in the QPNM.
The qna.siparticlc-phoimn iiitnaction is responsible for the fragmentation of one-phonon
states and for their mixing. Two closely-spaced one-phonou states having the same A"" state
are mixed. For example, the wave function of the second A'J = i j s t a t e w i t h excitation
energy of 1.93 MeV in ""Gil has 85% of the second, 212, and 13% of the third 213 onephonon components. Two large one-phonon components "f the wave function of the excited
states can be observed experimentally in two relevant one-nucleon transfer reactions and in
(hi; gamma-ray decay to low-lying states.
An onset of th(! fragmentation of the ono-phonoii states takes place at an energy above
2.U MeV. lu the energy range from 2.5 to '!.() MeV" the, fragmentation of one-plionon states
is not so strong. The fragmentation of strongly collective one-phonon states is larger than
the fragmentation of weakly collective states. The oiie-phonon states w i t h large A" quantum
number are weakly fragmented compared w i t h ones with small A". There are levels below 4
MeV the wave function of which has a large one-phonon component. Therefore, then! are
states with large El or E2 or E3 or E4 strength and states with large Ml or M2 or MS strength.
These stales can be excited in the inelastic scattering, in (7, •)'), one-nuclcon transfer and other
reactions. For example, the E2, E3 and E4 strength distribution in 1 M I Nd up to excitation
energies of 3 4 MeV have been investigated in proton- and deutcron-scattering experiments
[8]. The experimental strength distribution has been compared with the predictions of the
IBM and of the QPNM. The experimental strength d i s t t i b u t i o n s are reasonably well described
in both the models. The quasiparticlc-phonon interaction leads to a strong fragmentation of
most of the one-phonon states in wcll-defoimcd nuclei w i t h energy larger than 4 MeV.

4.

El transition rates

The A'" = ()~ and 1" states in deformed nuclei are usually treated as collective! octupole
states. Thi! calculated B(E1) values for the excitation of 1"К„ = \~Q\ and I"!! states are
much larger than the experimental values. The El transition rates from the ground state to
the I"К = I'D and 1~1 states in '™Yb have been calculated [1C] w i t h i n the QPNM. It, has
been shown that the inclusion of the isovector particle-hole (ph) electric dipole interaction
(together with the isoscalar and isovector ph octupole interaction) decreases the El strength
by more than an order of magnitude, thus bringing it close to experimental data. The
description of the octupole states and B(E1) values without, particle-particle (pp) interaction
is not good enough. Therefore, in [5] the mathematical apparatus has been formulated in
which the ph and pp octupole and ph dipolc interactions are simultaneously taken into account
in the RPA.
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The origin of El strength in the low-energy region in deformed nuclei has been investigated in [a]. It is known that there are no one-phonou 1~ states below tin: particle threshojd
in spherical nuclei. Quadrupolc deformation is responsible for the splitting of the subshells
of a spherical basis into twice-degenerate single-particle states. Due to this splitting, part
of the El strength is shifted to low-lying states. An octupole isoscalar interaction between
quasiparticlcs leads to the formation of collective octupole states. Due to the; octupole interaction, the summed El strength for the transition to K" = 0" and 1" states in the (0 4)
McV energy region increases by two orders of magnitude. An isovcctor dipole ph interaction
shifts the largest part of El strength from the low-lying states to the region of the isovector
GDR.
Table 1. The experimental and calculated energies and B(E1) for transition from the ground
states to the Г К = 1~A" states with A' = 0 and 1.
Experiment

Nuclei

Л"

"iaEr

ОГ

" w Er

г

1Г
1-J

ОГ
Q0"

o-

1Г
1M
Dy ОГ

°г

lf 2

' Dy

""'Dy
ir

'°Gd

OJ
07
O.J
07
Of
0"
Of

o.;

r-}

r
i158

I56

Gd

ОГ

Gd

0,-

1Г
1Г

Calcul ation in the QPNM
Effective charge'•-'///0 '-,';/(")

'аз|

-0.3f

7
3.3
3.4
10
5.0
5.0
0.0
7.2

B(E1)T
2
2
:l
c- fni l()29
8.4
0.9
27
С
11
7
G
22
G
12
22
17
9
47

1.07
1.05
1.29
1.04
0.75
5.5
0.6
2
1.0
1 .02
2.93
1.5
1.5
1.8
2.10

75
33

3.9
8.9

22
10

1.17
2.07

1G

5.2

4.8

1.55

nfa ,r = 1.58
3.23
17
G
3.33
1.3
60
1.0
45
1.4
150
1.1
90

4.4
1.8
3.0
20
9.4
9.0

5
1.8
18
14
45
27

1.30
0.5
0.9
6.1
2.8
2.7

B(El)t

B(El)'t
£•„
Mc-V е;2Гт2Ш-''

1.7SG
1.358
1.936
l.GG?
2.2
2.7
2.8
1.830
1.675
2.330
2.670
1.276
1.980
2.520
1.4S9
2.876
1.224
1.9G7

27.2 ± 1.0
S
0.7
20 ± 1.0
S
2
12
3
22.0 ± 3.0
5.9 ±0.9
4.1 ±0.7
14. 7 ±2.5
11.2 ± 1.4
5.0 ± 0.4
21.7 ± 2.2
2.5
19.1 ±5.3
3.7 ±0.5

1.8
1.3
1.9
1.8
2.2
2.G
2.9
1.8
1.7
2.2
2.G
1.3
2.0
2.4
1.5

3
90
20
30
24
20
72
20
41
73
50
30
150

1.3
1.9

2.471

3.1 ±0.5

2.55

Е„

rterp = 1.56 ±0.21

3.415 3.9 ±0.5
3.4GO 3.4 ±0.5
1.263 19.9 ±4.7
0.977 2.2 ±0.6
1.366 10.0 ±5.9
1.242 10.0 ±4.0

97
28
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MljL

3.0
3.5
4.3
3.5
2.5
18
2

The calciiliitioiis of the energies, wave function and B(E1) values within the QPNM have
аш
bi'c'ii performed in [Г2] with etiective charge t.'cjj\.l>) — j i '-ё/Д") — ~ A ' ''//(/') ~ "-^л'<'}if(n) — —0.3^. The operators of phonons with A"" = 0" and 1~ arc calculated in the RPA
taken the ph and pp isoscalar and isovector octupole and ph isovector dipolc interaction into
account simultaneously. These phouons arc used in the QPNM calculations with the wave
function (1). The results of calculations of the energies and B(E1) values for the excitation
of 1~A" states with Л' = 0 and 1 and experimental data [17-19] are given in Table 1.
On the basis of the investigation of the El transition rates in [5,12], it is possible to make
the following statements:
1) The B(E1) values for transition from the ground state to the /" = 1" states with A" = 0
and 1 are mainly determined by the ph isoscalar octupole and isovcctor dipolc interactions
between quasiparticles. These B(E1) values more strongly depend on the radial function of
the interactions between quasiparticlcs compared with energies of the levels and B(E3) values.
2) The energies and wave functions of the A"" = 0~ and 1" states and El transition rates
from the ground state to the excited states 1~A',, with Л' = 0 and 1 have been calculated
with the constant of the isovcctor dipole interaction K\h = -1.5к;!,л; the GDR was correctly
described with this constant.
3) The calculated B(E1) values for the excitation of the first A'J = Oj" states with the eifective
charge ('ljj(p) = ^, r-ljj(rl) = ~f arc 3-5 times as largo as experimental ones. The B(E1)
values calculated with the renonnali/.ed charge are in better agreement with the. experimental
data. But this improvement is very artificial.
4) The total El strength for the excitation of the A"" = 0" states is 3-4 times as large as for
excitation of the A"" = 1~ states in the energy region below 3 MeV.
5) A strong correlation takes place between B(E1) and B(E3) values for transitions to the
same band with energy below 4 MeV. No correlation was observed between B(E1) and B(M2)
values.
G) One plionon states below 2.5 MeV are slightly fragmented due to quasiparticlc-phonon
interactions. The wave function of those states has a dominant one-phonon component. The
B(E1) values for the excitation of several 1" states are relatively large and they can bo observed experimentally.
7) The influence of the two-phonon terms of the wave functions of the initial states with
A"" = 1~ on the El transition rates to the ground state is very small.
S) The fragmentation of the ono-phonon states with A"" = 0" and 1~ in the energy range
2.5 4.0 MeV is not so strong. Therefore, there are states with a relatively large El strength.
We predict the concentration of the El strength in A'' = 0" states at energies 2.C-3.5 McV
in ":8Er, 3.6^3.0 MeV in "MDy and in A'" = 1~ states at, energies 3.2-3.4 MeV in 1('°Gd.

5.

Contribution of the two-phonon configurations to
the wave function of low-lyii*5 states

A state is determined to be a two-phonon state if the contribution of two-phonon configuration to the wave function normalization exceeds 50%. Energy ccntroids of two-phonon
collective states in deformed nuclei are calculated in [20]. It has been shown that due to a shift
of two-phonon poles, the density of levels in the energy region of the first two-phonon poles is
large. Therefore, the two-phonon states should be strongly fragmented. Based on the QPNM
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calculation of the energy centroids of two-phonon states, it has been concluded in ref. [2(1]
that two-phonon states consisting of two collective phonons can't exist in well-deformed nuclei. This prediction is true in the most cases. In our previous calculations [20,21], the shift
+
Au(Ai//iz'i, A2/i2*2) at AI = A2, /*i = /12 and i\ = г'2 for the K* = 4 states was twice as large
as it should have been. Therefore, the contribution of the two-phonon {221,221} components
to the normalization of the wave functions of K" = 4+ was very small. The contribution of
the hexadecapole 441 and 442 phonons and double-gamma vibrational {221,221} components
+
+
+
to the normalization of the wave function of the 4 states and В(Е2;4 4„ —» 2 2,) values are
given in Table 2.
r

Table 2. Energies and structure of the K = 4+ states and В(£2;4+4„ -> 2+2,) values.

A";

";8Er

4f

exp
Eu
MeV
2.005

(.

1.97S

1.90
2.05

441 70% {221,221} 21%
44223% {221,221} 73%,

17

ш;Ег

4

4J

Eu
MeV
2.0

Calculation in QPNM
Structure

В(£2;4+4„ -> 2 + 2 , )
('fin*
exp[rcf.]
cab
2SO ± 140 [22] 175
315 [24]
380 ± 89 [23]

Nuclei

441 00% {221,221} 30%

115
500

"•2Dy

4+

1.530

1.5

441 97% {221,221} 2,3%,

-Gd

4f

1.070
(1.531)

1.2
1.5

441 98% {221,221} 1%
442 99%

14
5

ls

"Gd

4f

1.380
1.920

1.4
1.9

441 90% {221,221} 2%,
44295% {221,221} 2%

50
20

''"'Gd

4,f

1.511
1.801

1.5
1.9

441 94%, {221,221} 5%,
44290% {221,221)4%,

04
24

4?

23

""'Dy are the most favourable for the observation of the A"" = 4+
double-gamma vibrational states in the energy range (2.0 2.3) MeV. Much attention has been
paid to ""4Er. Experimental investigations (22 24] have established a large double gamma
vibrational component in the first A'J = 4| state; in "'8Er. According to the multiphonon
method [25] and til у IBM [20], the first A"; = 4J1" state in 1(!8Er should be a two-phonon
state. According to the QPNM calculation [7], the contribution of hexadecapole, {441}, onephonori and double-gamma vibrational {221,221} components to the normalization of the
wave function of the 4* state in |68Ег equals 00% and 30%, respectively. The calculated
energies of the A'J = 2|,4|" and 4f states and the B(E2;2f -» 0+J, B(E4;4f -+ 0+,) and
BfEl^j 1 " —» 4j") values closely agree with experimental data analyses in [27].
According to the calculation in [11], the double-gamma vibrational strength with K" = 4+
1(iG
in Er is concentrated on one or two levels at the energy 2.0-2.2 McV. When the energy and
В(Е2;0+Ог.а. -» 2+2,) value of the K' = 2| state are correctly described, the second A'J = 4j
state at energy 2.05 MeV should be the double-gamma vibrational state. The existence of
the K' = 4+ double-gamma vibrational state in 166Er is due to a very small density of the
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f

1

К" - 4 states near the {221.2211 pole and a very small value for the function l^, ,^,, which
is responsible for a coupling between one- and two-phonon terms in the wave function (1).
1
l(M
A s i t u a t i o n with the Л'" = 4" double gamma vibration»! state in Dy is not yet clear.
+
According to the calculation in the QPNM, the largest pait of the 4 {221,221) strength
is concentrated on one or two levels in the energy range (2.15-2.30) MeV. The results of
2
1
calculations depend on the constants к^ and к*/ . According to the calculation in ref. [10.12],
(he A"; = 4f and 4j .states in isn.i.w.iraiQ,] ;m, l,,.x;,,lccapole ones. The admixture of the
double-gamma vibrational components in their wave functions is less than 5%. The energy
f
of the largest part, of the 4 {221,221} strength is higher than 2.4 MeV.
Difficulty of identification of two-phonon octupole stales in spherical nuclei is t h a t deexcitation of the Uvo-phonon states through imspcdlic low-multipolarity radiation can dominate
so t h a t specific E3 transition can't be observed. There is an enhanced El transition in dci'oimcd nuclei from the two-phonon {301,301} or {311,311} s t a t e to the relevant one-phonon
stall-. The enhanced El transition takes place between excited state's if the wave function of
the i n i t i a l s t a t e has a large two-phonon term consisting of the oc.tupole phonon w i t h A" = 0
or 1 and another phonon corresponding to the one-phonon final states. The El and E3 tranlcu
sition rates from several 1~ slates with 7 = 1 and 3 to gamma-vibrational state in Gd are
demonstrated in Table- 3.
Table 3. El and E3 tiansition rates from the K* — \~ slates to the gamma-vibrational
;
stat<; with energy of 0.9SS MeV in " °Gd
Branching ratio

Initial state

ЕЛ

/'А„
1-1,
3-1,

1"Ь
3"12
1-lr,
•'-1л
1-1,1
3-l,i
1-1?
3-1г
1"1,.
3-1,,
П...

3-1,.,

MeV
1.524
1.590
1.997
2.007
2.567
2.G37
2.900
2.970
2.950
3.020

3.415
3.485
3.400
3.530

В(ЕЛ) 1,
«-«fin"

El 2.(НО-'
ЕЗ 10
El 2.7-10-"'
ЕЗ 0.05
El 4.8-W-"
ЕЗ 0.27
El G.8-K)-'1
ЕЗ 3.1
El 0.1-10-'
ЕЗ 240
El 4.S-10-'
ЕЗ 52
El 1.5- 10-'
ЕЗ 1.3-К)3

Structure

иЧ1.у..,:.-.„-2+'20
3 • 10Ш

311

99%

7 - 10

7

312

98%

С • 10"

315

95%

{441,551}

4%

4 • К)5

315
31G
316
317
317
318
318

3%
3%
33%
20%
27%
21%
22%
10%

{441,551}
{221,311}
{221,311}
{441,551}
{221,311}
{221,301}
{221,312}
{221,313}
{221,311}

90%
2%
30%
5%
22%
8%
20%
8%
4%

5 • 105
2 • 10"
7 • 10:!

3111

The intensities of the El transitions are 103-1010 times larger than the intensities of the
E3 transitions. It means that these states can be indentificd through the fast El transitions.
The D(E1) values for transitions between one-phonon configurations of the wave functions
of the initial and final states are small. The D(El) values for transitions from the KJ = I f ,
lj", and 1J^| states to the 2/" state are larger than those from other states due to a large
contribution of the {221,311} configuration to their wave functions.
The two-phonon states consisting of two collective phouons are, as a rule, fragmented
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collective pbonon are not fragmented so strongly. The wave functions of many states in welldeformed nuclei in the energy range (2 4) MeV have rather large two-phonon components.
Information on the large and small components of the wave function of the excited states
above 2 MeV in doubly even well-deformed nuclei is very important for the investigation of
the nuclear structure. It is reasonable to expect that the experimental study of the nuclear
structure will be continued in the (11,7) reaction as well as at new generation of accelerators
and detectors.
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Hexadecapole vibrations in deformed rare earth
nuclei
D.G. Burke
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Hamilton, Ont., L8S 4M1, Canada
Abstract
Recent interpretations of K* = 4+ bands as double-7-plionons in even-even nuclei of the deformed rare earth region are shown to be in serious conflict with singlenucleon-transfer results and other data. The main argument for the double-7-phonon
interpretation was the existence of large B(E2) values connecting the К' = 4+ bands
with gamma bands, and an alternate explanation for these B(E2) values exists in
terms of g-bosons. All available data, including E4 strengths, single-nucleon-transfer
+
results, allowed fl-decays, etc., are best explained if the 4 bands are predominantly hexadecapole vibrations (or g-boson structures), which contain large twoquasiparticle components in their microscopic compositions.
One of the principal objectives in the study of low energy nuclear structure is to understand the fundamental types of excitations, such as the single-particle and collective
modes of motion. Among the lowest energy excitations are oscillations in the nuclear shape,
described in terms of vibrations or phonons, and the single-phonon states of quadrupole
(A=2) and octupole (A=3) types have been observed across most regions of nuclear mass. In
spherical even-even nuclei there is abundant evidence for multi-phonon excitations, but the
existence of such states in deformed nuclei has been controversial. In many deformed nuclei
the lowest energy phonon is the K* = 2+ quadrupole one, called the gamma-vibration.
Two phonons of this type would be expected to form double-f-vibrational bands with
K" values of 0+ and 4+. In a number of early studies, bands were found that could be
considered as candidates for such configurations.
Later, a considerable amount of evidence was presented[l, 2, 3, 4] for a predominant
hexadecapole (A=4) character for a number of K' = 3+ and K" = 4+ bands in the deformed rare earth region, including many of the K' = 4+ bands which had earlier been
suggested as double--)r-phonons. Soloviev und co-workers[4, 5, 6], showed that the detailed
microscopic structures of these bands are well-described in terms of hexadecapole phonons
in the QPNM (Quasiparticle Phonon Nuclear Model). Devi and Kota have given[7J a
corresponding description for many of these structures in terms of the Interacting Boson
Model (IBM), in a survey paper which demonstrates overwhelmingly the need for including g bosons. The K* = 4+ bands introduced by including g bosons have "hexadecapole"
character, whereas those present in the sd IBM are analogous to multiphonon configurations. Soloviev and Shirikova[8] have also pointed out that, as a consequence of the Pauli
principle, the double-^-phonon and other multiphonon states should be shifted upwards in
energy and should become severely fragmented through mixing with other states. However,
the search for such configurations has continued.
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It is often found that the A"' = 4 bands considered as possible double-^-phonons
decay preferentially to the K* = 2+ 7-bands, rather than to members of the ground state
band. In a number of early papers it was argued that this mode of decay was evidence for
+
the double-7-phonon nature of the K* — 4 bands, as it would be expected that the decay
to the ground state band would require a two-step process, destroying one phonon in each
step. However, this argument is questionable because there may be other explanations for
the hindrance of the E2 transitions to the ground band. For example, in a deformed nucleus
in which К is a good quantum number, E2 transitions from the К * = 4+ band to the 7band are allowed, whereas those to the ground band have two degrees of ЛГ-forbiddeness.
Thus, more recently attempts have been made to measure the absolute B(E2) values, to
determine whether transitions between the KT = 4+ and the 7-bands are enhanced, as
would be expected for the double-7-phonon description. An innovative lifetime-measuring
technique was used to determine the D(E2) value connecting the lowest K" = 4+ band with
the 7-band in 168Er, and the result was used to argue for a double-7-phonon interpretation
for the К* = 4^ state[9]. Following this, several attempts have been made to extend
this description to other nuclei. For example, Oshima et a][10] have measured B(E2)
values in 1920s, and the results have been analysed in terms of multiple phononsjll]. Also,
Aprahamian and co-workers[12, 13] have suggested the double-7-phonon interpretation of
K" = 4+ states in "''•'^Gd and a number of other nuclei.
In this report, it is pointed out that these recent papers have argued for the double7-phonon description primarily on the basis of one type of information, the B(E2) values
coupling the K" = 4+ bands with the 7-bands, and have not discussed several other types
of data which conflict with this interpretation. These include results from single-nucleontransfer reactions, /3-decay studies, and inelastic scattering experiments. Furthermore, it
will be pointed out that the double-7-phonon description is not a unique explanation of
these B(E2)'s because such values are also predicted for hexadecapole vibrations in the
SU(3) limit of the sdg IBM.
As an example of the single-nucleon-transfer data, results for population of the K' = 4+
band at 1646 keVin 1 S 4 Gd by the (3He,d) reaction are shown in Figure 1. These are part of a
153
3
15 1
153
IM
larger study[14] which included results from Eu( He,d) ' Gd and Eu(a,t) Gd singleproton-stripping reactions. Full details of these experiments will be published elsewhere[15],
with discussions of all the populated bands. Beams of 24 MeV 3He from the McMaster University Tandem Accelerator bombarded targets of metallic europium, enriched to 98.76%
153
Eu, made by vacuum-evaporation on carbon backings. Reaction products were analyzed
by an Enge split-pole magnetic spectrograph and detected with nuclear emulsions. The
overall resolution was ~ 15 keV. It can be noticed immediately that the largest peaks observed in the (3He,d) spectrum of Fig. 1 are for the well-known /' = 4+ and I' = 5+ levels
at 1646 and 1770 keV, which are members of the K" = 4+ band in question. Although a
quantitative analysis is presented below, it can be recognized at once that this band must
have a large two-quasiparticle admixture. To first order, the (3He,d) reaction transfers one
nucleon to the target nucleus without altering the single-particle orbits of other nucleons.
153
In the present case the target nucleus Eu has an odd proton in the | [413] Nilsson
orbital, and the reaction adds another proton to form two-quasiproton states in 154Gd.
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One very important feature of single-nucleon-transfer reactions in deformed nuclei is
г
thai the relative cross bociious for n;-_r.\bcri of а rjt&i'izrsl Ьчт! ггт а distinctive paltern, or fingerprint, which depends primarily on the wavefunction of the transferred nucleon. Tliis has proven to be a very powerful technique for identifying the configurations
populated in many nuclides[)6]. Theoretical cross sections for pure two-quasiparticle configurations were calculated, using Nilsson model wavefunclions and the distorted wave
Born approximation with the formalism of ret. [16]. Standard optical model parameters
were used[17]. Experience with many similar studies in this mass region has shown that
for the strongest transitions in a spectrum, a reasonable estimate of the uncertainty for
the predicted absolute cross sections is ~ 30%, arising mainly from ambiguities in optical
model parameters and in the normalisation.
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The calculated cross sections at в = 30° for the /'=4+, 5+, and 6+ members of a pure
r
+
+
Jf =4+, | [413] -f- § [411] twcv-quasjprotcvn baid at 1646 IteV are 42, 43, and 1 ,ub/sr,
2
+
respectively. A value of 0.8 was used for the pairing factor U for the | [411] orbital
153
in the Eu target. These are the largest predicted cross sections for any of the bands
expected below 2 MeV excitation, and are in reasonable agreement with the experimental
values of 30, 40, and ~1 /ib/sr, respectively. This indicates that the f+[413] + f+[411]
two-quasiprotou configuration forms the dominant component of the К*=4+ band at 1646
keV in 154Gd.
Single-phonon states can be populated in single-nucleon-transfer reactions as they consist of a superposition of two-quasiparticle states, one or more of which may satisfy the
selection rules for being populated. The microscopic compositions of gamma vibrational
states in terms of their two-quasiparticle components have been calculated by Soloviev
and coworkers[18]. Kern et al[19] compared the observed (d,p) cross sections for a series
of gamma vibrations in deformed rare earth even-even nuclei with predictions based on
these structures, and showed that the agreement was reasonable. The microscopic compositions of octupole and higher order phonons have also been calculated[18, 20]. Many
two-quasiparticle components of the various single-phonon states have now been observed,
and in general there is good qualitative agreement with the admixtures predicted. Although
one usually thinks of a collective vibration as a superposition of many two-quasiparticle
components, each with a small amplitude, it is often found that one or two components will
dominate, and all the others will make up only a few percent of the wavefunction. However,
the correlated effects of these many small components can still produce a significant B(EA)
for the state.
If one now considers double-phonon states, in which each phonon is a superposition
of two-quasiparticle components, the structures involve four quasiparticles. Such states
should not be populated in first order with single-nucleon-transfer reactions, which can
produce at most two unpaired nucleons in an even-even nucleus. One higher-order process
through which double-phonon configurations might be populated in such reactions would
be through the existence of single-phonon admixtures in the odd-mass target ground state.
However, these are expected to be relatively weak. The strongest such case known to
the author is in a spherical nucleus, 114 Cd, where the 1283 keV 4+ level interpreted as
a two-phonon state has a (d,3He) spectroscopic strength of ~0.28, which is only about
10% of the largest strength in the spectrum[21]. In deformed nuclei such effects would be
expected to be smaller because the calculated admixtures of single-phonon configurations
in the ground states of odd-mass nuclides are smaller. The largest such admixtures are
calculated[22] to be typically of the order of 2 to 5%. Such an admixture could give rise to
weak populations of double-phonon states, but the strengths would be only a few percent
+
1M
of the largest ones in the spectrum. Thus, since the А'*=4 band at 1646 keV in Gd
3
has the strongest population in the ( He,d) spectrum, and this strength is consistent with
an almost pure |+[413] + i;+ [411] two-quasiproton configuration, it must be predominantly
a two-quasiparticle state and not a double-phonon.
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Examination of the literature shows that many of the other Л"*=4+ bands suggested as
ЛоцЫе-7-phononsJlO, 11, 12, 13] also have dominant hro-quasjparticlc- components. These
are summarized in Table 1, where the specific two-quasiparticle configurations, and the
experiments in which they were established, are listed in columns 3 and 4. It can be seen
from the comments in column 5 that transfer reaction data such as those described above
have been used to establish the character of the #"=4+ bands in 158Gd, 162Dy, 172Yb,
176 178
' Hf, and 190'1920s. In most cases, the transitions discussed correspond to some of the
largest peaks in the spectra.
Table 1. Evidence for dominant two-quasiparticle components in K*=4.+ bands
which had previously been suggested as double-7-phonons.
Nuclide

'"Gd
IM

K'—^
bandhead
energy
(keV)
1646

Dominant
t wo- qu as ip article
component

Experiment

Comments

Ref.

|4[413]. + f+[411].

(3He,d)

Largest peak in spectrum

[15]

+

+

Gd

1510

| [413]. + 2 [411],

•»Gd

1920

|-[S23]. + |-[521].

KP)
+

158

160

162

[24]

9K — 9K

[29]
158

+

Dy

1895

§"[523]., + §-[521],

/3 -decay

log /(=4.9 from

Ho (5 )

[30]

Dy

1694

|-(523]„ + §-[521]„

/3+-decay

log /(=4.9 from lc°Ho (5+)

[23]

Largest peak in (d,t) spectrum

[31, 32]

Dy

'«Вт
1G8

172

Vb

Yb

17G

1536

|-[523]„ + |-[521]„

1712 П5И]. + Г[БИ],
2204

|~[523]. + 1"[541],
+

+

3

(d,t), ( He,a)
/3+-decay
f

/9 -dccay

log /(=4.6 bom

162

Tm (5+)

log /(=5.0 from

1G8

[23]

Lu (3+)

[23]

2073

j [404], + j [411].

(p,a)

Largest peak in spectrum

[33]

Hf

1888

2~[514]„ + *-[521].,

(d,t)

Largest peak in spectrum

[34]

П8

Ш

1513

*~[514]„ + £~[510]„

(d,p)

Very large peak in spectrum

[35, 36]

™0s

1162

i+[402], + l>2].

(t,a)

Largest peak in spectrum <2 MeV

[2]

(t,a)

Largest peak in spectrum <2 MeV

[2]

1M

Os

1070

+

+

| [402], + 2 [402],
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Also listed in Table 1 are cases in which the two-quasiparticle characters have been
assigned on the basis of /3-decay with log ft values of < 5.0, which are strong indicators of
allowed unhindered transitions of the spin-flip type. In this mass region, these have been
shown to be due to transitions such as |~[523], •» |~[523]„ or |~[514]„ 4Ф |~[514]„. An
examination of 122 cases showed[23] that, without exception, all decays with log ft < 5.2
could be assigned to this type of transition. The observation of such a small log ft value
indicates the presence of one of the above nucleons in the configuration, making possible
the assignment of the dominant two-quasiparticle configuration. In this way the K*=i+
bands suggested as double-7-phonons in I58.160Dy, 162Er and168Yb had previously been
assigned as being predominantly two-quasiparticle in character. The K*=4+ band at 1510
keVin 15GGd is also included in Table 1. It has been found to have alarge §+[413] + f+[411]
two-quasiproton component on the basis о£дк—дц values determined from in-band E2/M1
mixing ratios [24].
All of these results are difficult to reconcile with the double-7-phonon interpretations.
A more satisfactory description of these b~nds is suggested by evidence pointing to a
hexadecapole-phonon description for several of these cases. Direct Б4 strengths have been
reported in inelastic scattering experiments for the K*=4.+ bands in 156Gd[25] and in
ioo,i92Qs|3j rpj^ p0puiations Of the Kw=4+ bandheads are more than an order of magnitude
larger than expected for double-7-phonons.
With this in mind, one can examine how a hexadecapole description succeeds in explaining the main piece of evidence which has been used to argue for the double-phonon
interpretation, namely the B(E2) values connecting the ЛГ'Г=4"1" bands with the 7-bands.
Numerical calculations with g bosons included in the IBM have been performed for 156Gd
by van backer et a/.[26]. They refer to the new structures that appear in addition to the
usual bands in the sd IBM as Г, or hexadecapole, bands. The large B(E2) values connecting the A'lr=4+ band at 1511 keV with the gamma band can be well reproduced, with
the /f*=4+ band interpreted as hexadecapole in character, arising from the introduction
of the g-boson. This can be seen from Figure 2, where the experimental and calculated
B(E2) values are compared. The trend for E2 decays to populate preferentially the gamma
band, rather than the beta or ground state bands, is clearly reproduced, and the absolute
values are also in agreement. Later, Devi and Kota[27] derived analytical expressions for
the B(E2) values in the various symmetry limits of the IBM, and in the SU(3) limit found
that such B(E2) values can occur systematically between the Г-bands and the 7-bands,
and are not restricted to isolated cases.
Thus, the "large" B(E2) values can be explained by both the double-7-phonon and
the hexadecapole-phonon descriptions, and their observation does not, by itself, indicate
the presence of double-7-phonons. That is, the B(E2) values do not appear to provide a
sensitive means of distinguishing between the two interpretations.
It should be noted that hexadecapole-phonon interpretations have been previously proposed for most of the K*=&*' bands discussed here, and that this description provides a
good explanation of the observed two-quasiparticle components. Soloviev and co-workers
have calculated the microscopic compositions of many of these states, and for all cases the
observed large two-quasiparticle states are correctly predicted to dominate the wavefunc-
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tion. For example, the K*=4. bands at 1510 keV in Gd and 1380 keV in Gd are
pred;ctcJ[S] io be the !ov,-esi К*—1+ hexadecnpole bands, and to have dominant compo156
158
nents (83% in Gd and 80% in Gd) which are the f *[413] + f"[411] two-quasiptoton
156
configuration. Levels in Gd are not accessible by single-proton-transfer reactions on any
stable target but, as indicated in Table 1, the дк — 3R value has been used to suggest a
+
+
158
f [413] + 2 [411] character for the 1510 keV band. For Gd, (t,a) results using polarised
+
triton beams have shown[28] that the А""=4 band at 1380 keV has the same configura15l
tion. The (31Ie,d) data show this band to be at 1646 keV in Gd, and its systematic
occurrence at low energy would be expected since the two proton orbitals involved are
the ones immediately above and below the Fermi surface in all of these gadolinium nuclei.
158
The K*=4+ band which has been suggested[12, 13] as a douhle-7-phonon in Gd is the
second K*=4+ one, which is predicted[6] to contain a large |~[523]„ + |~[521]„ component,
consistent with (d,p) data[29j.

sdg IBM Calculation
Experiment

<M
Ш

m

4:2 4:4 4:6 5:4 5:6 4:2 4:4 4:2 4:3 4:4 5:3 5:5
Initial spin : Final spin
Figure 2. Comparison of experimental and calculated B(E2) strengths for decays from the Jf*=4 +
156
band at 1511 keV in Gd. This figure is adapted from Fig. 2 of van backer et o(.[26], who interpreted
the X'"=4+ band as а Г, or hexadecapole, band. The good agreement, especially for the Г -» 7 strengths,
shows that a double-7-phonon description does not provide the only successful explanation of these results,
but that a hexadccapole-phonon interpretation does also.
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Calculations in the QPNM show[6] that the lowest K'=4 bands in ' Gd have
small (2 to 5%) admixtures of the double--y-phonon, which result in B(E2) values to the
gamma bands which are typically a fraction of a Weisskopf unit. This is about an order of
l51
magnitude smaller than the observed values, some of which are ~3 Weisskopf units in Gd
and ' 5G Gd. However, the hexadecapole bands in the QPNM are most likely analogous to
the Г bands in the sdg IBM, in which the observed strengths could be reproduced. It is
worth considering, for example, that since in the QPNM calculation the predicted B(E2)
value results from a smШ (2% to 5%) admixture of the double-7-phonon, some fine-tuning
of the model may increase this admixture somewhat, resulting in B(E2) values comparable
to those observed, while still retaining the predominant hexadecapole character which
successfully explains the single-nucleon-transfer data. Overall, it is seen that a description
in terms of hexadecapole phonons provides a more reasonable explanation for all the data
than does the double-7-phonon interpretation. Unfortunately, the IBM description does
not provide predictions for the microscopic structures of these states, so a direct comparison
with the available data cannot be made at present.
The lowest K'r=4~l' bands in osmium isotopes were assigned as hexadecapole phonons
when the ones in 190'1020s were found to be strongly populated in the (t,a) react ion [2], and
evidence for direct E4 excitation in the (a,or') process was observed[3] for lB8>190'192Os. It
was noted, however, that the decay pattern for this band did not resemble that predicted
by the Alaga selection rules for а ЛГ1Г=4+ band in a well-deformed nucleus. Baker et al[37]
performed numerical calculations for 1920s in the sdg IBM between the SU(3) and 0(6)
limits. They concluded the best description was obtained by including a g-boson in the
IBM, and were able to reproduce the observed E2 branching ratios and the E4 matrix
elements with a g-boson, or hexadecapole, admixture of ~ 77 % in the K*=4+ bandhead.
In this case,, a large admixture of the |+[402] + |+[402] two-quasiproton state would be
expected, and thus the (t,ct) results would also be explained. Lac and Kuyucak[38] have
performed numerical calculations in the sdg IBM for 1B8>19°i192Os, and reproduced very
well the observed electromagnetic matrix elements, including those for transitions from
the ATIr=4+ to the 7 bands. More recently, however, it has been claimed[10, 11] that the
K*=4+ band in I92 0s has a double-7-phonon structure, because the observed B(E2) results
could be explained in the sd IBM. This work did not consider the single-nucleon-transfer
data or the E4 strengths 'that conflict with this description and, in view of the demonstrated
need for g-bosons[7, 38], it would seem that truncation to the sd IBM is not justified for
these states. Although Devi and Kota have shown[27] that E2 transitions from the K"=4+
Г band to the 7-band are forbidden in the 0(6) limit of the sdg IBM, it is quite likely
that the osmium nuclei are between the SU(3) and 0(6) limits, and the SU(3) part could
contribute the large observed B(E2) values. In fact, the ratios R(Q) shown in Pig. 2 of
ref. [11] suggest that these nuclei are nearer the SU(3) limit.
In summary, this study has shown that there appears to be no strong evidence for
claims[10, 11, 12, 13] that the K" = 4+ bands discussed above are double-7-phonons. The
B(E2) values used to make this claim appear to be explained equally well if the bands are
hcxadecapole phonon, or g-boson, in nature. Furthermore, the hexadecapole description
appears to give a good explanation of other data, such as the single-nucleon-transfer results
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and E4 strengths, which conflict with the double-^-phonon interpretation. Thus, these
bands are better described as hexadecapole vibrations.
+
It is, of course, quite likely that a minor component for each of these K* = 4 states is of
double-7-phonon character. It would be expected that such a component could be responsible for a significant fraction of the gamma decay strength, and may possibly even dominate
the gamma decay mode of the К * = 4+ band. Thus, by considering only the gamma decay
data one may be seeing the effects of a minor component of the level structure. It is noted
that none of the above discussion affects the proposed double-7-phonon tf *=4+ band in
168
Er, which was not populated significantly in any of the single-nucleon-transfer reactions.
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ABSTRACT
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Two-phonon Y-vibrational state in "*Er and Dy has been studied through
multiple Coulomb excitation. Absolute E2 transition probabililics between two- and
one-phonon states are derived. Experimental results for the well deformed nuclei are
reviewed.

L Introduction
Surface vibration is a fundamental collective motion of atomic nucleus. Such vibrational
mode is well established as one-phonon P- and y-vibrational states at low excitation energy. On
the other hand, multi-pltonon vibrational excitations are not well known especially in deformed
or transitional region. Their existence and collectivity is one of the central problem for
elucidating the collective excitation of nuclei. Currently new results'-4 on two-phonon states
with couplings of quadrupole and octupole phonons are emerging. For the identification of twophonon state, it is very important to determine the B(E2) values which are the direct measure of
collectivity. There are a number of theoretical investigations for the description of the twophonon states such as the Quasiparticle-Phonon Nuclear Model (QPNM),5 the Multi-Phonon
Method (MPM),6 ue Dynamic Deformation Model (DDM),7 the extended Interacting Boson
Model with s, d and g bosons (sdg-ШМ),8 and the Selfconsistent Collective Coordinate Method
(SCCM).9 However, only a few experimental data have been reported as to the absolute
transition rates. Because of this we made a multiple-Coulomb-excitation experiment for 16IM66Er,
164
Dy and "2Os nuclei. Here the new results for l6*Er and l44Dy are presented.

2. Experiment and analysis
Collective states which are connected to the ground state with strong E2 cascading
transitions can be well exciled through multiple Coulomb excitation. The Coulomb-excitation
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crass section is a direct function of E2 matrix element so that, once the transition is observed, the
yield can be converted to the B(E2) values in a model independent manner.
The 166Erand 164Dy nuclei were multiply Coulomb-excited with beams of 295-MeV 74Ge and
235-MeV 58Ni, respectively, which were obtained from the'JAERI tandem accelerator. The
target was a self-supporting metallic foil of 1.4 mg/cm2 for 166Er and 1.2 mg/cm2for 1MDy. The
bombarding energies have been chosen so as to achieve the "safe energy"( 4 - 4.5 fm of closest
distance). Coulomb scattered particles by target nucleus are detected by two parallel plate
avalanche counters which subtended the backward angles, y-rays in coincidence with the
scattered particles are detected by four Ge-BGO anti Compton spectrometers surrounding the
target chamber. The observed y-гау spectra were corrected for Doppler shifts kinematically by
using the position signals of the scattered panicles.
In order to derive EX matrix element we have made analysis based on Coulomb excitation
code GOSIA,10 which takes into account energies and EX matrix elements of all the states and
transitions concerned. Here the general behavior of Coulomb-excitation cross section is shortly
reviewed. Figure 1 shows a y-гау yield of 4^-» 2^ transition as a function of excitation energy of
4 state. The yield logarithmically deceases and it becomes difficult to observe the two-phonon
state at higher excitation energy. Figure 2 shows the yield versus E2 matrix element between the
4^ and 2^ states. In this calculation the E2 matrix element between the one- and zero-phonon
states are fixed. This indicates that the yield is proportional to the square of E2 matrix element or
B(E2), which is expected in one-step Coulomb excitation from the one-phonon states.

3. Experimental results and discussion
Figure 3 shows a partial level scheme of 166Er. Three transitions deexciting a known level at
2101.6 keV were observed in our experiment. The spectroscopic information for such highly
excited states is not sufficient and the spins and parities have not been assigned yet. But from the
branching ratio and the relatively large transition intensity, we tentatively assigned these
transitions as E2 and the state as 4* with K=4.
The 164Dy is known to have the lowest-lying one-phonon у band in the rare earth region. As
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Fig. 1. Yield of 4 -» 2T transition as a function of
excitation energy.
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Fig. 2. Yield of 4^-» 2y transition as a function of
E2 matrix element
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shown in Fig. 1, the Coulomb-excitation cross section increases drastically as the excitation
energy decreases so that the low excitation energy is advantageous in assigning the two phonon
state. In spite of this speculation, we could not observe any strong peak at the energy lower than
1.34 MeV. Thus we have reported previously" that 164Dy has no well concentrated two-phonon
state below 2.1 MeV.
Table I summarizes the energy ratio and B(E2) ratios of the two-phonon state in well
deformed nuclei. The energy and B(E2) are obtained in absolute basis but the ratios of E(4*) /
E(2*) and B(E2; 2Y~»4Tr)/B(E2; Qf-*2J are convenient for the comparison with theoretical
calculations. 16*Er is the first case where two-phonon state is reported' and the data for M2Th is
recently reported. The anharmonicity of the two-phonon state in 1MDy and 166Er is larger than
these nuclei. The QPNM calculation5 seems to be consistent with the present result.
Table II shows the decay of the observed two phonon states. The B(E2) values between the
two phonon and one phonon states show a collectivity of 6 to 10 Weisskopf estimates. Since, in
the harmonic limit, ratio of B(E2; JL-+2 )/B(E2; J^-^p becomes zero, it gives a measure of
goodness of the two phonon picture. The B(E2) ratios are sufficiently small for the experimental
data currently available, and supports the interpretation of two-phonon picture for these states.
As to 154Gd, B(E2) ratios were derived from the Y-ray branching-ratios even though the absolute
B(E2) values were not determined.
4
In a recent sdg IBM calculation,' it was suggested that g-boson contribution is large in K=4,
bands in transitional Sm-Gd and Os-Pt nuclei. The g-boson corresponds to the hexadecapole
contribution and the observed enhancement of B(E4) in Os-Pt region15 is well explained through
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да,
4

10(3)

a) present

this model. In order to understand the apparent low-excitation energy of the K=4t band head, it
will be necessary to take into account the hexadecapole contribution.

4. Summary
Two-phonon y-vibrational states in well deformed nuclei, '68Er and I64Dy, and a transitional
nucleus, "2Os, have been studied through multiple Coulomb excitation. Our result and recently
reported results for 188'"°Os and "2Th reveal the following features of the two phonon states.
The energy ratio, E(4 *)/E(2 *), for the two-phonon states are fluctuated between 1 .8 to 2.8.
It is interesting to see that, although the phonon states are collective and expected to be observed
systematically in the same energy range, the experimentally observed energy changes much
even in a narrow region of 166'168Er and 1MDy. This suggests the necessity of further
investigations with microscopic basis. The QPNM approach may be expected to explain such
structure of two-phonon states. A gross feature of the energy ratio and B(E2; 4 ->2J indicates
that as the neutron number increases the harmonicity becomes large; in ^Th a near harmonic
vibration has been achieved. This feature has not been fully understood.
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Abstract. Experimental data from proton and deuteron scattering and
the (p,t) reaction on the even Nd isotopes are compared with Quasi-Particle
Phonon Model evaluations. The B(EA) values are satisfactory reproduced in
spherical nuclei (142-Ы4Л40Ш). The same model accounts for H8-14GNd(p,t)
reactions, hi particular the present study is aimed to obtain information
ou the residual quadrupole particle-hole and pairing interactions.

1. Introduction
Particle-hole (p-h) and particle-particle (p-p) correlations play a fundamental role in the structure of nuclei. The first type of correlations gives
rise to the well established rotational and vibrational modes, which are
strongly excited in inelastic processes. The p-p correlations affect particles moving around the Fermi surface and produce vibrations which change
the number of particles by two (pair vibrations). They can be excited by
t\vo-nucleon transfer reactions. To obtain information on these correlations, excited states in even Nd isotopes, up to excitation energies of about 4
MeV, has been investigated by proton- and deuteron-scattering and by the
(p,t) reaction.
The reduced transition probabilities, for natural-parity states with J*
from 0+ up to 6+, have been extracted from inelastic scattering experi1
ments. The experimental strength distributions were compared ) with the
predictions of the interacting boson model (IBM)2) and the quasi-particlephonon model (QPM)3). The latter is a microscopic model in which the
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basis states, called "phonons", are the collective and non-collective solutions of the BCS quasi-particle RPA equations. In a second step of the
QPM evaluations, two- and three-phonon states are constructed and simultaneously coupled and mixed. The fact that QPM is taking into account
not only the strong collective configurations, but also states with a weaker
collectivity down to quasi-particle states is of some interest in comparing
with experimental results including also weak transitions. The interplay
between the different multi-phonon configurations has an essential role in
determining the gross structure of the different strength distributions. This
is especially evident in the case of the even-parity transitions (E2, E4 and
EG), in which several one- and two-phonon configurations are of some importance. The model describes reasonably well1) the isoscalar and isovector
strength distributions for the different multipolarities from A — 2 to A = 6.
The collective states have been studied by inelastic scattering processes and gave information on p-h correlations in terms of a residual interaction. To implement this information with that on p-p correlations, the
142 144J4G 148
- Nd(p,t) reactions have been studied. In a superfluid description p-h and p-p correlations should affect the same states. In this case it
is necessary to analyze simultaneously inelastic scattering and two-neutron
transfer reactions. The data from these experiments have been compared
with QPM predictions. The data and. in particular, the B(E2) value and
the (p,t) cross section for the excitation of the first 2+ state are used to
obtain information on the quadrupole pairing force.
2. The experiment
Differential inelastic cross sections have been measured for proton and
deuteron scattering on из.ы-кыс.ыз.Ш)^ using momentum-analyzed beams from KVI cyclotron. The incident energies were about 30.5 and 50.8
MeV, respectively, for protons and deuterons. The scattered particles were
detected in the focal plane of the QMG/2 spectrograph with an energy
resolution of 12-15 keV in (p,p') and of 15-22 keV in (d,d') experiments.
142 144 14G
The - ' Nd(p,t) reactions have been studied at an incident energy of
35.6 MeV and with an energy resolution of 20-25 keV. The 148Nd reaction
has been studied using a 25 MeV proton beam from the Munich MP tandem
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acrolerntor, with an energy resolution of 7-9 kev. The weakest transitions
detected have differential (p,p') cross sections reaching, at the maximum
in the angular distribution, a value of the order of 10 /Л/sr. The weakest
(p,t) cross sections have, at the maximum, a value of 2-3 /ib/sr in (p,t)
experiments perfomed at KVI and about 1 /ib/sr in the Munich experiment.
In spite of the fact that also the weak transitions are detected in these
experiments, only a part of the states results to be excited both in inelastic
scattering and in the (p,t) reaction. For instance 37 2+ states have been
detected in 1 4 G Nd below 3.8 MeV. Between them 12 are excited both in
(]),p') and (p,t) reactions, 4 are excited only in (p,p') and 21 only in (p,t).
This is an evidence of the fact that collective configurations are mixed with
2p-2h configurations, but onljr in a part of the states. Also for the other
multipolarities in 144 Nd as well as in 14C Nd the fraction of states excited
in both reactions is at least 1/3. In 142 Nd this fraction becomes 1/4. The
summed cross section, at the maximum of the angular distributions, for the
excitation of 2+ states in '«.H-t.uo^j Ьу ^е ( P)t ) геас ц оп res ults of the
order of 1 mb/sr. The cross section of the states excited both in inelastic
and (p,t) reactions is about the 43 % of the total in 144 ' HG Nd and only
the 22 % in 142 Nd. Also for 4+ states the lowest percentage is found in
H2
Nd. These findings could due to a larger decoupling of collective from
2p-2h states in the magic nucleus 142 Nd.
About 360 (p,t) transitions to final states of the above four nuclei
have been studied. Several states, not reported in literature, have been
detected and the spin-parity has been assigned. This result is of some
interest in connection to the fact that a large body of data is required to test
nuclear structure models. Reactions that provide."complete spectroscopy"
4
arc therefore very important. It has been shown ) that resonance neutron
capture and charged-particle fusion reactions have completeness properties.
144
The number of states in Nd, lying at an excitation energy below 4 MeV
and for which the spin-parity has been assigned is: 50 for states detected by
(p,t) experiments, 40 by inelastic scattering and 34 by other reactions, as
reported in Nuclear Data Tables. "Other reactions" include: (n,7), (n,n'7),
(light.xn), (HI,xn 7), one-nucleon transfer, beta decay, etc. Similarly in
14G
Nd we have 92 states found in (p,t), 64 from (p,p') and 56 from other
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reactions. The largest number of states has been, therefore, detectd in (p,t)
experiments. We like to stress here that with the (p,t) reaction, especially if
studied with a high resolving power as in the 14S Nd(p,t) 14G Nd case, complete
sets of levels in certain spin and excitation energy ragions can be populated.
3. QPM analysis
QPM evaluations have been compared with inelastic scattering experiments on Nd isotopes: 142Nd(e,e')5), 144Nd(e,e')°), 14G Nd(e,e') 7 ), (p,p')
and (d,d') on I-^M-J.HG.IUO^I^ Some assumptions used in these studies
have been considered also in the present calculations. The single-particle
hamiltonian includes Saxon-Woods potentials with radial parameters taken
as in the above references. All bound and narrow quasi-bound states were
included in the calculation. The derivative of the SW-well is assumed for the
radial dependence of the p-h interaction. In principle, for each multipolarity
the parametersfc,',7^of the effective residual force can be chosen to reproduce
the experimental excitation energy of the lowest state. To restrict the number of free parameters involved in the calculation the isovector constants
are fixed to the isoscalar ones by the following relation: fc/ = —1.2fc,f
for all J*. A further constrainth has been introduced since for the higher
multipolarities (J> 5), the adjustement of the p-h force on the excitation
energies of the lowest states leads to unrealistic values. For 5~ states kf}
was taken equal to the value of that of the octupole states, i.e. fcfj , and
for 6+ states the same value for the quadrupole states, &2 , was used.
The monopole pairing constant was fixed by the pairing energy In the
analysis of ref. 1 no other multipoles of the pairing interaction were used.
The experimental and calcultated B(E2) and (p,t) cross sections for the excitation of the 2+ states in 144Nd are given in fig. 1. The (p,t) cross section
for the excitation of the 2* state is strongly underestimated. To explore the
effect on the (p,t) cross sections, the quadrupole pairing interaction, G' 2 ',
has been varied between 0 and 0.012. In these calculations G'2' was taken
with equal values for protons and neutrons. This interaction produces a
change in the calculated excitation energies. The agreement with the experiment can be restored adjusting slightly the multipole force in the p-h
channel. For instance in 144Nd a variation in G'2' from 0 to 0.010 leads
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to the following changes in the values of Kfj , kf} , u|j : 0.0139—>0.0125,
0.0126-+0.0110, 0.0129-^0.129 fm2 MeV"1 respectively. Similarly in 146Nd
the change is 0.0137->0.0120, 0.0123-»0.0119, 0.0127-+0.0124. The dependence from the quadrupole pairing interaction of the B(E2) values and of
the (p,t) cross sections for 144Nd and 14GNd is given in fig. 2. The B(E2)
of the 2^ state decreases by a factor of about 3 in the explored G' 2 ' range.
The dependence of the summed B(E2)'s value for the other 2+ states, lying
at low excitation energies (< 3.8 MeV), is very similar. A more complex
and mostly increasing trend is instead found for the (p,t) cross sections.
The effect is particularly evident, as exspected, in the cross section for the
excitation of the 2^" state. The role of B(E2) and <r(p,t) would be interchanged as compared with fig. 2 increasing the & 2 value at a fixed G' 2)
value.
In searching for the best G' 2 ' value one must take into account the uncertainties in the different quantities considered in the comparison between
the calculation and the experiment. The uncertanties are rather limited
in the experimental data (< 10%), except the case of the cross section for
the excitation of the 2^ state in the (p,t) reaction, at the cause of large
two steps contributions. Larger uncertainties are found, however, in the
calculated B(E2) values and (p,t) cross sections. The former are due to the
method used to obtain the B(EA) values from the QPM transition matrix
elements. The latter are due to the method (DWBA or CCBA) used to
calculate the (p,t) cross sections from the QPM spectroscopic amplitudes.
The first type of uncertainty is connected to the need of effective charges.
Their use compensates for the truncation of the basis states of the average
field, namely in our case the neglect of unbound states. For quite heavy
nuclei, like Nd isotopes, and low-lying states we expect the role of the continuum to be not very strong and thus, the continuum can be substituted
by a limited number of quasi-bound states. This is the motivation in refs. 5 and 6 for not using effective charges in the analysis of the transition
densities in 142 - 144 Nd. In the calculations of the strength distributions in
I42a44 14G
' Nd we have found instead necessary1) to use effective charges of
the order of 1.2-1.3. When quadrupole pairing interaction is considered one
finds, as shown in fig. 2, an enhancement of (p,t) cross sections, while the
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B(E2) transition probabilities are strongly reduced. To compensate, this
effect one could use larger effective charges.
The zero-range DWBA method reproduces the angular distributions
and the relative magnitude of cross sections. However, the method fails to
reproduce the absolute values. The empirical value of the normalization
constant, D 2 N{, of zero-range DWBA calculations, is larger by at least an
order of magnitude if the constant DO is obtained by simple theoretical
considerations. Finite-range calculations improve the calcultated absolute
cross sections, but this is not sufficient to cover the difference between
theory and experiment. We have used DWUCK and CHUCK codes and
the zero-range approximation. In this case the maximum expected range
for the empirical normalization factor N4 should be 17-35.7) Considering
these uncertainties the comparison between calculated and experimental
(p,p') or (d,d') cross sections (or B(E2) values deduced from the inelastic
cross sections) and the (p,t) cross sections cannot be limited to the 2*
state. For this reason also the sum of B(E2)'s and (p,t) cross sections for
the other 2+ states lying below 3.8 MeV have been considered. Assuming
G ( 2 ) = 0 as in ref. 1, the 2+ B(E2) value in 144.Nd, as well as the rest
of the B(E2) distribution, is rather well reproduced assuming an effective
charge e = 1.2. In this case however the (p,t) cross section to the 2* state is
strongly underestimated, while the rest of the (p,t) distribution is accounted
for assuming N,.=50. A value larger than those usually found. Assuming a
value of <7< 2) of 0.009-0.010 we have e = 1.5 and N t = 27 (fig. 1).
In 140 Nd, without the quadrupole pairing interaction, acceptable fits
to B(E2) and (p,t) data are obtained with e=1.4 and N ( = 45, but the
B(E2) of the 2* state is underestimated and the (p,t) transitions to the 3
lowest states are completely missing (fig. 3). The overall best agreement
is found with G ( 2 ) = 0.009, e=1.7 and N t = 22. The less satisfactory
agreement found in HG Nd in respect to that in 144 Nd is probably due, as
already evidenced in ref. 1, to the fact that QPM calculations, with the
model space used in the present study, underestimate the collectivity of
HG
Nd.
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Fig. 4 - The (p,t) cross sections for the excitation of the 3 and the 4
states in 144Nd, compared with QPM evaluations as in fig. 1.
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The effect of the quadrupole pairing interaction is smaller in the transitions with a multipolarity different from 2, but still important. Two examples are given in fig. 4. In the (p,t) cross sections to 3~ states in 144Nd one
finds, using G'2'=0.010, a better agreent with the experiment, at excitation
energies between 3 and 4 MeV. An equivalent agreement is instead found
for the 4+ states. In this connection it should be of some interest to take
into account also the higher multipoles of the pairing force.
Finally we must mention two unsuccessful results of the present QPM
calculations. The 142Nd(p,p') transitions are completely decoupled from
those calculated for the reaction 144Nd(p,t). It is to say the two reactions
are exciting two completely different sets of states. Experimentally, as sayd
above, we have found an indication of a partial, but- not complete decoupling. The second failure of the present calculations concerns the fact that
the calculated cross sections in the 142 Nd(p,t) reaction results to be much
larger than in the other Nd targets. Unfortunately QPM in the present
form seems to overestimate the contribution of levels near the Fermi surface to the lowest phonons. This is not seen in B(A), which are determined
by coherent contributions from many weak configurations. This is also not
seen in 144'14GNd, because the cancellation between different terms present
in the spectroscopic amplitude in particle-filling nuclei. The resulting effect
is instead evident in nuclei filling hole levels as 140Nd. This effect can be
partially reduced if the g.s. correlations are evaluated beyond the RPA.9)
Further calculations are in progress.

4. Discussion
The two quadrupole forces (p-h and pairing) are very important in determining the energy spectra and the strength distributions. The energy
of the 2 + state decreases from the 2-gp energy to the experimental value
for an increasing value of fc2. At the same time the B(E2) value increases,
while cr(p,t) shows the opposite behaviour. These effects are due to ground
state correlations generated by the p-h interaction. These correlations can
be viewed microscopically as scattering of quasi-particles across the Fermi surface. The pairing interaction produces another type of correlations,
that correspond to 2p-2h type excitations which enhance the two neutron
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transfer cross sections, while producing destructive coherence in the B(E2)
transition probabilities, as shown in the present study. The physical basis
for this behaviour is found in the fact that the existence of p-h correlations
blocks single-particle states which cannot be used by the 2p-2h type of excitations and viceversa. The total amount of ground states correlations is
then a result of this competition. It can be remarked that the increasing
trend of the (p,t) cross sections with G'2' is not due to the enhancement of
the spectroscopic amplitude of specific configurations (that are instead decreasing, as shown in fig. 5) but to a more constructive interference between
the contributions from different configurations.
The enhancement of (p,t) cross sections is therefore originated by a
cooperative effect due to g.s. correlations and results to be analogous to
that produced by p-h correlations in B(E2) values. The best G ( 2 ) values
(0.009-0.010) obtained in the present study are in a rather good agreement
with the value estimated by Soloviev and Sushkov1") in the case of deformed
nuclei: Gjj" = O.Qfcjf" ~ 0.011.
We would like to acknowledge the colleagues who have collaborated to
the present study: J.A. Bordewijk, M.N. Harakeh, M.A. Hofstee, S.Y. van
dcr Wcrf, G. Graw, D.Hofcr and prof. R. Broglia for fruitful discussions.
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THE n-p INTERACTION IN ODD-ODD DEFORMED NUCLEI*
Richard W. Hoff
Lawrence Livcrmore National Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550, USA
ABSTRACT
After many years of study and with the inclusion of many forms for ihc nuclcco-nucleon force, me n-p
interaction, as manifested in the nuclear structure of odd-odd nuclei, still has not been characterized with sufficient
precision to alkm satisfactory predictions of unmeasured matrix elements. We have critically surveyed the
experimental data and configuration assignments for quasipamcle excitations in odd-odd nuclei of the rare earth
region and have derived a set of most reliable values for Oallagher-Moszloowsld matrix elements. We find that the
empirical matrix elements, when compared with simple zero-range central force calculations, show potentially useful
correlations with Ы, the difference in orbital angular momenta of the underlying proton and neutron spherical states,
A systematics for predicting GM matrix elements is outlined.

1. Introduction
The n-p interaction in odd-odd deformed nuclei (i-e,, those that exhibit quadrupole
deformation) has been discussed in a series of papers, beginning with that of Pyatov 1 in 1963.
Two of the more comprehensive treatments of this phenomenon are those of Boisson,
Piepenbring, and Ogle2 (hereafter referred to as BPO) and Nosek et al.J These authors
evaluated experimental daia on level properties, i.e. energies and other data that lead to
assignment of spins and parities, to the grouping into rotational bands, and to configuration
assignments for these bands. From the data, they extracted matrix dementi for GallagherMoszkowsld (GM) splittings and Newby shifts. These matrix elements were then compared with
calculations made with various assumptions as to the nature of the interaction between the
unpaired nucleons. We will follow the same general procedure in this paper, beginning with a
critical evaluation of experimental data. We have tried to identify the most comprehensive and
most reliable experimental data on which to base GM splittings in the rare earth region. In a
previous paper4, we performed a similar survey of experimental data for K=0 bands from which
Newby shifts are deduced for both the rare-earth and actinidc regions of quadrupole deformation.
In the latter stage of our present discussion, we present a comparison with calculations made
assuming a simple zero-range central force in order to see what patterns emerge in the empirical
data.
2. Critical Survey of Experimental Data
The odd-odd nucleus, with its two unpaired nucleons, has the potential for a great variety
of quasiparticle excitations, even at low energies. Thus, the level densities observed in these
nuclei are higher than for other species. Therefore, it is essential that odd-odd nuclei be probed
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using spcctroscopic techniques that can provide the highest resolution and the highest sensitivity.
Neutron-capture gamma-ray spoctroscopy, as performed at modem high-flux research reactors at
the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) and the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), has become
the single most important experimental probe for examining the nuclear structure of odd-odd
deformed nuclei at low angular momentum. The high precision of the crystal-diffraction gammaray spectrometers (GAMS) and the electron spectrometer (BILL; no longer in operation) ai the
П.1. is an essential feature of making the best studies of these nuclei. The averaged resonance
capture technique (ARC), where filtered neutron beams are employed (at BNL and in Kiev,
currently), is one of the few experimental probes that can promise complete detection of excited
levels within a certain range of angular momentum and parity. Thus, it has become a powerful
technique that is complementary to thermal-neutron spectroscopy.
Another important
experimental probe, one that is essential to any comprehensive study of low-energy nuclear
structure, is the use of single-nucleon transfer reactions with a modem high-resolution chargedparocle spectrometer as exemplified by measurements performed at the Technical University of
Munich's (TUM) tandem accelerator. In classifying experimental evidence fjr rotational bands
in the rare earth-region odd-odd nuclei, we find those nuclei studied using all of the experimental
probes mentioned here exhibit the grealest reliability.
The results of our survey are shown in Table 1. The data are lisied according to the
orbitals occupied by each of the unpaired nucleons. In columns (cols.) 7-14 of the table, data
for each pair of rotational bands are summarized, including the criteria upon which we have
ranked the reliability of the data. Due to limitations on space in this paper, references to the
relevant experimental papers for the data summarized in ;hc table are not given. In each case,
these data were taken from the most recent survey published in Nuclear Data Sheets, which for
the nuclei of Table 1 range in publication date from 1987 to 1994. A summary of all rotational
band levels determined experimentally in odd-odd deformed nuclei 5 will be published in 1995.
The rank for each matrix element is given in col. 6, with that of the lower spin band listed first.
For our purposes, the most reliable data are defined as those matrix elements with rank BB or
better.
3. Extraction of Experimental GM M a t r i x Elements
Once the energies of both bands of a GM pair have been determined, one can extract a
value for the GM matrix element, i.e. that pan of the band-separation energy that can be ascribed
to the residual interaction between the unpaired nuclcons, by correcting for other factors that
contribute to the observed energy separation. Corrections for the intrinsic rotational energy of
bandhead levels are made using the following expression:
Е„,= >>2/2J[ 1(1 + 1 ) - K 2 ]

(1)

The matrix elements listed in Table 1 have all been corrected for t h i s energy; thus, this
correction does not figure in any of the following discussion. Another common correction is that
of allowing for energy shifts due to Coriolis m i % ng with rotational bands where ДК=1. Particleparticle couplings can also perturb rotational ba^ energies. 2 Another correction can arise from
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Table 1. Gallagher-Moszkowski Matrix Elements
Proton

1

3/2+411?

2
3
4
5
6 7/2-523T
7
8
9
10
11
00

12
13 1/2 + 411414
15
16
17
18

19
20 1/2-541421 7/2+404422

23
24
25
26
27

Neutron
3/2-521T
3/2-521T
5/2-52345/2+642T
7/2+633?
1/2+400?
3/2+40243/2-521?
5/2-52347/2+633?
1/2-5211
5/2-512?
7/2+633?
7/2*633?
5/2-512?
1/2-52141/2-5214.
3/2-521?
7/2-51445/2-512?
1/2-52145/2-512?
5/2-512?
7/2+633?
9/2+624?
7/2-51441/2-510?

Orbitals

1

d5f7
d5f7
d5h9
d5i!3
d5i!3
hllsl
hlld3
hlld3
hllh9
hlli!3
hllfS
hllf7
d3i!3
d3i!3
d3f7
d3f5
d3f5
d3f7
d3h9
h9f7
g7f5
g7f7
g7f7
g7113
g7i!3
g7h9
g7p3

Nucl

LOWER SPIN BAND HIGHER SPIN BAND
3
4
3
4
E(GM)exp K* Energy Criteria
Energy
Criteria
Exp/Calc
2
5
(keV) Rank
(keV)#lvl
K* (keV) #lvl
E(GM)calc

158Tb 133.0
160Tb 124.0
160Tb -164.8
92.6
166Ho 191.2
164HO 101.0
164HO -88.0
164HOJ 175.0
164HO -148.0
80.4
166HO
166HO -172.1
166HO 178.0
168Tm -143.7
170Tm -163.8
170Tra -230.7
168Tm 194.4
170Tm 191.7
170Tm -194.6
176LU 120.0
174LU -180.0
80.0
174Lu
174Lu -117.8
176Lu -75.9
174Lu -111.0
176Lu -12.0
176Lu 246.4
176Lu -117.3

leoxb

CA
AA
AB
AB
AB
DD
DD
CC
AC
AA
AA
A3
BB
AB
AA
CC
AA
BB
AB
BD
AA
AA
AB
AA
AA
AA
AB

0- 110 5
0- 79 5
1- 64 5
1 + 139 4
2 + 430 4
3- 925 2
2- 620 2
2 + 486 4
1+
0 5
0 8
03 + 191 5
1 + 426 5
3+ 0 4
3 + 183 4
2- 204 4
0- 167 4
0- 150 6
1- 649 3
3- 843 3
2^ 227 13
3- 433 5
10 11
1- 638 5
0 + 281 9
1+ 339 7
0- 237 8
3- 658 4

b
bdf
cf
cf
bcf

df
bd
abcdf

cf
bf
abcdf
bcdf

d
abcdf

acf
abf
a
abf
bf
bcf
b(c)f

f
bcdf

abf

0 3 bd
30 3 bdf
34- 258 2 (f)
4 + 64 2 cdf
5 + 264 3 b
4- 833 1
5- 733 i
5 + 343 3 b
6+ 191 2
6 3 bdf
74-r 372 3 abcdf
6 + 295 2 b
4 + 148 4 f
4 + 355 3 abcf
3- 447 3 bcf
13 4 df
10 7 abdf
2- 854 2 acf
4- 723 3 abf
3+ 414 1 a
4- 365 5 abcdf
6- 171 7 bcdf
6- 766 2 bf
7 + 431 7 b(c)f
8 + 425 4 f
70 4 bcf
4- 788 2 ab

196 0.68
196 0.63
-130 1.27
97 0.95
147 1. 30
107 О.Э4
-126 0.70
-322 0.46
236 0.44
-169 1.02
103 1.73
-148 I 0 ._'>!
-151 1.08
-330 0.70

198 O.'JB
193 О.'Л
-214

o.n

286 0.-12
80 1.00
-127
-146
-152
-192

0.93
0.52
0.73
0.06
257 0.96
-119 0.99

29 7/2+404i
30
31 9/2-514?
32
33
34 5/2+402?
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

3/2-512-1
7/2-503?
5/2-512?
7/2-514i
1/2-510?
5/2-512?
7/2-514i
1/2-510?
1/2-510?
1/2-510?
3/2-5121
3/2-512.1
7/2-503?
7/2-503?

g7f5
g7f7
hllf7
hllh9
hllp3
d5f7
d5h9
d5p3
d5p3
d5p3
d5f5
d5f5
d5f7
d5f7

182Ta
182Ta
174LU
176Lu
182ТЭ
174LU
176LU
186Re
188Re
182Ta
186Re
188Re
186Re
188Re

96.8
-126.3
168.0
-244.0
147.7
115.3
-117.8
120.0
100.0
114.9
-163.0
-149.0
208.0
209.0

5
6
2 + 635 5
1 + 194 7
4 + 150 4
0- 554 2
1- 387 6
2- 211 4
2- 257 3
2- 648 4
10 5
10 5
1- 317 5
1- 291 3

AA 2- 270
AD 0- 583
BC
AB
AA
DC
AB
AA
BB
BA
AB
AC
AC
BB

b(c)f 5- 173 2
b(c)f 7- 776 1
7 + 531 3
[bf
8 + 488 3
df
a(c) f 5+ 16 3
5- 457 4
bcf
6- 564 3
acf
3- 99 4
be
3- 169 3
a(c) f 3- 547 3
4- 174 3
df
4- 183 2
bdf
6- 186 1
cf
6- 172 1
с

b
b
bf
acdf
f
bf
adf
cf
a(c)f
cf
f

197
-293
218
-413
194
235
-153
115
115
115
-200
-200
484
484

0.49
0.43
0.77
0.59
0.76
0.49
0.77
1.04
0.87
1.00
0.82
0.75
0.43
0.43

00

Footnotes, Table 1:
1) An orbital designation, e.g. d5(7, that denotes a dw proton and an (m neutron.
2) A letter rank is given to each band with the rank of the lower spin band listed first, according to the following scheme:
A - The data are complete enough to allow the configuration assignment to be made with a high level of confidence; В - The data are reasonably complete
and the configuration assignment seems logical and rather certain; С - The data lack certain items that would allow greater confidence in the configuration
assignment; D - The dala are seriously lacking; configuration assignments must be considered extremely tentative.
3) Energy of the I = К level in the band.
4) Criteria for classifying experimental data on rotational bands as to reliability: a) For this band pair, ДК = l(or 2); strong linking transitions between the
bands are observed; b) The configuration includes orbitals receiving major singlc-nucleon transfer-reaction strength; in the case of (d,p) and (d,t) reaciions,
such strength has been observed empirically in odd-mass nuclei; c) Levels in the rotational band are well-defined by depopulating gamma rays of rmasured
multipolarity; the pattern of gamma-ray depopulation is strongly indicative of the assigned configuration; c) The rotational band occurs at such low
excitation energy that assignment of these levels to some other configuration is extremely unlikely; f) Rotational spacings are similar in the two band; of the
GM pair and show agreement with modeled rotational parameters.
5) Calculated Gallagher-Moszkowski matrix elements assuming a zero-range central force.

the coupling of the unpaired nucleons with the vibrations of the even-even core via the
qujsiparricie-phonoii interaction. This interaction was taken into account explicitly in recent
calculations of the microscopic structure of intrinsic states in five odd-odd holmium isotopes.6
As might be expected, the main strength of the gamma vibrations is concentrated in intrinsic
states with energies greater than 1 MeV. An exception to this observation occurs in 166Ho, the
Ho isotope best understood experimentally, where a GM pair of rotational bands with appreciable
vibrational components (as much as 26%) are predicted to occur at 260 and 525 keV.
Experimental evidence for the higher energy band of this pair has been reported. It is evident
that the best understanding of level structure in these nuclei will come by comparing empirical
data with fully microscopic calculations such as those made by Kvasil et al.6 Until the results
of such calculations are available for a wider range of nuclei, much information regarding the
n-p interaction matrix elements can be obtained by making simple corrections to band energies
for the effects already discussed, particularly if the corrections lead to relatively minor revisions
in these energies.
One form of evidence for Coriolis interactions between bands is the perturbation of the
band's rotational parameters that is observed empirically in several nuclei. Rotational parameters
of bands in these rare earth nuclei show a general increase with mass number, perhaps due to the
lessening of deformation as one reaches the limits of the region. Beyond this general trend,
certain bands exhibit perturbed parameters that are somewhat smaller or greater than average.
For example, rotational parameters of most of those configurations that include an i,3n neutron
have lower values than the others. In certain instances two interacting bands can lie very close
to each other and, because the major part of the observed perturbations arise from this single
interaction, their energies can be corrected rather easily. An example of this instance occurs in
ш
Та for the bands that make up the 7i7/2l404]vl/2l510] and Jt7/2[404]v3/2[512] GM pairs. The
authors of an experimental paper7 on "2Ta have calculated the extent of this Coriolis interaction.
The matrix elements listed in Table 1 for 182Ta (numbers 28 and 29) have been corrected for this
specific instance of band mixing with reductions of 15% and 32%, respectively.
In a 1989 paper, Jain et al.8 published the results of calculations of the Coriolis mixing
among a broad range of bands in 182Ta, '68Tm, and 176Lu, i.e. all experimentally known bands and
many others with estimated energies were included. These calculations provide band energies
corrected for shifts due to Coriolis mixing. On this basis, the remaining l82Ta matrix elements
in Table 1, numbers 30, 33, and 38, were corrected by +5%, -7%, and +2%, respectively. In
168
Tm, the calculated corrections due to Coriolis mixing resulted in small increases in the matrix
elements in Table 1, namely +3% and +1% for numbers 13 and 16, respectively. In 17llLu, Jain
et al. calculated small corrections for three of the GM band pairs listed in Table 1 (2% or less
for entries 19, 26, and 35). Since that time, two more comprehensive experimental papers9'10
have been published on the level scheme of '76Lu that exchange configuration assignments of two
low-lying Г bands. To a first approximation, the mixing calculations of Jain et al. still apply.
On this basis, the magnitude of matrix element number 32 shows an increase of 11% after
correction for this mixing. In Table 1, we list Coriolis-corrected values for all of these l76Lu
matrix elements. A special case in 176Lu is the matrix element for the л7/2 [404]v9/2[624] GM
pair. The uncorrected empirical value of this matrix element is -12 kev, which represents a very
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mnjor deviation from theoretical calculations. This problem is especially magnified by the
aforementioned change in configuration assignments made by Klay et al.9 for the low-lying 1+
bands. It is our estimate that Coriolis effects alone cannot explain the deviation between
experiment and theory for this matrix element. None of the remaining matrix elements in Table
1 have been corrected for Coriolis mixing due, in part, to the lack of other calculations. It should
be kept in mind that some of the deviations from theory that will be discussed later may very
well arise from this omission.
4. Calculation of Theoretical GM Matrix Elements
The n-p interaction between unpaired nucleons in odd-odd deformed nuclei becomes
manifest in two kinds of observables: 1) the Gallagher-Moszowski energy splitting of rotational
bands with identical Nilsson quantum numbers, but with opposite relative orientation of the
projections of odd-nucleon angular momentum, and 2) the Newby shift, which is exhibited by
K=0 bands wherein the levels with odd angular momenta are systemically shifted in energy from
those with even angular momenta. The matrix elements for these energy splittings and energy
shifts can be expressed, as follows:
E(GM) = ( fa? IVJ Xkx;k > - < xjri |VJ Jfcd )
and

E(N)= (x'xi," IVjXpYJ

(2)
(3)

Here, the X k 's are the intrinsic single-particle wave functions (not explicit in this notation is that
k may take different values for the proton and the neutron) and V np denotes an effective n-p
interaction.
In the earliest theoretical treatments of the n-p interaction, a centra! force with zero range
(ZRCF) was assumed.1'" The calculated GM matrix elements showed some correlation with
empirical data, but not with very great precision. In subsequent studies, more elaborate forms
for the n-p interaction were introduced. Several authors have studied this problem since the
original work. We have discussed the evolving description of this n-p force in some detail in
previous papers.4'12'13
In brief form, we summarize certain aspects of this evolution, as
follows: 1) The ZRCF (with its one adjustable parameter) and the finite range central force
(FRCF; with three adjustable parameters) produce rather similar results when comparing
calculations with experiment. 2) Those authors who attempted to fit experimental data for both
the GM and Newby matrix elements with a single description of the n-p force have found it
necessary to combine a tensor force with the FRCF. Otherwise, these two types of data can only
be fit separately by FRCF's that have widely differing parameters. 3) In more recent studies,2'3
other possible features of an n-p force have been employed in attempting to improve the fit to
empirical data, e.g. polarizing the intrinsic spin operators to allow for core polarization, extending
the description of the force by employing both short- and long-range, as well as tensor,
components, while also necessarily increasing the number of adjustable parameters. Whereas one
of the more complex forms, i.e. that described by Boisson et al.Mn 1975 as their "CPTL" force
(with 7 adjustable parameters), produced a significantly lower root-mean-squared deviation for
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their data set, we have found, in most cases, that this force did not adequately predict values for
most of the cxpeii/nental GM matrix elements reported since 1975.13
In a very recent paper, Nosek et al.,3 have analyzed the problem of characterizing the n-p
force in much the same style as that of BPO,2 beginning with a ZRCF and progressing to more
complex forms, but making use of a much larger data base of GM and Newby matrix elements
than were available earlier. They examined 162 empirical E(GM) values from both the rare earth
and actinide regions. They included the same variations of the n-p force as before, except a long
range component. Values for the force parameters were determined by minimizing the sum of
the squared differences between calculation and experiment (SSD). Even when allowing 7
adjustable parameters, they were able to reduce the SSD by only 20-25%, as compared with the
ZRCF calculation where a single free parameter is used to scale the calculations. In this study,
several of the force parameters proved to be insensitive to the SSD and, thus, were determined
only imprecisely by the fitting exercise.
In the present work, we have employed a simple ZRCF formulation and have used basic
harmonic oscillator (h.o.) or Nilsson wave functions to calculate GM matrix elements.14
Parameters (к and u) that describe the h.o. force were taken from the formulation of Bengtsson
and Ragnarsson. 15 The calculated deformation for each nucleus in its ground state was used
in determining the matrix element. Due to the (x-y) algebraic nature of the GM matrix element,
we have found that rather small values (<80 keV) cannot be calculated with good precision, i.e.
the results tend to be strongly dependent on the specific choice of values for к and p and/or the
assumed nuclear deformation. For example, this problem occurred when calculating the
7il/2[541]v5/2[512] matrix element. The larger calculated matrix elements (the majority of the
cases in this paper) showed good stability with minor changes of the h.o. or deformation
parameters. Surprisingly, this limitation on calculating small matrix elements has not been
mentioned in previous studies.
5. GM Matrix Elements: Comparison of Experiment with Theory
The comparison of our selected data set with calculations, in the form of ratios,
experimental to calculated, is listed in the last column of Table I and is shown in Fig. 1. The
calculations were scaled by making the best fit to the majority of the ratios shown in the figure
rather than by minimizing the SSD. We have employed a value for the scaling factor (a\V) of
1.2 MeV, which is about 50% higher than those determined previously. 2 ' 3 The data in Fig. 1 are
plotted against ДС, i.e. the difference in С values for the spherical states from which the proton
and neutron orbitals arise. For matrix elements with Д{ > 2, one sees that most of the ratios lie
between limits of 0.7 and 1.3. The calculated matrix elements for this group all lie in the range
of 100-200 keV. A few of the members of this set lie outside the ±30% limits. The very low
value, a eif^an GM Pa'r' occurs in 176Lu. We suspect that configuration mixing has not yet been
adequately taken into account here. There are two GM pairs of Г and 8+ bands that lie close
to each other in 176Lu. The very high ratio, an h,,nf,n GM pair that exists in |64Но and includes
the ground-state band, is harder to understand since one doesn't expect strong band mixing.
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Figure 1. Systematic behavior of experimental to calculated ratios for Gallagher-Moszkowski matrix elements from
odd-odd nuclei in the rare earth region. The ratios arc plotted against At, the difference in I value of the spherical
states from which the proton and neutron orbiials arise (sec data labels; each number equals 2j).
It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the data points for the At = l(or 0) matrix elements show
somewhat greater spreading than the others (if one neglects the highest and lowest ratios that
occur for Д{ = 2). This behavior is more difficult to interpret. The ДС = l(or 0) ratios are
shown plotted against absolute values of calculated E(GM) in Fig. 2. There is an obvious trend
of decreasing ratios with increasing calculational value; the data points that show the best
agreement with calculation occur when the calculated E(GM)'s are in the range 100-250 keV,
although several others in this range deviate markedly in the direction of lower ratios. The
observed ratios fall off rapidly when the calculated E(GM)'s are greater than 300 keV. The
empirical matrix elements appear to exhibit considerable damping for orbitals with the greatest
overlap.
In spite of the imperfect agreement with theory for many of the data points shown in the
two figures, we have arrived at a crude systematics for the behavior of empirical E(GM) matrix
elements in the rare earth region. This is based on the following observations: a) If Д{ S 2, the
experimental matrix element is likely to agree with calculation (within the range, exp/calc = 0.7
to 1.3); b) If At = l(or 0), agreement with calculation is less likely (all of the data in this set that
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deviate have ratios less than 0.7); c) When the calculated E(GM) S 200 keV and At = l(or 0),
it is quite likely that the observed ratio will be considerably less than 1.0. These observation
provide the first systematic scheme with which to predict unmeasured matrix elements.
Combining this tool with the previously recognized ability to model two-quasiparticle excitations
in odd-odd deformed nuclei (before turning on the n-p residual interaction) allows one to
calculate predicted level schemes with greater precision than before. Preliminary checks have
shown similar behavior for the matrix elements in the actinide region. Returning to the entries
in Table I that were ranked as less reliable and do not appear in Figs. 1 or 2, we find these data
follow the systemaiics listed above. The ratios for At > 2 matrix elements lie within the 0.7 to
1.3 range and all but one of the At = l(or 0) ratios fall below 0.7.
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ABSTRACT

Theoretical calculations and measurements show the
presence of strong octupole correlations In the ground states
and low-lying states of odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei 1n the RaPa region. Evidence for octupole correlations 1s provided by
the observation of parity doublets and reductions In Ml
matrix elements, decoupling parameters, and Corlolls matrix
elements Involving high-/ states. Enhancement of El
transition rates has also been observed for some of the
octupole deformed nuclei. The most convincing argument for
octupole deformation 1s provided by the similarities of the
reduced alpha,decay rates to the two members of parity
doublets.
1.

Introduction

Soon after the collective model [1,2] of the nucleus was established, lowlying К = О rotational bands with spin-parity sequence 1~, 3~, 5~ .... were
Identified [3,4] In even-even Ra and Th nuclei In high-resolution alpha
spectroscoplc measurements. Since the energies (~300 keV) of these bands were
much lower than the energies of the two-quas1-particle states (-1.0 MeV), these
bands were Interpreted as octupole vibrations аЬо>Л a spheroidal equilibrium
shape. Ever since the discovery of the octupole vibrations, suggestions have
been made [5,6] concerning the possibility of permanent octupole deformation 1n
nuclei.
The octupole vibration or octupole deformation In nuclei Is produced by the
long-range octupole-octupole Interaction between nucleons. The octupole
correlations depend on the matrix elements of Y§ between single-particle states
with Aj = A2. * 3 near the Fermi surface and the spadngs between them.
Calculations of shell model states show that for nuclei with Z~88, the Fer.n1
surface lies between the fy/2 and 113/2 orbitals and for N-134 nuclei, the Fermi
surface Hes between the gg/2 and Jis/2 states. Since nuclei with these nucleon
numbers are deformed, the maximum octupole deformation will be spread over
several nucleon numbers. Figure 1 shows the dependence of octupole collectivity
on neutron number. The excitation energy of the K,I* « 0,1- state 1s decreasing
with the decrease 1n the neutron number and becomes the lowest at N=136,
suggesting maximum octupole correlations 1n 226jh. The hindrance factors for
the alpha decays to Th nuclei are also shown 1n the figure and these correlate
nicely with the octupole collectivity.
Calculations [7] show that the gain 1n the binding energy due to octupole
deformation 1s much smaller (-1.0 MeV) than the gain 1n the binding energy (-10
MeV) when a spherical nucleus becomes quadrupole deformed. The amount of
octupole correlations 1n nuclei can be estimated from the spadngs of positive
and negative parity levels. The shapes and the potential energy diagrams [8-10]
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F1g. l. Excitation energies of low-lying states In even-even Th Isotopes. Also
shown are o-decay hindrance factors to the K.,1* = 0,l~ states In Th.
associated with them are shown 1n F1g. 2. The situation 1n F1g. 2a, which
applies to heavy actlnldes, occurs when the nucleus has a spheroidal equilibrium
shape 1n the ground state and has a K* = 0~ vlbratlonal band at ~1.0 MeV. The
other limit (F1g. 2c) 1s achieved when the nucleus has 83 deformation 1n Its
ground state and there 1s an Infinite barrier between trie reflection asymmetric

-K'
-7/2 '
-W"

Fig. 2. Plots of potential energy against £3 deformation and level spectra for
three axlally symmetric shapes. Tne left panel represents a rigid
reflection symmetric spheroidal nucleus. The right panel shows a rigid
pear-shaped nucleus, which Is reflection asymmetric. The middle panel
shows a soft pear-shaped nucleus blth pz ~0.15 and /13 -0.09.
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shape and Its mirror Image. Such a nucleus has permanent octupole deformation
and 1s completely stable against a tunneling transition to Its mirror Image.
The rotational levels of these nuclei are expected to be quite similar to'those
of well studied levels of asymmetric molecules. The third possible shape,
displayed 1n F1g. 2b, 1s Intermediate between these two limits, where a finite
barrier exists between the reflection asymmetric shape and Its mirror Image and
tunneling motion 1s possible between these two shapes. The rotational level
sequences for these three shapes are Included 1n F1g. 2.
Unlike quadrupole deformation, which can be deduced from measured
quadrupole moments, octupole deformation 1s difficult to determine from direct
measurements. In general, level sequences of rotational bands provide evidence
for octupole deformation. The signature of octupole deformation 1n even-even
nuclei 1s the presence of a rotational band of Interleaved positive and negative
parity levels. In odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei, the signature of octupole
deformation 1s a parity doublet. A parity doublet 1s defined as a pair of
states with the same spin, opposite parities, and a large B(E3) value between
them. Experimentally, properties characteristic of large octupole-octupole
correlations were discovered soon after their prediction 1n both odd-mass nuclei
at low spins [11,12] and 1n even-even nuclei at high spins [13,14]. These
Include appropriate energy level sequences, enhanced El transition rates, and
enhancement 1n alpha decay rates to opposite parity bands 1n the daughter
nuclei. In the present article we will discuss experimental data which provide
evidence for large octupole correlations 1n the ground and low-lying states of
odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei In the Ra-Pa region.
2.

Theoretical Development

The earliest calculations on the single particle states for actlnlde nuclei
with octupole deformation were carried out by Chasman [15] and Leander and
Shellne [16]. The presence of large octupole correlations was Indicated by 1
earlier calculations which provided a better explanation [17] of the excited O""
state In 234ц and Improved [18] the agreement between measured and calculated
atomic masses for nuclei In A~222 region. The calculation 1n ref. 15 used
microscopic many-body approach where the Hamlltonlan Included quadrupolequadrupole and octupole-octupole Interaction. These calculations predicted
parity doublets 1n several odd-proton and odd-neutron nuclei which have larger
B(E3) values than the values encountered 1n the neighboring even-even nuclei.
The single-particle spectra of odd-proton nuclei calculated 1n ref. 15 are
displayed 1n F1g. 3.
The method of ref. 16 was a N1lsson-Strut1nsky type calculation where the
potential Included /(3 deformation. It was found that the Inclusion of fa = 0.09
1n the potential reproduced most of the observed properties of octupole deformed
nuclei. In this model all doublets should have the same £3 deformation and the
two members of the doublets should have equal matrix elements with appropriate
signs. On the other hand, 1n the microscopic model different doublets can have
different p$ values, as shown 1n F1g. 3, and also there 1s no constraint on the
matrix elements. Recently, shell correction type calculations with a WoodsSaxon average potential [19] have been carried out but these do not provide any
better agreement with experimental data.
Some of the properties of the octupole deformed nuclei have also been
explained by a multlphonon octupole model [20] which uses axlally symmetric
equilibrium shape.
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3.

Experimental Evidence

As pointed out 1n the previous section, the signature of octupole
deformation In even-even
nuclei Is the presence of the ground rotational band
with level sequence 0+, 1~, 2+, 3", .... No nucleus In the periodic table has
been observed with this level sequence Indicating that no even-even nucleus 1s
octupole deformed 1n Its ground state. However, the energv of the K,I* » 0,1"
state 1n some Ra and Th nuclei becomes very low (-0.25 MeV) suggesting large
octupole-octupole correlations. Experimental data and calculations show that
the octupole correlation nay Increase when an odd particle 1s added to these
even-even nuclei or the even-even nucleus undergoes rotation. In the following
sections we present experimental evidence for large octupole octupole
correlations 1n odd-mass and odd-odd Ra, Ac and Pa nuclei. Additional details
on octupole deformation can be found In ref. 21.
S.I. Energy Level»

In the fifties and sixties, large amount of Information was gathered on
energy levels of odd-mass Ra, Ac, Th and Pa nuclei but the observed levels could
not be understood 1n terms of the Nllsson nodel of the axlally symmetric nucleus
which was extremely successful 1n explaining the structure of heavier actlnlde
nuclei. Inclusion of octupole deformation In the potential changed the ordering
of Nllsson single particle states and provided a natural explanation of225the
observed ground state spins [22]. The level structures of 223ца [23], Ra
[24-27], 223Ac [28,29], 225Ac {зО,31], 227Ас [12,32], *29pa [11,33] and 224Ac
[34,35] are found to be 1n better agreement with the results of calculations
using octupole deformation 1n the potential than the results of a reflection
symmetric model.
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S.S. Decoupling parameter

The К = 1/2 bands arising from 113/2 and Ji5/2 orbltals have very large
decoupling parameters, a. The 1/2 proton orbital 1n 227дс is expected to be
predominantly l/2+[660] configuration with a = ~6.0 and the 1/2" neutron state
1n Ra Isotopes are expected to have predominantly 1/2"[770] single-particle
component with a = ~7.0. Experimental level energies give much smaller values
of a. This can be understood 1n terms of the mixing of these states with
opposite parity low-; states through the octupole term. As the data 1n table 1
show, the experimental values are 1n much better agreement with the calculations
using a reflection asymmetric shape (with />з -0.1) than the values calculated
with a reflection symmetric model.
Table 1. Decoupling parameter
N u c l e u s S t a t e D e c o u p l i n g parameter
Experimental
Theory (уЗз=0)
Theory (/Зз=0.1)
227Ac 1/21/2+

-2.01
+4.56

-1.8
+5.9

225Ra 1/2+

+1.54

-0.68 (for 1/2+Г631]
-4.5 (FOR 1/2+Г6401
-7.79 (FOR 1/24770]

-2.59
223Ra

S.S.

1/2+

-3.0
+3.0

Theory
(Microscopic)
-1.75
+4.95

+2.5
-2.5

+1.35
-2.00

Coriolie matrix element

It 1s well known that single-particle states arising from the proton
shell state and the neutron Jis/2 shell state have large Corlolls matrix
elements. The matrix elements between single-particle states have been
calculated for axlally symmetric actlnlde nuclei [36]. These matrix elements
are reduced because of the pair occupation probabilities. The experimental
energies of levels 1n bands 1n 245дга [37,38] and 225дС1 which originate from the
1l3/2 shell orbit are displayed 1n F1g. 4. Favored alpha transition proceeds
from the 7/2+[633] ground state of 249Bk to the 327-keV level In 245Am with a
hindrance factor of 1.4. The mixing of the 7/2+[633] state with the I = 7/2
member of the 5/2+[642] band Increases the alpha decay rate to the 19.2-keV
level. Similarly, Corlolls mixing enhances the alpha decay rate to the 1=5/2
member of the 3/2+[651] band. The spacing between the Interacting levels 1n
245дт 1s much larger (300 keV) than the spacing of 100 keV 1n 225Ac. Tne fact
that the relative alpha rates are larger In 245дт than 1n 225дс ancj the lower
band 1s more compressed 1n 245дга tnan \n 225дс clearly shows that the Corlolls
matrix element 1s smaller 1n 225дс than 1n 245дт. д5 shown 1n table 2, the
deduced Corlolls matrix elements are 1n better agreement with the value
calculated with a reflection asymmetric model with /13 = 0.1 than the value
obtained with £3 = 0.
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Table 2. Cor1ol1s matrix elements
NucleusStates

225Ac

3/2+,5/2 +
3/2-.5/2-

Exp.

0.9
0.6

Matrix element
Theo. with /13 = 0
Theo. with fo = 0.1

~4.0
~1.0

+0.6
-0.6

5.4. El transition rates

Soon after the observation of properties characteristic of octupole
deformation 1n odd-mass nuclei, enhancement 1n El transition rates over the
typical El rates 1n mldactlnlde nuclei was discovered
[39]. The B(E1) values In
7
odd-mass Np and Аи nuclei are between 1(H to 10" Welsskopf 3units. z In nuclei
which display octupole deformation, the B(E1) values arc 1(T to 10" U.u..
Rates' for El transitions 1n odd-mass Ra and heavier nuclei are displayed In F1g.
5. The nuclei which display characteristics of octupole deformation have, 1n
general, higher B(E1) values. El transition rates are difficult to calculate
and so far have not been calculated for odd-wass and odd-odd nuclei.
5.5. Alpha decoy rates

Alpha decay rates provide one of the best eeans of deducing the
relationship between the wavefunctlons of the parent ground state and the levels
populated 1n the daughter nucleus. The reduced a decay rate Is fastest for the
transition Involving the same configuration 1n the parent and the daughter
nucleus. Such transitions occur between the ground states of even-even nuclei
and In oc!u-mass and odd-odd nuclei when the unpaired nucleon occupies the same
orbital In the parent and the daughter. These transitions are called favored
transitions and have hindrance factor (HF) close to unity. The hindrance factor
1s defined as the ratio of the experimental partial half-life to a level to the
half-life calculated with the spin-Independent theory of Preston [40].
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In the octupole deformation limit, the two members of a parity doublet are
different projections from the same Intrinsic state of broken reflection
syimetry. Hence the hindrance factors for alpha transitions to the two members
of a parity doublet should be almost equal. Since the Intensities of strong
peaks can be wore reliably measured, Intensities of favored a transitions and a
transitions to the opposite parity member of the doublet, given 1n table 3, can
be used to assess octupole collectivity In a nucleus.
Table 3. Alpha decay hindrance factor
Parent
nucleus

Parent
state

227Pa,

5/2+

„5/2+
5/2-

2.5
7.0

229Pa,

5/2+

5/2
5/2-

+

1.8
7.5

227Th

1/2+

1/2+
1/2-

6.1
15

228Pa

(3+)

(3+)

12
20

State 1n daughter

(3-)
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Hindrance factor

The hindrance factors to the oppos1te;Bar1ty^niembers of the parity doublets
relative to that of the favored decay In 2г->Ас, <^5дс and 224дсаге 2.8, 4.2 and
2.0, respectively. From the hindrance factors to the rotational members of a
band one can deduce the hindrance factors for i = 0 and i = 1 partial waves.
Also, centrifugal barrier Increases the hindrance factor. To obtain the a-decay
matrix elements, the hindrance factors for
£. = 1 transitions should be reduced
[41] by a factor Pp/P0 which 1s 0.77 1n 225Ac and neighboring
nuclei. We find
reduced hindrance factors for i - 1 partial waves for 223Ac, 225дс and 224дс as
1.2, 2.2 and 1.0, respectively. These numbers are relative to the hindrance
factors for i - 0 alpha transitions and clearly Indicate that the alpha-decay
matrix elements to the opposite parity members are almost equal to that of the
favored transitions. This Is exactly what 1s expected for an octupole deformed
nucleus. In the absence of octupole deformation these numbers should be 1n the
10-100 range [38].
4.

Conclusion

Although no direct evidence has been obtained for the existence of nuclei
with permanent octupole deformation, matrix elements have been deduced from
experimental data which clearly demonstrate large octupole correlations 1n the
ground states of223Ac, 224Ac 225дс and229Pa. Parity doublets with very small
splitting energies have been observed 1n these nuclei. Very large B(E1) values
have been measured between the members of the doublets 1n these nuclei which
provide another evidence for the octupole deformation. Finally, Cor1ol1s matrix
elements and reduced alpha decay rates have been deduced which show that the
wavefunctlons of the two members of the parity doublet are almost Identical.
This 1s the strongest evidence for octupole deformation 1n these nuclei.
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COMPARISON OF RADIATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF EXCITED
STATES FOR EVEN - EVEN NUCLEI WITH 2 = 50 AND N = 82
Demidov A.M., Govor LJ, Kurkin VA. and Mikhailov I.V.
Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow

Abstract
Comparison of the radiative properties of /J , l"j , 2j_^ , f j and
3 ] levels for even-even nucleus chains with Z = 50 at neutron
numbers from 66 to 74 and with N = 82 at neutron numbers from 56 to 62
has been carried out. Tlie properties of levels with f1- l~j, lj, 2^ and
3Ti wet. found to be very similar in these nuclear regions. Apparently
the 3 j level differences in radiative properties are caused
by
me
difference
in neutron number ( at Z = 50) and in proton number ( at
N = 82). Much
attention is given to the consideration of the
constancy of mixing ratio signs for Ml and E2 radiations in ^34 ~
2 * transitions for isotope and isotone chains.
The closed proton shell at Z = 50 in tin isotopes and the closed
neutron shell
at
N = 82
in corresponding
isotones
should
not
influcnted upon a structure and the
radiative
characteristics
of
low-lying
excited
states. An
exception
is
the
appearance
of
intruder states in tin isotopes near N = 66,
that manifests itself in
the properties of the low-lyine 0*, 2+, 4* and 6+ levels. If we neglect
the influence of the intruder states
in
tin isotopes then comparison
of radiative
characteristics
(lifetimes
of
levels, branching ratios,
multipole mixing ratios) for low-lying
levels in nuclei
with
Z = 50
and N - 82 makes it possible to compare a behaviour of neutron and
proton systems in nucleus.
It follows from considerations of the present day excited state
schemes of even-even nuclei that the best-investigated
nuclei
are the
stable nuclei,
and
for
their
study
a
variety
of
methods
including inelastic scattering both charged particles and
neutrons are
used. In particular, investigations of у
rays from
inelastic
scattering of fast neutrons
provide
a
chance
to
establish
the
complete level system up to % 3 MeV excitation energy, without that it
is impossible to juxtapose the level systems of the neighbouring nuclei
and to compare them with theoretical calculations.
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Unfortunately for stable nucleus chains with fixed Z = 50 and
N = 82 the ranges of changing Z and N almost do not overlap. However a
comparison of the systems mentioned above is possible if we limit
71
ourselves to consideration of the first levels with fixed J . These
r
levels in a broad range of nucleons numbers conserve thei radiative
characteristics constantly or their properties change smoothly. It's
connected
with
high collectivity of these levels (collectivity gives
decreasing of the level energy) and with the most simple
two-quasiparticles nature since at the low energies subshells of the
considered basic shell are mainly excited.
In tables 1 and 2 some radiative characteristics of lj, l|, 2J,
37 and 3} levels are given for 116~124Sn [1-7] and 138Ba, 140Ce [8],
l42
Nd and 144Sm [9]. Data for 138Ba and W2Nd we are publishing for the
first time. In recent years we have been investigated the indicated
nuclei (excluding M4Sm) in the (n,nV) reaction with the reactor's fast
neutrons. In our experiments we have measured y-spectra, angular
distributions and linear polarizations of y-rays, level lifetimes and
have established the completeness of the level schemes. The tables 1 -d
2 were prepared using the additional information from Nuclear Data
Sheets for 2| levels and data from the (y,y) reaction for Г levels in
116,124Sn anj iso,ones wjth N = 82 (10,п].
From the data in tables 1 and 2 it follows that in nuclei with Z
= 50 and with N = 82 the radiative properties are identical for 1"[, l|,
2* and 3^ levels. These levels at neutron or proton excitations have
approximately the same B(ML) values and de-excitation schemes. In
particular the IT level de-excites mainly to the ground state
0|)/1„(1Т. - 2j) > 0,90 including ^Ba according our data). The negative
118 122
parity for the 1J level in ~ Sn is assumed authors. The 3^ level
de-excites to the 2| level. The observed exceeding of B(E1) in 2-3
times for the fj - oj and 3J - 2| transitions in nuclei with N = 82
in comparison with Z = 50 nuclei is apparently determined
by the
differences in the giant El resonance positions or, alternatively, by
the excitation effects of proton or neutron systems.
The 3| level is an exception. A drastic distinction between
radiative properties of this level in nuclei with Z = 50 and N = 82 is
apparently determined by a difference in the level nature. In nuclei
with N = 82 this level is most probably the two-quasiparticles
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Some radiative characteristics of the 1J", l|, 2|, 3j and 3| levels for
So isotopes. ( B(ML) - reduced
probabilities of y-transitions in
Weisskopf units, т - lifetimes of levels, L - relative intensities of
y-transitions, 8 - multipole mixing ratio in ^-transitions)
Table 1

"Чб
B|CqxkeV
B(E1,1~ - OJ)

"Xs

^Sn70

3271

3279
,
MI7
n 7+028

3334
1.42(14)

-ai7

1<6

-0.7

Ш

*»72

127(13)

>3000

[10]

Bj(lfx keV

2586

2738

2835

2880

030

034

032

0.16

V(11 ~ °1)

т, ps
B(M1,1+ - 0+)

-0.7

3490

+0.08
-0.04

эд+ОЛ9
-ОЛ6

n 1A
ОЛ6

0
0>38

1Л

S4

3359
.,+1.0
^-0.4

ПО , W. u.

3

12

+0.7

1.1(4)

-

1141

1132

1138(18)

10.8(6)

9.04(20)

2400

2602

0.167(12)

2493
+0.007
ош
ОЛМ
-ОХХ)8

129(11)

1.41(9)

L4

U£05

3

ПО , W. u.
Ej(2|), keV
В(Е2Д+ - 0*)
W. u.
Б{(3р, keV

т, ps

1294

1230

1W(6)

ШКЗ)

2266

1171

-0.49

2325
+0.04
-0.03
147+022
1A7
-028

2296

>3000

3077

-

1.0/0.61

1.0/0

+42(16)

+5.1(17)

42

°- -о.и
1Л9

021
0-Z1

0.098(8)
126(10)

3

•10 W. u.
Ej(3j), keV
1 /•! *^"
О **"\
*y * 1 ~*
1/

«?-">?

1.0/0
+9(2)
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2945

2836
1.0/054
+15(3)

Some radiative characteristics of the lj", 1*, 2|, 3j" and 3| levels
in the isotones with N=82
Table 2

>

140

Ce
е
58 *

'>

144-Sm
62

4025

3643

3425

3.0(3)

3.4(3)

3.1(5)

E(l|X keV

2583

2547

2586

2644

У l j - Of)

0.17

0.18

021

020

E(lp, keV

B(El,rj- Oj)
MO3, W. u.
[И]

I H

+

3225

35(5)

2+1i

T, ps

B(M1,1 + - 0+)

„,,+0.08
023
-0.05

„,7+0.16
0>27
-0.07

0<47

„,7+0.09
Ol27
-0.06

1.2(3)

1.1(4)

0<65

11(3)

1436

1596

11.4(3)

14.1(4)

12.04(18)

115®

2881

2464

1810

u»
2688

-0.13
-0.18

3

MO W. u.
Ej(2}x keV

1576

1660

W. u.
Ej(3p, keV

T, ps

0.067^Ж

0.144(29)

1.82(18)

3.9(8)

2084
12+1.9
1<Z
-05
,,+1.7
22
-\A

2445

2412

2547

1/036

1/0.83

1/1.0

-0.056(12)

-0.07(2)

MO3, W. u.
Е.(3|), keV

5(3+ - 2\)

-0.14(3)
or
2.90(15)
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-

1/13
-0.22(6)
or
-2.1(3)

state ( multipole
mixing ratio
for 3| - 2* transitions is small
and the 3?"i level is disposed lower than the expected
energy of
i
three-phonon excitation). In nuclei with Z = 50 the 3j level has the
essential
admixture of
the
three-phonon excitation.
Of some
interest is the difference in signs of $ in 3| - 2| transitions
under the conservation of sign in each nucleus group (Z = 50 and N 82). The constancy of 5-sign in nucleus chains is observed as well at
the consideration of 2^ 14 - 2j transitions. In ref. [12] we have paid
attention to a constancy of the sign of multipole mixing ratio in 2^
- 2| transitions for chains of even-even
spherical
nuclei with the
fixed proton number. The opposite signs of 5 in 2^ - 2j" and 2^ - 2*
transitions have been pointed out as well.
Values of б for some 2"1" - 2| transitions in Cd [13], Sn, Те [14]
isotopes and isotones with N = 82 are given in table 3. Transitions from
2*п intruder states in Cd, Sn and Те isotopes are shown in separate
lines. Thus in 114~ Sn isotopes these levels are 2~ states. But in our
consideration we are not going to consider intruder states and therefore
we consider in these nuclei the next 2^ level as 2^ level which we
marked 2^*. With increasing of neutron number in Те isotopes a sign of 6
in 2j - 2| and 2j - 2| transitions changes simultaneously that reflects
the constancy of 6-sign only in certain range of nucleon numbers.
In ref. [12] it have been supposed that the sign of б is
determined by the contributions in excited states quasipartical
configurations having large orbital momentum. In particular negative
sign of 6 can be explained by the negative sign of magnetic momentum of
neutron in the states with jn= ln+l/2. However this assumption
contradicts some data about signs of 5 accumulated at the present time.
In table 4 contributions of the main two-quasipartical
configurations in 2* levels of
Ce [IS] are given in the columns 3-6.
We take into account only the main configurations as the small
contributions
of
other
configurations
differ
essentially
for
neighbouring isotopes and so they cannot provide the constancy of the
5-sign in isotopic chains. As it follows from data in 3-6 columns of
140
table 4 5-values for 2^ - 2| and 2^ - 2| transitions in Ce have a
different sign in spite of almost the same set of two-quasipartical
configurations for 2^ and 2^ levels.
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Values of S in the 2+-2^ transitions for Cd 113], Sn [6]
and Те [14] isotopes
Table 3
5-values for 2 1 - 2| transitions
106

2f

Cd

-1.4(3)

2 +

2

+0.06(15)
i n or
+2.1(7)

2

+25(2)

2 +

4

»4Sn

2*.
2

2

+75^)1

1080,

110

Cd

112

Cd

tn

- lS
122

Te

2

-13+0-4

-15*03

+0.13(2)

+033(8)

+0.13(2)

+050(25)

+1.10(20)

+3.8(3)or +0.06(3)
-.151(14)
»6Sn
2.9(4)

-1.0(2)
124

Te

tn +.038(26)

+0.13(4)

2 +

3

3 * +2.62(12)

2 +

118

Sn

«IS

+1.45(30)

-234(16)

«b

122

In

114 120

+2>4

^02

12

°Sn

122

Sn

124

Sn

-12(2)
12&

Te

+3.8(4)

+3.4(4)

-35(6)

-

13a

Te

~7<2-i;6

+4.7(2)

+0.65(15)

-0.04(3)

-0210(11)

-0.175(10)

-0.12(2)

>124Te isotopes the 2|n level is 2^ levels.
- Sn isotopes the 2|n level is 2^ levels.
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-054(15)

+1.0(2)

In Cd isotopes the 2*n level is 1\ levels.
In

Cd

_j 7+0.4

-33(2)

2

116

-"IS

_, 7+0.7

2 +

Cd

-1ДЗ)

2

7a

114

Values of 8 in 2*- 2* transitions for isotcmes with N=82
Table 3 (continued)

Level

S-values for 2*-2| trans i tions
138

Ba

140

Ce

>

+0.07(10) +0.36(3)
or

2+

-°'5-оЗ

2

+

2 +

4

-0.74(4)
or
-4.2(5)

142

Nd

. n ,,+0.06
+°Л6-0.05

-0.17(2) -0.28(3)
_15+0.4

n бй+0.2

-°- -о.з
or

6

29

--

At present the certain success in the explanation of the excited
state
structure
of
even-even
nuclei
is
connected
with
the
quasipartical-phonon model (QPM) developed by Soloviev V.G. and his
colleagues [16]. In particular calculations for even-even nuclei near N
= 82 carried out in the framework of this model explain satisfactorily
experimental results of (e,e')-reaction research up to 4 MeV excitation
energy [17,18].
In the last column of table 4 theoretical results of the 2+ level
140
structure for
Ce [18] are
listed in QPM. In this table next
notations were adopted: Q2+ is the one-phonon 2+ state and [ Q2+ Q2+]
is the two-phonon state. At first let's pay attention to a principal
difference in the phonon structure of 2, and 2t levels. The opposite
signs of 5 for 2* - 2j" and 2j* - 2 j transitions in nuclei with N =
82 are possibly connected with this difference.
Wave functions for 2* levels obtained in QPM were published as
well for 144Nd [17]. These data for main components of wave functions
are given in table 5. In the same table our 8-data for 2+ - 2j
transitions in 144Nd [19] and in 142Ce [20] are given. As it follows
from these data the 234, levels with large contributions
one-phonon
component and
the two-phonon level
in nuclei with N = 84 have
opposite signs of 8 in 2* - 21 transitions.
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Values 8 for 2+- 2^" transitions, main configurations in two-quasiparticle
(TPM) and quasiparticle-phonon (QPM) modek in140Ce
Table 4
Contribution (%) of
6 for
,+
+
2 72
main configurations
Г1
transition
in TQM for 140Ce [15]
140
in Ce
[8]
Mb Мл £/г^П

Lev.

Contribution of
main components

*nrAn

55

272

44.8

1.4

in QPM
for 140Ce*>
[18]

2

+036(3)

23.0

Ю2

36.8

17.5

0.95 Q,+
z
l
0.68 Q2+ + 0.68 Q2+

2

-0.17(2)

213

102

39.5

182

0.70 Q2+ - 0.70 Q2+

2

,,+0.4
•"-1Л

12.9

325

29.0

-

0.72 Q,.+
+
2
4
+ 039[Q2+ + Q2+]2+

2

1

2
3
4

2

3

Contribution is not normalized. For 2,1 state the normalized contribution
of Q2 is 91% [18].
Values of 5 for 2* - 2| transitions in 142Ce and144Nd and main
components for 2+ levels of ^4d in the quasiparticle-phonon model
Table 5
5-values for 2 — 2^
transitions
Levels
142

Ce [20]

2

144

Nd [19]

C o n t r i b u t i o n s of main
components i n 2 * l e v e l s
of 144Nd i n QPM [17]

78% Q-z +
l

t

-0.76(8)

-0.74(11)

10% Q,+;
63% [Q-+
Q,+]
Z
z
z z 7+

2 +

+0.22(4)

+0.08(4)

70% Q27 + ; 10% [Q27 +
4+]7+
j Q4j'2
2

2

^•^-oio?

+0.08(6)

87% Q2+;

4% [Q2+ Q4+]2+

77% QZ7+;
4

6% QZ7 +
3

3

4

2

5

-

+0.23 <«<+!. 34

2
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l

The first levels with a large contribution of two-phonon
excitation in the isotopes with Z = 50 are the 2£ ( or 2^*) levels and
in the isotones with N = 82 are the 2^ levels ( see table 4). All
y-transitions from these levels to the 2| level have S » 0, but the
opposite signs of 8 in nuclei with Z = 50 and with
N = 82. In
collective models ( for the consideration of the second approximation)
the opposite signs of 5 in 2+ - 2| transitions are expected for
predominant motion of neutrons or protons in the radiative process.
Conclusions
1. We have not found the considerable difference in radiative
properties of the first levels with Jn = 1+, Г, 2+ and 3~ in chains of
nuclei with fixed numbers Z = 50 and N = 82.
2. The difference in radiative characteristics for з| levels,
apparently, is caused by the difference in neutron and proton numbers
in unclosed shell for nuclei with Z = 50 and N = 82.
3. The radiative
characteristics of the 2+ low-lying levels (and
probably 4* levels) by apart from the intruder states existing in Sn
isotopes, essentially depend on the different energy positions of these
levels relative to the energy of two-phonon excitation in the nucleus
chains with Z = 50 and N = 82.
4. It is of interest to investigate the behaviour of multipole
mixing ratio sign in ^-transitions for isotope and isotone chains. It is
desirable to consider the 6-sign behaviour under various
model
assumptions.
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Abstract
We consider the nuclear matter incojiiprcssibilily coefficient, Knm, and review
the experimental and theoretical methods used to determine the value of
A'nm- We examine, in particular, the most sensitive method which is based
on experimental data on the strength function distribution of the isoscalar
giant monopole resonance in nuclei. We review the present status of the entire
data set, accumulated from measurements carried out in several laboratories,
and the theoretical methods used to determine A'nm, which are based on
microscopic self-consistent Hartroe-Fock with random phase approximation
and semi-empirical approaches, and provide some conclusions.

I. INTRODUCTION
The nuclear matter (N=Z and no Coulomb interaction) equation of slate (BOS), E —
E(p),

is a basic physical quantity which is very important for the study of properties of

nuclei, supernova collapse, neutron stars and heavy ion collisions. Our knowledge of the
BOS is very limited. The saturation (minimum) point at zero temperature is known with
good accuracy. From the extrapolation of empirical mass formula we have B(po) = - 16MeV
and from electron scattering analysis we have />o = 0.17/m~3. To extend our knowledge of
the EOS, an accurate determination of the nuclear matter incompressibility coefficient, Knm,
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1

is needed, since it is directly related to the curvature of the nuclear matter equation of stale,

Б = £(p), at the saturation point (£,/>) = (-16MeV,0.17/m3). The coefficient Knra is
defined by,
if

- i-г ^(^M) I

_n

<P(E/A)i

2

where Б/А is the binding energy per particle of the nuclear matter, and kjo and po are the
Fermi momentum and the matter density at saturation.
There have been may attempts to determine A'nm by considering properties of nuclei
which arc sensitive to a certain extent to the value of /\'nm (sec a recent review by Glcndcnning in rcf. 2). In a microscopic approach analysis of the experimental data of a physical
quantity which is sensitive to Knm, one considers various effective two-body interactions
which differ in their value for A'nm but reproduce data of other physical quantities fairly
well. One then determines the effective interaction which best fit the data which is sensitive
to Knm, leading to a constraint on the value of Knm. In a macroscopic approach analysis,
A'nm appears in the expression for the physical quantity under consideration. The value of
Knm is thus deduced by a direct fit to the data. We mention in particular the attempts2 considering the physical quantities: nuclear masses, nuclear radii, supernova collapses, masses
of neutron stars, matter flow in heavy ion collisions and the interaction parameters FQ and
F\ in Landau's Fermi liquid theory. However, these attempts were not able to constraint
the value of A'nm to better than a factor of two.
The study of the isoscalar giant monopole resonances (1SGMR) in various nuclei provides
an important source of information for Knm since the excitation energy of the 1SGMR is
sensitive to Knm. The 1SGMR was first discovered in 208Pb at excitation energy3 of 13.7
MeV. Random phase approximation (RPA) calculations using existing or modified effective
interactions having A'nm = 210 ± 3(WeK were in agreement with experiment.4
There have been several attempts in the past to determine A'nm by a least square (LS) fit
to the ISGMR data of various sets of nuclei using a semi-empirical expansion of the nucleus
incompressibility coefficient, Яд, in power of Л~*'3. The value deduced for Knm varied
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significantly, depending on the sot of data of the ISGMR used in the fit. Recently, using
this approach, Sharma and collaborators reported5'6 a value of Knm = 300±20A/eV which
is quite different from the commonly accepted value of Knm = 210 ± 30MeV. Recently,
Pearson7 has pointed out that A'nm is strongly dependent on the value assumed for the
coefficient of the Coulomb term, Kami, and that the relation between KCoui and A'nm is
model dependent (see also rcf. 8).
In the present study, we take a closer look at the self consistent llartrec-Fock (IIP)-RPA
and the semi-empirical analysis of the ISGMR data, in an attempt to extract a reliable value
for A'nm- We have attempted to include the entire ISGMR data set, reconciling differences
between different laboratories and taking the parameters in the Д"1/3 expansion of К A as free
parameters. In the following, we first discuss the microscopic approach based on UartreePock approximation for the ground state properties of n-iclei and the RPA calculation of
the ISGMR. Next, we discuss the theoretical and experimental observations concerning the
semi-empirical procedure and then provide some conclusions.

II. MICROSCOPIC APPROACH
In the microscopic IIP-RPA approach9'11 and its semi classical approximation4-12 one
adopts a certain form of effective two-body interaction, such as the Skyrmc interaction,
involving a set of few parameters. Carrying out self-consistent HP calculations with this
interaction, the parameters are varied so as to reproduce experimental data of a wide range of
nuclei on nuclear masses, nucleon separation energies, charge and mass density distributions,
etc. The parameters of the interaction arc further constrained by considering experimental
data on the nuclear response function (giant resonances). The nuclear response function is
evaluated within the RPA, i.e., small amplitude oscillation. The RPA particle-hole (p-h)
Green's function is given by the integral equation
a
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(2)

where G° is the non-interacting (p-h) Green's function and Vpk is the residual p-h interaction.
ю

For self-consistency, 6

and Крл are deduced from the same two-body interaction. The

excitation strength function for a given one body operator, F, is then obtained from

S(E) = £ I (n | F 1 0) I.' S(E - En) = -ImTrif^G^ F).
n

(3)

»

We add that using Skyrme type interaction, G° can be evaluated from

where //o is the IIP hamillonian and ед and ФА arc the single particle energy and wave
function of the occupied stale, respectively. Moreover, continuum effects, such as particle
9

escape width, can be taken into account using

where r< and r> are the lesser and greater of n and rj, respectively, U and V arc the regular
and irregular solution of (Яо — 2)Ф = 0, with the appropriate boundary conditions, and W
is the Wronskian.
There have been quite a few calculations1'4'10'" of the ISGMR in various nuclei using
several forms of effective two-body interactions. With the discovery of the ISGMR at 13.7
McV in v"Pb, it was found4 that existing or modified effective interactions having Knm —
ZOOMeV reproduce the experimental results. However, it is worthwhile to note the following:
(i) Only a limited class of effective interactions were explored, (ii) Por a certain interaction,
calculations of the strength distribution of the ISGMR were carried out only for a limited
number of nuclei, (iii) Although deviations are small, there arc some indications that the A
dependence of the ISGMR energy is different from that calculated by the HF-RPA method
with currently used interactions and (iv) Possible effects of more complicated configurations,
such as 2p - 2Л were ignored.
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III. SEMI-EMPIRICAL APPROACH
With the increase in ISGMR data in various nuclei, it became worthwhile to attempt
using a semi-empirical approach to deduce A'nm. in this approach, which is similar to the
semi-empirical mass formula, one writes4'13 the compressibility А'д of the nuclei with mass
number At as an expansion in Л"1/3.

(6)
where А'д is defined by

m
Here < r2 > is the mean square radius of the nucleus and EOKIII is taken to be the energy
of the ISGMR defined using a certain ratio of the RPA sum rules,14
о)*1Иг2|п)|'.

(8)

n

For example, in the scaling approximation13 (i—> or),
= УГОЗ/ГО».

(9)

Expressions of the form (6) can be deduced by considering the asymptotic behavior of
the RPA sum rules m*. The interpretation of the coefficients, such as Kwt depend on the
particular sum rule used (m_j or m3). However, it is well known thai at least for medium
and heavy nuclei, the ISGMR is a collective slate with the strength concentrated in a limited
region and the transition density, Sp, obtained in a microscopic IIF-RPA approach agrees
nicely with that deduced in the scaling approximation r —» or. We note thai m3 is related
to the seating of the equilibrium wave function (or the density) by

where, in the energy density formalism,
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*г)].

(11)

Using
ш,=2Л— <г*>,

т

(12)

and assuming a Fermi form for />(r),
(13)

one deduces equation (6) from (10) - (12) by carrying out a leptodermos expansion of p(r).
13

One thus obtained that K, = Knm provided Еамп is determined from (9).
In the following, we first summarize some theoretical and experimental observations
concerning the procedure of eqs. (6) to (9) and then provide some numerical results and
conclusions. We now discuss the following considerations that must be taken into account
when using the eqs. (6) to (9) in a fit to the experimental data for the ISGMR.
1. In using (9) to determine BOHR, the entire ISGMR energy weighted sum rule (BWSR)
must be known experimentally. This appears to be the case for heavy nuclei where the
ISGMR strength is fitted by a Gaussian with centroid EO and width Г. In this case, one has
Я£м« = Яо+3(Г/2.35)'.

(14)

2. In deformed nuclei, a splitting of the ISGMR strength into clearly identifiable components occurs.15"17 In this case, eq. (9) cannot be used to obtain Еамп, which corresponds to
the spherical configuration. Theoretical considerations indicate17 that to a good approximation the higher component is shifted upward by an amount proportional to the deformation
parameter ft. We have therefore included in our analysis the ISGMR data for deformed
nuclei by adopting the centroid BO and width Г of the higher component and adding to eq.
(6) the term £#*./.
3. At present, any attempt to include ISGMR data for light nuclei should be considered
with extreme care due to the following reasons:
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З.а. RPA calculations of the ISGMR predict that the strength is fragmented -" over
quite a large range (over 10 MeV). Therefore, ISGMR strength must be carefully searched
for over a wide range of energy.
3.b. The particle decay width9-10 of the ISGMR is quite large (5-10 MeV), particularly
for high energy components. This makes the experimental task of determining the ISGMR
strength distribution rather difficult, and
3.c. For light nuclei, the scaling approximation may not be as good an approximation as
in the aisc of heavy nuclei, introducing" errors of about 5% in the determination of ЕСМП
from eq. (9). In this work, \vc also discuss the implication of the present data on ISGMR
in light nuclei.
4. In determining К A from eq. (7), one usually adopts a certain expression for < r2 >
with a specific Л'/3 dependence. The /I1/3 dependence of < rz > affects the /I1'3 expansion
of К A- Since different expressions for < r2 > will lead to different values for the coefficients
in the expansion (C) for Л'д, adopting theoretical values for some of the coefficients will be
inconsistent.
5. In previous analysis of the ISGMR data, such as in rcfs. [5,6,13,18], the number of
free parameters in (6) was reduced by adopting relations between the parameters, such as
A'.ur/ = — A'twi and
2

3e /1215
\ .. ..
A«NJ = т— (-г;
12.51 MeV
5ro \Anro

/

,,..
(15)

obtained from theory.13 It should be pointed out that these relations were derived using a
limited class of effective interactions and that they arc not unique.7 Therefore, from points
4) and 5) we conclude that all parameters of cq. (6) should be determined by a least square
fit to the experimental ISGMR data.
Extensive investigations of the isoscalar giant monopolc resonance have occurred at three
laboratories: Texas Л&М, Grenoble, and Groningcn. Bach has taken spectra into the very
small angles necessary to separate tnonopolc from quadrupole strength, a technique pioneered at Texas A&M.3 At Texas A&M, substantial monopolc strength was identified in
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17 nuclei using inelastic alpha scattering between 96 and 130 MeV.3-10"22 At Grenoble,
monopole strength was observed in 42 nuclei with 100 MeV 3IIe scattering,23 and in three
nuclei with alpha scattering.2'1. At Groningen, 13 nuclei were investigated with 120 MeV
alpha scattering.18-25"23 The nuclei investigated and the resulting monopole parameters are
summarized in Ref. 29. Of these 75 potential data points, only 27 (9 TAMU, 11 Groningen, 2 Grenoble alpha, 5 Grenoble 3llc) have EWSR fractions consistent with 100% of the
monopole strength. These 27 data points represent 16 different nuclei with 24 < A < 232.
If all of the available data is to be used, it is important to attempt to put the data
from different laboratories on a similar fooling. Both the actual value of the energy and
width and their uncertainties are important. Systematic differences between different data
sets will distort the fits, and data with lower stated uncertainties will dominate the fits.
Thus we have explored both the parameters and the uncertainties reported by the different
laboratories. We looked for energy calibration systematic differences by comparing energies
obtained for both the ISGMR and the nearby giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) by the
three laboratories. We chose to accept the TAMU energies and modify the other works by
the average difference to correct for systematic errors. At present there is little experimental
reason to pick one of the data sets as more accurate on an absolute basis. Where multiple
measurements of the same parameter arc available, weighted averages (done after correction
for systematic errors) were taken.
Using the data of the ISGMR, we have performed fits for several data sets.29 Using
all the a scattering data for A > 90 (19 points), we obtained similar results to those
obtained with the 7 data points adopted of Sharma et a/.5"6 It should be emphasized that
we assumed uncertainties in EOMR about twice those adopted by Sharma et a/.5"6 We
then explored including additional data points where the entire sum rule is not seen and
cannot be accounted for. First we added all 3IIe data points with A > 89. This reduced
the uncertainties slightly. Then we added the lighter nuclei (Zn, Ca, Si) where not all
the strength was seen, to ascertain the effects on the fits. For Ca, we arbitrarily assumed
Ef «v 18 ± 1 MeV as there is some evidence of monopole strength coincident with the GQR.
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For 28Si, we assumed E* ~ 20 ± 1 MeV because only 65% of the strength was observed
with a centroid of 19 MeV. Probably the rest of the strength lies higher. In this fit, we left
M

out the **Mg point since it is much lower than Si. This resulted in substantially smaller
uncertainties for the parameters and illustrates the importance of including lighter nuclei.
Our analysis29 shows that it is important to include Kcout as a free parameter in the fit
of eq. (6). Including both Kant and Kami in (6) as free parameters lead to errors exceeding
100% for all coefficients. This instability of the semi-empirical approach of eq. (6) can be
understood by considering the following: (i) The value of Кл is practically independent of
A and (ii) Most of the (reliable) data points for EOMR are found in the region of A > 100
where the value of A~*/3 changes only slightly, in the region of 0.17 to 0.25. We therefore
find that the value of Knm = 300 ± 20 MeV repotted by Sharma el oi.s>e is not reliable.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Within the semi-empirical approach, the present complete data set is clearly not adequate
to limit the range of Knm to better than about a factor of 1.7 (200 to 350 MeV). Several
things need to be done to pin down /(„т. We need measurements on considerably more
than 16 nuclei and with more variation in mass. To the extent possible, spherical nuclei
should be chosen to eliminate efiects of deformation. These measurements need to provide
the centroid and width of the ISGMR to better than 150 keV, after taking into account
possible uncertainties in the continuum. Significant systematic errors between differing
measurements must be removed. The strength distribution in light nuclei must be mapped
over a wide energy range.
Considering the results of microscopic HF-RPA calculations it is important to emphasize
that at present, effective interactions which reproduce the ground state properties of a wide
range of nuclei seem to account for the current data of ISGMR in nuclei, i.e., reproducing
excitation energies of the ISGMR within 1 MeV if the corresponding Knm = 210 ± 30 MeV.
However, a systematic microscopic calculation of the strength distribution of the ISGMfy
over a wide range of nuclei is required for a firm conclusion.
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Abstract
High energy 7 rays were measured in coincidence with inelastically
scattered a particles at beam energies of 40 MeV/nucleon (on 120Sn
and 208Pb targets) and 50 MeV/nucleon (on 120Sn). High energy target
excitations were observed and the giant dipole resonance (GDR) built on
these excited states was measured by its 7-ray decay. The width of the
GDR increases with excitation energy. This increase is not as strong as
in the corresponding fusion-evaporation reactions.

L INTRODUCTION
In recent years the study of the giant dipole resonance (GDR) built on highly excited
states has yielded important information on the nuclear structure of hot nuclei [1, 2]
and on reaction dynamical effects [3, 4]. Typically, the GDR is observed by its 7-ray
decay following heavy-ion fusion reactions. The well established dependence of the
parameters of the GDR strength function on nuclear size and deformation makes it
possible to use the GDR to explore shape evolution as a function of excitation energy
and angular momentum.
A systematic effort to explore the evolution of the GDR as a function of increasing
excitation energy has recently been made, using heavy-ion fusion evaporation reactions.
Two particularly interesting aspects are an increase in width of the GDR with increasing
bombarding energy [5], and the apparent disappearance of GDR strength at very high
energies [6]. The increase in excitation energy with increasing bombarding energy in a
heavy-ion fusion reaction is accompanied by an increase in the mean angular momentum
of the compound nucleus. Consequently it has not been possible to disentangle the effects
of increasing angular momentum from those of the increase in excitation energy.
We used a different approach in order to separate the effects of angular momentum
and excitation energy on the increase of the GDR width. Small-angle inelastic scattering
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of light or heavy ions can populate high!}' excited states without transferring Jarge
amounts of angular momenta. It should therefore be possible to study the GDR as a
function of excitation energy independent of angular momentum. However, two main
conditions have to be fulfilled: (i) The cross section for large energy losses of the
inelastically scattered particles must be dominated by target excitation and should not
be due to other processes, for example projectile pickup and sequential decay or nucleon
or cluster knock-out; and (ii) If the inelastic particle spectrum is predominantly due to
target excitation, these excited states have to equilibrate rapidly, so that the subsequent
decay can be described within the statistical model. The GDR built on highly excited
states should then be observed in the same way as in fusion-evaporation reactions.
2. EXPERIMENTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
The experiments were performed at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Labo2 208
ratory at Michigan State University (MSU). Isotopically enriched 3 mg/cm Pb and
2 120
16.8 mg/cm Sn targets were bombarded with 40 MeV/A a particles. The experiment
120
on the Sn target was also performed at 50 MeV/A. The inelastically scattered а
particles were detected in the Washington University Dwarf Wall [7J which consisted
of 35 CsI(Tl) detectors, covering angles between 12° and 36°. The discrimination of
3
the inelastically scattered a particles from other light charged particles (p,d,t, He) was
achieved by pulse shape analysis. High energy 7 rays were measured with the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory BaFj array consisting of 76 detectors arranged in four arrays
of 19 crystals each and a fifth array from MSU. The arrays were centered at 60°, 90° and
120° and covered total solid angle of ~ 10% of 4л-. The 7-ray energy deposited in seven
neighboring detectors was summed to improve the response of the detectors. Separation
between 7 rays and neutrons was achieved by time-of-flight. In addition, light charged
particles at larger angles not covered by the Dwarf Wall were detected with the Dwarf
Ball [7].

2.1. Alpha Spectra
It is essential to show that the spectra of the scattered a particles are dominated by
target excitations and to understand the contributing background processes before any
detailed analysis of the 7-ray spectra can be performed.
The top row of Figure 1 shows the inelastic a spectra integrated over all measured
angles at E0 = 200 MeV on I2°Sn (left) and Ea = 160 MeV on 208Pb (right). It shows the
relatively slow decrease of the cross section towards lower a energies, corresponding to
higher target excitation energies. The bottom row of Figure 1 shows the same spectra
in coincidence with 7 rays (E7 > 4 MeV). The clearly observed peak structure is due to
the successive opening of neutron evaporation thresholds. These structures have been
previously observed [8, 9] and are strong evidence for an equilibrated system up to at
least ~ 50 MeV. This observation is also consistent with the analysis of neutron spectra
following inelastic a scattering [10].
In Figure 2 the a spectrum is extended to even lower a (higher excitation) energies
for the two beam energies on the 120Sn target. It shows a rapid increase of the cross
section at apparent high target excitation energies. Previous measurements of inelastic
a scattering at comparable incident energies did not include these high excitation
energies [H, 12, 13]. The rise at these energies is too large to result from evaporated
a particles following fusion. These о particles correspond to pre-equilibrium emission
where the observed a is not necessarily the initially scattered a particle, but could be an
a from the target. This is also supported by the comparison of the two beam energies
shown in Figure 2. The shapes of the spectra scale with the a energy and not with the a
energy loss. These processes have been studied in similar reactions [14,15,16] and can
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Figure 1: Inelastic a singles spectra (top) and in coincidence with 7 rays (bottom) at
EQ = 200 MeV on ™Sn (left) and at Ea = 160 MeV on ™*РЪ (right). The peaks in the
coincidence data correspond to the successive opening of neutron evaporation channels
as described in the text.
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Figure 2: Inelastic a singles spectra at Ea = 200 MeV and Ea = 160 MeV on n°Sn.
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be explained within the mdtistep direct emission model [17, IS]. Detailed calculations
of this type for the present data are under way [19].
Other processes that contribute to the a energy .spectra are neutron [20] and proton
[21] pickup by the projectile and subsequent decay. Due to the large solid angle
coverage of the Dwarf-Ball/Wall for charged particles it is possible to extract the proton
pickup-decay contribution and estimate the neutron pickup-decay contribution to the
total spectrum. The contribution of these processes to the high energy 7-ray spectra is
negligible, since they result in relatively low residual target excitation energies.
2.2 Gamma-Ray Spectra
Another confirmation of high target excitation energy is provided by the 7-ray spectra
presented in Figure 3. The 7-ray spectra shown in the left panel were obtained by gating
on the same a energy for the two incident beam energies on the 120Sn target. The two
spectra are clearly different with a more prominent contribution in the region of the
GDR at the higher bombarding energy indicating a higher excitation energy. However,
when the 7-ray spectra are gated on the same apparent excitation energy of 40-50 MeV,
corresponding to a energies of 110-120 MeV and 150-160 MeV for the incident energies
of 160 MeV and 200 MeV respectively (Figure 3, right), they are essentially identical
within the statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the -y-ray spectra at Еьсат = 200 MeV (ml and Etcam = 160 MeV
(o) on l20Sn gated on the same scattered a energy range (110-120 MeV, left) and the same,
a energy-loss (target excitation energy) range (40-50 MeV, right).
Figure 4 presents further evidence that the 7-ray spectra reflect the GDR built on
highly excited states of the target nucleus. The spectra for the 208Pb and the 120Sn
targets at excitation energies of 120-130 MeV were divided by the identical statistical
model (CASCADE) calculation which did not include a GDR strength function. 208
With
this method the spectra can be compared on a linear scale. It is evident that the Pb
spectrum exhibits a peak at lower energies compared to the 120Sn spectra. This is
consistent with the measured mean ground state GDR energies which are 13.5 MeV and
15.4 MeV for 208Pb and 120Sn, respectively [22].
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3. RESULTS
The 7-ray spectra in coincidence with the inelastically scattered a particles exhibited
no statistically significant differences for either different angles of the 7-ray detectors
or for different a scattering angles. Thus the 7-ray spectra of all five arrays were
summed together. 7-ray spectra for 10 MeV wide excitation energy bins were created.
Statistical model calculations using CASCADE [23] were performed and the calculated
7-ray spectra were folded with the response function for the detectors before they were
compared with the data. The excitation energy spread in the a spectra for each bin of
10 MeV was used as the initial population distribution for CASCADE. This distribution
was spread over an assumed angular momentum transfer of 0-5ft.
Figure 5 shows fits for the energy bins of 60-70 MeV (left) and 90-100 MeV (right)
for the 120Sn target. The extracted width increases from Гооп = 7.7 MeV to TGDR =
8.7 MeV over this excitation energy range. The resonance energy for these preliminary
calculations was kept constant at the ground state value otEaDR = 15.4 MeV.
The preliminary results for the extracted widths are shown in Figure 6. The left side
120
of the figure compares the present
results from the inelastic scattering data on Sn
n
with fusion-evaporation data on °Sn [24]. The excitation energies plotted for the fusion
data were corrected for the average rotational energy, determined from the calculated
mean angular momentum populated in the reactions. The dashed line corresponds to an
almost quadratic increase of the width with excitation energy as was shown in Ref. [24].
However, the width increase in the present inelastic scattering data is approximately
linear as indicated by the solid line. This difference indicates that the width increase
is partially due to the increase in excitation energy and partially due to the increase
of angular momentum. Detailed free energy surface calculations need to be performed
so that an analysis similar to Ref. [25] can be carried out in order to quantify our
conclusions.
In order to compare the width of the "°Sn with the 2MPb data, the extracted widths
are plotted as a function of temperature, calculated as Т = ifE"Ja with the level density
208
parameter а = A/9. The width increase in Pb is also linear with increasing excitation
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Figure 5: Sample f-ray spectra and results of CASCADE calculations (smooth curve) for
the ™Sn target at excitation energies of 60-70 MeV (left) and 90-100 MeV (right).
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Figure 6: The width of the GDR as a function of excitation energy in lmSn (left) for
fusion-evaporation measurements (from Ref. [24], o) and inelastic scattering (•) and as
a function of temperature (right) in ™Sn (») and ™Pb (O).
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energy, and therefore quadratic with temperature as shown by the dashed line in
Figure 6. Although the analysis is still preliminary, the figure indicates a stronger
208
120
increase in Pb compared to Sn. This observation is consistent with potential energy
calculations [26]2U8
for both systems as a function of temperature. The free energy surface
calculations for Pb show a steeper surface at low temperatures due to the doubly
closed shell. However the shell structure effects wash out rather rapidly between 1 and
2 MeV. This results in a rather rapid broadening of the minimum of the free energy
surface and thus could explain the larger increase of the GDR width.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Inelastic a scattering was used to populate highly excited states of the target nucleus.
These states equilibrate quickly so that their decay can be treated within the statistical
model. Thus it is possible to study the GDR built on these excited states by their 7-ray
decay. The advantage of inelastic scattering reactions over fusion-evaporation reactions
is that relatively low angular momentum states are populated, almost independent
of the excitation energy. The excitation energy dependence of .the GDR width can
therefore be studied with little influence from
increasing angular momentum. In the
first application
of this method we studied 208Pb and 120Sn. The preliminary analysis
150
shows that in Sn the width increase with increasing excitation energy is smaller than
in fusion reactions, indicating that the increase observed in fusion reactions is only
partly due to excitation energy, with a significant contribution from angular momentum
increase. The
comparison between the 120Sn and the 208Pb data seems to show a stronger
increase for 208Pb. This observation is in qualitative agreement with free energy surface
calculations, and can be interpreted in terms of the-vanishing of shell effects.
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PARTIAL PROTON ESCAPE WIDTHS OF GAMOW-TELLER RESONANCE
S.E.Muraviev and M.H.Urin
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, 115409, Moscow, Russia
l.Introduction
The theoretical description of partial escape widths for the direct nucleon decay of giant
resonances (GR) seems to be a serious test of nuclear structure models. The partial-hole
basis is suitable for this description, because final states populated after the direct nucleon
decay of GR can be simply described by using this basis. Therefore, the random phase
approximation in the continuum (continuum-RPA) can be used to calculate partial nucleon
escape widths Fj of GR. Here, с is a set of quantum numbers of a decay channel. This set
includes quantum numbers of a hole state of a product nucleus and a particle state in the
continuum. A method for calculating the GR strength function within the continuum-RPA
has long been formulated [1,2]. This method allows one to calculate the energy sj, total
nucleon escape width Fj, and fraction of the relevant sume rule (SR)t for all particle-hole
states (doorway states) carrying the GR quantum numbers. To evaluate the partial nucleon
escape widths rje of these states (I*J = £erjc) within the continuum-RPA it is convinient
to calculate the S-matrix of the nucleon scattering via GR virtual excitation. This method
has been formulated recently [3,4]. A nuclear mean field and a particle-hole interaction are
input quantities for the both methods. An alternative approach to the calculation of rjc has
been also proposed recently [5,6].
The strength function calculations performed for a number of GR with the use of the
realistic mean field and particle-hole interaction show that one or more narrow closely-spaced
nonoverlapped doorway states exhaust the most part of the relevant sum rule (see, e.g.
[1,2,4]). The energy dependence of nuclear reactions accompanied by GR excitation in
medium and heavy nuclei exhibits a broad bump corresponding to GR. This bump is formed
due to the coupling of the doorway state to many-particle configurations (they are complicated superpositions of 2 particle - 2 hole, 3 particle - 3 hole etc. configurations). Allowance
for this coupling is beyond the RPA. However, this coupling can be taken into account by
a simple phenomenological way under the assumption that the two following assertions are
valid: (i) there are no common channels for the nucleon decay of the doorway and manyparticle states; (ii) interaction between the different doorway states via the many-particle
states vanishes after energy averaging reaction amplitudes (in other words, the coupling of
each doorway state to the many-particle configurations occurs independently of other doorway states). As a result, the spreading (and the energy shift) of each resonance of the energy
averaged S-matrix can be described in ta is of a phenomenological spreading width Fj (and
an energy shift Да) without changing the nucleon escape widths [4]. A direct approach for
describing this coupling with the use of a limited basis of many-particle configurations has
been proposed in refs. [6].
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At the moment, the systematic comparison of experimental and theoretical partial nucleon escape widths of giant resonances seems to be important as a test of nuclear models. In
the present work, we consider the partial proton escape widths of the Gamow-Tcllcr resonance
(GTR) in magic and near-magic nuclei (Pb and Zr) and in nuclei with the strong nucleon
pairing (Sn isotopes). Recently, experimental values of Г| for GTR in 208P6 were obtained
from an analysis of the cross-section of the 208Р6(3Яе,<р)207/>6 reaction [7]. We expect that
analogous data for the 90>91Zr parent nuclei will appear in near future.
The direct (*He,t) reaction was used for studying the fragmentation of the GT strength
in the m'I20Sn isotopes [8]. In particular, this study is interesting in connection with the
effect of the GTR configurational splitting. This effect was predicted for nuclei in the vicinity
of 118Sn and 74Ge in ref [9]. In the present work, this effect as well as its influence on
the direct proton decay of the GTR are considered in detail for Sri isotopes. Experimental
arguments in favour of this effect arc given.
2. Partial proton widths of the GTR in MSPb and 90-elZr
We calculated the partial proton escape widths of the GTR in 20»ЯЬ and ao'91Zr using the method given in detail in ref. [4]. A phcnomenological (shell-model) mean field of
the Woods-Saxon type and a Landau-Migdal particle-hole interaction were used in numerical calculations. The aim of the previous Fj calculations performed in [4] only for *MPb
was mainly to demonstrate possibilities of the proposed method. In the present work, we
somewhat extend these calculations. The extension involves the two following points: (i)
the use of experimental energies of the proton channels instead of calculated ones; (ii) the
investigation of the Г| dependence on small variations of the intensity G' = j'350 MeVfm3
of the spin-isospin part of the particle-hole interaction.
Because the calculated Г| values are strongly dependent on the energy ec of the escaping proton (Г{ are proportional to the penetrability p(ec) of the potential barrier), small
uncertainties in the GTR energy and energies of final hole states can lead to large uncertainties in rj. For this reason, we recalculated the Г' values (obtained in ref.[4j within the
continuum-RPA with the use of the g' = 1.2 value) using the experimental energies of the
proton channels e"p according to equation:

l4(eS") = rJtee")p«(£?")/Pcteelc)

(1)

In so doing we used the expression for pc(e) from ref. [11]. The calculation results (Г|(е™'в)
and rj(ejz|>)) for GTR in the n>Pb parent nucleus are given in the Table 1 (the columns (a)
and (b) respectively).
Experimental data on the Г' are also given in Table 1. For comparison we give the
calculated and experimental GTR energy obtained with the use of the above </' value: 18.9
MeV and 19.2±0.2 MeV [12]. The use of experimental energies of the proton channels allows
us to improve the agreement between experimental and calculated Г| values. To demonstrate
the dependence of the Tj values on the intensity j1, we calculated Г| using the jf' = 1.4 value
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(the calculated GTR energy c«jun!s 19.7 McVV The results arc also «riven in Table 1 (the (c)
с
column gives Г|(е|"' ), and the (d) column gives Г{(е£*'>) ). The dependence of the GTR
escape widths reduced to the experimental energies of the proton channels on changes of
intensity g1 (the (b) and (d) columns) seems to be strong in some cases and would require an
interpretation. We note that the values of Г{ calculated in rcf.[5] within the complex-RPA
arc strongly different from our results. This difference is apparently to be explained by the
fact that the GTR energy calculated in rcf. [5] is strongly different from the experimental
energy. An adjustment of these values to the experimental energies of the proton channels
(for example, according to (1)) allows one to consist possibly these results with our results.
Table 1
Calculated and experimental partial proton ом-аре widths of the GTR
208
in P6 parent nucleus.
Final state

Г' (kcV)
experimental
data [7]

(1/2)(5/2)(3/2)(13/2)+
(7/2)(9/2)-

48.9±9.3
inclin 3/2"
84.9±13.1
6.9±7.7
13.1±6.2

total

153.8±57.2

theory

9' = 1.4

fl' = 1.2
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

33
18
21

65
58
46

54.5
47.7
45.2
0.20

43.4
29.2
37.7
0.21

0.04
0.26
0.02

3.3
0.074

0.11
0.91
0.14

0.144

72

113.8

170

150.8

3.4

In connection with observation of separate low-energy GT states in the 208P6 parent
nucleus (7] we calculated the energies and strengths of these states. The results are given in
Table 2 in comparison with experimental data |7]. (The bottom line of the Table 2 corresponds
to GTR).
Having in mind future experimental investigations of the direct proton decay of the
GTR in Zr isotopes, we calculated the proton escape widths of the GTR in the 9a'9lZr
parent nuclei. The proton pairing was not taken into account in these calculations. We used
the following value of the intensity of the spin-isospin part of the particle-hole interaction
g' = 1. This value allows us to describe the experimental GTR energy in the wZr very well (
15.C±0.3 McV [13] and 15.64 McV in our calculations). The results arc the following. Because
the ground state of tgZr has a large moment (9/2*), and the energies of escaping protons
in the case of decays into excited states arc sufficiently small, the proton escape widths of
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w

the GTR in Zr parent nucleus is very small (the total escape width Г'=0.021 keV). The
9l
single-neutron level 2<J5/2 is partially filled in Zr, and hence, the GTR proton decay into
90
the ground state Zr of is accompanied by escaping d protons. For this reason, the total
gl
90
т
escape width of the GTR in Zr is essentially larger than one in Zr and equals Г =14
keV. Naturally, this width is mostly exhausted by the proton escape width for the decay into
the ground state of 90Zr.
Table 2
Energies and strengths of the 1+ states of the Gamow-Tellcr type in
the 2MPb parent nucleus
Theory
energy
MeV

strength
%

5.68
8.01
8.94
9.43
10.88
12.32
13.38

1.1
1.6
1.5
2.0
1.5
2.3
5.8

18.9

66

Experimental data [7]
energy
MeV

5.4
6.46
7.46
8.22

9.2

19.2

In connection with the results given above we note that the same method was successfully
used recently to describe the partial proton widths of isobaric analog resonance in near-magic
nuclei [16].
In conclusion of this Section we discuss a possible influence of the quenching effect on
Гт. It is well-known that a part of the GTR strength is lost due to the GTR coupling
to (A-isobar)-(neutron-hole) states (quenching effect). This effect is usually described in a
phenemcnological way in terms of a static effective charge eq ~ 0.8 (see, c. g., [14]). This raises
a question whether the necessity exists to decrease the calculated Г т values by a factor of e|.
The answer seems to be negative and can be supported by an analogy with the consideration
of any static effective charge. It is well-known that low-energy particle-hole states can show
the effective charge (induced by the coupling to the relevant OR) remarkably smaller than
unity. Nevertheless, the escape widths of these states (or fh«' widths for decay into any
"noncollective" channels) are close to the corresponding single-particle values, because the
admixture of the GR to the particle-hole state is small.
3. GTR configurational splitting and partial proton escape widths of the GTR
in Sn isotopes
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A special consideration of the GTR strength function and partial proton escape widths
of the GTR in Sn isotopes is stimulated both by the experimental investigations [8,10] and
by the prediction of the effect of the GTR configurations] splitting for nuclei in the vicinity
of the II8 Sn [9]. This effect consists in the splitting of the main maximum in the energy
dependence of the GTR strength function into two components of comparable strengths.
The splitting is a specific shell-model effect connected with the onset of the filling of the
neutron lAji/j level when the strong neutron pairing takes place. In this case, the strength
(SR)b of the particle-hole configuration {l^2>(^'>ii/2)~1}ijf "s sm&U> because of a small
occupation number of the I'M 1/2 level, and the energy Eh of this configuration is larger than
energies of other particle-hole configurations approximately by 2(euu/, —/i), where £ии/, is
the shell-model energy of the level, // is the neutron chemical potential. In the 1185n parent
nucleus, the energy Eh is close to the energy EC- of the Gamow-Teller resonance built without
this particle-hole state (GTR'). Therefore, it can be expected that this particle-hole state
interacts with GTR', but does not practically interact with other particle-hole configurations.
Thus, we are led to a two-level eigcn-problem, and the two-bump GTR (GTRj and GTR2)
is formed, when the interaction is taken into account.
To illustrate these statements we calculated the Eh, EG-, EG,, Eat values and the
corresponding fractions of the GT sum rule (5Я)», (SR)', (5Л)ь (SR)t for the in-"45n
parent nuclei. These data are given in Table 3.
To obtain these results we generalized the continuum-RPA approach used in the previous
section to the case of the neutron pairing (the proton pairing in Sn isotopes is absent). A
simplest version of the BCS model as well as standard parameters of this model [15] together
with parameters used in the previous section were used. According to the data given in Table
3, nonmonotonic changes of the energy of the main GT component are expected in going
from light Sn isotopes to heavy ones due to the configurational splitting effect. As for the
observation of the GTR splitting in Sn isotopes, the experimental data from ref. [8] do not
confirm this effect, but are compatible with the predictions, because the calculating splitting
(about 3 MeV) is smaller than the observable total width of the GTR (about 5 MeV [8]).
In such situation, the energy EG obtained by averaging over the two main components (see
Table 3) should be compared with the experimental GTR energy. It is seen from Table 3,
that the N — Z dependence of EG is approximately linear, but the proportionality factor is
different from ones for the two components.
The dependence of the energy of the main GT maximum on N — Z leads to some
pecularitics of the dependence of the calculated GTR escape widths on N — Z. Because of
the configurational splitting effect, the GTR energy is changed only slightly, and hence, the
widths rj for main decay channels increase in going from light Sn isotopes to heavy ones [3].
For this reason, the experimental study of the jV-dependence of GTR escape widths could
give an additional information on the configurational splitting effect.
The existence of the configurational splitting effect is supported by results of work [10] in
which the resonance U7Sn(p,n)117S6 reaction was experimentally studied. It was observed
that the cross-section has two broad resonances which was related to GTR. These results
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can be explained [3] under the assumptions that (i) the Gamow-Tcller resonance built on
the 2dJ/2 - [3sy/2J-' excited particle-hole state of U8Sn (GTR*) is excited by means of this
reaction together with GTR built on the ground state of U8Sn; (ii) both GTR and GTR*
arc splitted. A satisfactory quantitative description of the experimental data was obtained
within this interpretation [3]. This can be considered as some evidence for existense of the
configurational splitting effect.
Table 3
Energies and strengths of the GT states in 5n isotopes
СТЛ'

isotope

1Ц/2.0

SG- (зл)с'

,„Г'

Ч

EH
(SR)k
(McV)
%

GTRt

(Ea), (SR)t
(McV)
%

GTR
GTR2

Aver.

(Ea)t (SR)t
(MeV)
%

EC
(MeV)

(MeV)

%

I12

Sn

16.9

75

20.3

3.2

16.8

71

20.5

11

17.3

»«Sh

16.2

73

18.6

4.1

16.0

59

19.0

19

16.7

»«Sn

15.4

69

16.9

6.2

15.0

43

17.8

35

16.2

""Sri

14.7

66

15.6

9.2

14.1

30

17.2

48

16.0

»5n

13.9

61

14.4

11

12.8

18

16.3

58

15.5

«5n

13.1

53

13.4

14

11.8

15

16.1

58

15.5

124

12.4

56

12.7

23

10.9

13

15.8

66

15.0

Sn

5. Summary
The method for calculation of the GR partial, escape widths which was previously formulated [3,4] has been applied to the calculation of the partial proton escape widths of the
GTR in medium and heavy nuclei. A phenomcnological mean field of the Saxon-Woods type
and a Landau-Migdal interaction have been used. The satisfactory agreement between the
calculated and experimental values (7) has been achieved with the use of experimental energies of the proton channels for the 2МРЬ parent nuclei. The predictions for the 9e-91Zr parent
nuclei have been also made.
The method has been generalized to the case of nuclei in which the strong neutron pairing
takes place. It has been applied to the detailed analysis of the configurational splitting effect
in Sn isotopes. The isotopic dependence of energies and strengths of two GT components
have been analized. Theoretical and experimental arguments in favour of the configuration
splitting effect have been given.
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DECAY OF THE PHOTONUCLEAR GIANT RESONANCE

B. S. Ishkhanov, I. M. Kapitonov
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, 119899
Moscow, Russia
A.M.Lapik, R.A.Eramzhyan
Institute for Nuclear Research, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117312 Moscow, Russia
Abstract
The formation and decay of the giant dipole resonance in
2s2d shell nuclei is discussed. New experimental data obtained in
Cr.xr')-experiments are utilized to extract some quantitative
information about the configurational splitting of the 6DR in this
region of nuclei. Partial photoneutron spectra from the iron
region is presented.
1. Excitation energies associated with the Giant Dipole Resonance CGDR) are sufficiently high to allow for decay by emission
of nucleons. This makes it possible to study the properties of the
GDR by experiments where decay by nucleon emission is registered.
Branching ratios for decay into the various open channels convey
much more detailed information on the structure of the GDR than
the inclusive experiments alone. This circumstance makes such
types of studies interesting and allows to test thoroughly various
nuclear models elaborated to interpret the phenomenon of the GDR.
Particle decay can occur through various processes. The
coupling of the coherent Iplh-state to the continuum gives rise to
semidirect decay into the hole states with a partial width Ft.
This is an escape width. If this process is the only one, then the
relative population of these states would reflect the microscopic
structure of the GDR. The other decay component - the spreading
width 14 - arises from the mixing of Iplh-states through the
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residual interaction with the numerous 2p2h-states in the vicinity
of the resonance. These 2p2h-states couple again to 3p3h ones etc.
At each intermediate level particle decay can occur. An
understanding of the decay modes, and in particular of the
systematic behavior of Tk and I*f is an essential ingredient for
the completion of the description of the GDR.
Classification of the decay branches is often ambiguous
because one has no experimental procedure for labeling a given
nuclear decay as being due to a particular mechanism. Clearly a
theory is needed which provides a unified description for all of
these processes. In absence of such a unified theory one has to be
satisfied with predictions of specific reaction models and compare
them to the observed pattern.
2. Data on the partial photodisintegration channels are
obtained in two types of experiment. One measures either the
spectra of the emitted nucleons or the spectra of the ^-quanta
from the deexcitation of levels in the daughter nucleus populated
after emission of the nucleon. The simultaneous use of the results
of measurements carried out by these two methods greatly advances
the understanding the decay processes. Most of the deexcitation
experiments were carried out for nuclei of the 2s2d-shell CA=1640) - see Ref.1. That is why we will concentrate our attention on
them.
Fig.1, taken from Ref. С21, demonstrates the photoproton
decay channel in reaction 28SiCr,pi). Here i corresponds to the
ground Ci=0), first excited Ci=l) etc. levels of the daughter
nucleus. Experimental data on crCy.ppxaCr.abs) are shown by
points. The results of calculation in the framework of HauserFeschbach procedure which singles out the statistical decay are
given by solid line. Observed partial proton cross sections
exceed significantly what is given by the statistical mechanism of
decay. Observed partial proton cross sections show an
intermediate structure. This structure depends upon the level of
the residual nucleus.
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Fig.l
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Partial cross sections are correlated to the spectroscopic
factors of proton pickup reaction - C%. They are given on the
right hand side of Fig.1. All levels except the third one belong to
the hole states of the target nucleus. In photonuclear reaction
these holes are created as a result of the outer nucleons C2s2d)
having absorbed the y-quanta forming the dipole resonance with
their subsequent emission to continuum. Such a correlation between
the spectroscopic factors and the partial photonuclear cross
sections is observed for all 2s2d-nuclei - see Ref.OJ.
This preferential decay of the dipole resonance to particular
one hole states in the residual nucleus is called semidirect. One
can suggest that the decay of the GDR to the ground and low-lying
states of the residual nucleus which have large spectroscopic
factor is completely semidirect. As to the other states of the
residual nucleus one can single out the semidirect part using the
following prescription. Let crCy.xp is the measured cross section
when the level i in the residual nucleus is populating. Then the
semidirect part с г С у . х ) of this cross section is equal to

where in brackets stands the ratio between the spectroscopic
factors of pickup reaction to the ground CO) and excited (i)
state. To realize this procedure one needs to single out all
levels in the residual nucleus.
Tab. 1 taken from Ref.1 demonstrates how detailed became
the information on the decay channels when the deexcitation
photons have been detected. The role of the different hole states
is elucidated and this allows to get the detailed decay pattern.
After using this procedure one arrives to the decomposition of
the photonuclear cross section in Mg into the semidirect part
(it is shown by the dashe line) and the rest as it is shown in
Fig. г.
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Not only the hole states which correspond to the outer shell
nucleons but to the inner shell nucleons too are manifested in the
photonuclear decay channels. The phenomenon of deep holes in 2s2dTab. 1. Partial cross sections in photoproton reactions on
Levels in ^Na
n

Ef,MeV J*

Integral cross sections in MeVxmb
nlj

0
0
1 0.44

5/2+ Idg/g

2
3
4
5
6

2.08
2.39
2. 64
2. 70
2.98

7/2+
1/2+ 2s1/2
1/2" IPi/g
9/2+
3/2+ ld3/2

7
8
9
10

3. 68
3.85
3.91
4.43

3/2" Ip3/g
5/2"
5/2+ ldg/2
1/2+ 2s1/2

12 5.38
18 5. 97

5/2+ ldg/2

C^S

3/2+^ ld3/2 0.26

3/2

6. 5-8. 5
8. 5-10. 5

2.9

УгРУ'

У,Р

-

11
40

12.9+1.1
16.8+1.3
10.0+0.8
<1. 8+1.0
6.3+1.3

52

*.

0.24
2.1
0.16
0.7
0.02
0.1

5.2+1.2
0
1.9+0.8
6.1+0.6

0.49
0.6
l?3/2

3.8+1.5
4.3+1.6

32
18
18
9

*P3/2 0.9
!Рз/2 2

shell nuclei touch the two adjacent upper shells - the filled Ip
and valence C2s2d) shell and profoundly affects the structure of
the GDR. It is precisely because of this phenomenon that
transition from outer shell (type A) and inner shell (type B) in
this nuclei are strongly separated in energy and a unified dipole
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Fig.3

Fig.2

Fig.4
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state is not formed. This situation was first pointed out in Ref.
[4] and this phenomenon was called the configurational splitting
of the GDR. The qualitative picture of the structure of the 6DR in
2s2d-shell nuclei is given in Fig.3.
In Fig.4 the photoabsorption cross section of 28Si, ^Al,
24
Mg and "Na nuclei up to 50 MeV, divided into type A Csolid.
curve) and type В (broken curve) transition is shown,
demonstrating the dynamic of the configurational splitting of the
GOR in 2s2d-shell nuclei.
At the same time it is clear that a comprehensive study of
the GDR configurational splitting in the 2s2d shell nuclei
requires thai the experiments should be extended to the excitation
energy region from 30 to 50 MeV, where enough large part of the
photoabsorption cross section is located (Fig. 5).
3.It is expected that in heavier nuclei the effect of the
configurational splitting will become weak. However in region of
3p3f-nuclei one still expects this effect. Recently the energy
spectra of neutrons with energy £ 3.7 MeV and the corresponding
cross sections were measured in several 3p3f-nuclei - "*V, ^Cr,
^Fe.^Fe,58^ and ^Zn- using a scintillation spectrometer 131.
It was observed that in contrast with total cross section [6,7]
the measured ones show the resonant structure and almost have no
smooth part СFig.6). The measured cross section exhausts the total
photoneutron cross section starting from about 22 Mev, where the
resonance already have passed its maximum. In the measured neutron
X
spectra in R1
V and RfiNi no transitions have been observed from the
high energy region of the giant resonance excitation to the ground
and low-lying states of residual nucleus up to excitation energy
of about 3 MeV. The nonstatistical part of the measured spectra is
given in Fig.7.
One can speculate that this suppression of transitions to the
low-lying states has the same origin, as in 2s2d-shell nuclei,
namely is due to the configurational splitting of the resonance.
It is interesting to mention that the width of the individual
resonances as follows from the upper estimations turns out to be
less than 80 keV (see Fig. 6).
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4.(y,xj'')-reaction allowed'to get the detailed information
about population after the decay of the GDR of various levels in
the residual nucleus. Hole state are preferentially populating
when the GDR decays by the nucleon emission. Effect of configurational splitting is strongly pronounced in 2s2d-shell nuclei. It
is interesting to continue to study the partial transitions in
3p3f-shell nuclei to learn more about the decay in this region of
nuclei.
This work was partially supported by the Russian Fundamental
Researcn Foundation.
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Use and misuse of the "completeness" concept in
nuclear spectroscopy
Jean Kern
Physics Department, University, CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland

1.

Introduction

Completeness is a concept which was introduced following the development of the
Average Resonance Capture (ARC) technique [1]. The (n,Y) reactions are non-selective
but, because of the strong Porter-Thomas fluctuations, the primary transitions from a
particular capture state do not populate all levels possibly fed (according to the angular
momentum selection rules) with an intensity large enough to insure their observation. This
problem is avoided when primary transitions issued from a large set of resonance capture
levels are observed. The availability of "complete" level schemes has soon proved to be
very useful [2,3] so that the concept has attracted much attention. It was claimed that other
non-selective reactions, like fusion reactions [4] or inelastic neutrons scattering reactions
(5|, have also completeness properties. When a method becomes "fashionable" it can
inevitably also be used in a more questionable or imprecise way. This will be the subject
of this paper.
2.

Domain of completeness in neutron capture reactions

By definition, a complete level scheme would be one where no level is missing. It is clear
to anyone, however, that the level scheme of a heavy nucleus will (probably) never be
known completely up to the neutron separation energy. To be precise, it is therefore
necessary to specify the region in the spin vs excitation energy plane where the scheme is
claimed to be complete. In ARC measurements, assuming s capture, the spin range of the
final levels which can be populated by dipolar transitions is easily determined. Our first
point is that the energy limit of completeness is not a sharp one. It is what we will call a
statistical limit. It means that the probability of having a complete level scheme for some
spin (or spin range) varies with energy, as shown in Pig. 1. There is no precise limit, but a
gray zone (hatched in Fig. 1) which extends between a conservative EI and an optimistic
E2 limit. None of these limits is easily defined and an objective determination would
require a detailed study based on the experimental energy resolution, intensity sensitivity
and level density. Two consequences derive from this situation:
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Probability of completeness
Fig. 1:

100%

Probability of completeness for
a given spin as a function of the
excitation energy.

95% -

First the authors of a study may not be consistent in the value of the completeness limit
they themselves quote. Regarding the well known study of 168Er by Davidson et al. |6|, the
authors claim in the abstract and in the introduction that the set of spin 2-5 levels below
about 2.2 MeV is complete. Further in the text (sect. 2.7), the completeness limit is
reduced to about 2000 keV and to about 1900 keV (sect. 3.3.2 and 4.4) for the positive
parity levels. In another paper [?], some of the same authors state that a complete level
scheme up to 2 MeV for l68Er was constructed. This example shows that the completeness
limit is somewhat fuzzy.
The second consequence is that there remains a small probability, close to the limit, that a
level be missed. There are a few examples known, one regarding again l68Er. A I" = 2+
level was discovered at 1893 keV by Kleppinger and Yates |8] which had been originally
undetected (6]. This level has been confirmed in subsequent works (7,9]. The probability
to miss a level close to the limit is small, but finite, whereas this will be quite unlikely well
below the limit. The probability that a peak in the ARC spectrum be hidden by a more
intense one increases with the excitation energy, since the level density then also increases.
It is also important to now that to reach completeness it is not sufficient that a level be
excited by a given process, some evidence of its population and/or depopulation must also
be observed.

3.

Physical consequences of completeness

The observation of a truly complete level scheme in some spin and energy range has very
important consequences in the comparison of experimental results with model
calculations, since a missed (or a spurious) level can lead to a serious bias and to wrong
conclusions. The knowledge that a level scheme is complete can also have other useful
applications and help, for instance, to unraveling the rotational structure of a deformed
nucleus [3,6]. The completeness argument, however, has sometimes been used beyond its
range of validity or relevance. A first example regards 178Hf. A detailed study of this
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isotope by (n.y\ spectroscopy. including ARC measurements, was performed by Hague et
al. |10| who claimed completeness for spins 2 to 5 up to "about 1800 keV". They found a
new 2+ level at 1808 keV and pioposed that it forms the head of а К = 2 rotational band
including the known 3+, 4* and 5* levels at 1862,1953 and 2068 keV. The latter levels,
however, are clearly identified 111] as members of the K" = 3* {7/2"|514] -1/2*[510]}
two-quasineutron band. The assignment proposed in ref. [10J relies on an incorrect use of
the completeness argument: the authors argued that, because no other 3* level had been
observed, the one at 1862 kcV had to be a member of the K* = 2+ rotational band. This
argument is not valid, since the missing 3+ level is expected at an energy above the
completeness limit!
The second example deals with a challenging and controversial problem in 126Te. In Fig. 2

2.0-

Te

1.5-

1.0-

0.5-

112 114
во 62

116
64

118 120 122 124 126 128
66 68 70 72 74 76

A
N

Fig. 2: Systematic* of selected experimental low-lying positive parity levels in ' 12-128Те.
arc presented the partial level schemes, including the Of, 2J, 4} 2j, o£ and o£ levels, in a
scries of even Те nuclei. ARC measurements in |24Те [12| and12^Te |13] have shown that
there is no other 0* level below 2.5 MeV as those reported in Fig. 2. The question which
arises is to know if the 0] and Oj states are the expected 0* members of the 2-phonon
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triple! and 3-phonon quintuplet expected in the SL\5) limit, or, in the O(.ti) limit, one of the
(од) = (N,3) or (N-2,0) state and an intruder, for example. The authors of ref. [13] rejected
126
the 0(6) limit in Te with the argument that it is not possible to reproduce
simultaneously the 2£/2J energy ratio and the ^ - 4{ energy splitting, whereas there is no
compelling argument against a (anharmonic) SU(5) description. The authors conclude that
"there seems to be little need to invoke low-lying intruder states". This conclusion might
be premature on the basis mainly of completeness arguments in view of the fact that
a) intruders have been observed in several nuclei in this region (e.g. Pd, Cd, Sn, Sb, 1),
b) that the energy variation of the o£ levels is as expected for an intruder, and
c) the authors have considered the IBM-1 model in its simplest form and only in the
limiting case of dynamical symmetries.
It is admitted that the subject is controversial. More detailed studies are needed and some
are presently being performed, see e.g. ref. 114].
4.

Completeness in fusion reactions
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Fig. 3: Side-feeding intensitiesfor the Wpdfotfny)1 ™Cd reaction 115] reported as a function of
the level excitation energies. The bombarding energy was 27.1 MeV. The solid lines
connect the data points corresponding to the same spin values. The dotted horizontal line
indicates the lower limit of population needed to insure observation of the levels. The star
indicates the experimental intensity of a transition of 1151.9 keV which was considered
for the depopulation of a controversial 1809 keV level.
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Charged-panicle fusion reaction spectroscopy presents also completeness properties [4].
To proye the validity of this claim, it is necessary to show that all levels within a region of
the spin vs excitation energy plane have a guaranteed minimum population, independent of
their structure, and which is sufficient to ensure observation of their decay. In a recent
study [IS] of "°Cd by the 108Pd(<x,2nv) reaction, it has been shown that the side-feeding
intensity (population from the continuum) follows some regular spin dependent pattern
(Rg.3).
This behaviour can be reproduced by Hauser-Feshbach calculations [16]. The example in
Fig. 4 shows that the side-feeding intensity is independent of the particular structure of the
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Fig. 4: Ratios of the experimental
//5/ to the calculated [161 side-feeding intensities of the 1 = 6
levels for the loaPd(a,2ny)lloCd reaction. The dots (o) are for positive parity, the open
circles (o)for negative parity final states: g.s stands for "ground state", I for "Intruder"
and q-yfor "quasi-gamma". The errors bars represent the I o statistical errors. It is
apparent that the side-feeding intensity is independent of the parity, of the deformation
% and of any other level structure characteristic.
levels fed. Consequently, a minimum population (this can be increased by discrete
transitions) is guaranteed, the value depending on the spin and on the excitation energy of
the levels. It then becomes necessary to determine what intensity of population will insure
observation of the levels. Considering (17) the maximum intensity of the transitions
observed in the singles spectrum which could not be placed in the scheme, and with the
hypothesis that it is very unlikely that a particular level decay by more than 2 transitions of
about equal intensities, a minimum of 7 units (in a scale where the 2\ to 0} transition has
the intensity 1000 units) is required (Fig. 3). The intersection of the side-feeding intensity
curves with the intensity limit provides for each spin an estimated upper limit of
completeness. Specifying properly the region of completeness makes it possible to test, for
example, the existence of levels with given spins observed in an experiment or expected
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on theoretical grounds to lie in some energy interval. It was thus possible to disprove [17]
the existence of a controversial level at 1809 keV in ll°Cd having a possible spin 2.3 or 4.
As shown in Fig. 3, the side-feeding intensity would be 8,20 or 37 units for these different
spin values, respectively. These intensities lie above the minimum population of 7 units
required to insure observation and are much higher than the intensity of 1.3 unit (star in
Fig. 3) for a possible decay transition observed in the (cc,2n) reaction [151. Another
example, pertaining to 112Cd, is discussed in ref. [18]. As for ARC measurements, the
limit of completeness is not sharp. The probability to miss a state decreases rapidly when
its expected population rises above the minimum estimated feeding intensity necessary for
its observation.
5.

Concluding remarks and discussion

Other non-selective reactions have completeness properties. Yates et. al. [5,19] have
claimed that the (n,n* y) reaction excites all low-spin states up to about 100 keV below the
incident neutron energy. Although a detailed justification is still needed, the claim seems
quite sensible. Other authors invoked transfer reactions for establishing complete level
schemes. As is well known, direct reactions are very selective and their main interest is to
determine the structure of the observed levels. They have no completeness properties and
can be used, in this respect, only as a complementary tool.
In view of the success and interest of completeness, many papers are entiteled "Complete
spectroscopy of isotope xy". Frequently the region of completeness is not specified and it
has to be understood simply that an extended level scheme is being proposed. Cautious
authors write "complete" between quotation marks.
The title of this paper is a paraphrase of that of a talk by Prof. Lipas in a recent
symposium. I hope he will not mind. The author thanks Prof. D.G. Burke for very helpful
comments. The work was supported in pan by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF THE STRUCTURE OF EXOTIC NUCLEI
Yu. E. 1'cnionzhkcvich
Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, J1NR, Dubna

In recent years, the use of sufficiently intensive (up to 10" particle/sec)
beams of heavy ions of intermediate energies allowed to extend considerably the
investigation range of the nuclei in extreme states - extremely neutron - or protonrich nuclei (large isospin) with high angular momentum and temperature. These
investigations produced unexpected results allowing a new view of the nuclear
matter properties. Primarily it concerns nuclei near the limits of nuclear stability.
Such phenomena as the neutron and proton haloes, neutron "skin", new types of
decay as well many others, were discussed in this field. Investigation of nuclei on
the nuclear stability border is carried out in three basic directions: production and
investigation of the structure of super neutron rich isotopes of the lightest
elements, synthesis and study of nuclear decay properties near the shells, including
deformed shells (of particular interest here are isotopes of loHe. 280,7<Ni, lo°Sn),
experiments with beams of nuclei far from stability (radioactive beams).
The present work presents the results of similar research carried out at
FLNR J1NR and in collaboration with other scientific centers.
By the present time the maximum isospin value has' been reached for the
lightest nuclei. In this region have been found several nuclei in quasislalionary
state («H, 6H, 'He, ">Hc, '°Li, "Be), thus in the region of the nuclei of the lightest
elements nuclides arc already being synthesized beyond the nucleon stability
border. Today, the only realistic direction for studying nuclear systems with the
N/2 ratio > 2.5 lying beyond the nuclear stability border is investigation of (he
nuclei of the tightest elements. The structure of these nuclei may prove to be
completely different. The most direct method for investigating the structure of
weakly-bound nuclei is that of binary reactions [1]. Such reactions having two
products in the exit channel allow one to determine the properties of one of the
partners from the energy spectrum of the other. This becomes particularly
important if the investigated nucleus has no bound states. This approach was
successfully used for the first time in experiments measuring the masses of such
nuclei as 4H, JH, 'H, 7Hc. «He and 'He in charge-exchange reactions with nmesons [2], and recently in reactions with heavy ions [3]. For this purpose the so
called rearrangement reactions arc used, in which an exchange of several nucleons
between the target nucleus and the projectile takes place. Information on the
properties of superheavy isotopes of hydrogen, helium and lithium is presented in
detail in rcf. [1]. The present publication gives only the latest data obtained in
collaboration between FLNR (Dubna), HMI (Berlin) and KSC (Moscow).
Data about excited states of 8Hc are controversial: no excited stale has been
observed in the »Ве(я-,р) reaction [2], whereas an excited state at E,=2.6 McV has
been reported for the 'BcCLi, »B) «He-reaction [4], but the counting rate was very
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low (only a few counts per channel), and above ihc In- and 2n-thrcsholcls of 2.58
MeV and 2.13 McV. respectively, the few counts may be explained as fluctuations
of the many-body background contributing in ihis region. Subsequent
measurements performed in HMI with the Q 3D magnetic speclrograph al VICKSI
I3
M
have shown thai in ihc reaction 'Be( C, O)*Hc besides the ground-slate peak of
"He a weak peak of 0.11(5) цЬ/sr is observed al £,=3.70(6) McV with an intrinsic
widih of Г=0.20(5) McV (ihc experimental resolution is 0.37 McV). From this
width ihc mosl probable spin assignmcnl J* = 2+ can be deduced using R-mairix
8
iheory. The lowcsi 2* slale of Hc is predicted by Woliers el al. at 4.02 McV [51An important step in investigating the stability of heavy helium isotopes
was the experiment carried out in Los-Alamos by K. Scth [2] to determine ihc
9
unstabilily of ihc Hc nucleus in reactions with я-mcsons. This experiment
experimentally showed for Ihc first lime that though ihe binding energy of ihc
ncution in "He is negative (Bn= - 1.14 MeV) ii is 1-2.5 MeV higher lhan the
binding energy predicted previously [6]. The most detailed measurements of ihc
mass of Ihc 'He nucleus and investigations of its structure were carried out wilhin
ihe HM1-FLNR-RSCK1 collaboration [7|. The ground slale resonance has been
I2
I4
calibrated with the C("C, 0)- reaction, a mass excess of M.E.=40.94(10) MeV
was obtained for 'He. This value is slightly higher than the result of K.K. Sclh ci
al. 12], but ihc errors
aic still overlapping.
A
onc-ncuirun
39|
separation energy of
SB=-1.27 McV is
„—34.58(10)MeV
337 MeV
deduced.
Initlhcr
4.4°-e.2°
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(7.9MeV)
resonances
arc
3.9SM«V
observed
al 2.48
J304MeV
McV, 4.31 McV.
| I.ZIMeV
5.25 McV (a broad
Ig.s.
structure appears also
at 9.17 MeV) (fig.l).
A
many-body
continuum is rising
e. (MOV]
al aboul 3 McV
above ihe neutron
Fig%1
threshold. Ii consisls
of two conlribiilions: the decay of I6O* - > M0
2n and "O* - > '"О + 3n, the
continua extend down to the ihresholds of these panitions. The contribution of ihc
decay I$O - > I4O+ n is very small, because ihe population of "O-siates requires
a Ihrcc-nucleon transfer, whereas ihc strong "O-channel is populated by the direct
two-proton pick-up.
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The observed resonances correspond to different neutron configurations, the
protons are bound in the inert 4He-core. Since two neutrons are added to the open
shells, one can estimate the structure of the observed resonances as shown

F
3/2"

E* [MeV]
Гехр [MeV] 0.30(7)

1.21(8)
0.85(10)

5/2+
3.04(8)
0.30(15)

3.98(8)
0.30(10)

Fig. 2
schematically in fig.2. An important information about the (-value of the resonance
can be deduced from the observed total width, which is obtained by unfolding the
line width with the experimental resolution. R-mairix calculations have been
performed lo deduce the most probable /-values for the measured resonances:
Erel=1.27 MeV: /=] or 0; 4.31 MeV: 1=2; 5.25 MeV: 1=2.
The proposed configurations in fig. 2 are based on these /-assignments. The
resonance at 2.48 MeV has probably /=1, because the matching conditions strongly
suppress /=0 resonances in this transfer reaction.
After almost 20 years of efforts to synthesize the double magic 10Hc
nucleus, in 1993 were carried out two experiments to measure (he mass and
structure of this nucleus. MM! for this purpose used a reaction in which a

1

°Be(14C,"lO)1°He
Etob-334.4 MeV
3, <3.O°

(A) I

Fig.3
radioactive target |0Ве (Тш=1бОО years) was irradiated by a radioactive beam I4C
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(Т,й=5730 years). In these experiments [8] the peak of the IOHe ground state
resonance is observed at 1.07(7) McV above the Zn-bcparatiun threshold with a
statistical significance of 2.5o\ The Q-value is Q0=41.19(7) McV. The mass
excess M.E.=48.81(7) McV can be deduced. A second very prominent line is
observed at a resonance energy of Ец=7.89(7) McV (Ex=6.82(7) McV), which is a
good candidate for a 3" resonance. The broad structure between these two lines at
ER=4.27(20) MeV (Ex=3.2(2) McV) might be a 2+ resonance, because it shows a
similar angular dependence as the 0+ (sec Tig. 3).
In another experiment at R1KEN in Japan the reaction CO2("Li, 2n 8Hc)
was investigated with the help of a radioactive beam. For unambiguous
identification of the reaction channel the coincidence of 8Hc with neutrons
(breakdown of the '°Hc nucleus) was measured. In these experiments the peak
observed in the spectra was identified as the ground state of the resonance in the
|0
Нс nucleus with an energy of 1.2 ± 0,3 MeV and the width Tfil.2 McV, which is
in good agreement with the data of rcf. [8]. The obtained results on the structure
of super-heavy helium isotopes need theoretical interpretation. These nuclei arc of
particular interest as they belong to the group of nuclei having the so called
neutron halo of the second type (the nucleus has a normal radius, but due to the
compact configuration of the a-particlc core, the core radius is very different from
that of the neutron shell). Supcrheavy lithium isotopes (>0Li, "Li ) belong to the
nuclei having neutron halo of the first type (anomalous radius of the nucleus and
correspondingly of the neutron shell).
The mass excess of '°Li has been measured by Wilcox et al. [10J with the
result M.E.=33.83(25) MeV; the quoted cnor of 250 keV is rather large. Another
mass measurement has been reported by Amclin el al. [11], but the resulting mass
excess value is 0.65±0.15 McV lower than that of rcf. |10]. The binding energy of
'°Li is of interest in calculations of the neutron-halo for "Li, and a more precise
value is needed. In rcf. |12) in reactions with I3C and I4C beams the mass of '°Li
and its excited states were studied. Since loLi is an odd-odd nucleus with Z=3,
N=7, we expect a 1+/ 2+-doublel resulting from the coupling 1я1рЗ/2 ® ulpI/2]
and 14 2--doublet from |7tlp3/2 0 u2sl/2]. The level scheme of '°Li is probably
very similar to ihc one of I2B (2^5, N=7) at low excitation energies. The
following result was obtained: ground stale (1+), M.E.=33.445(50) MeV, width Г
=0.15(7) McV, Su=-0.42(5) MeV; first excited stale (2+). Е„=0.38(8) McV. width
Г=0.30(10) MeV, A second excited slate is observed at E,=4.05(10) MeV with a
width Г=0.7(2) McV. The mass excess value of Wilcox et al. |10J corresponds to
the 2"*"staie and noi lo ihc ground slate of loLi. Concerning higher excited slates in
>0
Li, we find a slate at Ex=4.05i().10 McV. A preliminary spin assignment of 2"
is suggested by three observations: (i) ihe location and strength of this state
corresponds to the cross section systcmatics for the population of the states with a
vld5/2-configuration in neighbouring nuclei, (ii) ihc width Г=0.7±0.2 McV is in
agreement with an 1=2 neutron decay, and (iii) in ihe structure-equivalent nucleus
13
B a spin-isospin-flip reaction populates the 2'-sialc with the largest strength
among all states of the multiple!, coupled from the [я!рЗ/2 ® old5/2]configuration. We assume a similar structure for 10Li. in ihis case the observed
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state at 4.05 MeV would carry the main strength of the spin-dipole 2* resonance in
Meanwhile, since experimental information on the nuclear structure with
neutron halo is of utmost importance the experiments investigating the structure of
the '°Li nucleus should be continued and they are planned at different laboratories.
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Our present knowledge of the |3Вс nucleus is shown in fig.4. In rcf. (13]
the mass and levels of the "Be nucleus were studied. The mass of "Be has been
measured with the reaction "С("'С,|4О)|3Ве at ^=337 McV. A Q-value of Q0=37.02(5) McV was obtained and the mass excess is M.E.=35.16(5) MeV. If we
assume that the observed line corresponds to the ground state, "Be is particle
unstable with respect to the one-neutron emission by 2.01 MeV. The observed line
width of 0.3(2)McV supports an assignment of J*=5/2+ or Ш; but excludes Iя
=5/2+ . An excited state is seen at 3.12(7) MeV; there arc indications of a second
excited state at 6.5(2) McV. The calculations predict a 1/2+ ground stale, unbound
by -0.9 McV. However, it is not observed in the spectrum, probably because :1) of
weak population of the 2s 1/2 neutron-shell, and 2) an s-statc has a large level
width which is difficult to see at low statistics. This problem can be solved only
with better statistics.
In rcf. 114] the characteristics of the "Be nucleus were measured in the
H
C("B,l2N)"Be reaction. As a result of these measurements the mass excess and,
correspondingly, the binding energy of one neutron in the nucleus of "Be were
obtained. This nucleus turned to be unstable with respect to the emission of one
neutron by a value B,=-0.78 MeV, which exceeds the earlier values of the neutron
binding energy for this nucleus by 1.22 MeV. There have been also obtained the
energy values of the first excited states (see flg.5). Thus, the first excited level in
the "Be nucleus obviously lies at the energy of 1.22 McV.
The nucleus "Be is particle stable in the ground state, but no other state is
known. The lowest particle threshold is S2.-l.34 MeV. A spectrum of the
"C("C,"O)"Be-reaction was measured in [15]. A clear peak is seen with a
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significance of 3.5 о ai E,=1.59 McV, this is 0.25(6) MeV above the threshold. A
+
)K=2 assignment is most probable from the width and excitation energy.
An interesting result on the synthesis of exotic nuclei was recently obtained
in a joint Dubna-GANIL-Warsaw experiment [16]. .In this experiment in a quasi2
fragmentation reaction of a " Sn beam for the first time were produced nuclei of
lo
the double magic isotope °Sn. Studies of N=Z and neighbouring nuclei, especially
in the region of a double shell closure, arc important for testing and further

Pig. 5

development of nuclear models. In particular, these studies provide information
about the interaction between protons and neutrons occupying the same shell-model
orbits. While N=Z nuclides of low mass arc mostly stable, the heavier ones lie
away from the line of beta stability. In the case of lo°Sn, the deficit of neutrons
with respect to the mean atomic mass of the stable tin isotopes is about 18 and it
is expected to be the heaviest N=Z nuclear system stable against ground-state
proton decay. This stability is related to the doubly-magic character of IMSn. It
.may be noted that for heavier N=Z nuclei the condition of double shell closure is
not sufficient to ensure stability: IMPb presumably lies well beyond the proton drip
line. Mapping the proton-drip line in the neighbourhood of 100Sn may also be of
great importance in an astrophsical context as the properties of the proton-rich
nuclei dictate the pathway of the rapid proton capture process in hot and dense
stellar cnviromcnts. Beta-decay in the lo°Sn region can be described in a very
simple shell-model picture. It is strongly dominated by one channel, the Jtg9/2
->v£?/2 Gamow-Tellcr (GT) transition, and thus the observation of fast beta decays
can lead to the unambiguous identification of the parent and daughter nuclear
states. A meaningful verification of model predictions can be performed as, due to
the high QK values, the beta decay strength can be determined over a large energy
range.
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To produce and identify 'MSn at GANIL a fragmentation-like reaction was
employed in conjunction with the new SISSI device and the magnetic
spectrometers Alpha and L1SE3 which provided for the collection, separation and
in-flight identification of the different reaction products. In order to enhance the
production of neutron-deficient isotopes a beam of the lightest, stable tin isotope,
m
Sn. and a natural Ni target were used. It is then possible to calculate for a group
of events, selected on the basis of the Z and A/Q. the masses of the individual ions
from the measured TKE and TOP. The resulting mass distribution for «"Sn*50,

•«Sn4
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iossn+», lO'Sn* ', ">'Sn*« are given in Fig.6
and 7
nd
respectively. Eleven events corresponding to '""Sn*48 were observed.
Experiments in this field using extensive statistics for investigating the
characteristics of lo°Sn decay and its lifetime arc planned to be continued at
CANIL and at the FLNR new accelerator.
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A method for calculating non-statistical particle decay of excited states in odd nuclei in
presented. Using the quaripartkle-phonon model, the partial cross sections and branching
ratios for the neutron decay of the high angular momentum states in ""Pb andMZr excited
by means of the (or,3 He) reaction have been evaluated.

1. INTRODUCTION
The nudeon transfer reactions induced by hadronic probes at intermediate energies have
revealed giant resonance-like structures corresponding to the excitation of high angular momentum states [1]. These structures originate from the coupling of the initial single-particle
mode with more complex states. The coupling of the single-particle state with surface vibrations is mainly responsible of the damping process of the single-particle mode [1,2].
The investigation of the decay of high-lying single-particle giant resonance states enables
one to study the damping process through the determination of the relative contributions
of the direct and statistical components. Recently, the neutron decay of high-tying states
in *°»Pb excited by means of the (a,9 He) reaction has been studied at 122 MeV incident
energy using a multidetector array [3]. The experimental data for MZr and other nuclei will
appease in the nearest future.
In odd nuclei, the simplest excited states can be described as admixtures of single-particle
states or quasiparticle states coupled to collective excitations (or phonons) of the eveneven core. This weak coupling picture has been successfully appned to obtain the strength
function» of a variety of odd nuclei [1,4]. A method for calculating particle escape widths
in the framework of the quasiparticle-phonon model (QPM) has been suggested in ret [2].
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In this paper, the neutron decay of the aigb-fyxag states Ь **РЪ into the ground etate haa
been coneidered using the general procedure of reb. [5,6] «here nucleou emission from pant
resonances was calculated.
We present a method for calculating non-statistical particle decay of excited states in
odd nuclei which enables one to consider a particle decay into the low-lying excited states.
Using the quatiparticle-phonon model we calculate the partial cross sections and branching
ratios for the neutron decay of the high angular momentum states in M*Pb and MZr excited
by means of the (а? Яе) reaction and compare them with experimental data.

2. FORMALISM
Let ua consider a nucleus of mass number (A-H) and assume for simplicity that the
neighbouring A-nuclens is a doubly closed-shell core. It is not so difficult to generalize what
follows to deal with quaeiparticle instead of particle and hole atatea. The bamiltonian of the
A-H system can be written as

(1)

H = H,f + Н„. + H^fi.

where the three terms in eq. (1) are respectively the single-particle hamiltonian, the core
hamiltonian and the particle-core coupling interaction. We use the QPM hamiltonian that
includes an average field as the Woods-Saxon potential for protons and neutrons and the
isoacalar and isovector residual interactions of a separable type (aee retl for details). Solving the Shroediuger equations for Я„ and Hwt in large discrete spaces, one can find the
eigen energies and wave functions for the single-particle and collective excitations. To study
the particle decay of the eigenatates of the hanultonian (1), oa-, needs to take into account
the continuum states too. Following [2], we divide the configuration space into two orthogonal sttbspaces, Q and P. The Q apace is descrete whereas the P apace is continuous and
complementary to Q. The coupling of the Q states to the P space allows for particle emission.
Let us denote by a a discrete set of states obtained by diagonamang H^ on a harmonic
oscillator basis [5,6], by «<, and </>,, respectively, the energies and wave functions, and by oi
(Oa) the corresponding creation (annihilation) operaton. Within the set or we can build a
particle-hole configuration space corresponding to the core and find the RPA phonons by
solving the RPA equations with Hmt. We denote by Д, and o! the energies and creation
operators of these RPA states, respectively. To construct the Q apace, we took for solutions
of Я of the type:

(2)
•

ft»

where |0 > is the RPA ground state of the core. The amplitudes <7„ and Dv(0, n) and the
energies uv of \v > are determined by diagonafinng Я.
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To build the P space one needs to calculate the scattering solutions of

(3)

p-eK = 0

where p = 1 - £ „ № „ > < Фа\- By construction, u, is orthogonal to аП states фл. We
denote by cj and c, the creation and annihilation operators of the state u.. Then, the P
space consists of aU states which ate linear combinations of the following one particle- and
one particle plus phonon-configuiations where the particle is in a scattering state:
| e > S cJ|0>, |e,n>s[cj®ot]|0>

(4)

It is worth mentioning that in such an approach the particle decay from the phonons is not
treated.
To solve И in the (P+Q)-8pace amounts to solve in the Q-space the effective hamiltonian:
QHQ + QHP^pHpPHQ

s QHQ + W(E)

(5)

For each value of E, we look for a set of complex states which diagonahce H:
(6)

The amplitudes fjT) are solutions of

where
П, H B, - |rj

(8)

are the complex eigenenergtes.
Neglecting Яюр! in the definition of W(E) one can rewrite the double commutator in (7)
in terms of the inverse matrices of tf°> = (B* - Я„)-> and «"<") = (£<+> - Ev - Hv)~l
in the discrete single-particle space [2,7]. In this case, one can find the eigen energies ц from
the secular equation
(9)

To find D,, we solve the linear set of equations
(10)
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All ingredienta for the equatione written above are given in [1,2].
At high exciiaiica «jsrgSss, whea the level desrftj' beeoraes targe, И Ь cftea acre sahabk
to calculate the strength functions instead of solving exact equations. Pot example for the
single particle components averaged over the energy interval A

The transition amplitude in the DWBA describing the excitation of the complex doorway
state (6) with the energy (8) and the following partial decay into a final state has the form:

where |t > is the wave function of the initial state and < 0д|У|( > ос С\. The partial escape
amplitude has the form:
•».„ (Ij) s < г$(Е - Bn), п|Я.,|Лд >

(13)

Doing a non-interference assumption, one can rewrite the cross section in the following form:

<•<>
The branching ratio can be calculated by the following formula:
Вл

_

~

3. SOME RESULTS
Recently, experimental data on the neutron decay of the high angular momentum states
excited in the (a,3 He^Pb reaction have been published [3]. The branching ratios to low9№
lying levels in Pb have been determined. According experimental data, the structure
located between 8.5 and 12 MeV excitation energy in 209F6 displays large departures from a
pure statistical decay with significant direct feeding of the low-lying 3", 5~ collective states
of Ж*РЬ. The observed neutron spectra can only be reproduced by assuming that high-spin
states with J = 17/2 are predominant.
Using formulae presented above we have calculated the cross sections and the branching
ratios for the direct neutron decay of the high-lying states with high angular momenta in
209
Pb and MZr into the ground and low-lying states. We used the same set of parameters
for the Woods-Saxon potential and the residual forces as in [8].
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As the first example, we consider a decay of the kvft state in *»Pb to the first 2+,3-,4+,5-,
saa
6*, ~-,S+ states and to the ground state o{ P6. The relative cross sections for the excitation of the *IT/J states in ™Pb with the following neutron decay into the low-lying states
mentioned above are shown in fig.l. The solid curve presents the sum of aU 8 partial channels. The ground state and 3~, 5~ channels are shown in fig.l too. The contributions from
the 7~,8+ channeb are given in fig.2.
As one can see from fig.l at the excitation energies below 7.5 MeV the ground state
channel dominates and then the 5~ channel becomes the main contributor up to the energy
10 MeV. It b seen from fig.2 that the 7-,8* channeb contribute to the total cross section
in the interval 9-11 MeV mainly. The last b valid for the 6+ channel too. According to our
calculations, a contribution of the neutron decay to the 2+ state of **Pb b negligible. The
most exciting feature of this calculation b the 5~ channel predominance in comparison with
the 3- channel. For the energy interval 8.5-10 MeV the calculated relative branching ratio
R equals В5-/В3- = 3.9 that b in very good agreement with the experimental finding for
the direct decay value for Л = 3.3. An essential suppression of the ground state channel for
these excitation energies b observed in experiment too [3]. It b worth mentioning that at
the present time we can do a semi-quantitative comparison with experimental data because
we calculated the relative cross sections for &n/2 only. To perform a complete comparison,
one needs to calculate the absolute values of the cross sections for the j'w/g and Лц/а states
that can give some contribution at the same excitation energies too. Our calculation of the
relative cross sections for the j«/a state shows that the 5~ channel dominates over the 3"
one in the energy interval 8-10 MeV, but for the /»n/2 state a contribution of the direct
decay to the 3~ state exceeds a contribution from a decay to the 5~ state in the energy
interval 6.6-8.6 MeV. As in the case of the *1T/3 state, at the excitation energies below 7.5
MeV the ground state channel dominates for the neutron decay of the лj/2 and Au/a states.
No quantitative estimation for a contribution of the direct decay of jw/2 and An/a states can
be done from experimental data [3] at the present time.
The results of our calculations for the 1*13/2 state in nZr are shown in figs. 3,4. As
one can see from these figs., a contribution of the ground state channel disappears at the
excitation energy higher than 10 MeV. The most important channeb are the 5~ channel
(for the region 9.4-11 MeV) and the 6* one (for the region 11-13 MeV). Our predictions
for the relative contributions of different channeb to the integrated cross sections for the
energy interval 9-13 MeV for the t,,/a state are given in table 1. Besides the tu/a state, the
A»/a state can contribute at the same excitation energies. The direct decay to the 5~ state
dominates in the last case.
An analysb of data for nZr and other nuclei b in progress now [3].
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Table 1. Integrated crow sections /efa« (arbitrary units) for the excitation of the tls/a
n
states in Zr with the following neutron decay to the low-lying states of "IT.

channel g.s. 2+ 3~ 4+ 5~ 6*
fdcn

11

1

1

8

58 42

о. CONCLUSIONS
The microscopic approach has been appfied to calculations of the direct neutron decay
of the high angular momentum states excited in the one-nnckon transfer reaction. There
is a semi-quantitative agreement with experimental data in mPb. This is encouraging for
the model, since one is looking at fine details of wave functions. Some predictions of the
branching ratios fornZr have been maden. To perform a complete quantitative comparison
with experimental data, one needs to calculate the absolute values for the cross sections.
To improve this approach it is necessary to perform such large calculations in a consistent
framework using more realistic effective interactions Bite the Skyrme forces. To construct
a separable parametrisation for such an interaction is one of the possible ways to solve a
problem of calculations in a large configuration space.
The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant JV&N6NOOO
from the International Science Foundation. One of the authors (Ch.S.) has been supported
by the Bulgarian Science Foundation (contract Ph.31).
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DECAY MODES OF HIGH-LYING
SINGLE-PARTICLE STATES .
S.Porticr
[nstilul de Physique Nuclcairc,IN2P3-CNRS,91J06

Orsay Ccdcx,France

Abstract
The neutron decay of high-lying single-particle states in zo»Pb and "Xr excited
by means of the (o,:'IIc) reaction has been investigated using the multidetcctor array
EDEN. The decay characteristics (neutron multiplicity, branching ratios, angular
correlation data) confirm the high spin values of the high-lying structures observed
at 13 MeV in Zr and 10 McV in Pb, proposed to be due to the predominant excitation of single particle states in the external orbitals Чщг and UIT/J, respectively.
The data are compared with the results of statistical model calculations in order to
extract the direct branching ratios to the low-lying states of the target nucleus.

1. Introduction
Broad giant rcsonancc-likc structures have been observed in inclusive spectra of stripping reactions induced by various projectiles (a/Li, '•!0Nc,'")Ar) on medium and heavy
nuclei1*'1. These structures have been shown to originate from the population of available outer high-spin orbitals, as for example the lktr/2 subshcll in 209Pb'. In fact,
stripping reactions at 20-50 A.McV display a strong selectivity for exciting high-spin
single-particle states due to the large mismatch between initial and final grazing angular
momentum values. On the other hand, these high-lying structures arc embedded in a
continuum which may be due to fast three-body processes, such as the break-up of the
projectile. The contribution of break-up processes to the experimental transfer spectra
has to be properly evaluated in order to extract quantitative information about the
properties of single-particle states in the continuum. It Is hoped that exclusive experiments may reduce this background significantly as the angular correlation related to
break-up should differ from those expected for the decay of the single-particle mode.
The damping of these "giant" states occuis through the mixing of the initial singleparticle mode with the high density of underlying complex slates. The investigation of
the particle decay of these high-lying modes is an unique tool for studying the damping
process, through the determination of the relative contributions of the "direct" and
"statistical" decay modes, and for giving information about their microscopic structure.
The total width Г of the decaying state can be written as the sum of escape and spreading
widths 2tr{ and Г 1 . The partial escape widths r£ are related to the direct decay
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process, e.g. a fast nucloon emission occuring either immediately after the primary
excitation process or during the first step of the damping process, usually described
as the coupling to low-lying collective states of the target nucleus states '. In the
following steps of the damping process, coupling to more complicated mp-nh particulchole configurations may occur until complete thermalization of the mode. The spreading
1
width Г is related to nucleon evaporation from a compound nucleus state with the same
spin and parity at the same excitation energy, whose corresponding decay channels can
be predicted by statistical model calculations.
Information about the wave function of the state can be obtained when the observed
decay differs significantly from statistical model predictions. In this case, one can determine the degree of thermalization of the mode Г'/Г, and the direct branching ratios
rJ/Г , which measure the coupling to the ground and low-lying excited states of the
target nucleus. These direct branching ratios can be compared with the predictions of
microscopic nuclear models.
The availability of the high efficiency neutron multidetcctor EDEN5 has allowed
to perform a detailed investigation of the neutron decay mode of high-lying singleparticle states in several medium and heavy nuclei. Results on 209Pb have recently been
published6. The present paper will compare the decay properties of high-lying states in
91
Zr and209Pb, investigated through the (a,3IIe n) reaction, and discuss the information
which may be obtained about their microscopic structure, through the evaluation of the
statistical contribution to the neutron decay.

2. Experiment
The (a,3He-n)reaction has been investigated using an a-particle beam of 30A.MeV from
the KVI AVF-cyclotron. The thicknesses of isotopically enriched targets of 208Pb and
^Zr were 6.8 and 5.0 mg/cm2, respectively. The outgoing 3He particles emitted in a
solid angle of 10 msr around 0е were analyzed with the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph.
The focal plane detector consisted of a multiwire drift chamber1, measuring the position
of the particle and the trajectory angle and a plastic scintlllator providing time of flight
and energy loss informations for particle identification. Excitation energy ranges up to
about 20 MeV above the neutron emission threshold could be investigated in a single
setting of the magnetic field. The overall energy resolution was about 180 keV.
The neutrons in coincidence with 3He particles were detected between 68° and 168°
to the incoming beam direction using the neutron tlme-of flight multidetector EDEN5,
placed at 1.75 m of the target position. It consists of an array of 40 cylindrical cells,
with respective diameter and thickness of 20 cm and 5 cm, filled with NE213 liquid
scintiUator, which ensures a good discrimination between neutrons and 7-roys. Details
about the energy resolution and efficiency performances of this multidetector are given
in refA Multlparameter events corresponding to a coincidence between the focal plane
plastic scintillator and the EDEN detectors were registered on magnetic tape, together
with scaled-down singles events for absolute normalization of coincident data. Neutron
energy spectra measured above a 0.5 MeV threshold have been corrected for efficiency
effects and random events. These spectra are displayed as function of the residual energy
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£r» = Sgf - En(c.m.) - Sa, where Sx, is the excitation ecergr of the emitting nucleus
and 5„ b the neutron emission threshold. It corresponds to the excitation energy of the
final levels fed in the decay process in the case of one-nucleon emission.
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Figure 1: a)Singlei (a,3He) apeclra at Е„=30 A.MeV, 8»ие - 0°; 6^ spectra in coincidence with neutrons; c) neutron multiplicity deduced from the data analyiis.
Singles 3He spectra corresponding to excitation energies in9lZr and J09Pb above the
neutron emission threshold are displayed in Plg.la. As previously observed at 183 McV
incident energy1, both spectra are dominated by a broad bump, located at about 13
MeV in 9lZr and 10 MeV in 209Pb. The corresponding 3He spectra in coincidence with
neutrons detected by the EDEN array are shown in flg.lb. In both nuclei, one observes
a sharp rise in the exclusive (o,3He n) cross section between the threshold and the top
of the bump, which therefore appears better defined than in the inclusive experiment.
Moreover a second broad structure, very pronounced in the ^^Pb spectrum, appears
a few MeV above the two-neutron emission threshold. In order to examine whether
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these additional structures could partly correspond Jo higher-lying single-particle «citations disentangled from the break-up background, one needs to perform a quantitative
analysis of the angular correlation data and determine the neutron multiplicity.

3- Data analysis
3.1. Branching ratios
Neutron branching ratios Вь, corresponding to the decay Cram an energy bin EZa to
some final target state with energy EXbt are deduced from the ratio of coincident events
hi each neutron detector Na-b(0) over the number of singles events N, according to the
following expression:
JUtW = lf.BbeW(0) = £ AkPb(co,0).

(I)

k

where ( is the detector efficiency and W(0) is the normalized angular correlation
function. Due to the present cylindrical geometry provided by the detection of the
ejectile around 0°, W(8) can be expressed by a sum of Legondre polynomials. Here the
branching ratios have been extracted by fitting the angular correlations with polynomials
of even order fc. The correlation of the neutron emitted in the decay process is in fact
expected to be symmetric with respect to 90°(c.m.). provided that no interference occurs
between states of different parities. One has to note that any significant deviation from
this 90° symmetry could be due to neutrons produced in three-body processes such as
break-up of the projectile.
The multiplicity of neutrons emitted from the EIa region, with energy above the 0.5
MeV threshold, is obtained by summing the Вь values over all neutron decay channels.
The experimental multiplicity of neutrons emitted by °'Zr and 209Pb is plotted in fig.lc
as function of excitation energy. Above 11 MeV and below the two-neutron emission
threshold, the measured multiplicity in 01Zr is consistent with 1, but small and fluctuating multiplicity values are observed at lower energies where the only open decay
channels are the transition to the 0+ ground state and 7-ray emission. Such an inhibition of the neutron decay can be explained considering the high spin values selected
by the excitation process and the centrifugal barrier existing for emission of low-energy
neutrons with large L values. In 209Pb, the dependence of the multiplicity relative to
excitation energy (flg.lc) displays the strong competition existing between neutron decay and 7-ray emission up to 10 MeV excitation energy, as well as the coexistence of
the n and 2n decay channels up to 4 MeV above the two-neutron emission threshold.
The shapes of the exclusive spectra shown in Fig.lb can be well reproduced by folding
the singles spectra with the corresponding neutron multiplicity function of Fig.lc. In
particular, it can be shown that the structure observed around 16 MeV in the exclusive
209
Pb excitation spectrum is clearly due to the slow rise of the multiplicity above the
2n-threshold.
Partial branching ratios Вь to discrete low-lying states and groups of higher-lying
levels in the target nucleus have been accurately determined as function of excitation
energy in 9lZr and 209Pb. The values corresponding to the ground state decay from
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both nuclei are plotted in fig.2. Ground state branching ratios around 0.35 have been
measured in the 5-7 MeV excitation energy range of 209Pb, whereas the maximum
value determined in 9IZr is only 0.15. At higher excitation energy, where the nentron
decay channels to excited states are open, one observes a sharp decrease of the ground
state branching ratio. The ground state branching ratio is particularly small, but still
measurable, in the region of the 10 MeV bump of 209Pb. The average value obtained
over a 3.5 MeV energy range without any background subtraction amounts to 0.4%. A
significantly higher value of 1.4% is obtained for the ground state branching ratio of
the 13 MeV structure in 91Zr, by averaging Bg, over an energy bin between 11 and 15
MeV excitation energy. However it is important to note the variation of the ground
state yield with excitation energy, as Bgt increases from a minimum value of 0.8% at 12
MeV up to about 4% at 20 MeV. It will be shown in the next section that the feeding
of the "Zr ground state in the (a,3He n) reaction at high excitation energy could be
predominantly due to break-up processes.

\ Ground state branching ratio {

91:l

Zr

10'r«

101-3

1»

10

Ex(MeV)

Figure 2: Branching ratio Bg, for neutron decay to the ground state of the target nucleus,
at function of excitation energy (the tines are to guide the eyes),

3.2.

Angular correlation analysis

Angular correlations measurements can provide information about spin values of the
emitting state, by comparison with theoretical expectations. The general expression
for the Ak coefficients in Eq.(l) may be found in Refs.1-7. For a transition to a final
level with spin 0, the correlation only depends from the spin value of the emitting
state and from its density matrix, averaged over the finite aperture of the spectrometer
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around 0°. The theoretical correlations have been calculated using code Corely8, with
density matrices deduced from (a,3He) transition amplitudes given by the DWBA code
Dwuck4°. They are strongly peaked at 180° for high initial spin values, with a 180°-90°
anisotropy increasing from about 5 at Ja = 9/2 to 8 at Je = 17/2.
In order to calculate angular correlations in the case of final states with spin different
from 0, one has to make some additional assumptions about the relative contributions of
various partial waves (I, j) participating to the decay. In the present case, it was assumed
that there was no interference between the different partial waves, with amplitudes only
depending on the transmission factors Ту, calculated using the neutron optical potential
from ref.10.
Experimental angular correlations from the decay of various energy bins in 91Zr and
Pb have been compared with the predictions using different assumptions for the spin
values of the initial state. The conclusions deduced from this comparison in the case
of 209Pb are in good agreement with the results of previous inclusive measurements1'",
which have in particular concluded to a predominant 1*17/2 single particle excitation in
the region of the 10 MeV bump.
209

Angular correlations measured for the decay of some selected energy bins in 01Zr to
the ground state and low-lying levels of '"Zr are presented in Fig.3. They have been
compared with theoretical correlations calculated for various assumptions about the
spin population of the emitting state, from the results of inclusive measurements, it
has been proposed1 that the bump observed around 13 MeV excitation energy mainly
originates from the excitation of the lt13/2 single-particle state. On the other hand,
recent calculations12 have been done hi the frame of the Brink-Bonaccorso (BB) model13
which describes stripping reactions to continuum states. The theoretical correlations
displayed in Fig.3 correspond to the spin population assumptions of (t)7a=13/2 alone
(dashed line); (t't) BB predictions (full line) with about 60% of spin 13/2 in the 13MeV
region. It can be seen that the results obtained using this last assumption are hi rather
good agreement with the angular correlations that are observed below 13 MeV.
At higher excitation energy, angular correlations observed for neutrons with energy
below 3 MeV, which correspond to the largest part of the exclusive cross section, are
nearly isotropic, (see fig.3-bottom left), as it can be expected from a statistical decay. On
the other hand, the angular correlations corresponding to the feeding of the ground state
of '"Zr, measured for the same energy but (fig.3-bottom right), display an asymmetry
relative to 90°, with a sharp minimum at about 130". Such a correlation cannot be
reproduced assuming neutron decay to the ground state.
It is therefore highly probable that the corresponding neutrons, which contribute
to about 4% of the exclusive cross section in the angular range investigated here are
produced in the elastic break-up of the projectile. Similar conclusions can be proposed about a predominant contribution of break-up processes to the very weak (about
0.5%) ground state transition observed at high excitation energy in the 208Pb(o,3He n)
reaction6.
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3.3. Statistical calculations and extraction of direct branching ratio?
The predictions of the statistical model for the decay of continuum states in 91Zr and
ЯЯРЬ have been obtained using the code CASCADE14. A detailed investigation of the
sensitivity of the calculated decay properties to the various input parameters (transmission coefficients, initial spin distributions and level densities in the final nuclei) has been
done for both nuclei. The results of this investigation for the decay of ""Pb have been
reported in ref.6. Some adjustments of the density level parameters of the backshifted
Fermi gas model have in fact to be made in order to better reproduce the low energy
part of the neutron spectra. Below 5 MeV. known discrete levels have been included in
the calculation.
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Figure 4: Neulnm spectra (histograms) from the high-spin tingle-particle structure obtened around IS MeV in 9tZr, compared with the predictions of the statistical model
(solid line»).
Calculated neutron spectra have been compared to the experimental ones after suppression of energies below 0.5 MeV and folding with the energy-dependent line shapes.
As an example, fig.4 displays neutron spectra from the decay of two energy bins in the
region of the 13 MeV structure observed in 9>Zr. The normalization of the calculated
spectra to the data is done in such a way that the statistical contribution is assumed
to be maximum, with the condition that the resulting statistical spectra never exceed
the experimental ones. The same assumptions have been done in order to estimate the
direct branching ratios #J corresponding to the neutron peaks observed above the normalized statistical spectra. In the expression B[ = Bf - B6J, the statistical branching
ratios B[ have been taken equal to the product of the normalization factor by the values
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calculated by CASCADE for the corresponding neutron decay channels. However, it has
to be stressed that this rad«-!j-bg assssaption of a гяаегяпвп statistical costribiJjra
to the decay may be questionable, and that this procedure can only determine a lower
limit for the direct branching ratios.
Experimental spectra in fig.4 display several low-lying states in i°Zt strongly populated in the neutron decay, in particular the lowest 5~, 3~, 4+ states, and higher-lying
groups of levels dominated by known 6+, 7~, 8* and 9~ states. Statistical spectra presented here have been calculated using as input data the spin distribution in 9IZr from
ief.'2, already used hi the angular correlation analysis, and transmission coefficients
deduced from ref.15. Other calculations assuming transmission coefficients from ref.10
or a pure J=13/2 spin value for the emitting states led to only small modifications of
the theoretical spectra. These calculations predict a strong excitation of the 5~ state in
the lowest energy bin. According to the prescription chosen for the normalization, the
decay to the 5~ appears therefore fully consistent with pure statistical emission. On
the other hand, a sizeable amount of direct decay can be extracted for the transitions
to other low lying states in ^Zr.
Experimental branching ratios averaged over the 11-15 MeV energy bin in 9IZr are
given in Table 1 for the decay to well resolved low-lying ^Zr states, together with
those previously reported6 for the 10 MeV bump in 2O9Pb. One has to note that these
branching ratios have been obtained without any background subtraction, therefore
assuming that the contribution of three-body processes could be neglected in this energy
region. However, it is not excluded that part of the neutrons feeding the ground state
of ^Zr could originate from the low-excitation-energy tail of the elastic break-up of the
incoming a-particle, inducing an overestimation of the ground state branching ratio.
On the other hand, the limits of the energy bin around the 13 MeV structure in °'Zr
are somewhat arbitrary, so that a 0.5 MeV shift may induce appreciable changes in the
averaged branching ratios, due to the variation of the Вь values with energy.
The corresponding direct branching ratios B\ extracted using the procedure explained above are reported in the last column of Table 1. These values may be compared
with the results of recent microscopic calculations16"18 reported in this conference, by
calculating the theoretical branching ratio as the weighted sum of the predicted escape
widths (rj)_, for the various single-particle states J lying hi this energy range:

(2)
The probabilities ffj(Ex.) for exciting the resonant state J at energy EIa can be
evaluated using the energy and angular momentum dependence predicted by DWBA
calculations, multiplied by the strength functions Sj(E,m) obtained from the microscopic
calculations.
It may be noticed by looking at Fig.4 that a large part of the decay from 91Zr
proceeds through neutron emission to known high spin levels in the 3-6 MeV region. This
fact cannot be accounted for by statistical calculations, giving evidence for significant
direct escape widths for these decay channels. Large direct decay branches to 7~,8+,10+
levels have also been observed in 209Pbe, provided that the actual high spin level density
in209Pb be correctly reproduced in our statistical calculations. These non-collective
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levels could act as doorway states in the damping process and would nave to be included
ia fatow ailnvMcopJc саЗсоЫЬ:» с? the Aunpiag cS the s'agle-partirle excitations in
the continuum.
Table 1: Comparison of experimental branching ratios with the values calculated for
statistical decay, normalized according to the prescriptions given in the text. Direct
branching ratios B1 are obtained by assuming that the statistical contribution is maxi-

Nucleus

EX
(MeV)

^Pb

<8.S-12>

< 11 - 15 >

SI

Zr

BJ'^Jinez)
(%)

Bl
(%)

->GS 0.43 ±0.14
— 3- 2.4 ± 0.3
-+5~
6.6 ± 0.4

0.02
0.6
2.9

0.4
1.8
3.7

-»GS
-* 5~
-»3"
-.4+

0.03
9.5
4.1
1.8

1.4
0.
2.4
7.0

Stf
(%)

1.4 ± 0.2
9.5± 0.2
6.5 ±0.2
8.8 ±0.2

In the present analysis, no clear evidence could be found for direct decay of higherlying single-particle states in both nuclei. Results obtained about the neutron decay of
Я»РЬ above 16 MeV are found to be consistent with the predictions of the statistical
model, leading to the conclusion that there is an almost complete thermalization of
the single-particle modes above this energy8. Similar conclusions can be drawn for
91
Zr above 18 MeV, as the main part of the decay may be accounted for by statistical
calculations, whereas the angular correlation analysis show that the weak neutron line
corresponding to the feeding of the °°Zr ground state may be due to break-up processes.

4. Summary
The neutron decay of high-spin resonant states in 9lZr and ""Pb excited by the (a,3He)
reaction has been investigated in a wide range of excitation energy, using the multidetector EDEN. The large efficiency and the good energy resolution of this detector array
has allowed the measurements of angular correlations, branching ratios and neutron
multiplicity with high statistics. The large spin values of the high-lying structures observed in the transfer spectra, inferred from previous inclusive studies, are confirmed by
the analysis of neutron angular correlations. This induces a strong competition between
neutron and 7-decay several MeV above the neutron emission threshold.
The structures located around 13 MeV in 9tZr and 10 MeV in 209Pb predominantly
decay to high-spin excited states of the target nucleus, and display only very weak
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ground state branching ratios. The results have been compared «Mi the predictions of
the statistical mou'el. Whereas at higher ешшюи energy, the results are consistent
with the assumption of an almost pure statistical decay, strong discrepancies may be observed in the region of the high-lying structures. From the comparison of experimental
branching ratios with those predicted by statistical calculations, we have estimated the
direct neutron branching ratios B^ to various low-lying states, directly related to the
escape widths of the high spin resonant states present in this energy region. The comparison with the predictions of two microscopic calculations, performed in the framework
of the quasi-partide-phonon model17 and the coupled-channel-approach'8 is under way.
t The experimental results reported here it the result of a collaboration between several laboratories. I wish to thank all the physicists which were involved in the EDEN
project and participated to the different stages of the experiment: D.Beaumel, S.Gales,
J.Guiltot, H.Langevin-JoKol, H.Laurent, J.M.Maison, M.Renteria, J.Vernotte (IPNOrsay), J.Bordewick, S.Brandenburg, A.Krasznahorkay, S. Y. Van лет Werf and A. Van der
Woude(KVI), P.Massolo(Unm.La Plata) and G.Orawley(MSU).
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SCISSORS MODES: FROM SEMICLASSICAL TO
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTIONS
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Afostra d'Oltremare Pad. 19, Napoli, Italy
ABSTRACT

The semiclassical two-rotor model is shown to give a quantum mechanical definition of She
Ml strength of the scissors mode which has general validity. Its consistency with the deformation
properties of the mode as well as with some algebraic and microscopic descriptions is proved. The
strength so defined, if properly computed, leads to the prediction of a new scissors like mode in
the region of the isovcctor quadrupolc giant resonance. The two modes may occur and be strongly
collective in supcrdeformcd nuclei. Л RPA calculation carried out directly in the laboratory frame
(o describe the low-lying scissors mode is finally discussed.

1. Introduction
The All low-lying excitations, observed in all deformed nuclei, have been interpreted as
scissors like oscillation modes since their first discovery in IMGd by Richtcr and «workers1-2,
according to the picture provided by the semiclassical two-rotor model (TRM)3.
These excitations have been object of extensive theoretical studies, carried out in a
variety of different models, devoted to clarify their exact nature2. The conclusions of these
investigation were not unique. Even their scissors nature has been questioned in some cases4.
A conclusive support in favour of the scissors character of the mode has come from
the recent discovery that in Sin isotopes the total A/1 strength grows quadraiically with the
5
deformation parameter and is closely correlated with the strength of the E2 transition to the
lowest 2+ state6. Such a deformation law has been confirmed in Nd isotopes7.
Practically all models have been re-examined and found to be more or less consistent with
8 10
these new deformation properties " . This long list includes also a phcnomcnological, largely
model independent, analysis'6 based on the use of the Ml strength in the form borrowed from
the two-rotor model (TRM)3.
As we shall sec, the TUM form of the Ml strength holds beyond the geometrical model
and gives a definition of the scissors strength of general validity. Such a definition applies to
most phenomcnological model descriptions in their classical limit. We will discuss this aspect
for the proton-neutron interacting boson model (IBM-2)20 and the generalized coherent state
model (GCSM)21. We will also show that the definition applies also to schematic RPA". We can
actually prove that the semiclassical approach is totally equivalent to schematic ЯРА and like
this scheme, predicts a high energy scissor mode in the region of the isovcctor quadrupolc giant
resonance23 as well as strongly collective scissors like excitations in super-deformed nuclei24.
The semiclassical approach docs not describe correctly the deformation properties of the mode.
9 18
Realistic TDA" or RPA ' calculations arc needed to this purpose. These being carried out
in the intrinsic frame, present some difficulties which can be circumvented by using rather
25
26
involved techniques unless a self consistent basis is adopted . As a way of avoiding some of
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the intrinsic RPA problems, a RPA calculation carried out in the laboratory frame has boon
proposed recently to describe the mode*7. This will be discussed briefly in the final part.
2. The scissors Ml strength
2.1 The two-rotor model and the scissors Ml strength
In the TRM protons and neutrons, described as two axially symmetric rotors with mass
parameters 3,, and 3n and angular momenta fp and Jn respectively, perform rotational oscillations around a common axis orthogonal to their symmetry axes. The motion is determined
by the Hamiltonian

(i)

where i> is half the angle between the symmetry axes of the two rotors.
Expressed in terms of the total and relative angular momenta
JW; + / n ,

$=/,-/„,

(2)

the TRM IlamUtontan, apart from a Coriolis-like term which can be neglected, decouples into
a rotational and an intrinsic part. This for small values of i9, has the form of a two dimensional
harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian
2

where С is the restoring force constant and 3* is the mass parameter, given by
43,3,

In this Hamiltonian i) plays the role of radial variable (i)* = tfj + tff) while 5,- = idf(d&i) arc
the conjugate variables of 0;.
The scissors mode is the first A'" = 1* state, with an excitation energy и = \/С/$к.
It is excited by the component of the magnetic dipolc operator linear in £„ with a strength

(ffr = gf - gn)
3
16jr

3
^=±1

"

N

16jr

~

The above expression follows from the harmonic relations

These can be written in the form

E < о^-гт-ЦгЯЛо
>,
И - 0

с = i^ Z <o| [sj, [//, sj] |o > ,

й=±1

The above relations, first obtained in a sum rule approach22, can be assumed as a general
definition of the TRM physical parameters. They are valid for a Hamiltonian and an operator
5M of general form. Dy using closure we obtain indeed

T" —
я]и

w

"
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By making use of the last two equations we obtain for the scissors energy weighted sum rule

0)
This sum rule is generally valid as long as the Ml transition is promoted by the operator S,,.
The scissors strength (cq.5) follows under the (experimentally supported) assumption of small
fragmentation of the mode.
For a validity check we can consider the deformed mean field

(10)

t

where ho is a spherical single particle harmonic oscillator Ilamiltonian and 0 a deformation
parameter. We easily get

where we have put ш = 6w0 and used the relation /3 = y(16ir/45{ between the two deformation
parameters.
2.2. Scissors Ml strength and nuclear deformation
The definition given above has uccn shown to be consistent with the observed deformation properties of the mode10. We started with the E2 classical energy weighted sum rule28
27
*i
7^
+ -> 2+) = —XBS(EZ) =
Хв- < r2 > e2

(12)

where \u = 0,>r/0roi — 1/5 is the ratio between the irrotalional and rotational mass parameters, in the nuctcon mass, < r2 >= 3/5 If and Я = 1.2Л'/3 fm. We can derive from this
equation an expression for the mass parameter using the relation 5 ^ 3/cJj, which inserted into
cq.5 yields the Л/1 — E2 relation
1 3

и2

Л/
fi(/Wl)t^0.0065^WC(£2)t^7tf?.

(13)

Making use of the standard expression of the Б2 strength
4

2

B(E2) t= 5/(16ff) Q\ = l/(» ^Л ^ ,

(14)

1

and substituting into the above equations, we obtain the S law
* 0.004 uM5/3 S1 0X,.

(15)

The procedure just outlined shows the strict link between the quadratic deformation law and
the Л/l -El relation in agreement with what suggested by the alike saturation properties
observed for the two strengths6.
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Numerical calculations carried out by putting gn = 0 and gr = 9P = 2&t = (22)/Л
yield results in good agreement with experiments if we use for S the values adopted in ref.5
(C'f (Л/l) in figure 1.). If the strength is computed using for the deformation parameter the
value extracted directly from the experimental E2 strength through eq.13 (B^(M 1)) in figure
1.), the agreement with experiments is somewhat spoiled in the most deformed nuclei. The two
strengths so determined differ by contributions coming from higher order terms in S.

a)Sro
0

B»«e (Ml)

*

B^ac Oil)

A

&">«> (Ml)

1

Data

0.02

0.04
o*

0.06

0.08

Figure 1. Summed Ml strength versus <$2 in Sin isotopes. The line connects the experimental
points. The data arc taken from ref.5.

With the value used in rcf. 5, the saturation properties are also well described16. This
is shown in figure 2, where the Ml strength is plotted versus the fractional number of valence
protons and neutrons P = (NpNn)/(Nf+Nn), a. quantity introduced by Castcn28. The strength
reaches rapidly a maximum value as P increases and remains constant for further increase of
P, in agreement with experiments6.
Such a good agreement is obtained by a largely model independent phenomenological
procedure based on little more than assuming that the magnetic excitations are promoted by the
scissors-like component of the Ml operator. This points strongly toward the scissors character
of the observed low lying Ml excitations. Crucial to such a good agreement is the choice
of a mass parameter close to the empirical moment of inertia. This suggests that protons
and neutrons in promoting this mode behave roughly as superfluids, in agreement with the
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microscopic calculations where pairing correlations arc shown to play a crucial role in enforcing
the quadratic deformation Iaw9-Il-Ml18.

Mt MMi4

-

Sm

*

«""Gd

о

"-"НУ
«Вт

Figure 2. Summed Ml strength versus the fractional number P = (NrNa)/(Nf
Sm isotopes. The line is drawn just to guide the eyes.

+ #„) in

3. Semiclassical versus algebraic approaches
The connection with other model descriptions is better shown once the TRM Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of the shape variables a»,, instead of 0. This is made possible by the
relation
/1

/1C—

(16)
which inserted into eq.l yields

H=^

B

where new and old parameters are mutually related by 3W = 3/32B and С a 3j92Ca.
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(17)

3.1 Relatioa to GCSM
In lhe GCSM21 the modc ts described by a state obtained by angular momentum projection from an intrinsic wave function of the form
Ф« = (*1®Мл*чФо

(18)

whcrc 6*(6T ),(r = p,n) arc quadrupolc boson creation (annihilation) operators acting on a
coherent ground stale of thc form
Ф0 = e*p[rfS>Jo - 6TO)]|0 > .

(19)

Here d is a deformation parameter which ran bc related directly Io thc J52 strength. In thc limit
of strong deformation wc have indeed (I s* (kp0)/^2, where thc constant kp in the harmonic
limit becomes kf = (BPCP)1'4 с; (Bpw)4*. In this limit the GCSM Ml strength can be written
in the scissors form15
B(Ml) ta %fAti, - £WA a

fijW0Jf

(20)

having uscd Bp a B|2 ~ 9f0*/6.
Thc numerical calculations15 have been carried out once lhc model parameters have bccn
fixed so as Io reproduce some selected levels of lhc ground, ft and ^ bands and the Б2 transition
strength. Thc results of such a parameter frcc calculation arc quite good. Thc Ml strength
follows closely lhe observed quadratic law and saturates correctly wilh deformation.
3.2 Relation to 1ВЛ-2
If we put in cq.4 % а N*/(N, + Nv) 9 and 9„ а NV/(N* + N?) 9, where N* and Nn*
arc valence proton and neutron pairs, wc obtain

Wc show now by a heuristic procedure that lhis is lhe classical limil of thc IBM2 Ml strength.
LeI us consider lhc general IBM Ml slrcnglh derived by Ginocchio'3

< "^ >M '

= JL < ow > M, -

(22)

where < Nj > is lhc ground slatc average of lhe quadrupole boson number operalor Nd =
N^ + Nj^ = rfJ • dp + d*n • dn . Being lhis a scalar, wc can compute ils mean value in lhc
intrinsic frame, whcrc for axial symmetric systems only lhc |i = O components contribute.
Using as inlrinsic ground slate a coherent stale of the form used in lhe GCSM (eq.l9) so thal
</т,оФо = <^Фо (т = тг, u) wilh d'r pure numbers, we have

Assuming equal deformation for protons and neutrons (ftp = ftn = ft) we gel
„) = 3^2В
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(24)

which insetted into eq.22 yields the TRM eqs.21 if we put N* + ЛГ, - 1 ^ Af, + Nv, an
approximation valid in thc classical limit (large /V).
4. Relation to RPA
Thc complele equivalence between thc sciniclassical approach and schematic RPA can bc
stated immediately. Oncc thc TRM Hamiltonian in O has been transformed into an equivalent
Hamiltonian in thc shape variable orjM) wejust need to impose that thc zero-point amplilu<leof
ftjp is equal to that of thc quadrupole field29. Wc can thcn obtain the schematic RPA results
directly from the defining cqs.6 using an anisotropic harmonic oscillator basis with frequencies
Wi and шг obeying the volume conserving condition W 2 Wj = ы§ (ыц = 41A~1'3).
'l.J. Low and a /iig/i energy scissors modes in deformed and superdefonned nuclei
For thc low energy mode wc may use the defining eqs.6 with ш = wJJ' = 2E =
^(<5uto)2 + (2Д)2, where E(i) is the quasi particle energy. This yields a superfluid mass parameter
£ |(S,)pM* *\mAR\
(25)
VVc decompose lhc restoring force constant into a kinetic and a potential part C = Cb + C\
and determine thc unperturbed component again from cqs.6 obtaining Cb — (2£)23,/. The
potential component can bc fixed from the ratio between thc nuclear isovcctor and isoscalar
potential strengths V\ and Hi, which yields C(/C0 = -V,/(4V0) ~ 0.6. The energy and strength
result to bc
w_~1.2C(2A)vTT^2,

B.(A/l)t=i0.001(2A)A^52^

(26)

where т = JWD/(2A). Thc above equation shows that the strength goes like S3 for small
deformations (x 4C I) and becomes linear for very large deformations (x 2> 1). In thc range of
deformations observed in Sm and Nd isotopes thc strength grows quadratically in 8 but with
a slope which produces a considerable ovcrestimation of thc experimental values in the most
deformed isotopes. A quenching factor is needed. This can bc effectively obtained only from
realistic RPA calculations, like the one carried out in ref.9, which account for spin admixtures.
We may alternatively put in eqs.6 u> = w'°' = 2wg obtaining an irrolational mass
parameter Q,c = 5J;rr = 62Qr,-s. Thc unperturbed restoring force constant follows from the
relation Co a (2ша)23,гг and the potential component from thc symmetry cncrgy mass formula
yielding C\fCo — 1.9. Energy and strength are given in this casc by
ш+~ШАЛ-Ч3МеУ,

B(Ml)+t*0.12(P4</3^.

(27)
+

Though quadratic in S thc onc given above is the Ml strength of the A'* = I component of
the isovector quadrupole resonance. For 154Sm we have indeed w+ й 26 MeV and B(AfI) + t—
4.7 pjv having put д„ = O and gr = Zgn = 2Z/A.
The occurrence of a strongly collective low and high cncrgy scissors excitation in superdefonned nuclei suggested recently in a RPA calculation24, is naturally predicted in thc
scmiclassical approach.
Lct us assume that A' is a good quantum number and that thc transition goes from
A' to A' + 1. The AfI operator couples the state \IMK > to thc states \I'M'K + 1 > with
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/' = / — 1, /, / + 1. Using thc standard expression for the transition matrix elements and the
TRM intrinsic wavv function3, we obUin for / ^ A'

£ B ( M l , I K ^ VK +1)~ ±*K*K^l*""•

<28>

For A' = O wc gain the standard scissors strength given by cq.5. We may assume that protons
and neutrons behave as rigid rotors or as irrotalional fluids according that wc consider the
low or the high energy mode. We can therefore use respectively eqs.26 (with vanishing pairing
gap) or cqs.27. The analogy with RPA suggests to put Jin = O and gp = 1 for the low and
gp = 2jH = 2Z/A for the high energy mode. We obtain for the superdcformcd mDy (S ~ 0.62)
in substantial agreement with thc RPA results24
ы. ~ 6.1MeV,

B-(Ml) t=* 22.605, ,

w+ * 26MeV,

B+(Ml) fa 26.105, . (29)

4.2 RI'A ia the Laboratory frame
For a study of thc detailed properties of the mode realistic RPA calculations arc required. These being carried out in the intrinsic frame, posc several problems. Wc remind here
the occurrence of spurious rotalional admixtures which can bc eliminated by adopting specia\
25
26
techniques or by using a sclfconsistcnt single particle basis . Even frcc of spurious admixtures thc intrinsic RPA states may nccd to be projected. What is thc effect of.such a projection
is slill an open question.
Thc above difficulties may bc avoided by formulating thc RPA directly in thc laboratory
frame. A calculation of this type has bccn carried out recently27 by using a projected single
particle basis which, though reproducing the Nilsson spectra to a good approximation, is composed of states of good angular momentum. The technique for constructing such a basis has
been developed elsewhere30'31. The underlying ideas will be sketched below.
Lct us consider the rotalional invariant particle-core IIamiltonian:

H « hvk + Hmt - k. £(<&+**-*)<?;
p

(30)

where Qp = r*Ytp. In lhc above equation h,pb stands for thc spherical shell model one-body
lIamiltonian, chosen to bc an harmonic oscillator potential with spin orbit interaction and a
/2 term, llcore is an interacting quadrupolc boson lIamiltonian describing a phcnomcnological
core and lhc third component is a particle-core coupling term. Wc now usc a coherent state of
thc form given by cq.l9 to take the mean value
< ФМФ, >=< t,\(fl - Hcv,)\4>, >= A4* - 2fcc d Q10.

(31)

This can bc identified with lhe Nilsson lIamiltonian hmi,(S) = A4>* - mu%f)Qy> if we pul
2 d kc = mw$ 0.
Inspired hy this property we consider particle-core angular momentum projected states
of the form

. *,,IMW=M01Pb1M,}

(32)

are

where yu; = <?niji
spherical single particle stales, N0I is a normalization factor, P^11 a
projection operator of standard form. Wc then considered these states as cigenstales of an
effective Fermionic single particle Hamiltonian /(«// whose eigenvalues are assumed to be thc
mean values
Ы = (*aiM(d) I h \ Ф.ш(<9) 287

(33)

These energies depend not only on (nlj) but also on / which plays here the same rolc as |fi| in
thc NiIsspii basis. The corresponding ^eij>enslates~ arc mutually orthogonal with respect to /
and Af. They arc not exact cigcnstatcs of thc particle-core Ilamiltonian (30) and therefore do
no reproduce exactly lhc Nilsson spectrum. For a givcu deformation however, it is possible to
obtain thc Nilsson lcvcl scheme to a good approximation by a suitable choice of the strength
kc.
Thc correspondence with lhc Nilsson stales is not one to onc. Because of lhc degeneracy
in M, 2/+ 1 slates ofthe present basis will correspond Io a |fi| = / Nilsson state. We can kcep
however all M-degcncratc projected single particle states given by cq.32 as long as wc nonnalizc
thcm Io 2/(2/ + 1) ralhcr than 1.
Wc adopted lhcsc projected basis Io carry a QRPA calculation in the laboratory frame.
To this purpose wc uscd a rotational invarianl many-body Ilamiltonian composed ofaone body
tcrm with single particle energies given by eq.33 and a lwc-body potcnUal composed of prolon
(p) and neutron (n) monopolc pairing treated in BCS and a p-p, n-n and p-n quadrupolc and
spin interactions.
Thc QRPA stales obtained in this scheme arc excited from lhc ground slate by a Ml
operator of lhc form

01 ,

(34)

I.T

where #j = gt ~ ge and $? = g, — gc- This is nothing but the standard Ml operator of lhc
rotational model.
Wc applied lhc formalism to 5m isolopes. Wc found lhal practically all excitations of
mainly orbital nature fall below 4 McV while thc spin IcvcIs arc above. Figure 1 shows that thc
summed M I strength of lhc orbilal excitations below 4 McV is linear in S*, in good agreement
wilh lhc experimental data. As in lhc other microscopic approaches the deformalion law is
obtained only after pairing has bccn included. As shown in rcf.27, lhc computed distribution
of thc orbilal strength is in qualitative agreement with thc experimental data. Also lhc M\
spin distribution with its characteristic double-hump structure observed recently31 in 154Sm is
fairly woll reproduced.
S. Concluding remarks
Inspired by thc TRM wc havc obtained a quantum mechanical definition of lhc scissors
Ml slrenglh ofgcncral validity which is compatible with lhc observed deformation properties
of thc mode at least on phcnomcnological ground. Thc agreement is obtained for a mass
parameter close Io lhc empirical momcnl of inertia. Thc above facts indicate lhal lhc observed
Ml excitations arc promoted by a scissors-like motion between protons and neulrons behaving
as supcrfluids.
Thc dcflnition given here applies Io phcnomcnological models like IBM-2 and GCSM
as well as Io schematic RPA. The reason why apparently unrelated models converge Io lhc
TRM is Io bc found in lheir common assumplion lhal lhc Ml transition is dominantly ifnol
totally promoted by thc generator of lhe scissors modc, S11. In vicw of lhis fact, different
model calculations may bc viewed as effective ways of computing lhc samc physical parameters
cnlcring inlo lhc scissors strength.
Thc detailed properties of the mode can bc studied only by exploiting the full shell
model structure as in realistic RPA. This, being formulated in the intrinsic system, present
somc limitations. We havc proposed as a way of avoiding lhem, a RPA calculation carried out
in lhc laboratory frame using a projected single particle basis. The results obtained arc quite
encouraging.
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It is ofgreat interest that according to the semiclassical and RPA analyses, there is room
also for a high energy scissors motle and that stiongly collective cxciiatious ofihe same uature
may occur in super-deformed nuclei. These semiclassical predictions should be sufficiently
reliable since either in the case of the high energy mode or (and specially) in superdeformed
nuclei, pairing and spin admixtures are expected to be strongly suppressed.
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ABSTRACT
Systematic nudear resonance fluorescence (NRP) experiments have been performed at the bremsstrahlung facility of the 4 MV Stuttgart Dynamitron to investigate the distributions of magnetic and electric dipole strengths in heavy nuclei.
Precise excitation energies, transition strengths, spins and decay branching ratios
were deduced for numerous low lying dipolc excitations in heavy spherical and
deformed nuclei. Measurements of the h'near polarization of resonantly scattered
photons using a Compton polarimeter enabled model independent parity assignments. In this report the results are summarized obtained for electric dipole
excitations. The new data on the orbital magnetic dipole excitations ("Sciison
Mode"} in even anj odd deformed rare earth nuclei wiU be presented in thc contribution by H.H. Pitz.
The experiments during the last years revealed the following new spectroscopic
informations about Bl excitations in heavy nuclei:
• In the spherical even №=82 isotones strong E\ excitations are known which
can be interpreted as transitions to the J* — 1~ members of 2+® 3~ two
phonon multiplets. Corresponding Б1 excitations were observed for the
first time in the semimagic (Z=50) Sn-isotopes "*-124Sn. The coupling of
an additional neutron to such two-phonon excitations has been studied in
143
Nd. In this nucleus recent experiments succeeded in the first identification
of dipole excitations to a 2+ ® 3~<S> particle multiplet.
• In all investigated even-even, deformed nuclei low lying electric AJf = 0^
transitions of remarkable strengths have been observed near 1.5 MeV. These
1~ states are discussed in terms of a K *= O rotational band based on an
octupole vibration.
• Bnhanced electric dipole excitations in deformed nuclei could be systematically observed at excitation energies near 2.5 MeV. As a common feature
these states show systematicaUy decay branching ratios which hint at a
tf-mixing. These strong £1 excitations can be interpreted as two phonon
excitations due to the coupling ofoclupolc (J = 3~, JiT = 1) and quadrupole7-vibrations (J = 2+,ff = 2).
'Supported by thc Deutsche ForschungsgemelaschaR (Kn 154-21 and Br 799-33)
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1.

mTRODUCTION AND MO1MVATION

Low-lying dipole exdtations in heavy nudd are of actual interest in modern nudear structure physics. Low energy photon scattering off bound states, nudear resonance fluorescence
(NRF), represents a highly sdective and sensitive tool to investigate low-lying dipole exdtations in heavy nndei. The discovery of a new dass of enhanced magnetic exdtations in heavy
deformed nudei in high resolution electron scattering experiments by Richter and coworkers *•)
initiated numerous electron and photon scattering experiments 2^3-4-5-) to study the fragmentation and systematics of this mode often referred to as "Scissori Mode". On the other hand,
these NRF-experiments also provided evidence for enhanced, low-lying electric dipole exdtations in deformed nudei *•»**). The structure of the corresponding J*=1~ states are discussed
in terms different coUective exdtation modes or two phonon exdtations. For odd mass nudd
there are interestings topics Bke the search for the "Scuaori Mode" t0-> or the investigation of
dipole exdtations to two-phonon-partide multiplets in spherical nudd near dosed sheUs "•'.
In this taUc the results for strong low lying electric dipole exdtations in heavy spherical and
deformed nudd are discussed in more detail. H.H.Pitz in his contribution to this conference
summarizes the results on the systematics of the orbital Ml exdtations ("Sciison Mode"} in
deformed nudd.
2.

NUCLEAR RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE TECHNIQUE

Nudear resonance fluorescence (NRF) experiments (photon scattering off bound states) represent an outstanding tool to investigate low-lying dipole exdtations and to provide detailed
spectroscopic informations. The low transfer of momentum q of real photons makes photon
scattering highly sdective in exdting low spin states. In particular, only El, Ml, and, to
a much lesser extent, £2 transitions are induced. In addition, modern 7-spectroscopy offers
highly efRdent Ge-detectors with an exceUent energy resolution, with which the NRF method
can achieve a high sensitivity. This sensitivity is essential for detailed studies of the fragmentation of the strengths of specific coUective modes. Furthermore, the use of continuous
bremsstrahlung radiation enables аД spin 1 states with suffident ground state decay widths to
be exdted simultaneously.
The foUowing quantities can be extracted in a completely modd independent way '2'':
the
the
the
the
the

exdtation energies
ratio Г§/Г, (Го and Г: ground state and total decay widths, respectivdy)
spins of the exdted states
branching ratios for the decay to exdted states
parities of the exdted states

So far in most of the previous systematic photon scattering experiments parity assignments
came from a comparison with electron scattering form factors IX' or by applying the Alaga
rules "•>. Parities can be determined modd independently in photon scattering experiments by
measuring the Unear polarization of the scattered photons using Gompton polanmeters. The
parity information is obtained from the measured azimuthal asymmetry e :

~
where JVj. and JV)| represent the rates of Compton scattered events perpendicular and parallel
to the NRF scattering plane defined by the directions of the photon beam and the scattered
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photons, respectively. The asynaaetry «• is given by the product of the polarization sensitivity
Q of the polarimeter and the degree of polarization P7 of the scattered photons. At a scattering
angle of 0 = 90° to the beam axis the polarization P7 amounts to -1 or +1 for pure El and Ml
excitations, respectively (0-1-0 spin sequences). Therefore, obviously the sign of the asymmetry s
determines the parity. The characteristics ofthe fourfold sectored Ge(HP)-Compton polarimeter
used in the Stuttgart experiments are given in ref.15->. The polarization sensitivity of the device
has been determined in the energy range up to 4.4 MeV studying fop^rJ-reactions on 12C,24Mg,
28
Si and 56Fe at the Cologne Tandem faciUty and the Stuttgart Dynamitron. The polarization
sensitivity Q amounts to « 20% at 0.5 MeV and remains « 9.5% at 4.4 MeV "•>. The overaU
detection sensitivity of the polarimeter could be considerably increased recently by improving
its response function using a BGO anti-Compton shield ie-).
The experiments have been performed at the bremsstrabIung faciUty instaUed at the Stuttgart
Dynamitron accderator (B0 = 4.3 MeV; I1^0- w 0.8 mA (CW)). The photon scattering technique, the experimental set-ups and procedure are described in detail in preceding papers4-15-17-)
and by H.H. Pitz in his contribution to this conference.

3.

RESULTS FOR SPHERICAL NUCLEI

3.1. 2+ ® 3~ Two Phonon Excitations in N=82 botones
CoUective excitations such as quadrupole or octupole vibrations are weU known characteristic features in the low energy excitation schemes of spherical nuclei. Multiphonon excitations
e.g. the coupUng of two or more fundamental excitations were subjects of recent investigations.
The coupUng of two quadrupole 2+ vibrations, forming a O+, 2+, 4+ triplet represents a very extensively studied example I&). Another case of two phonon excitations is known in the spherical
N=82 isotones ***. The 3~ octupole vibration couples with the 2+ quadrupole vibration and
creates a quintuplet of two phonon states with J»= 1^ • • • 5~. The energy of the J* member of
this quintuplet should be close to the sum energy of the two single vibrations.
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Figure 1 shows the corresponding energies for even-even nuclei within the Sm, Nd, Ce ans
Ba isotopic chains **). The strengths of the El decays of these f=l~ states amount to about
20-10^3 e*/rn2 corresponding to some W^ Weisskopfunits.
Figure 2 shows typical photon scattering spectra 20J for the spherical isotones (N=82) 138Ba,
142
Ce, and Nd, which are clearly dominated by the strong Bl transitions at 4.027, 3.643, and
3.425 MeV1 respectively, as marked in the figure. Recently we studied the Ba isotopic chain "•>
198
which represents a transition from a spherical nucleus ( Ba; N=82) to more 0(6) tike nuclei
(soft rotors). Li fig.3 the spectra of photons scattered off the even Ba isotopes uea%u<Ba ^6
depicted. As in the case for the weU investigated transition from spherical to SU(3) tike nuclei
(deformed rotors) (Nd 2^-23-> and Sm 24-> isotopic chains) the excitation energies of the J*=1~
are lowered when moving away from the magic neutron number N=82 (138Ba). However, the
1~ excitation energies agree quite weU with the sum of the 2+ and 3~ excitations. •
140

3200

3600

4000

2500

3000

3500

4000

Energy [keV]

Energy [keV]
Fig.2: Energy spectra of photons scattered off
the N=82 isotones 138Ba. 140Ce and 142Nd »).

Fig.3: Energy spectra of photons scattered ofF
the even Ba isotopes «в.13ваз4Ва „.)

3.2. 2+ ® 3^ Two Phonon Excitations in Even-Even Sn botopes (Z=50)
These two phonon excitations 2+ ®3~ should be a rather common feature in heavy spherical,
semimagic nuclei. We therefore investigated even Sn isotopes (Z=50). The Sn isotopic chain
is a very favourable case since there exist seven even-even stable isotopes, which aU are known
to be more or less of a spherical shape »••'&). fo a joint Stuttgart-Gent-Moscow coUaboration
2T<
> the low energy range of dipole excitations in 116Sn and 124Sn have been investigated at
the Stuttgart Dynamitron faciUty. In addition the higher excitation energy range was studied
at the Gent NRF set-up. In Gent a polarized bremsstrahlung beam was available aUowing
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parity assignments 28J. The low energy part of the energy spectra of scattered photons is
dominated in both isotopes by a single strong dipole transition at 3.334 in 110Sn and 3.490
MeV in 124Sn, respectively. The strengths measured in the Stuttgart experiments amounts
to values of B(JBl) T = 6.55(65) and 6.08(66)-10^V/m2, respectively. These strengths are
about 2 orders of magnitude higher than the usual El strength in this mass region 29J. The
negative parity of 1~ state at 3.334 MeV in 116Sn could be determined by the measurement of
the azimuthal asymmetry of the scattered photons using the polarized bremsstrahlung beam of
the Gent facUity 28'J. The excitation energies and transitions strengths could be explained by
recent QRPA calculations 28-> starting from a schematic model incorporating lp-lh (one phonon)
admixtures into the particular two phonon states (2+® 3~) (see table 1).

Transition Probability (e2/m2- 10^3)
E» + E3- Srw.
B(El) Tan,.
B(El) TT*~T.
3.560
1.49
3.15
6.55 ± 0.65
3.746
4.39
3.57
6.08 ± 0.66

Excitation Energy (MeV)
Nucleus
118
Sn
124
Sn

BEO>.
3.334
3.490

Table 1.: Results for enhanced eleetrie dipole excitations in the semimagic (Z=50) isotopes ne>124Sn,
which are interpreted as two phonon excitations (Z+ ® 3^) and comparison with recent QRPA
calculations27-).

3.3. 2+03-® Particle Excitations in Odd Nuclei Near N=82
As discussed aboved the 1~ member of the 2+ ® 3~ multiplet has been found in various
N = 82 isotones '9-30-> in photon scattering experiments. In 142Nd an isolated El transition
from a 1" state at 3425 keV was detected *MO-). In a recent experiment "•) performed at the
Stuttgart Dynamitron the coupling of an additional neutron to the 21" ® 3~ multiplet has been
investigated. In the case of 143Nd the additional neutron occupies the /7/2 subshell. Because of
the coupling of the odd neutron the five levels of the 2* ® 3~ multiplet in the core nucleus split
into 31 levels in 143Nd. Out of these, due to selection rules, in photon scattering experiments
only states with spins 5/2, 7/2, and 9/2 can be excited from the groundstate (in total 15 levels).
The measured strength distribution exactly exhibits all these 15 excitations. The assumption of electric dipole character for these transitions is highly favourable from the known dipole
excitations in the neighbouring nuclei. The total S(El) I strength observed in 143Nd (deexcitation of /=5/2, 7/2, and 9/2 states) amounts to about three times the strength of the strong
3452 keV transition in the even core nucleus142Nd. The fact that the sum rule is fulfiUed proofs
the two~phonon ® particle structure for the excitations in 143Nd.
The experimental results could be explained by recent calculations. In these model calculations "•' first the prominent collective features of the core nucleus (energetic positions of the
2^ .... 5~ members of the multiplet) are described in the framework of the adf-lBM. Then the
coupling of the additional neutron is calculated using the code COUPLIN 31->. The calculated
distribution is quite similar to the experimental one as shown in fig.4. The agreement between
the experimental data and the core coupling calculations can be considered to be a strong argument in favour of the proposed 2+ ® 3"® particle structure of the observed states near 3
MeV.
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Fig.4: Experimental (upper part) and theoretical (lower part) dipole strength distribution in "3Nd
between 2.8 and 3.6 MeV u>). If the transitions have an El character one finds for the plotted
quantity J(2J + 1) • e - Tg"1 = B(El;J ^ J0) 1 (with Г5"* = T(J ^ J0) • E~3 and
c = 0.9553-10~3 e2/m2 MeV3/meV). The level marked by an asterisk shows a strong branching to
the 3/2~ level at 742 keV and is not expected to be reproduced by the theoretical calculations »•).

4.

RESULTS FOR DEFORMED NUCIF-T

4.1. Low-Lying AJf=O Excitations in Even-Even Nuclei
The systematics of K = O, J* — 1~ states in rare earth nuclei observed in our previous
systematic photon scattering experiments 6>> shows that the K* = 0~ strength is mainly concentrated in one or two transitions near 1.5 MeV with summed strengths of B B(El) f fs 20 •
10~3 e'/m2 (corresponding to a rather high value of « 4<10~3 Weisskopf units), whereas the
strength at higher energies is rather fragmented. These low lying 1~ states are discussed in
terms of K = O rotational bands based on an octupole vibration as suggested by Donner and
32>
Greiner ). This explanation is supported by the observed Unear correlation of the energies of
the K = O ,J = Ii states with the energies of closely lying J - 3~ states 8>>. The strengths of
these JiT = O El excitations could be explained by an admixture of the Giant Dipole Resonance
(GDR) to these low lying 1~ states 33J. The same description akeady had been successfuUy
48
164
232
238
appUed for the interpretation of low lying 1" states in Ti, Dy, Th and U observed in
34
3
(e, e')-experiments J. Von Brentano et al. ^> explained on a quantitative scale both the transition widths Fo and the decay branching ratios of these l~-states using an improved El operator
within the sdf-ffiA-modeL Recently SoIoviev et al. 36O described these AJT = O El excitations
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37
and in addition weaker &K • i 1 transitions J microscopicaUy within a quasiparticle-phonon
model.

4.2. Two Phonon Excitations in Even-Evea Deformed Nuclei
150

160

l82 184

Our systematic polarization measurements in photon scattering off Nd, Gd, - Dy
provided evidence for isolated enhanced electric dipole excitations at excitation energies of 2.414,
2.471, 2.S20 MeV, and 2.670 MeV, respectively. The transition <uergies and the enhanced
3
2
2
B(El) | strengths of 3 to 5-10~ e /m may suggest an interpretation in terms of the predicte
new type of collective electric dipole excitations in deformed nuclei due to reflection asymmetric
shcpes Шсе octupole deformations and/or duster configurations 39''. Table 2 summarizes the
results 38J. Both, the cluster and the octupole shape models are able to explain at least the
right order of magnitude of the observed £1 strengths.
Nucleus
140

Nd
Gd
182
Dy
жру
180

E,
Го
B(El)T
R«*P
(MeV) (meV)
JlO-3 e*/m*)
2.414 14.9i2.0 0.86i0.09
3.0±0.4
2.471 16.4i2.6 1.56±0.21
3.1±0.5
2.520 30.2i4.0 1.31i0.08
5.0i0.4
2.670 27.0±4.7 1.14i0.24
4.1±0.7
M

Table 2.: Results for enhanced eleetrie dipole excitation in deformed nuclei 'b excitation energies Ex, ground state transition widths Г0, experimental decay branchings R.
= B(I" ^
+
O ) / S(I- ^ 2+) and reduced transition probabilities B(Bl) f.

Another very tempting interpretation is to explain these states as two phonou excitations
in strongly deformed nuclei caused by the coupling of octupole vibrations to the TiT* = 2+, 7vibration. Such two phonon excitations were theoreticaUy already explicitely treated by Donner
and Greiner 32-) within the Oynamic Collective Model in 1966, but up to now such states could
not be detected experimentaUy. The resulting 1^ states can be excited by dipole transitions
from the ground state as a result of the coupling of the glant electric dipole resonance to the
octupole vibration 32-'.
In the foUowing the 1~ states near 2.5 MeV are discussed as possible candidates for such
two phonon excitations due to the coupUng of quadrupole^r-vibrations (J = 2+,K = 2) and
octupole vibrations (J = 3~,Jf = 1). It is obviously impossible to generate states with J=I by
coupUng the 7~vibration to octupole excitations with (J = 3~,Jf = O). Donner and Greiner **•'.
showed that the energy of the two phonon excitation is simply given by the sum of the phonon
energies in the examined case where JiT=I and Ja=I (Ja=: third component of the octupole
angular momentum):
e2
+
E?PH\n = ^='(1^) + < (2 ).
(2)
The informations on the position of the octupole vibrational bandheads with K=I axe
rather sparse. Therefore one has to assume in most cases that the first J*=1~ state foUowing
the K=O octupole vibrational bandhead is a JT=I state. As possible candidates for the two
phonon excitation besides the 1^ states in the four isotopes 150Nd1180Gd, and 18Z-184Dy investigated so far by polarization measurements the lowest J=I states above the octupole vibrational
bandheads exhibiting an uncommon decay branching ratio have been taken. An exceUent agreement between the excitation energies E^(l~) of the assumed two phonon excitations and the
sum of the K = 1 octupole and the 7-vibrational excitations (according to eq. 2) can be stated.
Figure 5 iUustrates this fact in graphical form.
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Fig.5: Experimental excitation energies B«p'(l") of states attributed to a two phonon excitation versus the sum of the K = 1 octupole and the 7-vibrational excitations (Egf*(l-) +
K*=2(2+)). The fuU Une corresponds to the gxaci fuUUment ofeq.2. In the case of 162Dy (fuU
symbol) aU needed euergies are experimentaUy known (from ref.38->).
In order to gain more information about the observed 1^ states calculations in the framework
of the sdf-IBA model have been performed **•), which support the interpretation as two phonon
excitations. Therefore, the observed strong El excitations near 2.5 MeV in deformed nuclei
exhibiting an uncommon decay branching may be attributed to a two phonon excitation caused
by the coupUng of the octupole and quadrupole-7-vibrations. This conclusion is based on
the nearly quantitative agreement of the experimental excitation energies with the sum of the
K — 1 octupole and K = 2 7-vibration as suggested by the coUective model and on the
results of sdf-IBA calculations which reproduce the experimental energies and the structure of
the states. However, the sdf-IBA fails to account for the enhanced B(El) values. To obtain
more information on the structure of these states it is important to get additional experimental
data on the octupole vibrational bands as weU as on higher-lying dipole excitations.
It should be emphasized that the J* — \~ states rcrrespoading to the enhanced El excitations near 2.5 MeV in the neighbouring nuclei 190Nd1 160Gd, 162Dy1 and 164Dy as discussed
above exhibit a decay branching ratio JZ84, deviating from the expected values for pure K = O
and JiT = 1 states and therefore hint to a possible J?-miring40->.
Another indication for a direct relation to octupole vibrations deUvers the observed correlation "•> of the energies of these J* - 1~ states with the energies of the low lying K = O, J* = 1~
states, which are interpreted in terms of K — O rotational bands based on an octupole vibration
6
J. Combing this Unear correlation, not predicted within the Dynamic CoUective Model 32J,
with equ.2 a Unear dependence should hold between the excitation energies of the J'=1~ band
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heads of the K = 1 and JtT = O octupole bands. This is shown in fig.6 for deformed nuclei in the
Rare Barth and actinide region ^~'. The Unear correlation coeffia'ea! araouais to r=0.83. The
196
two data points for Rare Barth nuclei strongly deviating from the systematics belong to Gd
172
38
and Yb where the JT-assignments are questionable due to a strong K mixrap (see ref. -').
Omitting these two data points in the analysis an increased correlation coefficient of r= 0.93 is
obtained. To our knowledge such a correlation between these two octupole bands has not been
discussed in the Uterature so far.
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Abstract
Doppler-shift attenuation method fl>SAM) measurements following the
inelastic neutron scattering ONS) reaction have been employed to measure the
lifetimes of states that decay by dipoIe transitions and, from the transition rates, the
degree of nuclear collectivity of these states can be assessed.162 The electromagnetic
decay properties of the known Ml scissors mode states in Dy and 164Dy have
been examined, and the DSAM-INS has been used to measure directly the lifetimes
of these excitation& The Ml strengths determined are in general agreement with
those measured previously in nuclear resonance fluorescence experiments; however,
a significant discrepancy is found for three states near 3.1 MeV in 164Dy. A number
of fast El transitions have been identified in light rare earth nuclei, and candidates
for twc-phonon octupole and quadrupole-octupole vibrational
multiplets have been
146
• suggested, bi a detailed study of the transitional nucleus Nd, a viable candidate
for the lowest mixed-symmetry 2* state has been identified from measured Ml
transition rates.

1. Introduction

While the degree of nuclear coUectivity is frequentiy assessed by examining the quadrupole
characteristics of nuclei, the use of dipoIe transitions in determining coUectivity is considerably
more ambiguous. However, a wealth of new information about El and Ml transition rates has
become available in recent years, and with these data has come new information about collective
structures. At the University of Kentucky, we have employed the D4S or (n,n'Y) reaction with
accelerator-produced monoenergetic neutrons, coupled with the DSAM, to measure a huge number
of Ufetimes of states that decay by Ml or El transitions. We have studied several even^ven rare
earth nuclei having significantly differing deformations and report our conclusions about the
existence ofcoUective excitations in these nuclei from measurements of dipole transition rates.
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2. Experimental Procedures and Analysis
Nuclear structure studies have been conducted for many years with the inelastic neutron
scattering reaction at the University of Kentucky 7.0 MV Van de Graaff accelerator and associated
neutron scattering faciUties. The experimental apparatus and methods have been reported on many
occasions, and the latest developments in our laboratories, including the Doppler-shift attenuation
O)SA) lifetime methodology, have recently been described [1]. The non-selective nature ofthe INS
reaction and the high level densities in the regions of interest frequently lead to complex y-ray
spectra, but careful selection of the incident neutron energy can often alleviate many of these
complications.
DSAM has been used in a variety of nuclear reactions to obtain lifetimes ofvarious excited
states in the fs to ps range, and the reliability of DSAM-INS has been demonstrated [2]. In DSAMINS lifetime determinations, a decay yray from a recoiling excited nucleus produced by the INS
reaction is subject to a Doppler-shift whose magnitude depends upon the instantaneous velocity and
the relative direction of emission. If the slowing process induced by interactions with the bulk
target material can be accurately described, the lifetime of the decaying state can be determined
from the observed Doppler shift. The equation for the energy of the emitted y-ray is [3]
E<,[l+F(T)pcosO]
where 0 is the angle between the recoil and emission directions, E^6) represents the observed yray energy at angle 6, E0 is the unshifted y-ray energy, F(i) is the velocity attenuation facto% and
P - v/c gives the initial recoil velocity. A typical experimental plot of Ey(O) versus cos O is shown
in Fig. 1. An experimental FexpCOvaluecan be extracted from a linear fit of these data. Lifetimes
can then be obtained from a comparison of Fexp(x) with a theoretically generated Рл(т) versus T
curve based on stopping theory. The method orWinterbon [4] was used to obtain Flh(t) versus t
values for these analyses.
2396
162

Dy 2.65 MeV

2394.9^0
2395

Uf

2394

2393
-1

-0.5

O
cosO

0.5

Fig. 1. Plot of y-ray energy versus cos O used to determine the experimental attenuation factor
of the 2395 keV ^ray of 162Dy.
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In all measurements, mulfigram enriched oxide powders of the isotope of interest packed into
thin-walled cylindrical polyethylene vials were used as scattering samples. The resulting y-rays from
the (n,n'v) reaction were detected using a BGO Compton suppressed n-type HPGe detector having
a relative efficiency ofS2% and an energy resolution of 2.0 keV at 1.33 MeV. The entire detector
assembly was mounted on a carriage which permitted measurements to be performed at various
angles. Time-of-flight suppression was also used to reduce extraneous background events, and yray thresholds and placements were determined from excitation function measurements. Spin
limitations can also be inferred from the shapes of the excitation functions and the magnitude of
the inelastic scattering cross sections. Information on the spins and lifetimes of states, as weIi as
the multipolaritics of transitions, can be extracted from the angular distribution data.
3. Electric Dipole Transitions
The interesting behavior of electric dipole transition rates observed in the N = 82 nuclei has
been reported by Gatenby et al. [1£] who observed a large number of fast El transitions and
suggested candidates for two-phonon octupole and quadrupole-octupole vibrational multiplets. One
explanation of these large El strengths is that they are a consequence of the N = 82 shell closure
[6.7]. If this interprctaUon is correct, the effect should decrease in nuclei removed from the closed
shell. We have, therefore, chosen to study 146Nd86 where shell effects should be less crucial but
large quadrupole deformation is not prominent.
The decay properties ofthe low-spin excited states of 146Nd at energies below 4.0 MeV were
investigated with the (n,n'y) reaction [8]. From y-ray excitation functions and angular distributions,
many new levels have been established, and spin-parity assignments and muHipole mixing ratios
were been determined. A total of 161 levels were observed in these measurements; 70 of these
were previously unknown. Level lifetimes were obtained for 135 levels and limits were established
for many others.
The measured reduced transition probabilities for all transitions of known El multipolarity
are shown in Fig. 2. (Similar data are also available for Ml and E2 transitions [8].) The El
strengths appear to decrease with excitation energy, but this trend is consistent with Ae behavior
expected for collective excitations. If B(El) values greater than 10*3 W.u. are taken as indicative
of "fast" El transitions, it is clear that a number of such transitions are observed. For comparison,
the El strengths observed in the N - 82 isotones 144Nd and 144Sm are given in Fig. 3, as is the
distribution of El strength for nuclei in the region A = 91-150 obtained from the compilation by
Endt [9]. The El distributions for these three nuclei are clearly shifted to larger BflJl) values than
that of the Endt compilation. It should be noted, however, that the lower El strengths in the Endt
distribution can generally be attributed to nuclei in the low mass portion of this region, and sparse
data were available for the higher mass nuclei. Moreover, a comparison of the distributions for the
three nuclei indicates that fast El transitions may be regarded as a general characteristic of this
mass region.
As noted previously, fast El transitions may be taken as evidence for octupole excitations
and have been used as evidence for octupole-octupo)e and quadrupole-octupole two-phonon
excitations [5]. Some evidence of the fast El signatures of the octupole-octupole or quadrupoleoctupole multiplets was found in 146Nd. Likely candidates for members of the 2*83' quintet are
states which decay primarily to the 2| state (quadrupole phonon) by fast El transitions or the 3J
state (octupole phonon) through enhanced E2 transitions. The Г state at 1377.0 keV, with a 66%
branch to the 2} state and a Bflil) of 2.4* 10'3 W.u., stands out as a likely candidate for the
lowest-spin member of the quintet Additional candidates for members of the mu!tiplet and their
decay properties are shown in FIg. 4, where evidence of large anharmonicities is apparent
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Fig. 2. The El transition strength distribution in Nd. Transitions for which only upper or
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The 2* and 4+ members of the 3"®3" two-phonon octupole quartet might be expected to
decay to the 3* octupole phonon by3 fast El transitions. While the 2+ state at 28SS.4 keV
decays
primarily with a Вф1) of +1.1 x W W.u., there are no outstanding candidates for the 4+ member
among the three known 4 states between 2.0 and 3.0 MeV.
The 4+ state at 2SS3.2 keV decays
primarily to the first 3' state with a BQ31) of 4.8 x 104 W.u. An overview of the possible twophonon octupole states is given in Fig. 5.
4. Magnetic Dipole Transitions
4.1 Scissors Mode States in "%>"Dy
Since their discovery [10] in 1984, weakly collective Ml scissors mode states, so<alled
because of the their interpretation as arising from scissorslike oscillations of the proton and neutron
distributions, have been observed in nuclei from 46Ti to238U [11] . In numerous studies, the lowenergy magnetic dipole strength distrib:;tton in deformed even-even rare earth nuclei has been
determined and has been shown to be concentrated (summed Ml strength of ~ 2-3 Ц$) in at most
only a few I+ states near 3 MeV. in excitation [11,12]. Theoretical approaches [13-20] have
included various collective models as well as a variety of microscopic calculations, and it is now
generaUy agreed that, in any successful description of these states, protons and neutrons must be
treated as distinguishable and that this is predominantly an orbital mode. Measurements of related
excitations in transitional nuclei have also been performed.
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Two dysprosium nuclei,162Dy and164Dy, have been shown to display particularly interesting
characteristics [21]. A I + state at 2900 keV in 162Dy has the largest measured B(Ml) ofany known
scissors
mode state. Significant fragmentation of Ml strength exists in 164Dy as 7 levels with J"
= I+ have been identifled below 3.2 MeV [21], and the summed B(Ml) strength for these levels is
anomalously large when compared to the systematics of neighboring nuclei [22]. Moreover, in a
165
Ho(Wt) reaction study, it was found that the 2539 keV state observed previously in elastic
electron and photon scattering with a large Ml strength is dominated by a two^uasiproton
configuration, an observation clearly inconsistent with a collective interpretation for the suucture
of this state [23]. In addition, intermediate energy proton scattering at small angles has been used
to confirm that spin contributions are small in scissors mode states, except possibly in 164Dy [24].
No satisfactory explanations have yet emerged for the puzzling results in 164Dy.
A large amount ofdata on scissors mode excitations has been collected for nuclei in the rare
earth region, primarily through electron scattering and nuclear resonance fluorescence C^RP)
measurements, and it has been shown that the determination of accurate Ml strengths is important
for understanding the structure of these excitations [12]. The present inelastic neutron scattering
(INS) studies were initiated to determine directly the lifetimes of the scissors mode states of the
heaviest stable even-A Dy isotopes, to identify branches to lower-lying excitations such as the y
band, to assess the degree of fragmentation of the scissors mode Ml strength, and to search for
rotational excitations built on the scissors mode states.
The specific information provided by our D4S measurements of scissors modes excitations
is complementary to that obtained from electron scattering and NRF, the two methods most often
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used to examine these states. While the electron and photon scattering reactions are much more
selective in exciting these states than INS, they are also limited in the information that caa bc
obtained. Electron scattering is limited in the resolution attainable and provides no information
about the decays of these states, while NRF suffers from a high bremsstrahlung background at lower
energies that makes it difficult to observe the decay branches to states other than the ground state.
Both methods, however, provide information that can be related to the Ml transition strengths. On
the other hand, the INS reaction, combined with the Doppler-shift attenuation method (DSAM),
provides a means for determining the B^U)'s directly from the measured lifetimes, if the parities
of the states can be confirmed with independent methods.
Results of lifetime measurements for the I+ states in 162Dy and 164Dy are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The reduced transition probabilities given are based on previous
positive-parity assignments for these states [21,25]. Comparisons ofB(Ml)t values from NRF [21]
and our INS measurements
are shown in Fig. 6. The INS results are in good agreement with those
obtained from NRF for 162Dy and for the four states near 2.6 MeV in'MDy. However, we find
significantly lowei strengths for the grouping of states near 3.1 MeV in 164Dy. Reasons for these
differences are not obvious.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of B(Ml)T values of scissors modes states in 162Dy and 164Dy determined
from INS (this work) and NRF [21] experiments. The arrow for the 2900 keV state indicates
that only a lower limit was determined.
It should also be noted that, while the parities of these states cou)d not be determined from
our data alcne, all of the y-rays listed in Tables 1 and 2 displayed angular distributions consistent
with dipole transitions. Moreover, the branching rations obtained are in good agreement with those
given by Wessclborg et al. [21] and ate consistent with those expected for K = 1 states.
In addition to determining the properties of the known scissors mode states in these nuclei,
we have searched for additional decay branches from these states. With the possible exception of
+
164
a 2337 kcV y-ray from the 3099 keV I state to the 2* y vibration in Dy 126], no other
transitions from scissors mode states to levels not in the ground state band could be positively
identified in this study.
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Table 1. Decay propwtfes ofJ" = I+ states in 162Dy.
E,(keV)

E,(keV)

ErfkeV)

J"t

Branching
Ratio (%)

Kfs)

2394.9(3)

2394,9(2)
2314.1(2)
2900.3(4)
2819.0(4)
3061.4(4)
2980.3(4)

0.0
80.7
0.0
80.7
0.0
80.7

O*
2+
O*
2*
O+
2*

66(3)
34(3)
74(4)
26(4)
71(4)
29(4)

12(5)

B(Ml)T
(UN')
0.43(20)

<5

>1

8(4)

0.50(25)

2900.3(5)
3061.2(5)

Table 2. Decay properties of J" = 1* states in 164Dy.
Ex(keV)

E,(keV)

E^keV)

J"f

Branching
Ratio (%)

T(fs)

2530.8(3)

2530.7(2)

0.0

O+

69(4)

17(4)

B(Ml)T
(UN2)
0.43(10)

2457.5(2)
2539.1(2)
2465.7(2)
2577.9(2)

73.4
0.0
73.4
0.0

2*
O*
2*
O+

3U4)
73(4)
27(4)
69(4)

18(4)

0.40(10)

13(5)

0.53(20)

2504.5(2)
2694.1(4)
2620.5(4)
3111.0(4)
3037.8(4)
3159.4(4)
3085.3(4)
3173.6(4)
3100.1(4)

73.4
0.0
73.4
0.0
73.4
0.0
73.4
0.0
73.4

2*
O+
2*
O+
2*
O*
2*
O*
2*

31(4)
72(4)
28(4)
73(5)
27(5)
64(5)
36(5)
64(5)
36(5)

11(3)

0.50(10)

10(4)

0.43(20)

9(4)

0.40(20)

20(6)

0.19(7)

2539.1(3)
2577.9(3)
2694.0(5)
3111,1(5)
3159.1(5)
3173.6(5)

If the scissors mode states are, as believed, the bandheads of K" = I+ bands, higher-lying
rotational states would be anticipated. We have searched for additional band members. Some
candidates for 2* members of a scissors mode rotational band have been identified. Unfortunately.
the data are generally insufficient to characterize with certainty even the spins of these states, so
these assignments remain tentative.
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The vast majority of experimental evidence relating to scissors mode excitations has been
obtained by techniques utilizing the electromagnetic interaction; we have demonstrated that these
states can also be populated with fast neutron scattering. However, the non-selective nature of INS
reaction, coupled with high level densities in deformed nuclei, results in very dense Y^ray spectra,
and the difficulty with accurately deconvoluting multiptets in these spectra places practical limits
on this technique.
4.2 Mixed^ymmetry States in 146Nd
While the El transition strengths (see section 3) were a primary motivation for our ENS
study of 146Nd, we have been able to address related nuclear structure questions about this nucleus.
For example, we have been able to search for mixed-symmetry states146in this nucleus. Little was
known previously
about these excitations in N = 86 nuclei. Since Nd is positioned between
nearly spherical 142Nd and moderately deformed 150Nd. we searched for evidence of both the 2+
mixed-symmetry states characteristic of spherical nuclei and the fragmented 1* mixed-symmetry
states characteristic of deformed nuclei.
The primary signature used to identify mixed-symmetry states in 146Nd is evidence of fast
Ml transitions. Typically, in nearly spherical nuclei, low-lying mixed-symmetrystates with J" =
2* are expected to decay predominantly to the "symmetric" 2* counterpart with an enhanced Ml
and with a smaU multipole mixing
ratio [27]. We found seven states to which we could
unambiguously assign a J^ of 2+ up to 3.5 MeV. The branching ratios of the transitions to the first
2* state, as well as the multipole mixing ratios and reduced transition probabilities of these states
were determined. The 1977.9 keV state, with a pure Ml transition to the first 2* state and a B(Ml)
of 0.1 W.u., appears to display the requisite features to be considered a viable candidate for the
lowest mixed-symmetry 2+ state. Additional 2* states at 1787.5 and 1905.9 keV also display some
mixed-symmetry character with substantial Ml strengths ofO.OSl and 0.027 W.u., respectively.
In nuclei with one neutron boson and one proton boson above a closed shell, the symmetric
2| state and+ the 2* state of mixed-symmetry are predicted to couple and give rise to mixedsymmetry I and 3* states which decay primarily to the 2| state by enhanced Ml transitions. With
the addition of more bosons above a closed shell, as is the case in 146Nd, the number of mixedsymmetry states increases considerably. A I* mixed-symmetry state would be expected to have a
fast Ml transition to the ground state, with a resulting BQtIl) of the order of 1 до however, due
to fragmentation this strength could be spread over a number of states. There were eleven spin-1
states observed in this experiment up to 3.5 MeV, in addition to the low-lying Г state at 1377.0
keV. Except for the information provided by Margraf et al. [28], the parities are unknown for all
but three of these. While we have observed several candidates for these additional mixed-symmetry
states, compelling identifications cannot be made for any of them.
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NUCLEAR AND CLASSICAL CHAOS
V.E.Bunakov
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute
188350, Gatchina, Russia

Abstract: Л new conception U suggested: Instead oftii'> b!in<l search for quantum "reflecof r!as&ica! cliao? Io look for a purely quantum criterion of chaoticity, which transfers in
t! ,''ASsical limit into the standard classical criteria of Lyapum>v exponent (A) or thc stability
parameter x of thc monodromy matrix. This criterion sl>on)d bt- the same irrespectiveof the
number of degrees of freedom in thc system. Лпа1уы» uf out experience in compound-nucleus
physics plus the use of Heller's Gaussian wave-packets allows to prove that all thcsc conditions
are satisfied by thc well-known parameters of nuclear strength function - its spreading width
r,/h and the ratio of Г, to single-particle level spacing D0. It is also demonstrated that the
generic source of chaoticity both in quantum and classical mechanics is thc lack of symmetries
for thc l!amiltonian of thc system.
I. Introduction
Thc problems of regularity and chaos wcrc attracting growing interest of thc physical community in recent decade, because it realized at last that chaotic behaviour is not a specific
property of a complicated system with many degrees of freedom, when we arc unable or unwilling Io follow thc motion in details. To our amazement, it turned out that very simple systems,
like two-dimensional classical billiards, might behave in a chaotic way. Contrary to our previous
notions of "statistical" chaos, this behaviour was named "deterministic" or "dynamical" chaos.
Moreover, now we realize that a typical system in classical mechanics is chaotic rather than
regular. Intensive investigations in classical mechanics demonstrate that a generic feature of a
chaotic system is its nonintcgrabilly, i.e. lack of constants of motion associated with specific
symmetries of the system. Thc main criterion of cliaolicity is thc exponential instability of
the trajectory to small variatidns of thc initial conditions: the distance between two nearby
trajectories in a chaotic system grows with time as rxp (A(). Thc [,yapunov exponent A in this
expression serves a numerical measure of chaotirity (it is also closely connected with mixing
and K-entropy). A vcry popular way to scc whether the classical motion is regular or chaotic is
to map its phase portrait (Poincarc surfaces of section). Thc existence of constants of motion
for a regular system creates the invariant lori in phase space, which in turn produce smooth
curves on Poincare surface. If thc system is chaotic, thc invariant tori become smcarcd out and
disappear, thus building up a random collection of points on a phase portrait.
However, this understanding of dynamical chaos, based on a century of investigations in
mathematics and mechanics refers only to classical macroscopic systems. Thc problem of
chaoticity in quantum mechanics, especially in thc case of discrete spectrum, is 4ill unresolved.
Since the notion of a phase space trajectory looses its meaning, so do» ihe noti> >: of instability
to the initial conditions and of Lyapunov exponent. Thc bouiU-statc quantum dynamics is
also characterized by quasipcriodicity of recurrences after time lapse which is roughly inversely
proportional to a typical level spacing. Л11 these facts cause thc doubts of whether "dynamical"
chaos can be exhibited by quantum systems at all. Therefore the majority of specialists share
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thc opinion uf M.Bcrry [1] that "the inaccurate phra&c \|uantum chaus' is simply shorthand,
denoting quantum phenomena characteristic of classically chaotic systems, quantal 'reflections'
or 'parallels' of chaos". This opinion precisely characterizes the main direction in present
investigations of quantum chaos: we start with classically chaotic system and then study morc
or less blindly thc properties of its quantum analogue, hoping to find possible: ra* es of classical
chaos in quantum mechanics. The main drawback in such an approach is that its only sound
foundation lies in thc classical definition of chaos. Since quantum mechanics is a general
approach, which involves the classical one only as its particular limit, it is impossible in principle
to find a definition of quantum chaos in a consistent way, starting with lhc classical limit.
Therefore the majority ofsystematic studies on these lines do not go further than quasiclassical
approximations: while discussing quantum systems, wc still stick to thcir phase portraits as
main criteria of thcir chaoticity, and there is a popular opinion that chaotic regime of motion
might exist only as long as thc quasiclassical romlilioiis arc satisfied.
A decisive step, indicating that thcrc arc purely quantum characteristics of chaos, was done
by Bohigas Pt a! (2,3] who demonstrated that quantum analogues of classically chaotic systems
have energy spectra with statistical properties described by Gaussian orthogonal ensembles
(GOE) of random matrices. These features of thc spcrtra wcrc first encountered in thc theoretical analysis of neutron resonances (sec below). However thc universality of this characteristics
is still opcn to doubts (see par. 16.7 of ref.(<l]).
To our opinion, in a consistent approach Io thc problem of quantum chaos one should start
from quantum mechanics, i.e. look for a purely quantum definition and criterion of chaoticity.
This criterion should satisfy thc following conditions: (A) After performing lhc (well defined)
transition from quantum mechanics to its rlassical limit this criterion should coincide with
thc classical criterion of chaoticity, namely xvith byapunov exponent Л and other quantities,
connected to Л. (B) Since thc notion of Lyapunov stability in classical mcctianics docs not
depend on the number of degrees of freedom in thc system, thcrc is a good chance to believe
that quantum criterion of chaoticity should not bc different for "statistical" and "dynamical"
chaos.
II. Compound-Nucleus Experience
At thc first glance such a trivial suggestion still opcn.s infinite number of ways in guessing
the desired quantum criterion, llowever condition (B) immediately narrows thc choice, if wc
use thc vast experience, accumulated during last -1-5 dcradcs in nuclear physics, especially in
the theory of compound-nucleus states and neutron rcsonanrcs. It was in nuclear physics that
we first faced experimentally a purely quantun\ chaotic system of compound nucleus and had to
develop theoretical ways ofits investigation. Thc conception ofchaotic compound nucleus which
does not 'remcmbcr' thc way ofits formation (or "black absorber* in scattering) was introduced
by Nicls Bohr and Wcisscopf already in latc 30-ios. A more refined mathematical technique of
nuclear Hamiltonian random matrices was developed in 50-ics. This allowed to reproduce the
experimentally observed statistical properties of neutron rcsonanccs-Wigner distribution law for
resonance spacing, Porter-Thomas law for neutron width distribution and corresponding laws
for the distribution of 7-widths. Thc main physical idea underlying thcsc approaches was that
nucIeon-nuclcon interactions arc so complicated (wc shall try to clarify this somewhat vague
definition below) and strong that thc nuclear Hamiltonian matrix consists of random numbers,
distributed according to thc Gaussian law with zero tncan. This assumption immediately led to
Wigner repulsion of neighbouring eigenstates. Thc corresponding eigenvectors arc then linear
superpositions of a very large number N of components with random coefficients q subjected
only to normalization condition. Since neutron and 7-widths arc proportional to square moduli
of those coefficients, we get thc corresponding distribution laws for them in agreement with
experiments. In short words, that was a purely stochastic approach based on lhc assumption
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of "statisticaP chaos in imctci, arising frutit imcJcvn-nucJeon interactions that strongly couple
lhc single-particle motion to matiy degrees of freedom in the target system.
However a bit later wc realized that Pauli principle reduces the strength ofnuclcon-nucleon
interaction considerably, thus making the nucleus rathcr semi-transparent for neutrons lhan
black. This gave rise to the optical model and to better understanding of neutron strengthfunction phenomenon. It turned out that neutron strength function Sn(Ej), which is defined as
an average probability |cj(#<)P to find single-particle component ф, in the wave-function ф; of
compound-nucleus state, weighted by the compound-state density D~l, behaves in a Lorcnzian
way (see e.g. [S]):

Hcrc E, is a position of the single-particle stale ф„ i.e. the eigenvalue of the 'unpcrturbcd'
shell-model IIamiltonian //o'.

(2)

НоФ, = Е.ф,

The spreading width Г, characterizes lhc coupling of this single-particle state to other degrees
offrccdom involved in thocompound-nuclcus cxrilation (3 quasiparliclcs, quasiparliclc-phonon,
etc.). Thc fact of major importance for nuclear physics is lhal Г, is smaller lhan lhc characteristic spacing D0 of single-particle states in eq.(2):

It is the smallncss of ^ which makes the nucleus semi-transparent for an incident nuclcon. It
also shows thal lherc arc still observable traces ofsinglc-parliclc re0u/ormolion in lhc seemingly
chaotic syslcm of compound-nucleus. Indeed, suppose that al limc I = O wc created a wavepacket ф, in our compound nucleus:
(4)

0)
i

If we wish to define lhc probability amplitude A(I) for lhis packet Io survive after timc t, thcn:

h'
dE

Г,

, »В(Ч_

, Г.
"2/.

.E^
h >

while thc corresponding probability is:
P(0 = exp(-^t)

(6)

Thus T,/h is lhe damping ralc for lhc single-parlicle mode of motion in compound nucleus.
Now, the single-particle IIamiltonian is very close to harmonic oscillator. Then Do = Дьъ,
where uJo = Щг is thc oscillator frequency and T is thc corresponding period. Therefore (3)
means that after one period of oscillation our wave-packet ф, will be damped only slightly.
There is still another meaning of cq. (3) which is usually nol clearly understood - only its
validity allows us to do various calculations by diagonalizing thc nuclear IIamiltonian // in the
shell-model basis of Ho- Indeed, one can expand thc cigcnfunctions ^1- of // using any complete
set of basic states, but lhc number of terms N in lhis expansion should in general bc infinite,
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which makes the problem of U n;imerica! diagotulfc.ttion impossible in princip!o. PracticaUy,
we always need to cut off the series for & (the rank of the Hamiltonian matrix) at some finite
number N hoping for some kind of convergence. Looking at thc expansion coefficients in (1)
we see that only the smallness of ф really guarantees us this convergence at N ~ T,|D (to be
more exact, it allows to work with strap-diagonal Hamiltonian matrices). We emphasize this
fact because the use of matrix diagonalization instead of perturbation theory often creates thc
impression that there is no need for a small parameter in thc theory. Thc above arguments
show that this is not true and that ф is the basic (and perhaps the only) small parameter in
nuclear theory, which allows us to do various shell-model calculations, placing the independent
shell-model basis in a 'privileged' position with respect to any other complete basic sets.
Suppose that Nature would make ^> 1 in nucleus. Then thc independent shell-model basis
of ф, would loose its "privileges" with respect to all the other (infinite) possible choices of basic
stales. We will not be able to find any traces of single-particle motion in compound-nucleus
states and will be forced to return back to the original idea of the chaotic "black" nucleus.
Taking this into account, wc can scc better thc physics behind the technique of GOE matrices
which were first used to describe thc statistical proportics of neutron resonances. Formally,
those en&inblcs can be obtained (scc [6, 7|) on dcinan>!hig that thc distribution of matrix
elements should be invariant with rcspcct to arbitrary unitary transformation of basis states,
in other words, thcy should remain the same irrespective of our choice of the basis. This
statement means that there is no way to define a 'privileged1 lusis like a shell-model one, i.e.
whatever basis we shall choose, the quantity ^ for it would always bc much larger than 1.
In this connection one should also point that the value of ^ for a system with Hamiltonian
// obviously depends on thc choice of thc "regular" Hamiltonian H0. Thus thc system with
// might show considerable stability (small ^) with respect to cigcnstatcs of one regular //o
and complete chaoticity (large ^) with respect-to other choices of //o. Moreover, the value
of ф might vary for different cigcnstatcs of thc same U0. For instance, neutron resonances
show stability with respect to single-particle modes, while hot discussion still goes on (see e.g.
[8]) about the "non-statistical" effects observed for other "regular" components of compound
nucleus wave functions. Another well-known example of marked "non-statistical" structure in
the wave functions of highly-excited nuclear states is thc strength function of 7-absorption which
demonstrates a Lorenzian peak of giant dipole vibration mode in nucleus (the corresponding ^
lies in the range 0.3-0.4).
III. From Order to Chaos in Quantum System
Let us sum up our experience with regularity and "statistical" chaoticity in compound
nucleus in order to generalize it.
Regular (intcgrablc) quantum systems likewise thc iiitrgrable classical ones arc characterized
by high degree of symmetry, i.e. the number of constants of motion caused by the symmetry
of the Hamiltonian (thc number of good quantum numbers) equals (or exceeds) the number
of degrees of freedom. In our nuclear case an example of such a system is the single-particle
one (or A noninteracting particles in mean field) governed by the Hamiltonian //o. This high
symmetry also causes a high degree of degeneracy of its cigcnstatcs. When we switch on
the nucleon-nuclcon interactions, which in principic have no symmetry with respect to H0
variables, we remove those degeneracies and destroy thc majority of good quantum numbers.
The system becomes nonintegrablc, its only conslanls of motion (quantum numbers) being its
energy £, spin J and parity. This is already a chaotic system. The natural way to study the
properties of this system is to diagonalize its Hamiltonian matrix using the basis of the regular
Hamiltonian Я0 and investigate the "fragmentation" of regular states ф among the eigenstates
V>,- of H or, in other words, the strength functions for regular states ф. If thc strength of
symmetry-breaking two-body interactions is sufficiently small, this leads to small values of the
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corresponding spreading widlh&, siucc T4 can be <\\pre«ed (see c.jr. [5]1 in terms of average
squares of matrix elements v of this interaction and average level spacing D:
Г.-2»£

(7)

Therefore thc traces of regular states 4>, in the strength function of such a system arc very
strong <5^<S 1). This intermediate situation scoins to bc a quantum analogue of soJt chaos
(see e.g. [4]). \Vith increasing strength of two-body interactions those traces of regular states
gradually dissolve into thc background of thc strength function and for 7^,> 1 the regular basis
of U0 completely loses its "privileged" position. This situation, which we uscd to call "black
nucleus" is thc quantum equivalent of hard chnos.
From this analysis wcscc that a natural criterion ofquatitum chaoticily is given l>y a paraineUr r- Naturally, with increasing strength of two-body interactions destroying the symmetry
of //o, wc can also trace thc evolution of thc energy spertrum statistics from Poissonian to that
of GOE-this evolution, apart from removing thc degeneracies of //o, was traced several times
(sec e.g. [9, I0]). This would lead us Io thc above quantum chaoticUy criterion of Uohigas ct
al. However, our cxpciiciicc with neutron resoimnr<^s shows that ф is a much more sensitive
measure of chaoticity than level statistics-while thc experimental spectra of compound nucleus
states perfectly follow GOK la*vs (scc (ll]), thc experimental neutron strength function slill
shows stiong peaking characterized by ^= 0.3 — 0.'!. Moreover, it is hardly possible to find
any simple connection l>ct\vccn thc statistical prupcrli<* ofspcrtra in quantum system and thc
Lyap<mov exponent in its classical analogue (see our <x>mliti<>n (A) in Introduction).
IV. Classical Limit of thc Quantum Chaoticity Criteria
It remains now to show that this connection with chssical stability exponent really exists
for thc above parameters ^ and Г,.
Thc major part of'this task was already performed hy llcllcr (secc.g. [12, 13] and references
therein), who uscd thc Gaussian wave packets for the analysis of lhc so called "scars" iit the
wave functions of classically chaotic systems. The use '>l' I he Gaussian wave packets \G) (often
cnllod lhc coherent states) allows Io localize a quantum system in a small volume of phase
spare at time I = O and lhcii Io follow its evolution in lime. Thc parket is launched along thc
periodic orbit (those orbits cxi.st in any chaoti<: system although with %cro measure compared
to typical oncs). Hcllerdcmonstralcd that siirli a parket returns Io thc initial position after thc
period T — 2ir/ai in such a way that its center still lies on thc periodic orbit while its spread in
thc quasiclassical limit is defined by thc classical dynamics of trajectories in thc vicinity of this
orbit, i.e. by lhc so called mono<lromy (or stability) matrix Л/. It is exactly via this matrix
(or its eigenvalues) that thc Lyapunov exponent was introduced in classical mechanics, llcllcr
analyzed the overlap of his Gaussian packets:
/t(0 = <fl(/=0)|f,1(/)>

(8)

and proved that A(I) in lhc quasiclassical limil consists of periodic peaks with period 7' corresponding to wave-packet recurrences, but thc amplitude of thcsc peaks is modulated by lhc
factor exp (—^-), where A is thc cla&sical Lyapunov exponent. The meaning is obvious - A characterizes the spread of thc packet ovcr thc nearby unstable orbits. The decrease of probability
P(t) = \A(l)f for lwo successive overlaps is

whcrc x = A7' is called lhc stability parameter (or geometric exponent) in classical mechanics.
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Following IIcIler, we can add up our iegular slates Q, of cqs.(2),(-l) in order Io construct a
Gaussian \vavc packet:
|6') = 5>,,On
(10)
n

Consider for simplicity that the potential in //0 is harmonic oscillator. Then:

where

and a is tlic initial displacement of llic p,icket. ln*ciling (I1),(10) into (8) and using (5) wc
get:
/'o(0 = c**'"^^"-r-"'*
(12)
The first factor here reflects the periodic iecnriences of the packet, while lhc second gives
the modulation due Io the iiibtability of the periodic trajectory. Comparing this with llcllcr's
results, wc scc that in lhc classical limit:

J-A

(13)

-=,4=2*Y

(M)

an<l
Thus wc |>rovcd that purely quantum crileria ufrhaotirily \\|ti and ^ satisfy our condition
(A) of Introduction.
V. Compound-Nucleus Complexity - Degrees of Freedom or Symmetry Breaking?
Originally it seemed to nuclear physicists tlial success of*stalistical approach" Io neutron
resonances was caused by many degrees of freedom involved in compoun<l nudcus motion and
leading A) the complexity of compound nucleus stales. However a closer analysis of the problem
shows lhal this is not exactly so.
First of all, the actual number of qiiasiparliflrs H7 participating in neutron resonance excitation is not very large. One can estimate it [S] as:

,,,~(l,,o/,)'"ln.|~(^V
TT
u 1л f?

(15)

\vlicre K is the excitation energy of a nucleus Л, g(, is the single-particle level density and Kp
is lhc Fermi energy. For neutron resonances K « S.Uri> and lhcrcforc «, ~ (0.3/l)1'1, i.c.
n, ss 5 - 6 for /1 « 100.
The real complexity of compound rcsoiiancos romcs from lhc fact thal nuclcon-nuclcon
interactions V remove all tltc degeneracies of the iioninteracting system, thus increasing the
average lcvcl density roughly l>y a degeneracy fartor
tfrf~wcp(2w,)

(16)

This factor arises (scc [5}) from counting all the rombinalorial possibilities to oblain the samc
total excitation energy E by "reshuffling* thc «, qnasiparticles in the unoccupied single-particle
lcvc)s.
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The number JV of "regular" components in tlio compouiiti-ieson<uict: \vave function, ivhich
defines the complexity of our system, is:

N*^=*Nt~^

(17)

Thus we come to a general conclusion: The major difference between regular and chaotic quantum systems is defined by their symmetry properties (N) rather than by the number of their
degrees of freedom (n,). Each regular system in quantum as well as in classical mechanics is so
symmetric, that the number of corresponding constants of motion in involution (or corresponding operators which commute with each other and with the IIamiitonian H0) is not smaller than
the number of its degrees of freedom. In the majority of cases the symmetry is evcn higher,
which leads to a high degree of degeneracy in the system.
Quantum chaoticity appears, when wc add to such a regular liamiltonian H0 additional
perturbation V, which destroys the original symmetries of //o (and removes its degeneracies).
The degree of chaoticity might be charactcri;cd by the complexity N of the eigenfunctions of
the iIamiltonian Я = //o + V (see eq(17)). It is defined by the interaction strength Vb ar vV
(see eq.(7)) and by the degeneracy factor N4. In the simplest casc of A^ = 1 this complexity
is given just by parameter ^= Г,/О0, which transforms in the classical limit into the stability
parameter x of the monodromy matrix, while f,/h becomes the Lyapunov exponent of the
classical mechanics. The case j£< 1 corresponds to soft chaos, when we can still scc traces
of regular Hamiltonian Ho in the eigenfunctions of // as peaks in the strength function (the
classical analogue of this arc traces of invariant tori). The case ^> t corresponds to hard chaos
when all these traces are completely smeared out- GOE for Hamiltonian matrix in quantum
mechanics, or completely destroyed invariant tori in classical one.
Since the number of degrees of freedom was not essential in the above considerations, those
criteria are valid both for "statistical" and "dynamical" chaos. In quantum mechanics this is
even more evident because there we have a perfectly natural equivalent of numerical integration
for the equations of motion in a chaotic system, namely the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
matrix on a suitable basis of Я0 eigenfunctions, which is applied irrespective of the number of
degrees of freedom in the system.
VI. Other Possibilities
We have already mentioned the level statistics as possible criterion of quantum chaoticity
and stressed that this was the first indication tha> chaos can be defined in a purely quantum
system. We also mentioned, however, that this criterion in neutron resonances turns out to be
less sensitive to the traces of regularity in the system than the strength function one. Us other
drawback is that, contrary to ^, it has no classical analogue. Therefore its connection with the
classical stability parameters can bc traced only via the above approach of strength functions.
Another criterion, suggested in [14] was the stability of the overlap of two coherent wave
packets
\<G(<,,t)\G(q + 6q,t>?
(18)
to the small variations of a "control" parameter f in the Hamiltonian of the system. In case of
chaotic system this overlap shows a rapid decay with time evcn for small 6q, while for regular
system it shows regular oscillations with time. A claim was even made (see [10]) that t,he time
decay of (18) is governed by exp(-^). On this grounds the authors of [10] even called T,/h
a quantum analogue of classical Lyapunov exponent. However, the proof of these claims in
[10] was rather obscure. Moreover, it was shown numerically in [14] that the actual value of
Л in their case was much larger than the rate of decay for overlap (18). We can add to this,
that while the exponential decay exp(-At) of eq.(6) is a direct consequence of the strength
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function peaking (S) evcn for equidistant level sparing D. the decay in time of (181 results only
from randomness in eigenvalue shifts, proclurc<l l>y tlic iiamilloniaii variation Sq. Therefore this
latter decay is closely connected to thc complexity of tlic eigcnfiinctions, but its rate i.s governed
by Sq and ltcomes exactly ;ero for Sg —» U. 1 lo\vcver, in spite of all these inconsistencies, we scc
that the ideaof associating Г, with Lyapunov exponent, mentioned in [10], is basically sound.

VII. Open Problems and Perspectives

In thc above analysis of thc complexity of compound-nucleus state, \ve have sccn that it is
defined rather by N =^ Nd than simply by ^. Il is quite tempting therefore to suggest thc
quantity JV as a more general candidate for lhc quantum chaoticity criterion. Then, however,
a question arises of thc meaning of purely quantum degeneracy factor jV^ in the classical limit.
Another problem is that Г, and Ф obviously depend on thc choice of thc regular H0 whose
eigcnfunctioiis arc uscd as a basis in diagonaIizing thc // matrix. This problem sccms to be of
the same origin as thc problem of proper >-hoicr of canonical transformation in classical regular
systems - there exist no well-<lcfinc<l riilos for (his procedure and much depends on physical
intuition and experience. Wc also mentioned that quantal chaoticity criterion might vary even
for different eigcnfunctions 6, of the same regular l!amiUonian. Analogous situation occurs
in classically chaotic systems, where we have different degrees of smearing of invariant tori in
different regions of thc phase space (different islands of regularity and regions of crgodicity on a
phase portrait). Therefore thc above difficulties are rerognized and accepted in classical chaos,
and onc can not reject our general idea on lhis grounds. We should just acrcpt that speaking
about chaoticity one needs to specify with respirct to which symmetry it is defined. However,
onc should point that in principle thc quantal rhaoticity criterions based on lcvcl statistics or
on cq.(18) have advantages, since they arc independent of thc choice of U0 basis.
If thc suggested conception of quantum chaos aud its higher rank with respect to classical
chaos is accepted by thc physical community, this opens numerous possibilities of general studies
of chaos with thc aid of huge experience, accumulated in nuclear physics during half a century
of its development - compound nucleus is a purely qiia,ital chaotic system created by nature.
Presently I can only briefly mention some of Uiese possibilities. The trace formula of SelbcrgGutzwillcr, which is up to now considered as Uie only bridge between classical and quantal
regimes of chaos, relies heavily on "somiclassiral" Van Vleck propagators, characterized by
Gutzwiller [4] as a"mu/ure of classical and <|iianlal ideas*. It might bc interesting instead to
start deriving this formula with purely quantum Grccn's functions whose properties are well
studied in nuclear physics. In going to classical limit wc might face again thc above mentioned
interesting problem of classical reflections of quantal degeneracies. A close-lying problem in
going from quantal to classical regimes might be that of classical "reflections" of symmetry
with respect to discrete transformations.
Up to now we wcrc considering for simplicity in our paper only thc bound slatc systems,
ignoring their decay widths via different physical channels (particles or >-emission). It scems
to be a natural next stcp to generalize thc above results by taking into account those (purely
quantal) decay widths.
VIII. Conclusion
Thus a systematic analysis of ideas, underlying thc statistical approach in nuclear physics,
allows to suggest a purely quantum definition of regular and chaotic systems, which is based on
the symmetry properties of thcir respective lIamiltonians. A regular system is highly symmetric, so that the number of its constants of motion (good quantum numbers) equals or exceeds
the number of its degrees of freedom. Thcsc symmetries are destroyed in the chaotic system, so
that its cigenstatcs can bc characterized only by energy, total momentum J and parity. Among
several possible numerical criteria of quantum chaoticity wc prefer to choose the parameters of
strength function T,|h and ^= Г/Д> which define how strong arc the traces of regular Hamil-
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Ionian J/o cigcnslates in thc ехрапы'оп of uigciu>t<ttra uf our cl:sotie system. T);c rasp
corresponds to soft chaos wbcn thcsc traces of regularity arc still considerable. Thc casc
corresponds to hard chaos.
We have shown with thc use of thc Gaussian wave packets that those purely quantum criteria transform in the classical limit into the classical stability criteria: Г/Л =*• A (Lyapunov
exponent) and ^=*- 2ir\- (stability parameter of thc nionodromy matrix, or geometrical exponent). Wc have also demonstrated that, likc in classical mechanics, those criteria are valid
irrespective of thc number of degrees of freedom, i.e. bolli for *statistical" and *dynamical"
chaos. Wc stress that thc complexity of thc cigcnsIatcs N for thc chaotic system is defined
mainly by the properties of symmetry-breaking interactions in it (scc Eq.(17)).
We have not mentioned thc well-known (and already trivial) fact of recurrences in quantum
system after tiinc lrfC, thus simplifying our ustimatc (5). In order to take this fact into account,
wc should not substitute the sum in (5) by thc inlcgral. Then lhc exponential decay of (5) will
last only until thc value of /'(() reaches I/A' ~ D/Г, anil starts irrcgularoscHlations around il
(sec e.g. [I0]). It was also demonstrated in ref.{10] that for chaotic system <rccA 3> 1.
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Study of Ml Excitations in Deformed
l
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ABSTRACT
Systematic Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence (NRP) experiments have been performed throughout the last years to investigate dipule excitations below 4 MeV.
Using high intensity bremsstraUlung as phototi source enabled the measurement
of detailed strength distributions. \Vith the sectored Compton polarimelcr unambiguous paiity assignments for the excited stales were possible. This paper reports
on the results for the Ml excitations ot' the socallcd Scissors mode in spherical
and deformed Rare Earth nuclei. The deformation dependence and the saturation
near mid shell arc discussed. Data for the odd-Л nuclei '"-161Dy are presented,
where for the first time a concentration of dipole strength in the energy region
of 3 MeV was observed. Л comparison with theoretical calculations supports the
interpretation that here the Scissors mode has been observed in odd-A nuclei.
1.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Low-lying collective excitations of heavy deformed nuclei, like rotations and vibrations are
known since a long time. The prediction of a new class of orbilal Ml excitations1-> and the
discovery of the socallcd Scissors Mode in the deformed nucleus 150GrI in inelastic election
scattering2) by the Darmstadt Group of A.llichter in 1983 caused я wealth t>{ theoretical and
experimental work (sec e.g. rcfs. '•«•**). Today these Ml excitations arc a phenomenon which
has l>ccn observed in i'll tcgions of deformed nuclei from thc fp-shcll3"''"7-' Io lhc actimdes8"9''.
Thc Nuclear Resonance Pluorcsccnce (NRP) method is a technique well suited for the study
of these excitations. Uccnuse of the small momentum transfer of real photons the mclhod is
highly selective to dipolc excitations and by measuring polarization obscrvabIes an unambiguous
parily assignment can be achieved. This is crucial for the interpretation of the data, because
in this energy region between 2 and 4 McV excitation energy also enhanced El excitations
are expected (for a discussion of the El excitations see thc contribution of U.Kncissl). TMs
report will summarize the NRP measurements performed at the bremsstrahlung facility of lhc
Stutlgart Dynamitron accelerator on deformed Rarc Earlh nuclei, bolh even-even and odd-A,
to investigate the systcmatics of thcsc excitations.
'Supported by thc Deu(scbe Forschungsgcmcinschafl (Kn 154-21 and Br 799-33)
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2.

NUCLEAR RESONANCE FbUORESCENCE TECHNIQUE

Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence is the resonant absorption of real photons exciting a nuclear
level and its decay by reemission of a. photon. Due to the smaU momeutum of real photons
only dipole and with much smaller probabiUty E2 transitions are induced. This spin selectivity
enables to investigate dipole excitations in energy regions, where the level density is already very
high. The sensitivity of the excitation to the ground state decay width enables the determination
of the transition strength. The use of a continuous photon source, such as brcmsstrahlung, aUows
to measure simultaneously in detail the strength distribution of dipole excitations in the energy
interval covered by the photon source.
The cross section integrated over one level I, for the scattering of a photon off a nuclear
level into a final state f is given by:

J and J0 are the spins of the excited and ground state, respectively, A is the reduced wavelength
of the incident photon. F0, Г/, and Г are the decay widths to the ground state, the final level
and the total decay width. The peak areas measured in the experiment are proportional to the
integrated scattering cross section for the level:
A = NafN^e-du.^--I.

(2)

with Nat the number of scattering nuclei, JV7 the number of photons at resonance energy, e, <ffi
the efficiency and solid angle of the detector and W the angular distribution.
In weU deformed nuclei the decay branching ratio for the excited state contains information
about the K quantum number, that is the projection of the angular momentum on the symmetry
axis of the deformed nucleus. It is defined as the ratio of the reduced transition probabilities to
the first excited state of the rotational band and the ground stale. For even-even nuclei it is:

This ratio is according to the Alaga rules"4> O.S for the excitation of a K=I level and 2.0
for a K=O state. The K valu'1 of the excited state contains information on the parity of the
excited state. While in the case of a ДК=1 excitation both parities are possible, in the case of
a AK=O transition from the ground state only 1~ states can be excited.
The spins of the excited states can be extracted in NRF experiments from the angular
distribution of the scattered photons. In the case of even-even nuclei, the spin cascades for
dipole and quadrupole excitations (spin sequences 0^1,2^0) lead to very different angular
distributions. Thus the measurement of the intensity ratio for only two different angles, namely
90° and 127°, is sufficient for an unambiguous spin assignment. In the case ofodd-A nuclei the
angular distributions are, due to the half-integer spins involved, nearly isotropic. Therefore, it
is difficult to extract information about the spin of the excited level and can be achieved in the
present set-up only in a few favourable cases.
Parities of excited states can be measured in photon scattering experiments by measuring
polarization observables. In the region below 4 MeV excitation energy the favourable technique
is the measurement of the tinear polarization of the photons scattered by the NRF process. For
the excitation of a spin 1 level from the ground state and a decay back to it (spin sequences
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D-^l -*O), the scaiicrcd pho!<?as detected at 90° with respec' Jo She !ndden' beam are comp!ete3y
Unearly polarized. The electrical field vector E Hes in the NRF scattering plane for Ml and
is perpendicular tu it for Б1 excitations. Thus the measurement of the direction of E of the
scattered photons e.g. by a Compton polarimeter aUows model independent parity assignments.

3. EXPERmENTAb SET-UP
The NRF measurements reported on have been performed at the bremsstrahlung facility of the
Stuttgart Dynamitron accelerator12*). The set-up is shown schematically in Fig.l. The high
current CW electron beam with a maximum energy of 4.3 MeV is bent by 120° and focused
on the bremsstrahlung radiator target consisting of a water cooled gold plate thick enough to
completely stop the electron beam. The resulting bremsstrahlung beam is formed by a lead
collimator with a hole of 10 mm diameter and 98 cm length. The radiation production is
weU separated from the experimental set-ups by 2 m of concrete, resulting in a low level of
background radiation. The photon beam is guided by a vacuum tube to the NRF set-ups. The
excellent beam quality and the very high flux of typically 109 photons per MeV and second for
3 MeV photons enables to run NRF experiments at two different set-ups simultaneously.

120*

BGOshieU
/
Compttnpohrifflcter

Shieldbg

Fig.l: The bremsjtrahlungfacility at the Stuttgart Dynamitron accelerator. The excellent quality of
the well coll!mated bremsstrahlungbearn allows to run two NRF experiments simultaneously At the
first set-up the angular correlation and cross section measurements take place, while at the second
set-up the polarization measurements are performed.
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The first NRF site consists oflhree carefuUy shielded Ge(HP) detectors placed at scattering
angles of 90°, 127°, and 150° with respect to the incident beam. At the second site the sectored
Gc(UP) Compton polarimetcr is installed at slightly backward angles of 97° with respect to
the photon beam for background reasons. This detector measures the polarization of the resonantly scattered photons utilizing the Compton effect. The outer electrode of this true coxial
germanium crystal is carved into four electrically insulated surfaces, dividing the crystal into
four detectors. This enables the measurement of the direction of the Compton scattering in the
detector and thus the polarization of the photons. The device is described in detail in ref.13-'.
The sensitivity of the Compton polarimeter is now improved by our new BGO shield consisting of eight optical insulated trapezoidal BGO crystals, each equipped with a photomultiplier. Jt
runs in anticoincidence mode with the Compton polarimeter and gives a considerable reduction
of the background. For a radioactive 116Co source the background suppression factor varies from
4 at lower energies to 9 at about 3.5 McV photon energy. For experiments with bremsstrahlung
as photon source thc reduction factor is 2 ovcr the entire energy range. The remaining background is due to the unavoidable nonreconant scattering of the incident bremsstrahlung in thc
target. This is of particular importance for thc parity measurements, because in the data evaluation thc background enters twice. Therefore, the use of the BGO shield together wilh the
Compton polarimeter considerably increases the sensitivity of our polarization measurements.
For both set-ups the NRF targets consist of pills of isotopically enriched material sandwiched between aluminum disks of the same diameter. TypicaUy 1-2 g of cnrichcd isotopes arc
nccdcd for sct-up 1 and 5 g for the polarization measurements. The nucleus 27 Al has three well
known excitations14-' between 2 an 4 MeV, which serve several calibration purposes in these experiments. Due to the halfintcger spins, the photons from the 2982 keV excitation are emitted
nearly isotropically and are nearly unpolarized. They serve as an online calibration for the angular distribution and the polarization. The well known decay widths and decay branching ratios
of thc levels at 2212, 2982, and 3957 keV are used for the photon flux calibration. The results
are in very good agreement with Monte Carlo calculations of the brcmsstraMung shape15-' and
experimental determinations. In addition, the measurement ofthe NRF cross section relative to
27
thc excitations in Al eliminates all effects due to changes in beam energy and intensity. The
accuracy of the measured cross sections is only limited by the error of the aluminum standard.
6
Therefore, wc performed a NRF self absorption experiment on these levels' '). The results are
in excellent agreement with thc literature14-) and we succeeded in cutting the error for thc width
of thc most important level at 2982 keV to 2.4%.

4.

Ml EXCITATIONS IN RARE EARTH NUCLEI

Since the discovery of a strong orbital Ml excitation at an energy of 3.07 MeV in 150Gd in (e,c')
2
experiments -', these excitations have been studied systematically in the Rare Earth nuclei by
various probes (see ref.4''17-) and references therein). The photon scattering experiments allow,
due to the excellent energy resolution of thc Ge-detectors, a detailed study of the strength
distribution and the fragmentation of thc orbital Ml mode. The model independent strength
determination and the model independent parity determination using Compton polarimetcrs
have made a valuable contribution to the investigation of these Ml excitations.

4.1. Systematics ofMl Excitations in Even-Even Rare Earth Nuclei
Fig.2 shows an example for the information obtained from photon scattering experiments. The
upper part shows the spectrum ofscattcred photons for the detector at 90° with respect to the
brcmss.rahlung beam. Thc peaks marked Al belong to transitions in the photon Лих standard
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27

Al. Peaks marke<i by an asterisk belong to ground state transitions 5n 164Dy. They are
connected with the peaks of the inelastic transitions to the 2f level by brackets. The intensity
ratio of these two decay modes contains the information on the K quantum number. It can
be seen in the second part, where the experimentaUy observed branching ratio JZ64, is plotted
that the three very strong excitations around 3.1 MeV have a branching ratio Леф—0.5, which
means K=I for the respective levels.
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Г 20

164

Dy.

a) Spectrum of scattered photons detected at 90°. Peaks marked by Al belong to the photon
164
flux standard, peaks marked by an asterisk belong to ground state transitions in Dy. They
are connected with the respective transition to the 2j^ level by brackets.
b) ExperimentaUy observed decay branching ratio for the decay to the first excited state and
the ground state. The Unes marked with KsO and K=I give the values from the Alaga rules11').
c) Azunuthal asymmetry of the scattered photons measured with the Compton pokrimeter.
The dashed Unes g!ve the expectation values for completely Unearly polarized photons. Positive
asymmetries correspond to Ml transitions, negative asymmetries to Б1.
d) Ground state decay widths extracted from the experiment. FuU bars belong to Ml transitions,
shaded bars to Б1 transitions. Open bars indicate that no parity could be extracted for the
respective levels.
The third part shows the experimental asymmetry e measured with the Compton polarimeter. Positive values correspond to Ml character of the transition and therefore positive parity of
the excited level, negative values to El character and negative parity. There are two groups of
Ml excitations around 2.5 and 3.1 MeV, the upper group attributed to the Scissors mode. The
extracted strength distribution is shown in the lower part of Fig.2. The group of Ml excitations
l69
around 2.5 MeV is not included in the systematics of the Scissors mode, because a Ho(t,a)
17
experiment -) identified а nearly pure 2qp Ml excitation in this energy region.
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Therefore, in the picture for the systcmatics of Ml strength in the Rare Earth
the strength in the energy region 2.6M.O MeV is summed, leaving out the lower energy group.
The data are taken from the systematic studies on the different Nd, Gd, Dy, Br, Yb, and W
isotopes19--2*-12--21--22--23^25-> of the Stuttgart-Giessen-Cologne collaboration and the Sm data
of the Darmstadt group26--27-'. Since parity information is available only in few cases, we have
summed up the strength for aU states in this energy region with a K quantum number K=I.
Thus we cannot exclude systematic errors stemming from the counting of K=I states with
negative parity, but the polarization measurements show that the assumption of Ml excitations
for AK=I is justified. It turns out, that aU strong transitions with AK=I have Ml character in
this energy region and only in the case of 160Gd21-' a weak AK=I excitation with El character
was observed.
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F!g.3: a) Summed B(Ml)f strength in the region 2.64.0 MeV from photon scattering experiments
versus the P-factor (see text). This Fig. extends a plot from ref.28-). b) Ratio of the summed
experimental B(MlJf strength above 2.6 MeV from photon scatteringexperiments and the theoretical
prediction of the sum rule (see text).

Fig.3a shows the systematics of summed Ml strength in the Rare Earth region plotted
versus thesocaUed P-factor P=NfNn/(Nf+Na) whew JV, and JVn denote the numberofvalence
protons and valence neutrons. This P-factor is proportional to the strength of the protonneutron interaction. It is obvious that the Ml strength rises with increasing P and reaches
a saturation value around mid-sheU. The small strength for the W isotopes is partly due to
the decrease in P approaching the sheU closure and a possible hexadecupole deformation. But
another contribution might be caused by experimental reasons, namely strength missed in the
experiment. In these nuclei a very pronounced fragmentation was observed, which can cause a
considerable number of excitations with strengths below the experimental detection limit and
too small experimental values of summed Ml strength.
The saturation value for the B(Ml)T strength near mid-shell is ^ 3p^. The qualitative
behaviour of saturation is the same as observed for the systematics of B(E2) values in this
mass region28-' and has also been observed in the other region of strongly deformed nuclei, the
10
Actinides -). The rise of the summed Ml strength from spherical to well deformed nuclear
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shape has been studied in detail in the Sm2u) and Nd23-> isotopic chains. It turned out that
the summed Ml strength scales with the square of the nuclear deformation ("в2 law"). This
behaviour can be explained by different theoretical approaches30-31-^2'^3') and is one of the most
exciting findings in the last years.
4000
2000

W

o ioooo
O
5000 'r
2600

2600

3000

3200

Energy [keV]
Fig.4: Photon scattering spectra off w*i«*M«Dy Jn tne energy regjon of the Scissors mode.

Recently, LoIudtce and Richlcr3*> derived a simple sum rule for the Ml strength, starting
35
from the sum rule of Lipparini and Stringari ''. They finally arrived at the foUowing expression
for the sum rule of the Scissors mode:
B(Ml) T« 0.0042^ .

- A*l*(g, - д„)2

(4)

with wsc the energy of the Scissors mode, 6 the nuclear deformation and the g-factors Jn=O and
5p=2Z/A. This formula contains no free parameters and predicts the absolute strength for the
Scissors mode. Pig.3b shows the success of this sutn rule in the Rare Earth region. Plotted
is the ratio of experimentaUy observed summed Ml strength (see Fig.3a) and the prediction
by 'the sum rule versus mass number. There is an excellent agreement with the experimental
data, ranging from the hardly deformed Nd and Sm nuclei to the well deformed Gd and Dy
isotopes and even the Yb nuclei are weU reproduced, where one observes the onset of a strong
fragmentation of the Scissors mode. Again only the W data deviate. The exhaustion of the sum
rule by the experimentally observed strength pc<-.-.ts to the fact, that in the photon scattering
experiments nearly all orbital Ml excitations in these nuclei have been observed.
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•i.2. ТЪе Scissors Modc in Odd-A Rare EnHh Nuclei
Up to now, the studies dealt with the Scissors mode in even-even nuclei. But what happens, if
an unpaired oucleon is coupled io the even-even core, as is the case in the odd-A Rare Earth
isotopes? This problem has been studied theoretically by Van backer and Frank30--37-) in the
framework of the IBFM and in the particle-core coupling model by Raduta et aL38-). The
theoretical works predict a fragmentation of the orbital Ml strength due to different coupUngs
of the unpaired nucleon to each of the Ml excitations in the even-even core and due to the
mixing with single particle levels.
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Fig.5: Dipole strength distributions for the AK=I transitions in all five investigated even and odd
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product ofthe ground state decay width Го and the spin factor g is plotted.
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A first photon scattering experiment on the proton^>dd nucleus 165Ho by the Darmstadt
group39-) showed no strong excitations in the region around 3 MeV. TheoreticaUy, the orbital
Ml strength should be separated more clearly from the single particle excitations in nuclei with
odd neutron number. Therefore we measured 163Dy40-), which has the additional advantage
that in both neighbouring even-even nuclei the strength is concentrated in 2 or 3 very strong
excitations. Fig.4 shows the (7,7') spectrum for the odd nucleus together with the spectra
for the neighbouring even-even nuclei. There is a clear concentration of dipole strength in the
region around 3.1 MeV1 where the excitations of the Scissors mode are expected. Due to the
half integer spins of the levels involved in the odd-A nuclei and the resulting nearly isotropic
angular distributions it is in this photon scattering experiment not possible to determine the
spin of the excited levels. Therefore, for the odd-A nuclei the product of the ground state decay
width F0 times the spin factor g= (2J + l)/(2/o + 1) is given in the strength distribution.
Fig.5 shows the strength distribution for aU five investigated Dy isotopes. In the case of
the even-even nuclei parities are known for I62>lwDy. One can see that for 163Dy the energetic
position as well as the magnitude of summed strength fit quite well in the systematics in the
neighbouring even-even nuclei. The comparison with theoretical IBFM calculations40-> is given
in Tab. 1. Inspection of the second column shows, that for different spins of the excited state
different decay branching ratios are expected. If the experimental data are classified according
to this scheme, the respective number of slates and their summed strengths can be calculated.
There is obviously a good agreement between experiment and theory, so that a first observation
of the Scissors mode in a deformed odd-A nucleus can be stated.
DecayBranching B(Ml)TU" B(Ml)T^eA,eK

5/2, 3/2M
5/2, 5/2M
5/2, 7/2M
5/2, (J/)M

0.00
2.20
0.36

0.41
0.20
0.62
1.23

0.24*0.04
0.20i0.07
0.47±0.10
0.91*0.21

States

5
2
3
10

163

Table 1.: Comparison of the experimental results for Ml excitations in Dy with recent IBFM
calculations40-). The nonsymmetric Scissors mode states are denote by ns.
This interpretation is supported by the new measurements on 161Dy. These complete the
experiments on the Dy isotopic chain. The strength in 161Dy is more fragmented and the centrotd
is shifted to lower energies. But both, strength and energy, fit well into the systematics. This
is true not only for the excitations at 3 MeV but also for the group around 2.5 MoV.
The situation is dramatically different for the third odd-n nucleus we investigated in (7,7*)
experiments, namely 157Gd. Here the preliminary data show no concentration ofdipole strength,
but an extreme fragmentation. We observe about 40 excitations spread equaUy over the energy
r*nge 2.1-3.3 MeV, which all have a typical ground slate decay width of 10 meV. This is
totally different from the behaviour in the odd Dy isotopes, where we observed a concentration
of strength in the region of the Scissors mode. Up Io now, lhe reason for this is not clear.
Theoretical calculations and more experimental data are needed Io gain a deeper insight in the
structure of these excitations.
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PROM "THE ORDER" OP THE LOW-LYmG LEVELS TO
"THE CHAOS" OP NEUTRON
RESONANCES:(EXPERmENT)
A.M. Sukhovoj
Joint butitute for Nuclear Research, Prank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, Dubna,
Russia 141980

1- Introduction
Neutron capture experiments aUow one to either determine the peculiarities of the
structure of low-lying states (Е„ <2 MeV) via measurements of level energies, spins
and parities, and 7-ray branching ratios, or to investigate the properties ofthe primary
7-iay spectra from the decay of capture states. In fact, little is known about the
properties of high excited states in heavy nuclei, for instance, for excitation energies,
Ec1, from 2-3 MeV up to the neutron bindingenergy Bn. So, it is necessary to extend
our experimental knowledge to the region Eel Ci Bn in order to develop nuclear modek
able to describe the properties of nuclei at intermediate excitation energies between
the simple structure of low-lying states and the extremely complicated structure of
compound states.
Nowadays, it is possible to measure and analyse in detail two-step 7-dccay cascades
between the compound state (neutron resonance) and a given group oflow-lying states
[1]. The advantage of this experiments is its ability to extract useful information even
in cases where the spaces between decaying states are smaUer than the 7-ray detector
resolution.
A comprehensive idea about nuclear level properties in heavy nuclei (A > 100)
below the neutron binding energy Bn, and their 7-decay modes, can be achieved if
the foUowing are known:
- the dependence of level density for a given spin on nuclear excitations;
- the dependence of excitation and decay probabilities (via a given channel) of a
certain nuclear level upon its structure; and
- if there are, or are not, any other processes affecting the 7-decay modes, e.g. phase
transitions.
Such information could bc easily obtained if a sct of high efficiency Ge-detcctors
were used to measure the 7-decay cascades after thermal or resonance neutron capture
in heavy nuclei.
In the present work the main information about, and properties of, high-lying
states in some heavy nuclei in the mass region (114 < A < 196) are discussed. The
experimental data of: nuclear level densities at excitation energies above 2 MeV;
the pecuUarities of the structure of the intermediate levels of two-step cascades; the
distribution of level spacings between the most intense cascades; the dependence of
average intensities on the energy of the primary transitions; and the experimental
possibUities to observe phase transitions and their influence on 7-decay modes, for
these heavy nuclei are presented and discussed in some detail. The data of these
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measurements arc compared with the anabgous ones predicted by different theoretical
models.

2- Level density
The vaUdity of any nuclear model may be tested only when its predictions are compared with experimental results. Evidently, discrepancies between experimental and
calculated values from different theoretical roodeb may occur and adjustments of
these models arc necessary to fit the experimental data.
Typical examples ofexpcrimental data concerning the number ofexcited states at
an energy Е„ > I MeV for somc even-even nuclei, 114Cd1158GW, and 198P<, are shown
in figures 1-3. The number of levels which were measured that Ue in the energy
interval ДЕ« = 100 kcV is compared with that predicted by two quite different
nuclear models, namely:
- the Fcrmi-gas model with a back-shift [2];
- thc ]gnatyuk model [3], which makes use of the Strutinsky shell corrections approach
and shell inhomogcncitics for a single-particle scheme.
Thc common feature which can bc obtained from aU the studied nuclei is: that
although these two models predict thc samc level density at the excitation energy
Д« they yield different predictions for other ranges of excitation energies. The first
model, rcf.[2], gives values close to thc upper limits and thc second model, ref.[3],
determines thc most h'kcly lower limits of thc nuclear level densities, scc figures 1-3,
for excitation energies up to 2* 3 McV. Thc figures clearly show that all nuclear states
excited by primary dipole transitions could be observed up to excitation energies of
3-4 McV, or higher, fbr cases where thc peaks in the two-step cascade 7-ray spectrum
wcrc stiU well resolved. Our experience suggests that the Ignatyuk model describes
the density of few-quasiparticlc nuclear states rather than the total level density. The
best level density description for lcvcls excited by intense primary dipole transitions
can bc attained by & model in which thc energy dependence of level density at low
excitation energies is less strong than that actually considered in these two models.
This conclusion wiU bc confirmed again in thc next section when comparison between
thc experimental and thc calculated cascade intensity distributions for 186GVf, figure
4, is made. Analogous dependences wcre observed for other deformed nuclei.
Systematic measurements of the two-step cascade intensities for some heavy nuclei
in the mass region (114 < A < 196) wcrc carried out in thc excitation energy range
O < Ea- < Bn. Table 1 shows a comparison between thc number of intermediate cascade levels observed in thcsc measurements in thc energy range 2 < ECI < 3 McV and
thc corresponding numbers predicted from the models mentioned in rcf [2,3]. This
comparison shows thc differences and indicates thc necessity for more experimental
investigations of nuclear level density at excitation energies above 2 McV, in particular for the mass region (150< A <190). Additional information about two-step
cascades for many neutron resonances would create more convenient conditions for
determining the density of nuclear lcvcls excited by primary dipole transitions, especially in such cases where the partial radiative width fluctuation is at a minimum.
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Fig.l. Number of observed levels with J = 0,1 and 2 Fig.2. The same as in Fig.l for levek
in 114Cd for an excitation energy interval of 100 keV with J - 1, 2 and 3 in 156GM and the
(points). Curves 1 and 2 represent the BSFG (ref.[2]) model predictions for positive parity,
and the Ignalyuk thermodynanucal model (ref.[3]) predictions for negative parity.
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Fig.3. The same as in Fig.l for levels Fig.4. Sum intensity ofcascades for the three low-lying
with J = O, 1 and 2 in 196Pt and the leveb in 156Gd (% per decay) as a function of primary
model predictions for positive parity.
transition energy. Histograms represent the experimental data with ordinary statistical errors; curves 1 and
2 correspond to predictions according to modehi mentioned in ref.[2,3] respectively.
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ТаЫе 1.
ЕхрептспЫ mttr.sHics of two-step cascades (% per decay\ Jy, to the
low-lying levels, nJ** and nf' are the experimental and the predicted theoretical numbers of
intermediate levels in the excitation energy interval 2<EM<3 MeV in accordance with the
models mentioned in ref.[l] and [2] respectively.

Nucleus
114
Cd
114
Te
137
Bo
138
Be
139
Ba
143
Nd
144
Nd
148
JVd
150
Sm
158
Gd
158
Gd
183
Oy

At_

12(1)
14(1)
76(25
26(1)
102(4
30(2)
55(4)
34(1)
20(1)
26(1)
17(1)
28(2)

Nucleus
"Г "TM •!T1I2L 1184
22
Oy
6
2
185
12
8
0.1
Oy
188
10
15
Br
13
9
3
1 "4Yb
10
14
15 туь
m
17
13
25 Hf
1Т9
13
5
2
Я/
180
41
12
Я/
4
54
1 181Я/
82
183
51
136
1
W
187
44
102
6 198W
57
Pt
214
68

In

46(2)
55(7)
27(2)
22(1)
69(9)
17(1)
67(4)
10(1)
52(4)
36(3)
43(2)
32(2)

nf nf[l) n?'[2]
47
211
11
57
164
58
34
15
126
44
73
23
48
120
58
44
160
16
57
187
81
49
103
16
61
222
94
50
202
71
45
264
129
40
22
2

Remarks: a) The intensities of high-energy primary transitions exciting final levels n/ are
not included in the table.
b) Parities of intermediate levels nJ** are unknown.
c) The model predicted values nf' [1] are given for one parity only.

3- Intensity of two-step cascades and the structure of intermediate levels
For all practical purposes, there are not enough data relevant to the structure of
excited states, for instance, for even-even deformed nuclei above an excitation energy
of ай MeV. However, an indirect conclusion about their nature can be obtained from
an analysis of integral characteristics, such as the total intensity of two-step cascades
between Ievek of known structure. For example, the intensities of two-step cascades
exciting the final levels of a single-particle nature in 143Nd, 183Oy, and 143W nuclei are
compatible with theoreticaUy predicted values [4]. Analogous intensities exceed, by
at least a factor of 1.5, the values obtained from the statistical model calculations for
nuclei such as 188Oy, mYb, 1Т9-181Я/, and 187W. Such divergence is due to different
values of the reduced neutron width Fj (or to different structures of the neutron
resonances), ш the first casc Г* is about 10-20% of the average < Г* >; in the second
case it is either equal to or greater than < FJ >.
Experiments show that cascades with large Г* mainly excite few-quasiparticle lowlying final states. Those of smaU Г* excite many-quasiparticle (coUective) high-lying
final states ofrather complex structure. This result leads to a quaUtative explanation
[4] of cascade enhancements between compound-states with large Г£ and states of
a pure single-quasiparticle nature. Such an explanation assumes a system of intermediate leveb with reasonable few-quasiparticle components in their wave functions
to be excited in the case of a compound-state with & relatively large single-particle
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component in its wave function (in the case of a sufficiently large FJ). It tJso assumes
a system of a coUective nature to be excited in cases of smaU single-particle components in the structure ofthe compound-state. A test ofthe vaUdity ofthis assumption
requires more investigations of two-step cascades for different neutron resonances in
the same nucleus.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of cascade intensities on the energy of Ei primary
transitions for lseGd nucleus. It is clear that enhanced cascades for these transitions
are observed in the region of 2 < Et < 3 MeV. Analogous dependences were obtained
for 150Sm, 158GM and 164Dy. This enhancement can be attributed to the influence of
single-particle primary transitions 4s ^ 3p, or to the increase of widths of secondary
transitions due to the influence of the Giant Magnetic Dipole Resonances (GMDR).
Cascade intensities predicted from different model calculations depend mainly on
the nuclear level density of high-lying states and the widths of 7-transitions which
populate and depopulate the excited states of the nucleus. Consequently, discrepancies between such predictions may occur. Figure 4 demonstrates examples of such
discrepancies. Neither the Fermi-gas model nor the Ignatyuk model describe the experimental results of two-step cascades intensities very weU. The first model fails to
describe thc low energy part of cascade primary transitions while the second model is
not able to describe the higher part. This can be explained qualitatively by assuming
that different collective structure states are more weakly excited than those states
of fcw-quasiparticlc ones, at least for the region of the 4a-raaximum of the neutron
strength function. Again, as mentioned before, better agreement with experimental
data could be achieved by a model which can predict the values for level density that
Uc between thc estimated values from models mentioned in ref.[2,3].
The cascade intensity, /„ = (Гд|/Гл)ХГ{//Г{), depends on the partial widths of
thc primary A^i and the secondary i^f transitions. That is why the intensities
summed over aU the final states for cascades exciting the same intermediate level,
£y Xn = Гд.уГл, permit the experimental determination of the sum ovcr a given
interval of values, Гдь irrespective of the excitation energy of level ». The values of
Lf, and E/ Ln for a large enough set of final levels /, e.g., n/ a 10 - 50 (depending
on the investigated nucleus) determine the ratio of the secondary transition partial
width to the total radiative width of the decaying level, Г,у/Г,-, averaged over a given
excitation energy interval. A direct and similar conclusion about the nature of the
observed enhancement may be obtained whcn the 7-decay cascades of many neutron
resonances in the same target nucleus are studied. Such investigations wiU aUow a
better understanding of different observed 7-decay structure effects.
The role of coUective excitations in 7-decay of neutron resonance ("tauV of Giant
Electric Dipole Resonance (GEDR) and GMDR can be determined from an analycis
of the ratios between the primary (or secondary) transition radiative widths to the
total radiative widths of decaying levete. The GEDR "tail" determines the radiative
strength function (RSF) of primary transitions. It may be noted here that the experimental data [5] can be described more precisely by the GEDR model [6], assuming
that at low energy 7-transitions the GEDR width depends on the temperature of
the nucleus and on the 7-quantum energy. Precisely, the experimental RSF data,
obtained over aU regions of the primary transition energies E\ > 0.5 MeV, contain
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- shcU effects,
- thc general influences of the GEDR and GMDR "tails",
- tbe temperature of tbe excited nucleus, and
- tbe presence (or the absence) of phase transitions which may influence 7-decay
processes.
Shell effects appear as local and sufficiently narrow maxima in the background
corresponding to the smooth dependence of the RSF upon the 7- quantum energy.
Such maxima were observed in the RSF data of 137^39Ba, and mHf nuclei [4,7].
These shcU effects are explained qualitatively by single-particle transitions between
the 4e and 3p neutron subsheUs.
The influence of GEDR "tails" on RSF is, in general, clearly observed at high
excitation energies in the investigated nuclei. But, Uttle is known about the effect
of GMDR states on neutron resonance 7-decay cascades at low excitation energies.
Thc influence of GMDR can only be observed for compound states which populate
the levels over which thc strength of the GMDR is fragmented. It is impossible to
differentiate thc influence of either GEDR or GMDR on two-step cascade intensity
without additional information. The nuclear resonance fluorescence (NFlF) is one of
the most efficient methods, up to now, for experimental investigations of GMDR in
deformed nuclei [8]. This method observes the GMDR states which have a pure fixed
quantum number A" and have no interference with any other excited states with the
same J*. These states are referred as "Scissor modes".
Known GMDR states can, in principle, be excited by two-step cascades connecting
the compound states of (J" = 0~ 4- 2~) to the ground state of either even-even
nuclei such as 136^Gd, 184Dy, |Т4ГЬ, and 196Pt, or even^dd nuclei such as 143Nd
and "3Dy. A comparison of the measured (9-13) intensities, in the mentioned Ust
of nuclei, for the cascades populating the ground-state and the fust excited levels
with the data corresponding to NRF, ref.(8] for the even-even nuclei, and ref.(14,15]
for li3Nd and 163Ay, shows that known states of GMDR, or multi-phonon-particle
states, are usually not excited by primary El-transitions. One can assume in such
a case that the experimentally observed cascades [9-13] mainly excite intermediate
levels of the few-quasiparticlc structure and not the levels of vibratu>nal states. Abo,
neutron radiative capture is selective for, at least, thc excitation processes of Scissor
modes in even-even deformed nuclei. It is fair to note hcrc that this conclusion was
obtained from a smaU set of compound states in thc investigated nuclei for which Г°
is greater than < Г£ >.

4. Nuclear temperature and phase transitions
One of the major domains of nuclear research is the behaviour of nuclei aa excitation
energy is increased, and the possibUity that these nuclei reveal information on the
nuclear properties.
The experimental data analysis [16] of level density in heavy nuclei al excitation
energies Ea ~ 4 - 5 MeV shows that the energy dependence of level density changes
in shape at a certain energy, E1. Below this energy is the region where many nu-
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clear properties can find their explanation ш the superfluid-nucleus and the constant
temperature models. Above this energy, thc ехЫсасе cf trassiHoos bchvccn the
superfluid-Uquid and the usual Fermi-gas states (referred to phase transitions) can be
assumed [17]. Phase transitions determine the features of the nucleus and may manifest themselves not only as a change of the shape of the excitation energy dependence
on level density, but abo as a change of the partial widths of primary transitions,
which excite levek whose energies He arround E1.
Radiative strength function deduced from measurements of two-step cascades in
137 138
I Ba shows that these nuclei could have temperatures less than those estimated
from the thermodynamicaI representation T = ^u/o, which relates the nucleus temperature to the single-particle state density, o, near the Fermi-surface, and the effective excitation energy « of the nucleus. To improve the comparison between predicted
theoretical values and experimental results a matching parameter, Afhasbeen introduced, and thc previous relation can bc rewritten in the form T = Af^u/e, where
0<M<1.
Figure 5 shows a comparison between thc experimental and thc theoretical RSF
values predicted by thc model mentioned in rcf. [7] for thc cases where M* = 1,ЛЯ = 0.5, Af 2 = 0.25, and Af* = 0.1, respectively. It is clear that better agreement
between thc experimental estimates and the theoretical predictions is obtained as the
nuclear temperature decreases. Also, the figure shows that, the slope of the energy
dependence for the 137Bo nucleus (and for thc133Ba nucleus, too) are changed, relative
to that of model calculations, when the energy of the primary transitions is at E\ st 2,
and 1 MeV, respectively. These energies correspond to excitation energies ofabout S1
and 4 MeV in these nuclei. At such excitation energies the dependence ofnuclcar level
density, for this range of mass, turns from constant temperature to Fermi-gas status.
This is one of the main reasons that the two-step ^-decay cascades of compound states
in heavy nuclei would allow, in principle, the study of possible phase transitions in
heavy nuclei.

5. Equidistance in the positions of the intermediate level groups of intense cascades
As is shown in ref. [18] the intermediate lcveU of the most intense cascades niay
with high probability be presented as the groups with thc practically constant difference in the excitation energy of single levels (or their multiplets). Moreover, one can
unambiguously identify at least 1-3 triples of such states or of their multiplets. The
equidistance period in same type nuclei (i.e. having same neutron number parity, transitions multipolarity or compound-state Г° values) varies more or less monotonously
as a function of A (figure 6).
From here it foUows that aU nuclei exhibit harmonic excitations of the vibrational
type, which, for some reasons, almost do not interact «nth inner nuclear excitations
or, at least, with some of them.
From the above data on:
(a) the density of the states excited in the (n,Tf) reaction;
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(b) the presence of a colder than theoreticaUy predicted nucleus;
(c) the equidistance of excitation energies of the most intense cascades
one can assume that at the excitation energy below 3-4 MeV in the (0,7) reaction
only part of nuclear levels, i.e. those with the structure different from that of the
majority of levels, can be excited. Moreover, aU these effects are of common nature.
1200

800

O
O
400

IM

tBO

Mass number
Fig.5. Experimental RSP (o ) cetimatcs for
the primary 7-transition energies E\ >
0.52 MeV in 137Ba. Curves represent
the recently developed GEDR model (ref.
(6]) using diflerent chosen values for the
parameter M . The curves correspond to
M2 = 0.1,0.25,0.5,1, respectively.

Fig.6. The dependence ofthe most probable equidistance period T on the mass number of the studied
nuclei. Q - eveo*ven nuclei, cascades of EU-Mltransitions; o - even-odd nuclei with Г£/ <
FJ > > 1; X- even-odd nuclei with T0J <
Г£ > < 1; + - nuclei teaEr and 1ЯОЯ/, cascades
of El+El-traneitions. The maximum and minimum
values are connected by lines separately.

CONCLUSIONS
The comparison between the observed number of intermediate cascade levek over
the 24 investigated compound states (in complex heavy nuclei in the mass region
(114<A<196, Table 1) and that predicted by two different theoretical modds illustrates the necessity of additional experimental investigations on the nuclear level
densities excited by primary dipole transitions at energies above 2 MeV. Such experiments are now feasible. A survey of available experimental data on level density
and intensity of two-step cascades demonstrates the lack of information about the
7-decay cascades of many neutron resonances. The experimental analysis of cascade
intensities of compound states for some heavy nuclei in this region clearly shows that
it is impossible to describe the widths of primary and secondary transitions for heavy
nuclei, in particular, in the region of the 4«-maximum strength function, without taking into account the influence of level structures below the neutron binding energy.
Experimental results show a low nuclear temperature relative to the thermodynamical
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estimates for, at least, two spherical nudei and iUustrate that phase transitions are
possible, and could be measured, at excitation energies ~5 MeV for mass A a 130
nuclei. The non-observation of known I+ states in the Scissor mode for even-even deformed nuclei may indicate that the neutron radiative capture reaction is a selective
one.
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SCATTEmNG AND DHUBCT NUCLEAR REACTIONS
Ш THE HIGH-ENERGY APPROXDVLATION
Lukyanov V.K.
BogoBnbov Ub. ofTieor. Physics, JlNR, Dnbn*, 141980 Moscow RegioD, RnesU
Abstract
The three^UtnensU>nal distorted waves obtained In the high-energy approxkaaUon (HBA)
for the сам of a nadear complex potential with the CooJomb forces Induded, «re (*pplyed)
need for caJcaIating the croee secttons of elaetlc, heUetic scattering aad one-nacleon transfer
reactions with heavy ions. The resnlUng expressions are in an analytical fornM&d4avethedear^hyncal me<miBg.-ThecorreepondlngappBcatione-atthointermed!ate<aergie^jbowi_
goodagrceraentwilbexperimentaldata.'! i ,' r. • -^
~~

1

Introduction

The direct processes ate ueuatty considered using the distorted wave Born approximation
where the basic ingradient of the theory is the distorted waves introduced in in- and outchanneb. For the heavy ions at intermediate energies two important «mpUficattone can
be done. The first one is the quasi-elastic consideration which comes true if the energy
loss in a reaction occurs vety smaU as compared with kinetic energies ofcoffiding nuclei,
e.g. &E < E. The second is the quasi-classical (QC) calculation of distorted waves since
the condition kR > 1 ia usuaUy working weU. Bowever, the traditional methods utilize
the QC-d>fltorted waves, expanding them in sets of partial waves and calculating every
partial phase, so in the case of heavy ions oae needs to take into account hundreds of
partial waves. Hcre we apply the HEA-method which uses the three-dimensional quasiclassical waves as the whole to perform calculations of the corresponding matrix elements
[1,2]. The method can be appfied when kR > 1, E > V and 9 > 9t sg \V\/E, where 0e
is the ttmited classical angle of a deflection. As the result we oUain in the framework of
the DWBA, analytic expressions for quah't&tive phyeical estimations and for a quantitaive
comparison with experimental data.

2

The High-Energy Approximation Method

Starting with the wave equation with the complex potential 9 = V+iW the QC-solution
is constructed in the form

(2.1)
where the real aod imaginary parts of the action function obey a set of the coupled
equations (see ref.[2]). They can be solved if one assumes the imaginary part of a potential
being emaU as compared with its real part |W| < \V\. Then,

*.

(2.2)

,

(2.3)

fa HEA the action function S is expended m smaU Ve/E:
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where integration runs along the trajectory of motion. Here an effective real potential Ve ш
induced by the imaginary part of the initial potential By the way, this fact has no serious
meaning, if Vt is calculated from the scattering data in the framework of quasi-classice.
Then, these effective potentiab wffl ateo be appropriate in calculating other processes, if
one uses the corresponding QCVdistorted waves.
from the Uw of changing the current it was obtained the amph'tude u [2]:

-1 + ^/

(2.4)

fo the case of the heavy-ion соШшопв it is important to introduce the fimited classical
angfe of scattering 0« = maxflV(a)|/J^, which characterizes a deflection of the local
momentum £g with respect to £ in the asymptotice:
& = £-£/2,

fc/2=<*sin(0./2).

(2.S)

Now one can write the corresponding in- and out-distorted waves [2]:
f> = exp{t'(U - f)fS - ± J V(^p? + A*)dA + -L I W(Jtf + W\}, (2.6)

exp{-i& +

)F, - j L t y * ) d A +

W($»)<b}. (2.7)

ч

«/

Integrations run along the straight fines paraUel to the momentum £(||oz), and F= p + S,
s+z = Л, pTX Z. One should remind thatifnecessary, here the вшаИ flux factor (l-V/4E}
can be included.
Based on the QCMistorted wavea (2.6),(2.7) it is possible to calculate matrix elements
of the direct processes having the typical form:
(2.8)

where the transition operator

(2.9)

d(P) = P(r)fV(r)Yu,(t)

includes the typical Fermi-uke functions usuaUy used in many practical calculations:
...

(2.10)

R and л correspond to the radius and the "surface thicknees" of an interaction. For
example, ш the case of ebstic scattering we have [3,4,5] L = O, I - O, P(r) = 1; for
inelastic scattering with the coUective state excitations there are various combinations of
L = 0,2,3,4, / = 1,2, P(r) = l,l/r [6,7]; for direct one nndeon transfer reactions one
may uee L > 1, I = 1, P(r) в l/r [6,8,9].
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The wfcole phase $ was calculated in [2} for the complex nudeai Woode-Saxon aad
the Coulomb potentiab aad has the form:
Ф = 2ao+fo + nif + ciff + nt(l -p*)coe*^ + 02A>(l ~ f)<*>?9

(2.11)

«bete M = cos#, and S, 9 are the angtes ofrin a spherical coordinate system and
v

c

jt

aV-3

-[B +B (3-.gl)], ^_^ + g_^

2 12

<' >

Here a = sin(0/2), £v - H>/Av, £° = Vs/Av, with K0 being the strength of a nudear
potential and Vg = Z\Zyf|Ro. The fitted parameter d b useful in calculations of nudear
phases.
The integration in (2.8) over angular variables «as performed in [2,6] in the fottowing
analytic form:
(2.13)
O

where
(2.14)

bi calcubting these typical integrab "the pofe method" was developed which uses the
properties ofthe functions f^(r) on the complex r-ptane, where they have polee near the
radius ofnudear interaction at r* = A±tzn with хя = va(2n+l) and n = 0, 1, 2 . . .. Then,
the result for such integrab b expressed through aeum ofthe corresponding residues. For
example, in the case of ebatic scattering one can use some approximations and sum up
the simple poles to obtain:
.

у

ftU

..та

wjn

е~___Уооик1+ ,д,е

^bj^- + ^^^+^b^.+^_^),|.

(2.15)
The functions ф, y, their derivatives and ( are done in [2]. ш a quafitative consideration
one can put та/Л < 1 whicb carries to f < 1 and (#'/то) < 1. So, we get at huge
(2.16)
where a = sin(0/2). It b aeen that the elastic ampfitude t b decreasing with the angle
of scattering as an exponential function [1,5] with a sk>pe determined by the thickness
parameter а of a surface of an interaction. Simultaneously it osculates with a frequency
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depending maudy on the radius parameter R. This is & tyrnral bcbavk>ur for ibc sc**aHcd
Fraunbofer diffraction scattering on nuclei. However, for large (ф'/тга) only one term of
(2.15) gives contribution, and in this case no osciUations wffl appear:
|if~e-*"*<'~4

(2.17)

Under some conditions this kind behaviour is observed in the heavy ion elastic scattering
at angles в larger than 0C, the fimited deflection angle.
In other cnses, when fa(r) takes place in the integrand, tbe pole method can abo be
appUed to obtain simple analytical expressions for the corresponding matrix elements.

3

DWBA-amplitudes for the HI-collbion Processes

Heavy ion elastic scattering at energies larger than several dozen Mev per nucleon is
considered using the amph'tude obtained in [3,4] for large angles в > (l/kR) and в > 9C а
(\V\/E) covering in practice a wide region ofscattering angles
a i - -й • -i-. -

2wft

«_« i - x - w + K7>exp{t4(f)}.

(3.1)

Here we have [2]

with the charge density distribution pe = Pofc(r) and the effective momentum transfer
W = ?- £> «here Щ, qet = 2fc(ot - ore), a s sin(9/2), and ore и [V(R1) + V0(Rt) +
iW(Rt)]/2E, taken at the radius Rt of the external fimited trajectory of motion. AU the
distribution functions are taken in the form of the FermUunction

•>
Thus, the scattering ampfitude consists of three terms:
It was shown in [2] that the 6-dimensional integral Tg can be transformed to the 3dimensional one:
Tg ss

Tj / dfVe(r)exp{i9(i^},

v«(r) e ' „ / « ( r ) ,

(3.5)

where q, a ?</, and v«(r) plays the role of a quasi-potential of scattering on a spread nuclear charge. Thus, consisting with (2.8) and (2.13) each term of the scattering ampfitude
(3.4) has the same form:
0»

p

fta

J
o

\ *
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*

J

Zu ptdctice, for the typicsJ svcles? рагыаМиг? it is enough to take into account only a
couple of poles r* = A ± ix0 of the Feimi-function nearest to the real axis ("two-pole
approximation"), because every next pair contributes approximately an order emaUer than
the ptevious one. Then, we have [7]
7? = -^Mop<+>(rjf) + *<->(rJ)].

(3.T)

Substituting ioto this expression the corresponding polee one can caeUy find that the
ampfitude behaves as an exponential function, depending on the exponent -2*atam<?/2
and osciUating with a frequency as a function of the radius JL
For cakuiating the inelaetic scattering of fight and heavy ions with excitation of the
coUective nuclear states we have used DWBA with QC-wave functions whose phases are
calculated as it is shown here. The ceergy change in the oul-channel is neglected since
U8utUy Ea <C E. The transition interaction is taken in thc form of derivatives in smaU
quadropole and octupole additions (R = А2^с*ыгУ£дг(г) to the radius ofapotcntial in
the elastic channel. The result for the amputudc is the same as if one uses the sudden
approximation [6,7]:

2* = (J/Mr\t# + ff% + tg\*Mi),

(3.8)

where

is the operator, depending on the internal nuclear coordinates aiu- Then, in the first
order in smaU SR we get

(зло)
LU

where
(ЗЛ1)

Transforming the structure matrix dement in (3.10) through the reduced one and using
the definition of B I {SI^traneition, one can write the inelastic cross section:

S-gg&&jS*4F**
with

F

\

<*•'»

Jf

ur

(3.13)

wr

/

(3.14)

O

Subsequent cakulatione are the same as in the case ofelastic scattering, using the two-pole
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As to the one-nucleon ttausfer reaction a + A -^ 6 + B where a = x + b, B = A + x
and the tnmsfened particle x is proposed to be spinlees, the corresponding amputude in
the zero-range approximation is as foDows:
-D0

cB-(f)*W(f)*,(r)^(#),

(3.15)

where D0 = 8яу(твАа/2т»ть^ей with £»ь, the seperatk>n energy of a nudeon x
in the incident particle a. Here Sj(r) is the radial wave function of the x-particle in
the final nudeus B. Thie function has the asymptotic behaviour exp(-Kir)/r and goes
to the constant as r ^ O. Ito slope is determined by кц = w2m,ei/A*, depending on
the seperation energy 4 of x in B. We have emphasized that the main effect ia heavyion reactions comes from the region near the interaction radius. This теьгш that the
behaviour of the function Ж< at r < R is of no importance, and one can sefect it in the
form[8,9]

*W.*14foffU,

(3.,6)

, _
sinh(g/ai)
'* совЬ(Л/оО + coeh(r/o,)
is the symmetrized Fermi-function having the aeymptotice exp(-O{r)/r and being a constant at r = O. The "thickness" parameter ofthe transition region is to be taken o/ = «j*1.
The constant JVt can be calculated by chagmg variables x = 1+совЬ(г/о{)/совЬ(Д/сц) in
the normafization condition:

Г 8?(r)rVr = *f Г&>* = ^==g^
Г
Уо
Л *
а|совЬ2(Л/<ч)Л совЬ3

- '•

Neglecting here the terms совЬ~'(Д/<ц) as compared with 1, we reduce the hitter integral
to the tabte one:

So,we get JVj = ^SeF = >/6/K|.

Using the usual procedure of the HBA-method, we get the ampUtude for the onenucleon transfer reaction in the typical form [8,9]:
- (-)'^->(r)}.

(3.20)

It is easy to show that the main contribution here is coming from two poles closest to
the real r-axis and (3.19) is reduced to two the second order residues. As in the previous
case here we abo have the general exponential decrease at angles 9 > <?<•> depending on
the acting thickness O1 in the region of the surface of transition. Its magnitude depends
on the slope of a "tail" of a bound state function in the final nucleue B.
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4

Conclusion

Here we have shown how the three-dimensional quao-ckusice can be adopted for constructing nuclear distorted waves using the higb*nergy approximation. The pole method
is appropriate for calculations of the ampUtudes for typical direct processes in analytic
form. This gives a possibiUty both for the quah'tative analysis of main physical features
of processes and the quantitative fit to experimental data.
Calculations ofdifferential cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering within the
two-pole approximation were performed in [7]. As an exampfe, Fig.l shows the calculations for scattering 17O +60 Ni at E = U35MeV in comparison with the experimental
data from [10]. Il b easy to see from (3.14) that because of the presence the factor (-l)L
the osciUating part of the ampfitude as a function of the scattering angle Is the cot- or
«tn-funciton depending an X-even or odd, retpectivdy. In thia case the cross section
wiU have visible osciUations which coincide for excitations of the even coUective states in
their phaees with the ebstic scattering oecfflations. The depths of potential weUs are in
&nits of V0 s 60 - IuMeV and Wn = S - 6WeV, the B(SIMransitione obtained are
approximately twice those cited in [10]. As a general result one can mention a rather
good agreement with experimental data in the range of scattering angles O > 6C a 2° in
coincidence with the initial assumptions of the HEA-method.
In Fig.2,3 the results are presented of calculations [8,9] of the one-nucleon transfer
reactions, the proton stripping from 12C to the ground state of 309Bt and 38St and ako
stripping from 18O to the ground state of 29St as weU as for the pick-up reaction of one
neutron from the ground state offF6 to the hole state (2/7/3) Of207M. SoKd Knee ehow
tbe differential cross sections in comparison with experimental data from [11-13]. The
parameters of calculations are presented in [8,9]. One can mention that for explanation
experimental data at various bombarding energies from SQMeV to 600AfeV the main
eifect comes from changing the depth of the imaginary part of the potential W0 from
ZMtV to 38AfeV and thickness parameter <ц changing in the nmits of 0.5 + 0.6/m.
At higher energies, the reaction is characterized by a simple exponential slope with the
angle decrease. At the energy decrease the difiraction-Hke picture in angular dbtribution
appears.
One can summarise that the DWBA calculations with the quasi-classical distorted
waves in the framework of НБА give good agreement with experimental data at energies
begining from WMeV per nucleon and higher.
Thus, investigations ofheavy ion-coffisions in the quantum region ofscattering angles
9 > 6C, outside the Hmited trajectories of motion, are very sensitive to the precise structure of a nucleus-nucleus interaction. For instance, tbe slope of curves with 9 feek the
"thickness" of tUe acting region in the channel. It may be used abo for searching the
"halo" distributions ofnuclei in the radioactive beams which now become avaiiable.
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Fig.l The beavy k>n eIaetic and indaetic crow sections 17O +M Ni; Euk = USSMeV;
exp. data uom [10]; eoKd Knee- thecHy.

j reactions (a) *C+**Pb =» 11B +*» Bi,
E - SOMeV'/щ 0>) C +* Лг =*• "B +*St, E = 5QMeV/n. Sofid Ипеэ are the theoretical calculations, squared pointe are the experimental datafirom[11].
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Fig.3 Angular distributions for the proton stripping in (c) 18O +" 5t => 17O +™ Si,
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SEMICLASSICAL APPROACH TO THE DYNAMICS OP HOT NUCLEI
Joao da Providencia Jr.
Departamento de Fi'sica, Universidade de Coimbra, P-3000 Coimbra, Portugal
Abstract
A scmiclassical formalism which is hased on an energy functional and generalizes
the fluid dynamical model (first sound) ofEckart4ftrfhas recently been developed and
extended to a finite temperatute. The model accounts for important transverse components in the current oflow-lying modes with I > 1. It is shown that new eigenmodes
appear when the temperature does not vanish. In the limit of T ^ O thc strength
of thc ncw eigenmodes goes to O proportionally to T2 and the currents and transition
densities are proportional to T. The inclusion of tensor fields in the action integral lead
to important changes as compared with the results of the simpler model based on first
sound dynamics.

1. Introduction
We are interested in thc description of the average features ofnuclear structure which remain
whcn shell effects are neglected. Semiclassical methods dcal with quantities like distribution
functions, densities and currents. These methods are therefore adequate to our aim.
The description of collective modes, in nuclei at finite temperature, requires thc knowledge of the equilibrium state. We assume a sharp density profUe for the equilibrium density.
Th(! equilibrium distribution function is the product of a step function in coordinate space
by a Fcrmi-Dirac distribution function in momentum space,
,_

Э(ДЬ-г)

(1)

where <0 = Uo - /'• Here Uo is thc equilibrium selfconsistent potential, R0 is the radius and
fi is the chemical potential.
The equilibrium distribution function is a step function in coordinate space, because the
expression wc adopt for the energy functional does not contain terms with derivatives. The
two body interaction we consider is of the form vtt = S(xt — X2)(e 4- bp1^)» where a and
4 are constants and p is the nuclear density. The energy is a functional of the distribution
function
E=

tfI

+

<*T,dT,t4,/(l)/(2)
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(2)

where </Г = gfxtPp/(2xhf

is the volume element in phase space and g is the spin-isospin

multiplicity. The eucrgy may be written
/

\

(3)

where we have added the term <rS in order to account for the surface energy. The constants
и„ are connected with the i interaction. The surface tension is a and Z stands for thc area
of the nuclear surface. Thc density p and the kinetic energy density т are computed from
the distribution function /.
We are considering independent particle mixed states. Thc single particle wave functions
arc solutions of the eigenvalue problem hg4'i — е<Ф> where £< is the single particle energy,
h0 = ^j + Uo is the single particle hamiltoninn.
Thc entropy is given by S = -(dft/0T)v^ where ft is the grand potential, ft =
Thc chemical potential |i and the equilibrium nuclear radius Ло are obtained by minimizing the free energy F — E — TS with the subsidiary condition that thc particle number
A remains constant,
t

/

\

%

<0.

(4)

Here s stands for thc entropy density. The variation with respect to c and the radius R [1],
leads to the equations
ra_

a. /

\

ял

:=<o

= 0,

= 0.

(5)

(6)

It should be bornc in mind that the model is classical in nature except that the PauU
principle is taken into account. Since shell effects are neglected, the predictions ofthe model
apply only to the average behaviour at which one arrives after shell fluctuations have been
smoothed out or for temperatures above 3 MeV.
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2. Small amplitude oscillations
Au exact semichtssical description of thc mean ficl<l dynamics \vould require solving thc
Vlasov equation. As an alternative wc consider a variational formalism which leads to the
LiouviUWon Neumann equation of statistical mechanics.
Wc start from the clasbical limit of a variational formulation [2] of the Liouville-von
Neumann equation of statistical mechanics in order to obtain a mean field approximation
appropriate to mixed states. The lagrangian
L-ili ir(UD,,U*)-tr(UDoU*H),

(7)

determines thc time-evolution of the density matrix D = UDoU\ where Do stands for the
density matrix describing a state of equilibrium and U is a unitary operator. If we write
(8)

thc lagrnngiaii L reduces, for small amplitude oscillations, to the following harmonic Iagranginu

L<2' =
Wc will consider thc ch<s&ical limit of thc lagrangian (9), retaining only thc lending order
terms in a Wigucr-Kirkwuod expansion in powers of ft.
We start by determining thc equilibrium state. Suppose now that thc system deviates
from the equilibrium state. The system oscillates. From the lagrangian (9) we will calculate
the rigcnmodcs. If we do not allow for a completely general varialion of the generator Q then
the dynamics of the system will be affected by the restrictive parametrization wc impose on
the generator Q. There are many choices possible for parametrization of thc distribution
function. Each one implicitly assumes a choice of relevant and irrelevant degrees of freedom.
Therefore the parametrization we impose on Q is a way of selecting the relevant collective
variables for the dynamics.
In the classical limit we have

,pi,t),
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00)

where the ewrator P{x. j» ^ «чу Ь» d*nnapn&\l htfu « .'inic-cxcu tciui <? aud a tum>odd
tenn P (C *> Q + P). A parametrteation by iocan> of a scator field №M) and a tensor
field e^Kx>0 Ut chosm for the generator Q

01)
ThetiuMMncngenerator Q Is rosponsable for the existence of timc4xkl components Ui the
difttribution function. In particular the divergence of the tensor &>00M) wiU introduce
transvorfec components ш the current.
hi thc <l<-ri\Hti<>u of the oquittbrhuu distribuUon function a spherical symmetrical distribution functkm m uuMucntuui space was assumed. Such a rcstrictkm should not be unpoecd
on thc dynanucal fnrraulatiou. Therefore, we w5U asmune that thc generator Ut such that
by mem* of a cnnoutcal transformation of /« we obtain a thnc4Wcn distrilmtiou which is
di*ttwted in unnnratuui ярьсе. We as<nune P »thc geucrator of a canonical transformation
8iirlt ihat the foHowmg equation is approxunateh/ satisfied

Thw equation RoneraUzcs to a finite temperature the generator P given In reb. (3,4)- Wc
rcnmrkthat K1 d<vcribcKthcsurfecedtephiccmnits. ItHcfearthatatafinltetcmperalureno
grn<TnlorPrxistKxiiditlmtc<|. (12)holdxcxactly. Thisroeanethnt.atafinUct*n.p<jaliu*:,
7?i, M aud \„а ore not an adeqimto parametrization smce these quantities can not be
gcuenu>d by a canonical transformation. However the orrors mvc4ved in the deviation from
cau<niichy wttl be minimhscd !f we require that the fields Ri , C| and Xafl ue such that the
eulr<*j>y ieiualiut cc4u>tant.
From tlH! dutrlbutkm function /,

/ - A + {/o,0} + \{(M}J} + ...,

(i3)

wc derive the physical quantities, such as the density, the current and the energy. Up to
firstcfdcrinthevariatim^fieldswehavctbefoUc^^coq>rcsstonsfort^dcnsify
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and for tlio current

In order to arrive at the expression (15) we have imposed the following boundary condition
[5]
,=0,

(16)

whcrc ng = тд/г and which ensures that the current is not singukr at the surface.
We cn.surc that the boundary condition (16) is fuUUlcd and that the entropy S and the
particle number A are conserved on the average by means of the Lagrange multipUers £p,
T anrl /t. Prom the classical limit of the lagrangian (9), with the choices for the generators
Q and P implied by eqs. (11) and (12) and taking into account the subsidiary conditions
which ensure the boundary condition (16), the conservation of the entropy 5 and of the
particle number A, the following effective lagrangian is obtained
£<2> = (L + pA + TS)<2> + j^ OfynJ+.

(17)

For the chosen porametrization, the lagrangian is given by

where

',<M=/_<*4^4-

'De

~^a^v - IK'* (Л<1 - \Nbtf\ + Щ Jb <*Z%W +1) -2].
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(20)

The dots over the variationaI fields stand for time-derivative. By requiring that the
action integral is stationary for arbitrary variations of the fields ф, фад, <;\, Xap &nd Ль
the equations of motion and boundary conditions are obtained.
We obtain two transverse sound velocities which in the Umit T ^> O are identical to the
ones derived in refs. [3,4]. While at zero temperature this model leads to two longitudinal
sound velocities which were previously obtained at zero temperature in refs. [3,4,6], at a
finite temperature an additional longitudinal sound velocity is obtained, so that an additional
degree of freedom arises. This is a remarkable result! This happens due to the fact that
at finite temperature thc profile of thc Fcrmi surface in an infinite medium acquires a finite
width. We remark that information concerning the profile of the Fermi surface is contained
in thc moments of /o, namely, po, T0 and G, which appear in the effective lagrangian.
Therefore, taking into account thc fields ф, <;\, \ag and фар, leads to the appearencc of 4
(T=O) or 5 (T > O) sound velocities. As we wffl see the appcarcnce of a larger number of
sound velocities implies also a larger number of eigcnmodcs.
It may be shown that the eigcnmodes fulfill an orthogonality relation. It may abo be
proved that for electric modes the energy weighted (m,), the cubic energy weighted and the
inverse energy weighted sum rules are fulfilled.
We note that thc fluid dynamical model (first sound) considered at zero temperature
by Erknrt ei al [7], may bc obtained from the present effective lagrangian if we constrain
thc tcnsor fields фар and \op to remain zero. Therefore in this simpler formulation [1] the
time-even distribution function (sec cq. 12) is constrained to remain spherical in momentum
space. In this case thc dynamical variables are only Rt, Ci and ф, and only one dispersion
relation is obtained. In order to obtain the surface modes it is crucial to aUow for the
displacement of the surface by means of the variable R\. Abo in such л simple model
surface modes arc obtained which are proportional to the surface tension and to A^1/2.

3. Numerical results
We have considered a potential energy density of the form u = aip* + O2+i/a»2+l'e» where
3

3

Q2 = -| x 3075.8 MeV fm , and a2+l/6 = i x 20216.4 MeV frn +*. We have additionally considered a temperature dependent surface tension. Since the surface of the nucleus
becomes more diffuse when the temperature increases, we have assumed that the surface
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tojsk>a .- ifcrrcn.scs \rith temperature according to tr(T) = а(Щ\—zT*\ (see ref. [8]. where
7

3

2

a(0) = 1.0 MeV fin" and x = 6 x 10' MeV" .

T MeV]
fin"3]
T0 [McV fin"3
<Jo [MeVJ
/i [McV]
E<°1/ MeV
4яП$<г McV
S

Table 1
2
O
1
3
4
5
0.1479 0.1476 0.1465 0.1447 0.1422 0.1389
3.104 3.102
3.096 3.086 3.068 3.041
34.97 34.89 34.66 34.25 33.67 32.90
-11.76 -11.85 -12.10 -12.52 -13.11 -13.87
-10.79 -10.74 -10.58 -10.31 -9.926 -9.424
607.0 604.3 506.?. 582.6 563.3 538.1
O
29.37 58.88 88.66 118.8
149.6

Wp note tluit wo evnliiiite quantities involving integrals of the Fermi distribution function in momentum space, such as P0, T0 and S0, using an expansion in powers of T and
considering thc terms up to T'1. In thc present paper wc arc mainly interested in extending
thc iesiills of rcfs. [3,4] to a finite temperature taking into account thc efFcct of thc surface
tension. Wc arbitrarily consider a nucleus with A=208. In table 1, we give, for different
values of thc temperature, the equilibrium vatocs of fo, ro> ?Oi M> ^°'M, of the surface
cncigy mul of thc entropy for thc system with A=20S.
F<ir thc oloctric modes wc consider thc operators
D(x) = r2 f<,r C = O, Дх) = (г-гэ/О'"ю for <?=1, an<l D(x) = r*Ye, for t>l.

(22)
The romlts presented in table 2 wore obtained using this set of parmneters and give us
thc energies> (in McV) nnd the percentages of thc sum rulc Jn1 (energy weighted sum rule)
coiTPsponding to different electric cigenmodcs for a nucleus with A=208.
For C = O and T=O wc observe that 95.15% of the mi sum is concentrated 15.87 MeV,
while in thc simpler model of rcf. [1] we obtain 92.69% of the mi sum located at 14.C3
McV. At a finite temperature we see that new cigenmodcs appear, Of, OJ, OJ... Thc ncw
vibrational mode Of at T=5 McV absorvcs 23.13% of mt.
For C* = 2+, we note that most of the n>i sum is concentrated in the state 2j, which
corresponds to thc ginnt quadrapole resonance, and in thc low-lying modc 2f . Thc low-lying
mode 2f is a surfnce modc, since 6p is rathcr close to zero in the interior of the nucleus,
and wc nlso note that, from the behaviour of V xj, it is clear that it has strong transverse
components.
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ТаЫе 2
For f* = 3~, the *R| suin is basically distributed through several modes, but stiU the
t\vo states <'xlmus(ing a larger fraction of n?t, at T=O MeV, are 3j" which is thc low-lying
iiio(lc, and exhausts 34.10% of i>it at T=O MeV, and 3J which exhausts 43.44% of thc m\
swu at T=O McV and corresponds to thc giant octupolc resonance (GOR). It is however
very ml<'ivsting to note that at T=5 MeV this picture has changed considerably.
For (" = 4+ аш1 t* = 5" wc sce tlmt thc strength is distributed in a larger number
of states being thc low-lying modc thc one which exhausts a larger fraction of the mt sum
rulc.

T=O MeV
»H [%]
—
—
OJ 15.87
95.15
0
18.95
2.250
•—
O?+ 28.14 2.838 x 10^'
o« 36.83 3.428x10-'
1.458
Of 41.29
+
—
—
O
8
2
3.473
30.90
64.19
2J 11.70
2.165
2* 17.45
2
1.094
I 20.54
1.002
2S+ 21.12
—
2,t
—
2
2f 27.30 5.717xlO^
34.10
3? 2.923
3? 8.428 2.879x10-'
43.44
3.T 18.53
10.88
3.T 22.80
3.847
3S- 25.15
5.178
3« 26.87
3
—
~
f
4
33.85
I 4.505
2.046
4? 12.26
22.39
4.t 23.36
8.859
4? 27.64
17.10
4S+ 29.67
8.450
4jT 33.45
4.184
4f 35.38
—
—
4J

t*
of

I

Oi

I

/IU.',

T=I M-V
mi I%]
14.00
1.223
15.85
93.78
18.93
2.396
27.75 2.248x10-'
28.38 9.275 xlO^ 7
36.79 3.328x10"'
41.31
1.427
41.99 1.857 x 10-'
3.496
31.43
11.73
63.63
17.43
2.196
1.114
20.55
21.15 9.750xlO^'
25.65 5.393XlO-4
27.33 5.717 xlO"2
34.50
2.929
8.465 2.283x10''
18.55
4285
22.79
11.15
25.18
3.794
26.89
5.195
30.88 2,322xlO^1
4.518
34.31
12.31
1.894
23.36
21.90
27.66
9.186
29.70
16.90
8.281
33.48
4.224
35.27
36.56 1.928 x 10^'
/Ib>,'
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T=3 MeV
mi [%]
9.752
13.62
84.05
15.65
3.566
18.75
26.62 4.789x10-'
2
28.46 4.940 xlO"
36.39 2.801x10-'
2
40.69 1.347 XlO'
1.334
41.45
3.641
35.23
11.99
59.55
2.525
17.28
1.209
20.53
1
21.36 8.183 x 10^
5
9.638
XlO'
24.75
27.33 6.421 xlO-2
37.24
2.960
8.724 0.333 XlO"3
18.72
38.08
13.58
22.68
25.43
3.428
5.300
26.99
29.65 1.958x10-'
37.45
4.581
12.62
1.008
18.16
23.35
11.82
27.78
15.22
29.90
4.588
33.49
7.182
34.43
1.434
36.21
/Ib>,

T=5 McV
mi [%1
12.90 23.13
15.25 68.07
18.16 6.261
25.13 6.550x10-'
2
27.87 5.977 xlO^
35.02 2.496x10-'
3
38.90 1.060 xlO^
1.154
41.49
3.810 40.73
12.33 53.00
16.80 3.680
20.40 1.213
21.70 6.560x10-'
3
23.49 6.407 XlO'
2
26.76 9.119xlO2.931 40.95
9.084 2.035x10-'
18.73 27.93
22.37 20.00
25.81 2.916
27.02 5.185
28.03 3.874x10-'
4.557 41.78
13.07 2.428x10-'
22.96 11.97
27.89 16.63
30.21 11.96
3
32.13 2.033 xlO^
10.27
34.10
35.46 3.949
/Ib>,

The state* 3f, 4f and 5f hawwjnpre which nre approximately proportional to A~1'2
as is also the case in the simpler model of ref. [1], but now have lower energies and strong
transverse components in the current. However for t* — 2* we were not able to find an
analogous state, since the state 2f, as weU as the other states, have an energy which is
approximately proportional to A~1'3.
An interesting feature of this model is that new states appear at a finite temperature. As
the temperature decreases, these states exhaust a smaUer fraction of the energy wheighted
sum rule. Examples of the new states at finite temperature are Of, Oj*, Oj, Ig, If1, 2J,
3f, 4J and 5g. At low temperatures, the fractions of the mt sum corresponding to these
modes, are proportional to T2. As a consequence, the amplitude of the transition density
and of the transition current are proportional to the temperature T. The energies of these
states are stable wheu we consider the limit T —> O.

4. Conclusions
The present model predicts an appreciable redistribution of transition strength with temperature. This effect agrees, in tendency,with recent experimental findings [9,10], but is
admittedly much less dramatic. At T=3 MeV the redistribution of the strength in the cal•
culations, compared with T=O, is sizeable but not very impressive, while in the experiments
the redistribution is much larger. This is not surprising because of the artificial discretization
of the excitation spectrum due to the constraints imposed on the tryal functions, may tend
to hide the redestribution ofstrength. It is natural to expect that the coUision terms, which
are not taken into account in the present calculation and in RPA contribute significantly to
the actual width.
One of the interesting features of the model we have investigated is that at a finite temperature it provides an additional dispersion relation which leads to a larger fragmentation
of the strength. The effect of the appearence of new vibrational modes is also present in
RPA microscopic calculations due to the fact the two particle and two hole transitions are
now accessible, due to the smooth profile ofthe Fermi surface at finite temperature, which is
not the case at zero temperature, when /o is a step function in momentum space. Therefore
at a finite temperature T the configuration space in a microscopic calculation is much larger.
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TV &ct that some ofthe*:etatt8 only cxwt м finite temperature means they originate at
the Fermi surface, being to this case cradal the proffle of the Ferml surface wlth a finite

bntkm fuucUou /0 Ь given by its moments д, n> and G whldi are used in the dynamical
cakufotions.
With the present paramctri*ation wo are abfcs to desmtangte the tar-tying modes from
thegiant
This work benefitted from computation &ciBties offered by the fastituto Nackmal de
favcetigaf&o Cientffica, Lfeboa and by the Fundac&o Cak>uste Gulbenkian.
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On the Gauge Structure of
the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock Manifold
Fumihiko Sakata and Kazuo Iwasawa
Institute for Nuclear Study, University ofTokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo 188, Japan

ABSTRACT

To understand shape coexistence phenomena, an imponance ofelucidating the constrained
Hartree-Fock theory is pointed out. A relation between the adiabatic and diabatic singleparticle states, and between their corresponding potential energy surface is discussed within
the time^iependent Hartree-Fock manifold. In order to discuss large-amptitude collective
motion that involves more than two local minima, a necessity ofexpIoring the gauge degrees
offreedom is discussed.

1. Introduction
In this talk, a necessity of exploring the gauge structure of the time-dependent HanreeFock CTDHF) manifold is discussed. According to the recent development of the nuclear
structure physics, it has been clarified that there often coexist many stationary mean-fields
with different geometrical shapes in one nucleus [1]. As an example, the level scheme of
152
Dy taken from Ref. [2] is shown in Fig. 1. There are a prolate normal deformed stable
mean-field, a prolate super deformed mean-field and an oblate mean-field. When one is only
interested in local property well explained by an appropriate stationary mean-field, one may
independently introduce various mean-fields into one nucleus, without paying any attention
to the other mean-fields. When one wants to study global property infiuenced by many stable
mean-fields, one has to pay careful attention to mutual relation among many local minima of
the potential energy surface (PES). In this case, one is inevitably involved into the following
basic theoretical issues; a) Dynamical rote of adiabatic and diabatic PES. b) Physical meaning
of real- and avoided-crossings of the single-particle orbits, c) RoIe of the topological (Berry)
phase and the gauge degrees of freedom, d) Microscopic meaning of the PES with and
without configuration constrained. These problems are specific for the nuclear physics
because the stationary mean-fields characterizing different phases are not necessarily
orthogonal with one another, unlike the case in the infinite system.
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Protele
Suoerdelormed

Figure 1. Level scheme of 152Dy taken from Ref. [2]

Figure 2 Diabatic and. adiabatic
potentials. Taken from Ref.[3].

In §2, we briefly discuss how the adiabatic and diabatic PES are introduced on the basis of
the microscopic theory. In §3, the CHF theory is elucidated within the TDHF-coordinate
space, which can uniquely specify the PES. It is shown that the CHF equation gives a set of
differentiable lines in this space, and every HF state rests on one of these lines. By using the
differentiable property of the CHF solutions in the TDHF-coordinate space, one may thus
establish a general method to obtain many HF points not accessible by the usual numerical
method of the CHF equation. For each HF point, one may introduce a TDHF local
coordinate system whose origin is located at the corresponding HF point. In §4, it is
discussed that these local coordinate systems are related with each other by the singular
gauge transformation.

2. Adiabatic and Diabatic Collective Potentials
To understand the structure of the TDHF-manifold that has more than two local minima,
one is involved into one of the important problems in the nuclear physics for more than forty
years dated back to the early fifties. According to Hill-Wheeler's speculation [3] shown in
Hg. 2, the collective motion feeU a diabatic potential when its speed is rapid enough. When
its speed is sufficiently slow, it feels an adiabatic potential which is an envelop ofthe diabatic
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potentials. Thus we stan with discussing how to get the adiabatic and diabatic potentials
microscopically.
The microscopic derivation of the adiabatic PES is given by the constrained (C-) HF
theory or its approximation through the Nilsson-Strudnsky method. The basic equations of
the CHF theory is given by
8<ф1Н-Хфф>=0, <ф)фф>=я.

O)

Here 1ф> denotes the most general single-Slater determinant In numerically solving the CHF
equation by either using the nonlinear eigenvalue equation or the gradient method, one has
been only interested in the most energetically favorable solution (adiabatic requirement) for a
given constraining condition < ф1фф >= q. It provides us with the adiabatic PES as well as
the adiabatic single-particle states satisfying the non-crossing role. These treatment is
essentially based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation introduced in the molecular
physics. However, an applicability of this approximation to the nuclear system is by no
means trivial.
On the other hand, there have been proposed many practical methods called "diabatic
recipe," which intend to phenomenologically introduce the diabatic single-particle states
satisfying the real-crossing, so as to explain the experimental data. After Hamamoto's
suggestion [4] on an inadequacy of the cranking model near the level crossing region in the
high spin physics, the diabatic base introduced by keeping the single-particle configuration of
intruder orbit unchanged is widely accepted. This base is constructed by using a fairly
general method which eliminates a so-called "virtual interaction" appearing near the singleparticle level crossing region [S]. In the heavy ion deep inelastic coUision, N6renberg (6\ has
developed the dissipative diabatic dynamics by introducing the diabatic base, which is
defined in such a way that the nodal structure of the single-particle wave functions are kept
unchanged during the collision process.
The basic idea of employing the diabatic base is related with an existence of various
Intrinsic states, which may associate with different type of collective motion. Since the
different intrinsic states are characterized by different single-particle configurations within
the independent particle approximation, and the intrinsic state is supposed to be unchanged
within the same band structure of collective excited states, one gets the diabatic base by
regarding the single-particle configuration as an approximate good quantum numbers.
Recently, Bengtsson-Nazarewicz [7] pointed out the superiority ofdiabatic potential over
the adiabatic one. When they apply the usual adiabatic Nilsson-Strutinsky method to the
collective potential near the ground state in the neutron deficient Pb-isotopes, they get the
adiabatic potential which has small shoulder in the oblate region. When they apply the
diabatic recipe developed in the high spin physics to this particular case, they obtain three
diabatic potentials; the lowest spherical potential, the next lowest oblate potential and
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occasionaUy the third lowest prolate potential. As is shown in Fig. 3, they found that the
iocal minimum ofthe oblate diabatic potential weU reproduce the systematic behavior of the

BA)

n,i*i

Figure 3. Adiabatic and diabatic collective potentials in the neutron deficient Pb-isotopes.
TakenfromRef.[7]
excited O+ state in the neutron deficient Pb-isotopes. They clarified that the ACHF solution
does not always give a suftlcient information on the nuclear excited states, and a particle
number of the intruder orbits may play a role of an approximate good quantum number in
characterizing the excited states.

3. CHF Solution within the TDHF-Coordimte Space
To study the microscopic meaning of the adiabatic and diabatic PES [8], and to find many
stable KF-points without using the diabatic recipe, it is desirable to explore the CHF theory
within the TDHF-coordinate space {xju), rather than the constraining coordinate space {q)
where the CHF equation is usually expressed. Here the TDHF-coordinate space is defined as
follows. Suppose there is a certain HF state l<fro>- Then the general time^fcpendent singleSlater determinant is expressed as
1ф>=ехр{Р)1ф0>,

(2)

where aJ and bf stand for the particle- and hole^reation operators with respect to 1фо>, and
F a general anti-Hemutian one-body operator. Introducing a variable transformation through
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one gets the TDHF symplectic manifold {C^, C^). Since the PES is defined within the
coordinate space, the ТШИмяокШше space (хщ) is obtained by means of the coordinatemomentum representation ofthe TDHF-manifold through

(4)
Here, the dimension of the TDHF<oordinate space is equivalent to a number of the particlehole pairs, giving a complete set of the coordinates.
By means of the second equation in Eq. (1), on the other hand, the constraining coordinate
space {q} is given by the expectation values of the constrained operators Q put in by hand.
Since 1ф> under consideration is expressed by Хц$ alone, the constrain condition is expressed

as

(5)
The dimension of (q) is just a number of constrain operators. Here it should be noticed that
{xui) uniquely specifies the system, whereas {q) does not Consequently, it is preferable to
study the CHF theory within the TDHF-coordinate space.
In the following discussion, we will show that the CHF equation gives continuous and
differentiable lines within (хц)). For this aim, let us take the simple three-level SU(3)
Hamiltonian given by

H = Ho+Hv+Hy,
Hy

(6)
N

where

Ky a IcSnCjn, .

(7)
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There are three N-fold degenerate levels with eg < ej < £2. We hereafter consider an even
N-panicIe system where the lowest oibit is completely occupied. As a constraining operator
Q, we consider the most general Hemritian one-body operator given by
Qe Qlx(KiO+h.c)+Qiy(K2e + h.c)+Q2xKii H-Q2JK22 +QsK00 +Q4(K2I + h.cX

In the present case, the general single Slater determinant 1ф> is expressed as
1ф >= е1ф 0 >; F =
1ф0 >=

(8)

)-h.c.),

1

O >= O. i = 0,1 and 2^

m=l

(9)

and the complete set ofcanonical variables is given through

t

f; anduc. ; (i = land2) ,

- C|); i = 1 and 2.

-2

-i

o

i

Figure4. ContourmapofV(X|,X2)

(10)

г

Figure5.CompurmapofQ(xi,X2)

By applying the CHF theory to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6) with the constraining operator
in Eq. (8), we gct the PES V(xi, X2) and the constraining operator surface Q(xj, X2) in the
two dimensional TDHF-coordinate space, which are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. A set of
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parameters used in our numerical calculation is: N = 4, eo = O, t\ = 16.4, ej = 18. Vi = Vj =
=Q4 = O. The parameters in the Hamiltonian are chosen in such a way that the system has
more than two local minima besides the trivial HP-point tyo>, and there exist neighboring two
saddle points. Within the region shown in Fig. 4, there are three stable HF-points (denoted
by tyo>. 1Ф1> and 1ф2>) and two unstable HF-points (saddte points denoted by 1фз> and 1ф4>).
In a region near to x2+y*=2N that is not included in Fig. 4,there are three other unstable HFpoints (one saddle and two maxima) which are irrelevant to the following discussion.
In the TDHF4xxndinate space, the first CHF equation in Eq. (1) is expressed as

By eliminating the Lagrange multiplier X from Eq. (1 1), one obtains
(12)

which defines differenriable Unes in {xi, X2). The parameters in the constraining operator are
determined in such a way that the solution of Eq. (12) has more than two continuous lines.
There are two different differentiable Unes, which are denoted by A and B in Fig. 4. Here it
should be noticed that the every HF stationary point rests on one of these Unes, irrespective to
wt*,ther it is the local stable point or local unstabte saddle point Equation (11) is then used
to get a concrete value of the Lagrange multiplier at each point on the resultant lines.
On the other hand, the second CHF equation given by Qfri, xj)=q gives a many-to-one
transformation (xi, X2)^{q), i.e., from (xi, X2) to the constraining coordinate space (q).
a>MflV
By using the mapping (xi, x2J^{q), the
potentialenergiesonAandBaretransformed
i.s
into those in the constraining coordinate space
shown in Fig. 6. As is seen from Figs. 4 and 6,
there are some region where the CHF equation \
^4
.<o>
has more than two solutions for one given
value of q. To avoid this many-valuedness,
one usually picks up the most energetically
^
favorable states by applying the adiabatic Rgure6. Potentialenergycurvesalongthe
requirement so as to obtain an adiabatic PES branch A and B ofFig. 4 versus < Q >.
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in Iq). However, there are no dynamical reason to connect a set of the most
energedcally favorable states by a single line, because they do not always belong to a single
condnuous Une in Fig. 4. When one do so in Fig. 6, one can only find a small shoulder in
VadJa.(q) without knowing a weU developed second stable HF-point 1ф2>In Fig. 7, the CHF solution for 82Sr with Skyrme interaction is shown [9]. Since we have
exploit differentiable property of the CHF solution in the TDHF-coordinate space, we get
many local minimum points. It also turned out that the diabatic recipe of eliminadng the
vinual interaction gives a practical method tojump over from one continuous line to the other
near the saddle point of the PES in the TDHF<oonMnate space.
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Figure 7. CHF solution for Sr with Skyrme interaction.

4. Gauge Structure of the TDHF-Manifold
According to the previous secdon, one may introduce many stationary HF-points {tyj>: i =
0,1, 2,...) into the single nucleus. Referring to the HF state 1фо>, one may introduce a
coordinate neighborhood denoted by {U^;x, x*) into the TDHF-manifold. Here U^0
denotes an open set enclosing 1фо>, and (x, x*) means a local coordinate system defined in
Eq. (4) whose origin is located at 1фп>. By using another HF state le)i>, one may introduce
another coordinate neighborhood {ty,; z, z*). When one wants to numericaUy solve the
Hamilton equations of modon so as to get the TDHF-trajectory for a given initial condition,
or to get the Poincare section map, it does not matter what type of local coordinate system
onemaychoose.
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Trajectory"a'

A
Figure 8. Coordinate neighborhood in the TDHF-manifold.
In order to get analytical information of the adiabatic invariant characterizing each
trajectory, according to the nonlinear dynamics, one has to use the most natural coordinate
system. When one wants to get an analytic information of the adiabatic invariant specific for
the trajectory "b" in Fig. 8, it is decisive to use the local coordinate system (z, z*) rather than
(x, x*). Unlike the classical phase space where the local coordinate systems are related with
each other through the simple Galilei transformation, the local coordinate systems (x, x*) and
(z, z*) in the TDHF-manifold are related with each other through the singular gauge
transformation [10]. This singularity is coming from a finite degeneracy of the singlepanicle level, which is specific for the nuclear system. In understanding the structure of the
TDHF-manifold, therefore, one has to bear in mind this specific feature of the TDHFmanifold, If one express the TDHF theory by means of the usual single Slater determinant
(8), this gauge degrees of freedom appears as a phase factor that has been discussed in
connection with the topological phase [11] and with the const.-<?6> method [12].
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Abstract
Intrinsic quadrupole moments Qo of the two SD bands in 146Od could be measuted in a DSAM
experiment using the GASP spectrometer at Legnaro. It was found that the deformation of the
excited SD band is almost identical to that of the first SD band. In two coincidence plunger
experiments two and three lifetimes of km lying SD states in 192Hg and 1MPb, respectively could
be measured. The determined transitional quadrapole moments Qt are found to be constant ako
for the low lying SD states where the decay out of the SD bands already starts. Squared mixing
amplitudes of normal deformed states were determined for the spin 10 and spin 12 state in 194Pb
and mHg respectively.

1. Introduction
Superdeforaiation is stffl one of the most interesting subjects in nuclear structure physics. Much
experimental and theoretical effort was devoted to it up to now and many superdeformed (SD) bands
were found in the A=130,150 and 190 mass regions. Lifetime information mainly obtained from mean
Doppler shift data proved that one deals with deformations of 0 = 0.35, ft - 0.5 and 0 = 0.57 for the
A=130, A=150 and A=190 mass regions, respectively. One stUl open question in this field is addressed
to the sudden decay out of the SD bands. Lifetimes of the lowest SD states where thls decay takes
place are weU suited to learn more about the decay mechanism involved.
The existence ofexcited SD bands in several nuclei is a prove that the potential minimum which can
be attributed to the supcrdcformation is weU developed. Experimental values ofquadrupde moments
of excited SD bands are known only in a few cases because the excited SD bands are populated much
weaker than the first SD bands. Therefore Ufetime measurements are important also for these bands in
order to determine the deformation and to obtain the experimental data needed for a more profound
interpretation of the underlying nuclear structure.
In this paper we want to report on a Doppler shift attenuation (DSA) measurement for the first
146
and the excited SD band in Gd and In addition on two recoil distance Doppler shift (RDDS)
measurements for 192Hg and 194Pb.
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2. DSAM measurement in 148Gd
In 146Gd two superdcformed bands were found first by IIebbinghaus et al. [1] and later by the ChalkRivor/Strasbourg-CoUaboration [2]. For the first time a bandcrossing in a SD band was discovered by
Hebbinghaus et al.[l] in the first SD band. Up to now in the A=150 mass region about 20 SD bands
have been found which could be described in a consistent way by Ragnarsson [3] In the framework of
standard NHsson-Strntinsky cranking model calculations neglecting pairing. In hls interpretation the
bandcrossing in the first SD-band of 146Gd is due to the crossing of the s.p. orbitate [642,a = -5/2]
and [651,a= -1/2]. In his calculations Ragnarsson obtained also values for the intrinsic qvadrupole
moments Qo which agree quite weU with the experimentaUy deduced ones except for that ofthe second
SD band in 146Gd.
In order to investigate tUs problem further, we performed a thick target experiment J4] at the
GASP spectrometer [S] with the alm to measure the Б2 strengths in the two SD bands. The results
obtained so far for these quantities are characterized by quite large experimental errors[l, 6].
The experiment was performed at an early stage of the GASP spectrometer with 32 Compton suppressed Ge detectors and with the 80 BGO detectors of the Inner baU. Excited states in
146
Gd were populated in the 122Sn(29Si1Sn) reaction at bcanrencrgtes of 155 MeV and 158 McV.
Events were collected if at least 3 BGO detectors and 2 Ge detectors fired. The target consisted of a
0.49 m<//cm2 122Sn layer evaporated onto a 8.3 mg|cm* Ta backing. In total 1.45 • 109 events wcre
stored on tape. The data was sorted into 49 diflerent matrices, corresponding to the possible combinations of detectors which are grouped into rings In which the detectors are positioned at about the
same angle with respect ta the beam axis (32» - 36°, 58° - 60", 72", 90% 108°, 120° -122°, 144" -148°).
To separate the 5n channel gates were set on the BGO-sum energy and on a multipUcity > 16. The
resulting matrices contained 230 • 106 77-co!ncidcnces in thc range of 512 to 1536 keV. Л second set
(10-10* coincidences) was sorted from triple events with an additional gateon the discrete transitions
below thc 958 keV transition (29+ — 27+) which is the highest known transition coincident with both
SD bands. Very pure matrices were sorted from triple events with gates on the transitions of the SD
bands.
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Figure 1: The measured (squares) and calculated F-faetots(solid line) of the two SD bands In
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146

Cd

Table 1: Comparison of quadrupolc moments Qg of the SD bands in "6Gd.
SD-band

t

Qo from our experiment
13.0il.0eb
13.3 ± 1.5 cb

ca)c. Qe from [3) exp. Qo ftom[l, 6])
14.7 eb
12±2eb
14.7 eb
8±2cb

It was possible to determine the quadrupolo moments for both SD bands (figure 1), by comparing
thc measured with thc calculated F-factors (fractional Doppler-shift) for several Qo's. The calculated
F-factcrs wcrc determined from theoretical Une shapes calculated with the computer code DSAM [7].
The stopping process was calculated with thc program DESASTOP[8] where the electronic stopping
is treated according to Zicglcr[9] and thc nuclear stopping is calculated with the Monte Carlo method
assuming nuclear scattering by a screened Thomas-Fermi potential.
Table 1 snmmarizcs the determined quadrupolc moments Qo from our measurement and those
fromrcfs.[l,3,C].
For thc first SD band our value of Qo agrccs within thc errors with that determined in rcf. [6] but
!t was possible to reduce thc experimental error by a factor of two. Thc value of Qo = 8 ± 2 cb for the
second SD band given in rcf. [6] !s !n contradiction with thc result of this work. The result obtained
in the present work agrccs quite well wilh thc expected values from thc calculations [3].
Thc obtained Qo values correspond to deformations of P = 0.58 ± 0.03 and j9 = 0.59 ± 0.06 for thc
first and second SD band, respectively. For the calculation of the deformation ft the relation
;Яо = 1 . 2 Г г о

(1)

was uscd.

3. RDDS lifetime measurements
Supcrdcformcd states in 102IIg wcrc simultaneously observed by groups !n Berkeley [10] and Argonnc [11] and studied later by Lauritsen ct al. [12]. DSAM lifetime measurements were performed
by Moorc ct al. [23] In 194Pb thc SD band was observed by groups in Bonn [13] and Rutgers (H] and
studied later wilh thc NORDBALL and EUROGAM spectrometers [15, 16]. Lifetimes of SD states
in 194Pb were measured by WiUsau ct al. [17] using the DSAM technique.
In thc A=IOO mass region thc SD bands are thought to fccd thc normal-deformed states at a spin
of about 10 A which is relatively low in comparison to thc A=150 region, where thc SD bands decay
into normal deformed states at about 30 A. The transition energies arc also much lower than those
in thc A=150 region. Therefore thc A=190 supcrdcformcd region offers thc possibiUty to apply the
plunger technique to measure individual Ufetimes of the lowest states of thc SD bands and to overcome
t)ic uncertainties of thc Dopplcr shift attenuation method (DSAM).
Wc performed two RDDS measurements in 7-7 coincidence mode for 192IIg[IS] and 194Pb[IO]
using thc GASP spectrometer at thc LNL Legnaro. In both experiments thc Cologne plunger [20] was
used which was especially constructed for 7-7 coincidence measurements. For both measurements all
thc 40 large volume Compton suppressed Ge detectors ofthe GASP spectrometer wcrc used. In order
to mount thc plunger apparatus into the GASP frame it was necessary to dismount six BGO detectors
of the inner ball which arc positioned closest to thc bcam line at thc bcam entrance. An overview of
thc experimental details is given in tablc2.
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ТаЫе 2: Experimental detaUs for the RDDS experiments on *"Hg and **4Pb.
l»Hg

таг,

Target:

on
Stopper:
Reaction:
Recoil velocity:
Used distances:
Beam current:
Recorded events:

194pb

""Dy

Dy

on
!•4ifr

"*Gd(<*S,4n)
168 MeV
1.55(4)%c
21,46 /tm
6pnA
160-10*/distance

ioS

168 MeV
1.65(5)%c
15,22,31,54,97^m
6.8 pnA
635-10*/distancc

4. Data analysis
The most important detectors for a RDDS experiment are those furthest away from 90° where shifted
and unshifted components of the 7 transitions can be separated. Fbr the GASP spectrometer these

8
100

140

280

420

560

700

840

Energy [keV]
Figure 2: Double gated sum spectrum of the SD band in >MPb obtained by gating on all combinations of SD
transitions. The SD transitions are labeled with their energies.
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O

F!gure 3: Doppler shifted (e) and unshifted (u)
peaks in the coincidence spectra of the SD band in
193
Hg gated with the shifted component ofalI higher
SD transitions for both target-to-stopper distances.

20

40

60

80
100
d[pm]

Figure 4: Curves of the shifted components versus targeUto*topper distance for the lowest three
transitions in the SD-band in 194Pb (298keV(top),
256keV(midd!e), 213keV(bottom)). The smoolh
lines are only supposed to guide the eye.

are 24 detectors positioned at (31.7°, 36.0° ), (58.3°, 60.0°), (120.0°, 121.7°) and (144.0°, 143.8°) with
respect to the beam axls.
These detectors wcrc grouped into four rings with 6 detectors per ring where the detectors belonging
to the same ring are positioned at almost the same angle with respect to the beam. For the analysis
the data were sorted into 8 (14) diflerent matrices for 192Hg (194Pb) for each target to stopper distance.
The matrices created were combinations of the different rings. In case of 194Pb an additional group
of detectors was used which contains aU detectors positioned at 72°, 90° and 108°. These detectors
could be used only for gating.
Fig. 2 shows the SD band In 194Pb obtained from triples data where double gates of aU combinations
of the transitions belonging to the SD band were used.
The Ufetimes were determined by using the differential decay curve method (DDCM)[21, 22].
According to this method Ufetimes can be calculated from RDDS coincidence data by the relation
(20):
4

*
where

(2)

/CX

a = JZ5B'
v is the recoil velocity and z is the target-to-stopper distance. The intensities I*^, lf,^ are the
number of events where thc shifted (3) component of a direct feeding transition B Is coincident with
the shifted (a) or unshifted (u) component of a depopulating transition A of the level of interest. The
intensities for indirect feeding /£д, I?,^ are defined analogously. In the case of 191Hg where data wcrc
taken only at two targot-to-stoppcr distances x\ = x — Az and ij = x + Az, the intensity /(z) was
obtained by averaging: /(z) = |(/(z + Az) + I(x - Az)).
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tfonly direct feeding transitions are used, cquation2 simpUfies to [20]:
Г

I%^(x)
2Д»
~ Ij>^(x + Az) - I%^(x - Дх) v

(3)

Examples ofgated spectra which were used to determine the quantities I%^, I%*, 1°& and /£fl are
shown in fig.3. The shifted components of thc 7-tiansUions depopulating SD states in 194Pb deduced
from gated spectra with gates set on the shifted components oftransitions above the Ievete ofintcrest
are shown in fig.4.
Due to the fact that only gated spectra with gates on feeding transitions were used In the analysis
aU problems concerning sidcfeeding arc excluded.

5. Results and discussion
5.1.

192

Hg

199

In Hg it was possible to determine the tifctimes of two SD states which are depopulated by the 300
keV and the 258 keV transitions, respectively [18]. Thc values are given in table3 as wcll as the B(E2)
values and thc transitional quadrupolc moments Q1 for which the intensities and spin assumptions
from Becker ct al. [10] were uscd. For comparison thc Qi values for the higher transitions given by
Moore et al. [23] are presented as well as those measured by WiUsau ct al. [24] in an EUROGAM
experiment. \Vith!n thc error bars the lifetimes determined in the different experiments agree quite
well. The data from Moore et al. and Willsau et al. give constant Q, values in the upper part of

Table 3: Obtained Lifetimes, B(E2) values and transition quadrupole moments Q1 for 192IIg. For comparison
the Qt values by Moore ct al. [23] and WilUau et al.[24] are presented.
E, (keV)

т (ре)

B(E2) (W.u.)

258.2

4.4(1.5)

1950 (ij°,l°)

19.3 (i|i)

300.4

3.0(1.7)

1540 CJS0)

17.2(ilV)

this
work

Q, (eb)
Moore
et al.[231

Willsau
et al.[24]

19.6 СЙ)

20.4 (Sl)
20.3 CM)

341.7
382.0
421.2
459.5
496.8
532.8
568.0
602.5
636.1
669.0
700.9

22.0 (i: 1)
20.6 (i
20.6 C
21.8 (i
19.1 (iJ

I)
I)
J)
J)

19.3 (i! й

21.1(Sl)
19.6 (i4)
19.9 Ci)
19.8 (i|)
17.8 Ci )

-17.5с{;|)

18.7 (iJ i) 19.5 (Sj)
17.2 (i!

а ".о CP)
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ТаЫс 4: Obtained lifetimes, B(E2) values and transition quadrupde momenU Qi in SD transitions in "2Hg
1M
and Pb.

E7
(keV)
213
256
298

I
(ft)
(10)
(12)
(14)

B(B2)
(1O3WU.)

Qt (eb)

(PS)

8-8 (33)
3-5 (HI)
2-6 (±}S)

2.0 CM)
2.9 Си)
2.0 (±й)

W-7 Си)
23.6 (±13)
19.6(113)

the SD band. In the lower part of the SD band where the decay out of the band already starts the
measured Qj values arc almost the same as in the upper part. This constancy of Q( throughout the
complete SD band clearly proves that the band has a dominant SD configuration down to the levels
where the decay out takes ptace. F>om a. mean quadrupole moment Qe=19.6(20) we determine a
deformation ofj3=0.5C(6)
5.2.

194

Pb

194

In Pb it was possible to determine the lifetimes of three low lying SD states. Thc results are given
in tablc4 in addition with the corresponding reduced Б2 transition probabiUties and the transitional
quadrupole moments Qt. For comparison the Qt values for the higher lying SD levek given by Willsau
ct al. [17] are also presented. As in the case of 192Hg the Qi values are constant within their statistical
errors and we can determine a mean quadrupole moment ofQo=20.0il.3 eb which corresponds to a
deformation of ft = 0.57(4). Experimental intensities and spin assumptions used in the calculations
were taken from ref.[15].

6. Study of the decay out of the SD bands
The sudden decay out of the SD bands is one of the stiU not fuUy understood problems of the
phenomenon ofsuperdcformation. In 192Hg the decay out starts at a spin 12 state with an intensity of

Table S: Lifetimes r, transition qnadrupole moments Q1,
intensities AUt and obtained probability for the decay out
of the SD ban<b in I9'M« and 1МРЬ. • - constant Q1 was
assumed

The corresponding Aj?'-varoes are also

Nucl.

J

ltMpu

10 8.6(3.2)

,M,.

12 4.4(1.5)
10

8

Table 6: Example» ofsquarcd mixing
amplitudes for the spin 10 and 12 SD
;„ w«Pb Md i»j,,e „spectjveiy.
vMm

r

Q1

N^t

>^t

19.7(5;8)

0.22 0.02S(H)
0.57 0 . 0 3 5 1
19.3&s) 0.16
0.05(1)
0.95
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Figure 5: Squated mixing ampUtudes o* of the spin 10 SD state in 1MPb (dasbed line) Md the spin SD 12
state in "1Hg (solid line) as s function of excitation energy above yrast.
16% of the total SD band intensity and already at the spin 10 state it has reached 95%. In 194Pb the
situation is quite similar as can be seen in tabte 5. As already mentioned above l'rom the measured
Ufetimes of the spin 12 state in 192IIg and for the spin 10 state in 194Pb the same deformation can
be deduced as for states in the upper parts ofthe corresponding SD bands. Unfortunately up to now
there is no Ufetime information on the lowest observed leveb in these SD bands where the decay out is
the dominant part of the level depopulation. The constancy of the deformation !n the whole SD bands
indicates that there is no strong change in the underlying nuclear structure which supports the modcI
proposed by Vigezzi et al. [28] for the decay out of the SD bands. In this model it is assumed that
the decay is caused by the mixing of the SD states with normal deformed (ND) states. Because of the
high excitation energy of the SD states at which the decay out occurs the mixing with ND states is
considered to be very complex and a statistical treatment of it is justified. Aa other consequence of
the relatively high excitation energy ofthe admixed ND states is that their decay is dominated by Б1
transitions. Б2, Ml or higher multipole transitions can be neglected. The pure SD states are assumed
to decay via strong coUcctive Б2 transitions because the level density in the potential minimum which
can be attributed Io the superdeformation is too smaU for a significant statistical decay. For the
following discussion it is useful to decompose the wave function of a real SD state into two parts: a
8upcrdeformcd one (S) with an ampUtude as and a normal deformed part (JV) with an amplitude
an = yT-o|. The decay out probabiUty A0^ is equal to the transition probabUity A(w~norm) from
the normal deformed component (N) of the wave function to pure normal deformed states (norm),
and can be described as:
А.Ы = *pr~~l * (1 - o|) - Af
(4)
1

where Aj? is the statistical El transition probabiUty.
From the observed branching ratios and the level Ufetimes one can determine the maximum ND
192
194
admixtures of o*(12) < 0.23 for Hg and o*(10) < 0.18 for Pb without any further assumption
of the decay mechanism involved. From tbe experimental values AOT| which are given for 192Hg and
194
Pb in table 5 it is possible to determine directly the mixing ampUtudes On by using equation 4 if
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!hr cmTcsproding sta<i*tiral F.1 transition probabilities Af arc known. We calculated thc quantities
Af 1 within a statistical model according to:

fa -

- fcon(E,) • E*

dE,.

fbr the level density p(V) the Fermi-gas approximation from ref. [25](sce eq.(4)in this ref.) was applied.
A pairing gap at thc spin 10 state of 2Дю = IMeV and a level density parameter of a = 22.4A/eV ~'
were used, fei is the El strength fitted to neutron resonance data [26], Ey, is the energy of the
yrast state, V is the excitation energy of the decaying state, /соя is the strength function of the
Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) for which the parameters were taken from ref. [27]. The El transition
probabilities Af 1 for 192Hg and 194Pb were calculated in the energy range of2.5^.5 McV above the
yrast energy. The results for the limiting energies are presented in table 6 as wcU as the corresponding
squares of thc mixing amplitudes a2. Fig.6 shows the calculated MD mixing components oJ as a
function ofthe excitation energies aboveyrast ofthe mixing ND levels.
If one assumes constant transitional quadrupole moments Q1 for the (8 -^ 6) and (10 -^ 8)
transitions in 194Pb and 192Hg, respectively, it is possible to determine the corresponding decay out
intensities if the El transition probabffitics Af 1 are known. Using our calculated AJf1 values it is
possible to obtain thc experimental decay out intensities for the corresponding states if we assume thc
SD ground state of 194Pb (192IIg) to bc at an excitation energy of 6.0 MeV (6.2 McV).

7. Summary and conclusion
In a DSAM measurement for 146Gd !t was possible to determine intrinsic quadrupole moments Qo for
thc first as wcU as for thc excited SD band. The result for the first SD band !s in agreement with a
previously published result. Ilcre the experimental error could be reduced by a factor two. For thc
excited SD band we measured 13.3(15) cb which is in contradiction with the value of8(2) eb given in
rcf.[6]. Thc experimental values obtained in thc present work are in agreement with those calculated
by Ragnarsson[3].
In two coincidence plunger experiments we could determine two and three Ufctimcs oflow lying SD
states in 192Hg and 194Pb, respectively. The lifetimes show that the deformation docs not change even
at states where one observes already a decay out of the SD bands. FoUowing a modd for the decay
2
out of the SD bands [28] we determined squares of mixing amplitudes a of admixed ND states in the
lowest observed SD states. If El transition probabiUties AJf1 arc used which were calculated applying
a statistical model wc obtained mixing components 0.0006 < o2 < 0.006 and 0.0016 < a2 < 0.023 for
thc spin 10 state !n 194Pb and for the spin 12 state in 192IIg, respectively. It is aiso possible to describe
in both nuclei the observed SD decay out intensities in a consistent way if the SD ground states are
assumed to h'c at an excitation energies of6.2 MeV in 194Pb and 6.0 McV in 192IIg.
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ABSTRACT
The non-collective and collective liigli-spin configurations in selected A~90
(Z=42*45, N=464-49) nuclei arc analysed within the configuration-dependent
shell-correction approach using the cranked Nilsson potential. \Vith this method,
various high-spin features ofnuclci, such as shape coexistence, shape changes, band
tcrtnination and supcrdeforinalion are studied along the yrast line. We concentrate
on the 5jTc)6 nucleus as a representative example, while other nuclei are treated
in a more schematic way.

1. INTRODUCTION
During last few years a lot of experimcutnl data at medium-high spin (I<20/t) of nuclei
with Z~42*45 and N~46*49 havc been obtained *~10>. These nuclei belong to region in
which superdeformcd shapes were predicted at high-spin. I~40ft 11K Considering the fast
development of experimental devices, a detailed theoretical investigation of the high-spin
spectra of nuclei in this region has been performed within the configuration-dependent shellcorrection approach '*' using lhc craukcd Nilsson potential.
Iu the region under study, spherical single-particle states at low spin should coexist with
deformed rotational states at high spin. These features can bc set<?., for example, in the chain
of zirconium isotopes (Z=40) '3-14-15>, where for N<44 and N>56 collectivity is ubiquitous
with clear band structures of enhanced E2 transitions at low spin values. Fbr 4C<N<54 on
the other hand, there is almost no band structure and thc quadrupolc matrix elements show
littlc or no enhancement ovcr thc single-particle values, since the spherical neutron (N=SO)
shell closure dominates aiid collectivity dissapcars entirely. However, with increasing spin
values deformation driving orbitals become occupied and thus, collective rotational bands
arc formed in thc yrast region. A more striking example is thc tin isotopes. It is now
well known that the evcu nuclei 106Su1108Su le'l7) close to the doubly magic Jo"Snso possess
rotational states at high spin. In tin isotopes these rotational bands result from t\vo-particletwo-holc (2p-2h) excitations across the proton closed shell at Z=SO.
The microscopic structure of the nuclei in the A~90 mass region is primarily determined
by the lg9/2, 2pi/2, lfs/j, 2d5/j and lg;/2 orbitals. In this region the Nilsson diagrams (see,
for example, figs.2 and 3 in ref.12') show that thc main quadrupole-driving orbitals are the
strongly down-sloping oncs emerging from d5/j, g7/j and hn/j subsheUs and the upsloping
ones emerging from the pj/j and fyj subshells.
The single-particle level density in the A~90 nuclei is noticeably lower than that in e.g. the
A~160 mass region. Indeed, with thc number of single-particle states per unit energy about
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a factor of two smaller, the single-particle g«ps and, more gencratty, the shell-structure effects
manifest themselves in the A~90 nuclei in a comparatively dramatic way. In particular, they
give rise to a. strong shape variation as a function of both particle number and spin and lead
to pronounced shape-coexistence cifccts.

Fig.l. ThenucleiofA~90ngion
studied in the presenl article.
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In this article we have investigated in detail thc shape transitions and shape coexistence,
together with the related band-termination effects in selected A~90 nuclei (see fig.l) within
the configuration-dependent shell-correction method. This method of calculating high-spin
states ofnuclei within thc Nilsson-Strutinsky fratnework is presented and discussed in detail in
ref.12', Л short description and somc specific features of this method used in our calculations
is presented in section 2. We concentrate mainly on thc 8JTc46 nucleus as a representative
example. That is done in section 3. Iu fact, because of similarities between thc proton
and neutron single-particle spectra some of the results of this study can nlso be used for a
qualitative discussion of several other neutron-deficient nuclei of region under study. For this
nucleus, we discuss in detail all the configurations w'.iich appear near the yrast line. Special
attention is given to thc single-particle structure in <?iucrcnt spin regions. The other nuclei are
treated in a more schematic way (scct.4). The total tendency of development of collectivity
along the yrast linc as a function of Z and N in thc nuclei of interest is also discussed in
section 4.
2. THE CONFIGURATION-DEPENDENT SHELL-CORRECTION APPROACH
AT HIGH-SPU4S
Since the configuration-dependent shell-correction approach was discussed in detail in
12 18
refs. ' ), we only outline in brief this approadi and the special features used in our calculations. In this approach, the virtual crossings between the single-particle orbitals are removed,
and, as a result thc total single-particle energy and spin for protons and neutrons within a
band can bc treated as smooth functions of u. The total energy of a rotating nucleus is
expressed by a sum

(1)
where the first term denotes the dcformatiou dependent parts of the liquid-drop model energy,

(2)
while the quantal (shcU) correction is given by tE,bu and calculated according to the Strutinsky method. The last term in eq.(2) is usually assumed to have the form

B,,, = -L/*
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(3)

where the rigid-body moment of inertia J,ij is calculated with a sharp nuclear surface and a
radius parameter r0 =1.2 fin.
When calculating the shell correction tcnn, one starts by diagonaHzing the single-particle
cranking !Iamiltonian

//"C = <W; //"«*//-«у,

(4)

where the eigenvalues e" arc referred to as the single-particle energies in the rotating system
(or the routhians). In thc present work, wc ht>vc used the cranked Nilsson hamiltonian with
standard values **' for the parameters к, ц. The shell energy is then calculated as
Z e»-£X<
vEeon/

(5)

wsl

where ev are the energies in the laboratory system е„ =(ф? \ U \ 4%) and n" are the Strutinsky
occupation coefficients. The shell energy is defined for a specific configuration and for a fixed
spin I in the one-dimensional cranking approximation, I=Ix, where

/,= £Ox},

(6)

In the cranking model hamiltonian, parity я- and signature a are good quantum numbers
for reflection symmetric nuclear system. Different high-spin states and rotational bands are
formed by filling different orbitals of the rotating potential. Many-particle configurations can
thcn bc specified by the total parity *tM and total signature аш as
ai

П *«''

Keeping track of jr(0, and cr<oi means that we separate the total yrast line of the nucleus
into four yrast lines, characterized by thcir parity and signature. In our formalism, the
diagonaUsation is carried out with the cigcnstates of the rotating oscillator as basis states. We
then make the approximation to neglect matrix elements (mainly from the £4 -deformation)
between different N-shells (Nrol -shells). This has the great advantage that we can easily
keep track of the number of particles in each N-shcll. In the present application, we have
furthermore identified the high-j orbitals after the diagonalisation. Thus, for example in
the N=4 shell, we can distinguish between the particles of (approximate) ge/z character and
the particles belonging to other subshcUs. This is necessary when specifying thc number of
particles excited across the N=SO (or Z=SO) shell.
Because pairing correlations arc neglected, it is not meaningful to make any detailed
comparison between theory and experiment for very low spins. It is still not well understood
for which spins the pairing energies are more or less unimportant. However, it is clear
that only in special cases the yrast deformations are essentially affected by pairing ">.The
calculations of high-spin spectra of neighbouring Sr-Kr region '8' show that above I=20ft the
results obtained with and without pairing are in general similar. Calculations carried out
for nuclei of other regions show that the high-spin spectra calculated without inclusion of
pairing can be considered as reaustic for spin above 20ft. For the nuclei under study, one
particle-one hole excitations become yrast typically for spins I~154-20ft so we consider all
yrast configurations from I~13-14ft. The highest spin considered in these calculations come
close to 60ft that corresponds to the spin values of the rotating liquid drop model at which
the fission barrier is not smaller than 8 MeVM>.
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We have used wave functions without any additional symmetrization. However, in case
of an odd-odd nucleus, a more realistic basis function would be a product of the typc Ф, Ф„
so that symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of these functions could be considered.
Other Umitation is the exclusion ofn-p interaction. For these reasons, in case of the odd-odd
nuclei, we will focus only on the competition between aligned and collective configurations
and look at overaU trends within the yrast bands.
3. HIGH-SPm YRAST CONFIGURATIONS IN ^Tc48
In the yrast configurations of J|Tc<e there is generaUy competition between two main
coupling schemes: a non-collective rotation around the oblate (7=60°) or prolate (7--120*)
symmetry axis and a collective rotation both for triaxial (7 ~ 30°) and for prolate or nearprolate (7 ~ 0°) shapes. The configurations which contribute to yrast Une are displayed in
figs. 2 and 3 as the functions of total energy minus average liquid-drop contribution. The
assignments of these configurations relatively to a spherical "core" J0Zr50 are presented in
fig.4 and in table 1.
2.0
Fig.S. Calculated configurations of positive parity in the 5"
yrast region o/gTc«e. The ^
energies are given relative to "
a smooth liquid-drop expres- ^
sion jgj l(l+l), where the 2"
tnoment of inertia parameter m
^=0.018SMeV. Thebands q
w'i'th labeh 1+9 (solid line, g.
filled circles) correspond to Q
the a=+l/2 signature, while
the bands with labeh 11+19
-4.0
(dashed line, open circles) 12.5
to the a--l/2 signature. The
configuration assignments are
given relative to a JjZr50 core
t'n fig.4 and in table 1. The
aligned stales (band termina- ^
tions) are encircled. The dot- 4|
ted lines are used for keeping "
trackofyrastlinesofdifferent
*jf
signature.
SFig.3. Similar Io fig.2, but 5
for negative parity configu- o
rations. TAe following no- S
tations are used: the labek ш
21+29fora=+l/2 configurations, while the labeh 31+36
-4.0

fora=-l/2configurations.
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22.5
32.5
42.5
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ANGULAR MOMENTUM
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Fig.4.
The configuration assignments of the bands contri&utm</ Io
yrast line are given (see abo table 1). The aligned configurations
terminating at spherical and nearspherical deformations fa <0.1)
are shown on left side, v>kile
the strongly deformed
configurations fa >0.25) are presented on
right side.
The aligned configurations which terminate on the
oblate (~t=60*) axis are squared.
Other aligned configurations shown
on left side terminate on the prolate
axis.
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(b|l/2)lsl24

The states contributing in the yrast linc can be conveniently divided into three groups,
each one corresponding to a particular spin region and a well defined location in the deformation plane. These groups are discussed separately in the next three subsections.
3.1.Aligned or near-aligned spherical or near-spherical states wiih I<39.5A. This
group contain practically aU bands excluding the bands 8,19,27,28,29 and 36. Only states
1 and 11 have vacuum structure. Other these states have pnrticle-hole structure, mainly,
*:2p^h8v:0, ff:2p-2h0v:lp-lh, jr:3p-3h0KO, ir:3p-3h0v:lp-lh type for positive parity configurations and jr:lp-lh®^:0, ^:2p-2h0f:lp-lh, r:lp-lh&p:lp-lh and s-:2p-2h®t/:0 type for
negative parity configurations, where vacuum state in corresponding subsystem (proton or
neutron) is denoted by O.
The structure of states corresponding to ph excitations for prolate (7=-120") and oblate
(7=60') shapes can be easily identified from the e,- versus m{ plots. Fig.5 allow to define the
structure of states which terminate at very small deformation e2 S0.025 (see fig.6). For example, the 30.5- state (configuration 23) is built from the optimal 14.S~ proton configuration
(»r2) indicated in the figure and a 16+ neutron configuration (v4) (not indicated). The latter
is obtained as a particle-hole excitation, [(gs/j)^1 (gr/i)1], relatively to the 12+ optimal states
(vZ) shown in fig.5. The energy price for sudi excitation is high and equals ~ 3 MeV (sce
fig.3).
6.0

4.5

4.5

Fig.5. Single-particle energies Cj plotted versus (he spin componen( on ths symmetry axis пц
for the deformation e?=O.O.The straight Knes (tilled Fermi surfaces) define the optimal configurations corresponding to the spins and parities indicated at eaeh of the lines (see also fig.4 and
table 1 for detailed assignments of configurations).

The aligned states in the spin region I<39.5A are stipulated mainly by proton ph excitations. The ph excitations across Z=40 gap arc energetically more favourable compared with
the ph excitations across N=SO gap since the proton Z=40 gap is smaller than the neutron
N=SO gap at the deformations close to zero.
The termination on the 7=60° axis or on the ?=-120' axis depends roainly from the sheU
effects21'"' due to smaU deformation of states at spin close to band termination. That is a
reason why the group of bands terminating on the prolate (7=-120*) axis contains approximately one half of total number of yrast configurations in this spin region. Such situation is
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typical for termination at near spherical shapes, while the termination on the oblate (7=60*)
asis is moro cncrgeticaUy favourabJe for strongly dcformcd configurations 71I.
(n,a)=(4-,+t/2)

Fig.6. Shape trajectories in the fa,i)
plane for configurations terminated below l=40h. The deformation points are
given in steps of Sh wilhin the bands
only for the last four spin values before
band termination. The bands are labelled according Io tlic notation offig.f.

(*,a)=(-,-1/2)
3.2.Transitional region in which triaxial rotational bands (0.35< e* <0.5,7 ~30" )
as well as terminating bands with large quadrupole deformation (0.25< et <0.4) at
band termination contribute. AIl yrast states in spin region 37.0ft < I < 48.6 ft belong
to this group. An iUustrative example of thc shape trajectories in the (£3,7) plane for the
negative parity and positive signature rotatioual bands wluch are yrast or near-yrast in this
spin region arc shown in fig.7. Using this figure, wc will discuss thc common features ofyrast
bands of tMs group.

Fig.7. Shape trajectories in the fa,~|)
plane for configurations of negative
parity and a = +1/2 signature which
became yrast in the transitional region.
The deformation points are given in
steps of SIt. The highest spin values shown infigure correspond to band
termination in case of configurations
27 and S9 and highest spin under
study in case of configuration 88. The
lowest spin values are chosen arbitrarUy.

'15*

0.25
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0.35

0.45

l.Atigned or near-aligned spherical and ncar-sphcrical states,
2.Triaxial superdeformed rotational bands as well as terminating bands with large quadrupole deformation at band termination (transitional region) .
3.Near-prolate superdeformed rotational bands.
The shape trajectories in the (езЛ) plane for transitional and superdeformed regions along
the yrast Unes of different parity and signature arc shown in fig.8 for two nuclei which are on
the border of mass region of interest, namely, <<R>M9 and SfMo46- Only few rotational bands
with deformation typical for the 2:1 elongated shapes (£2 ~0.6 ">) are yrast at spin ~50fi.
The rotational bands having larger deformation bccomc yrast with increasing spin, and at
spin above 55Л aU yrast bands in the nuclei under study have quadrupole deformation larger
than 0.65.
Fig.8. Shape changes along the yrast
lines of different parity and signature in transitional and near-prolate
superdeformed regions of the «Л/о40
and fJfitti9 nuclei. The deformation points are given in steps ofSli.
Since the signature depends on the
type of nucleus (even or odd), we
use the following notation for simplicity: (a=+)3(atM=+l/8(odd))s

105ffi(+.+, ~ ......
10S2(-.+Nv1/2("<
107jB<+,.)

-l/S(odd))s(ctM=+l(even)).
The
following marks are used: the circles for fa=s+,a-+), the triangles
for (v=s+,Q=:-), the stars for (***-,
a=+) and the crosses for (x=-,a*=) yrast states. The positive parity
yrast lines are shown by solid lines,
while negative parity ones by dashed
lines. The values of spin at which
sharp shape changes occur, are displayed with indication of parity and
signature.

In order to have a look on total tendencies of development of collectivity along the yrast
line we will use the mean spin values, averaged on parity and signature, at which transition
from one group to other occurs, because oncs strongly depend from parity and signature.
These mean spin values are shown as the functions of Z and N for the nuclei ofinterest both for
transition from the region ofmainly non-collective rotation to the transitional region in fig.9a
and for the transition from the transitional region to region of near-prolate superdeformed
rotation in fig.9b. With increasing both Z and N (coming nearer to the doubly magic 100Sn),
the region, in which the non-collective regime of rotation is more energetically favoured than
collective one, increases at higher spins due to the domination of the spherical proton (ZsSQ)
and neutron (N=SO) closures. The same tendency is observed also for the transition from
the transitional region to the region of near-prolate superdeformed rotation. The transitional
region decreases from ~11*12A units for Mo (Z=42) and Tc (Z=43) nuclei up to ~7ft units
for Ru (Z=44) and Rh (Z=45) nuclei (sec figs.9a and 9b).
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Tivo irri!i!unt<njr bands 27 and 29 aie displayed in this figure. Thc band 29 represents an
example of "favoured" baud termination since thc terminating state is yrast. This baud \vit(i
7:3p-3h0i':3p-3h structure contains one aligned \\\\/j proton and one aligned Ьц/j neutron.
Thc band 27 which is yrast at spin I~40A is an example of so-caUcd "unfavoured" band
termination since the terminating at I=54.5^ state lies ~ 6 McV above yrast line. As a
result, the observation of this baud termination is very difficult, if, in general, it is possible,
even in future experiments. Thc above mentioned baud terminations arc "soft" oncs since thc
gradual shape changes take place over many transitions with 7 increasing and ег decreasing.
Thc calculations show that thc minima for terminating states 27 and 29 nrc slightly away
from 7=60°. Thc origin of that is thc relative errors caused by interpolations between thc
mct.li points in thc deformation plane which might rosily bc a few hundred kcV in cases
J2
of large shape changes '. Iiowcvcr. that docs not destroy thc main physical conclusions
presented above.
Thc othrr feature inherent to thi.s region is the presence of triaxial collective states with
large quadrupolc deformation (0.30< £i < 0.5), thc deformation of which changes smoothly
with increasing spin, and which du not icoclt thc band termination at highest spin under
study (~CO/j). The near-yrast baud 2S is ti typiral example. Thc yrast bands 8,19 and 36
belonging to this subgroup litivc: a large dofoimation (£2 ~0.4S, 7 ~24°) and become yrast
evrn at l=3G.5*3S.5/i. Thc configurations of these bands contain one (28,36) or two (8,19)
l>ii/2 aligned protons and two aligned hn/j neutrons. Thc filling of thc hn/2 subshcll by two
neutrons leads to morc collective behaviour of thc nucleus in this spin region.
3.3. Siipcrdcfoniio<f (Si >0.5) near-prolate slates \vit/i I>4S.5fi. At thc highest spins
all yrasl or ncar-yrasl bands correspond to strongly elongated shapes. These bands arc not
shown in iigs.2 and 3 since ncw reference related to large quadrupolc deformation should
bc introduced. For example, thc lowest superdt>forincd near-prolate rotational band.s (ei ~
0.57,0.8е < 7 < 6.5") with <« = 4-1 /2 signature which become yrast have the following configurations. Fi3]-44H5|4D43j-*['t]-*(5p[6l1 for positive parity and *|3]-'(4n5]'S>43]-"[4]-'[5)3
for negative parity, containing two aligned Ьц/ 2 piotons and, at least, three aligned hn/j neutrons. Moreover, thc (я = M-,o. = tl/2) band lu\vc neutron configuration which contain also
one aligned i ( 3 / j neutron. The presence ofsevoral strongly aligned high-j particles is typical
for thc supcrd<-formcd bands. The rotational bands having larger deformation become yrast
wilh increasing spin and subsequent nligninciil of high-j particles. AIl yrasl bau<ls at spin
al>ovc ~ 52Л have quadrupole dcforinntioii lurg<*r than 0.73.
4. HIGH-SPIN SPECTRA OV NUCLEI IN TIIE A~90 MASS REGION
Although a lot of experimental data on high-spin spectra of nuclei in thc A~90 region havc
bccn obtained during the last few years '^1"' thc yrast spectra wcrc only known up to spins of
about 20/i. In this spin region thc quanlativc comparison of our calculations with experiment
is not reliable since the pairing correlations arc neglected in our approach. Thc lack of
experimental high-spin data results partly from thc experimental difficulties associated with
this mass region, in which nuclei cxcitcd in Hl reactions may decay via a variety of chonncJs
with emission of charged particles. Taking into account above-mentioned wc have focused
our attcution in this section on total tendencies of development of high-spin spectra along
thc yrast line as a function of Z and N for thc nuclei shown in fig.l and for which wc havc
made extensive calculations of thc high-spin properties.
Thc high-spin spectra of the nuclei under study show thc same features as onc of UTc46.
That means that oll yrast states can conveniently be divided into thrcc groups, cach onc
corresponding to a particular spin region and a well defined location in deformation plane:
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Fig.9. The mean spin values at
which the transitions from the region of mainly non-collective rotation to transitional region (a)
and from transitional region to
region of near-prolate superdcformed rotation (b) occur.

The next spin yrast state with 1рд=1/.а.+2 above thc first fully aligned state at I/.0. is
usuaUy observed relatively higher in energy thau state at Ij.,.. That is connected with thc
necessity of additional ph excitation for generation of state at Ip&. The magnitude of such
energy gap in experimental spectra depends from energy price for particlc-holc excitation. In
the case when the energy gap is larger than l.S McV, thc definition of first fully aligned state
is enougli reliable in the spin region ~ 15/i 4-25/t. This feature can be used for comparison of
results ofour calculation with experiment, since thc last givc us some examples ofsuch energy
gaps in experimental spectra. However, this comparison have only iUustrativc character
because thc pairing correlations which can play significant rolc at spin bclow 20ft are neglected
in our calculations. While our calculations satisfactorily reproduce the maximal spin of first
fuUy aligned state for positive parity yrast states, thc situation for negative parity yrast
states is quite different. For all experimentally observed energy gaps between the states of
negative parity, our calculation givc values of maximal spin of first fully aligned stales which
are larger on Zh than the same in thc experiment. Such result can bc connected not only with
the ncglection of pairing correlations but also with the correctness of description of the fj/j
and pi/j subsheUs position relatively to g9/j subshell in Nilsson potential. Thc calculations
with accounting of pairing correlations at spin l<20/i is necessary in order to clarify this
problem.
5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Wc have applied thc configuration-dependent shell-correction method with cranked Nilsson potential to a number of nuclei in the A~90 (2=42*45, N=4C^49) region with thc goal
to study along thc yrast linc of various high-spin features such as shape coexistence, shape
changes, band termination and supcrdcforination. Pairing correlations arc ncglcstcd in our
calculations which means that it is not reasonable to make any quantitative comparison to
existing nowadays experimental data (I<20ft).
The most important results which cmcrgc arc the following:
1) In the nuclei of interest the region of non-collective regime of rotation is expanded
up to I~36*46A depending from the nuclei. Thc most of the aligned or near-ah'gned states
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which contribute in the yrast 15nc- in this spin region arc with only few exclusions spherical or
100
near-spherical (ej <0.1). With coming nearer to thc doubly magic Sn this region reveab
at higher spins.
2) The full or partial alignment of one or two Ьц/г neutrons and one or two hu/j protons
leads to terminating bands with large quadrupolc deformation (ej >0.3) at band termination
as wcll as to triaxial superdeformed rotational bands in the yrast region. Both types ofbands
are yrast is spin region 36ft <I<54ft in dependence of nuclei.
3) With increasing of spin up to ~47A*54ft thc near-prolate superdeformed rotational
bands become yrast. The presence of several strongly aligned high-j particles is typical for
superdeformed bands. The transition to the region of near-prolate superdeformed rotation
occurs at higher spin values coming nearer to the doubly magic 100Sn.
One should note, however, that each specific combination of N and Z leads to specific
properties, e.g. well defined maximum spins within the valence space or with one particle
cxcitcd etc. It is also evident that thc collcctivitv at low spins inrrcascs when going away
from the N=50 closed shell.
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ABSTRACT
Some new features of nuclear giant resonances arc discussed, which can be direcHy related
to the reaction dynamics;
1) The use of giant dipolc 7^fccays from long-living intermediate nudcar systems to get
a direct insight into the dynamics of fusion and deep metastic collisions;
2) The observation of prc^quUibrhun giant dipole photons in relatively fast fusion reactions induced by charge asymmetric entrance channoU.
An attempt to make predictions useful for planning future experiments for a detection of
the eflcct is always present.

1. Introduction
Nuclear Giant Resonances, and in particular the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR), represent universal collective excitation modes involving aU the nucleons, very well established in
aU nuclei. They have always been precious sources of information for nuclear structure as
weU as for the dynamics. Aim of our report is to show how to extract information on the
fusion dynamics from a direct observation of pre-equUibrium Giant Dipole emissions. We
wiU consider two energy ranges, just above the coulomb barrier and around the upper limit
of the complete fusion mechanism.
At lower beam energy the times involved in the dynamics of fusion in some cases are
long enough to allow the formation of long living intermediate very deformed compound
nuclei, close to di-nuclear systems. The eifect seems to be ruled by the entrance channel
mass-symmetry. This is discussed in Sect.2, where we also evaluate the very characteristic
features of a GDR 7-decay from such exotic systems.
In fusion reactions at relatively high energy (between 15 and 3QMeV/u beam energy), we
have looked at the possibiUty of a pre-equiUbrium coUecttve dipole 7- emission due to the
fact that the charge can be not fuUy equilibrated when a fused nucleus is formed. This is
shown in Sect.3. The results are quite appealing. The effect seems to be noticeable for N|Z
asymmetric entrance channels.
Finally some conclusions and perspectives are presented in section 4.
Report presented by M.Di Ton
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2. Collective Dipole emission from a very deformed di-nuclear system in the
fusion dynamics.
It is well know that properties of the GDR give direct information on the structure of
the nuclear system on top of which the resonance is built [1]. So the possibiUly of observing
some GDR photon emission from intermediate dinuclear states in fusion, fusion-fission and
deep inelastic coUisions looks extremely stimulating in order to gain a direct insight into the
dynamics of the process. We wiU focus our analysis on the fusion path.
Wc are addressing our attention to a 7-emission in relatively slow processes, where a long
living di-nuclear system can be formed. The charge degree of freedom wiU equilibrate but
not the shape [2] and there is a chance of observing a statistical emission of GDR-pholons
from a very deformed compound nucleus. Now the dynamics of the reaction is playing a
major role and important entrance channel effects will be related to the mass asymmetry
and corresponding shape equilibration times [2].
Thc most evident feature of a Giant Dipole 7-emission from a very deformed system wiU
bc a clear splitting of the resonance: i.e. for a quadrupole leading shape we expect to see
two main peaks in the 7-yield with a separation proportional to thc amount of deformation
[1]. There are some first experimental evidences of this effect in fusion reactions [3,4]. ш,
rcf.(3) such two-bump 7-emission is needed Io account for thc measured spectrum when
the fused system, 164Kb at E1 2* 50AfcV is formed in a more mass-symmetric entrance
channel, where one expects longer times for the fusion dynamics [S]. In ref. [4] coincidence
Q-particlcs are used as a clock for thc emission times. Whcn the 7-spcctrum is measured,
in the ""'S?i +20 ATe reaction at 164AfeK beam energy, in coincidence with forward emitted
a's (short living source), the two bumps are neatly secn. They disappear in spectra with
a-backward coincidences.
Evidences of GDR-phoion emission from very deformed systems havc been observed also
in cxit fission channels, cither in fusion-fission reactions [6] or in spontaneous fission decays
|7). A quite complete rcccnt review can be find in [8]. Similar effects in most dissipative
deep inelastic collisions havc been recently seen [9].
Our aim is to follow a microscopic description of the fusion dynamics to clearly show the
presence of long living intermediate states and lhc properties of their giant dipole decays. We
havc followed a fully mean field picture of the dynamics based on thc solution of the Vlasov
kinetic equation [10,11]. Since we are considering fusion processes above the cou)omb barrier
we are confident that our semiclassical approach retains a good validity. We have solved
thc equation using the test particle method introduced by Ch.Gregoire et al.|12], where the
timc evolution of gaussian phase space wave packets is considered [13]. Pifty test particles
per nucleon are used, which represents a reasonably good phase space mapping Io have a
fermionic dynamics. The mean field is built fro;n simplified Skyrme forces corresponding to
a soft equation of state. Surface effects are accounted for through thc gaussian widths.
We are considered just the systems studied in the ref.[3], i.e. the formation of a compound
nucleus 1МУЬ at Ex a: 50MeV in two different entrance channels, the mass-asymmetric
WQ +usSm at 83MeV beam energy, and the mass-symmetric MNi +1"" Afo at 237MeV
beam energy. In order to have the same angular momentum in the compoud system we will
compare thc dynamics of thc impact parameter b = 5/ro for the O — Sm reaction with the
6 = 3/tn collision of the Ni — Mo case. In fig.l we show the density plots on the reaction
plane for the two reactions, at t = lOO/m/c time intervals, up to lOOO/m/c. The compound
nucleus formation times are clearly different. In the mass symmetric case the system has a
still elongated shape at lOOO/m/c.
The effect is quite evident from the analysis of the mass quadrupole moment shown in
fig.2.
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a)

b)

Fig. 1. Tin»! «viilutiuu «Г the ilciisity pb>i.s <>n tlii> renrtion |ilani' for tli<; collision: (a) O — Sm at
83MeV bcMii au>rgy. 6 = 5/mi (b) JVi - Mo »t 237A/eV, Ь = 3/ro.

The asymmetric case shows a shape equilibration already at about 300/m/c. We remark
the interesting oscillations in the symmetric case. This means that the elongation of the
intermediate dmuclear syslem is slowly oscillating and we should see the effect on the corresponding dipolc emission in a adiabatic picture. Wc have computed the isovector dipole
moment in coordinate space at each time step, choosing the 2—direction along the rotating
maximum elongation axis and the z—direction on the reaction plane:
D,(i) :

NZ
A

[< 2 >fratan

— <z >nev<ron]

(1)

where
rnton

< Z >nrutron

(2)

and the same for the i— and y- components. It is instructive to see the time evolution of the absolute values of the z- component |#*(<)l an(^ *>f the orthogonal part
\D<,Hh(t)\ = (Dt(t)2 + 0,(4)2)1/2 shown in figs. 3 and 4 for the asymmetric and symmetric
case respectively.
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In all our calculations we have chosen 300 — lOOO/m/c for the i,,,m — 'maz interval, following
the interpretation of fig.2.
In fig.s S, 6 we have the results of the mass-asymmetric case O — Sm and of the more
symmetric Ni - Mo respectively, for the three components of the dipole.
As expected, in the mass-asymmetric case, where a compound nucleus is already formed
at 300/m/c, we do not see any appreciable variation in the strength distribution of the three
components.
In the more symmetric case we have quite remarkable differences in energy distribution
as well as in the absolute values. The z-coraponent strength is concentrated at smaUer
energies, between 6 - IQMeV, with a relatively broad distribution which seems to reflect the
osciUations of the deformation amplitude (see fig.2). The orthogonal component x, on the
reaction plane, has a very nice peak at =? UMeV (although the scale in fig.6b is different),
while the y—component, orthogonal to the reaction plane, shows also a peak about at the
same energy but with a much smaller value. This seems to be also an entrance channel
eflecl due to momentum conservation on the reaction plane which reduces the y- osciUation
orthogonal to it until the equiUbration is reached.
Since the largest strength osciUations are both along axes which Ue on the reaction plane,
wMch is also the plane orthogonal to the direction of the collective spin of the intermediate system, we should be able to see a definite angular distribution of the emitted two
maln frequency giant phonons with respect to the spin axis. In particular since the dipole
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photons are emitted pteferentiaUy orthogonal to the oscillation axis we should observe two bumps, around 8 and 14.MeV, for the 7— energy dependence of the anisotropy ratio
W(QP,EJ/W(9tf>,Ei) between the number ofdipole photons emitted paraUel (в = 0°) and
orthogonal (O = 90") to the spin axis, and simUarly with respect to the beam axis.
Our conclusion is that there is a chance to observe directly the GDR 7-emission from
very deformed intermediate di-nuclcar systems in fusion processes just above the barrier,
using some very pecuh'ar features, particularly for the angular distribution. In any case this
can represent an important pre-equilibrium cooUng mechanism before the compound nucleus
is formed. Similar results were shown in a preUminary way for deep inelastic colUsions in
ref.[14].
We are now performing a systematical study in order to evaluate the corresponding cross
sections and to select the best systems to look at. This method could give also valuable
information on the best entrance channel choices for the population of very deformed bands
in highly rotating compound nuclei.
3. Pre-equilibrium GDR strength.
Wc will discuss now another interesting source of pre-equilibrium giant dipole photon
emission to be scen in fusion reactions at higher energies (between 15 and 30 MeV/u beam
energy) where we expect Io have a fast fusion process with the possibility of having the charge
not fully equilibrated when the fused system is formed. This wiU lead to a direct dipole mode
for charge asymmetric entrance channels with different N/Z ratios for the two colliding ions.
A thorough analysis has been performed in reI.s [15,16] particularly in connection with the
properties of the GDR in thc formed very hot compound nucleus. Wc will stress here the
main points more related to a possible direct observation of this effect.
The 7-emission probabUity, integrated over the Giant Dipole region, wiU be much dependent on the GDR strength present in the fused system before a complete equilibration:

where p. and Л are the phonon decay and excitation rates, 7CV is the particle evaporation
rate and no is thc mcan number of GDR phonons present at the time of compound nucleus
formation.

p*i „ 33. *
1

(5)

7e. M

is the statistical equilibrium prediction, 7, being the partial width for photon emission.
In general eq.(4) says that if n0 > A//t (equilibrium value of the number of GDR phonons)
we should expect to actuaUy sce an enhancement of Giant Dipole photon emissions. ThIs
seems indeed to be a quite likely case since, from level density considerations,

and particularly for N/Z asymmetric entrance channels [15]. However If the spreading
width in the hot compound system becomes large this entrance channel effect wiU be less
evident since the mean number of GDR phonons is quickly reaching the equUlbrium value.
This can be seen from fig.7 where the &b&integrated 7-eraission probabiUty is plotted as
a function of the excitation energy for various values of no (0,l/2A/p,A/0,3/2A/p,3A/p,
bottom to top): fig.7a for an increasing spreading width , fig.7b for a saturating one.
Our point is that these entrance channel effects could give some independent experimental
information on the behaviour of hot GDR's. Moreover there is a good chance of a direct
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observation of pre-equUibrium coUective dipole photons. Moie experimental work is certainly needed in this medium energy region, possibly also with radioactive beams in order to
enhance the range of N/Z asymmetries.
In order to check this point we have performed a fully microscopic dynamical calculation
[13,17] for a central collision, leading to a fused system in the Sn region, at 26 MeV/n beam
energy in different entrance channels 36 Ar (N|Z = 1.0) + MZr (N/Z - 1.4) , asymmetric,
and 4B Ar (N/Z = 1.22) + wZr (N/Z = 1.25), symmetric.
In fig.8 we report the time evolution of the isovector dipole moment in momentum space
for the composite system
[< Pt >proton

— < Pt >neutron)

(7)

where
< Pt >pr<,lon =

,

< P, >n<!U

(8)

in the N/Z asymmetric fig(8a) and N/Z symmetric (fig.8b) case. The difference seems quite
evident. In the same figure we show the corresponding isoscalar quadrupole moment, which
gives a measure of the overall equilibration of the fused nucleus. We see that at t a 140/m/c
the fused system is equilibrated for both entrance channels. At the same time in the N/Z
asymmetric entrance channel we still see quite clear dipole oscillations.
Tbis effect is particularly evident from thc Fourier transforms, shown in Fig.9, defined
as in eq.(3). Now we have chosen the time interval O — 300/m/c in order to avoid the
contribution from the compound nucleus. For the asymmetric case (fig.9a) we clearly see a
nice peak around 16 MeV, which roughly corresponds to the GDR energy for the compound
system. It is interesting to notice a peak in the same position, but with a much reduced
strength (the scale is different) also for the symmetric entrance channel (fig.8b): this could
be interpreted as due to N/Z fluctuations present in incomplete fusion events.
We can conclude that studying different reactions with or without entrance channel asymmetry in the N/Z ratio one should be able to observe the presence of a pre-equiUbrium
coUective dipole 7-emission [18].
To check the interpretation ofthese quite exciting results obtained at intermediate energies
we have also looked at the'entrance channel N/Z asymmetry effect at lower energies, where
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actuaUy more data are available. When we decrease the beam energy the initial ampHtude
of the dipole osciUation in the asymmetric case will decrease due to a smaUer shift of the
neutron and proton Fermi spheres. In fact what we finaUy observe is a clear disappearance
of the asymmetry effect with decreasing beam energy [16]. Moreover the time involved to
form a fused system is longer and therefore charge asymmetry effects in the entrance channel
cannot be seen since there is enough time for charge equilibration.
At higher energies, where the incomplete fusion mechanism is dominating, this preequilibrium GDR strength wiU be again reduced due to the large charge fluctuations. In
conclusion we predict a definite energy interval, between 15 and 30 MeV/u beam energy,
to detect this enhanced Giant Dipole emission in fusion reactions from charge asymmetric
entrance channels.
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4. Conclusions
We have shown the possibUity of detecting GDR 7-decays from long Uving intermediate
very deformed nuclear systems in fusion reactions just above the barrier. The strength and
angular distribution of such exotic photon emission will present very peculiar features which
should favour a direct observation. This would represent a nice picture of the fusion and DlO
dynamics, particularly interesting for the study of fusion paths leading to hyperdeformed
bands.
Pre-equilibrium emission is a weU known mechanism in nuclear collisions. Pre-equiUbrium
light particles and incoherent photons have been weU detected. We stress here the possibUity
of observing pre-cquilibrium emissions of collective dipole photons in faat fusion processes.
Charge asymmetry in the entrance channel is playing an essential role and consequently
these experiments are very appropriate for the new available radioactive beams.
We warmly thank Ph.Chomaz for agreable and stimulating discussions.
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A SEMICLASSlCAL APPROAClI OF LARGE
AMPLITUDE COLLECTIVE MOTION,
TIIE CASE OF RAPIDLY ROTATING NUCLEI

P. QUENTIN /1,2/ and I.N. MIKIIAILOV П&
/t/CENBG (lN2P3-CNRS and Universite Bordeaux-1), Gradignan, France
/2/ Bogolyubov Ub. Thcor. Phys. (JINR), Dubna, Russia
Д/ CSNSM (IN2P3^NRS), Orsay, France

ABSTRACT: We provide here a semiquaMal
generalKution oflhe usual routhian or cranking approach med
for global rotations, Io allow lhe study ofa variety ofcolleclive
modes, l-'or that purpose, we have used aformal analogy between
canonical (local) pomi transformations in Classical Mechanics
and specific unitary transformations m Qiumtum Mechanics.
Kven tlu>ugh lhe formalism presented helow is capable of
describing a large class of collective modes, we have merely
illustrated here lhe approach by studying the coupling ofa global
rotation with a uniform intrinsic vortical motion in lhe aligned
ca.\c, analogous Io lheJlow motion in clasMcal f>-ly/Mt Kiemann
ellipsoids. In a simple quadratic energy limit, il is demonstrated
that lhe t|uantal results nuyyieldasluggering m rotational hands
similar Io what hax been recentlyfound experimentally in
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To keep the hamittonian formalism under a local point transformation in
Classical Mechanics, it is well known that one must add to the hamihonian a generating
function ofthe type ot.p, where p is the moment and a а vector field depending only on
the position [1]. Particular realizations ofthese transformations correspond to definite
shape and orientation changes ofa reference surface, roughly representing the nuclear
shape, as assumed in many approaches ofthe nuclear collective dynamics (2]. In such
cases, the corresponding velocity field u is exactly -a, as it has been demonstrated in
ref. 3. In the same paper, it has also been shown that the unitary Thouless
transformations ofone-body density matrices where the time^tependence is factorized
out and which are linear in p, can be considered as quantal analogs ofsuch local point
transformations [4]. These unitary transformations yield an extra hamiltonian term in
the semiquantal TDHF equation ofmotion which is precisely ofthe above cup type. The
corresponding stationary problem is therefore cast into a variational form:

.p) = 0

(1)

where h(P) is the Hartrce-Fock field depending on the density matrix p ofits solution.
This particular analytical form ofthe semiquantal generating function entails interesting
consequences for the corresponding semiclassical solutions, where scmiclassical is to
be understood in the Wigner sense [S], i.e. as the first terms ofan expansion in powers
of/i. Indeed, one can reproduce in the general case, most ofthc analytical calculations
performed in ref. 6 for the particular routhian case within the Hartreee-Fock
approximation and using the most general Skyrme force. As a result it is found, that the
Thomas Fermi order yields exactly the classical result, generalizing thus tbe finding of
ref. 6 ofa rigid body rotation at that order in that specific case. Therefore, in particular,
considering чх as the quantal analog of the collective velocity associated to the
considered motion is fostered by the fact that in the Thomas-Fermi limit the current
associated with the solution ofeq. (I) may be written as
j(r)=-A,(r>x(r)
m

(2)

As in ref. 6, one can obtain rather simple analytical expresions at the next
order in ft, for various densities and mass parameters in terms of local one-body
densities. It is worth noting that whereas the currents are found to be linear in the a
field, the mass parameters arc quadratic, yielding thus an interesting additivity property
for the currents in the case ofa combination ofcollective transformations together with
a straightforward framework to compute diagonal mass terms as well as coupling terms.
Now, we assume that the collective flow is a combination of a global
rotation ofangular velocity ft with a uniform intrinsic vortical motion defined by a
"vortical angular velocity" o, aligned with П, e.g. along the z*axis. The associated
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coordinate transformation is sketched on Fig.1. The components on the principal axis of
the field u = -a in the inertia! frame, are:
t/,, = fo+-k «. = 0

u, = -(Sl+a>q)y,
where q is the ratio of
the
characteristic
lengthes Ox, a, in the
x and y directions
respectively. This
field encompasses a
wide variety of
motions, as it is
illustrated in Fig. 2,
which displays the
current density lines.
The ansatz given by
eq. (3) constitutes a
particular solution of
the well known
classical
Dirichlet
problem defined by
the most general
linear field bounded
by an ellipsoidal
surface as studied by
Riemannandlaterby

(3)
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equilibrium shapes ofcelestial objects [8]. Using such a linear velocity field in Nuclear
Physics had been already discussed by many authors, as by Cusson [9], Rowc and
Rosensteel [10], Roscnstcel [11,12] as \vell as by one ofthe authors [13,14]. It has been
extensively analysed for the classical case in refs 11 and 12, within the limit where the
shape parameters are fixed.
Upon solving the generalized cranking problem ofeq. (1), one gets the
total laboratory energy E as a function offt and w. Even though the study ofthe most
general case is possible and has been sketched in rcf. 3, \ve will only illustrate here the
dynamical motion under study, in the particular case where E is a quadratic function of
Q and to:
1

Я(П,») = - A a> + Ba> Jl+-Cf?
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(4)

whcrc the inenia parameters A, B and C arc determined from the solutions of
the variational calculation ofeq. (1).

S s +CO

(

)

Figure 2
Current dcnsiIy lines as functions ofthe dimcnsionlcss parameter £. defined
by I = (l + g(<e/n))/(l + q~} (ta /n)) and wherca,>a^ a,.

Defining two functions I and J оГО and co, and their inverses, such that

f-. f"»
one then gels
Am+BSi

(6)
(7)

One may now define the yrast line by imposing
(8)

which leads readily to
(9)
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Thus, EynJi assumes exactly the pure rotor value, since C is the dynamical moment of
inertia associated to the global rotation, as secn in cq. (4), as well as the corresponding
kinetic moment ofinertia for a vanishing value oi*u>, as seen in eq. (6). Was it therefore
necessary to introduce a new degree of freedom to describe the yrast line? U is crucial at
this point to introduce the quantiflcation of this classical model, in particular the
quantification ofJ, suggested from intuitive arguments in ref. 13, and substantiated by a
group-theoretical analysis in refs. IO and 14. Indeed, J is found to commute with H and
to satisfy :
[J,e] = 0, [J,0] = j

(10)

where 6 and 6 arc the angles associated with the rotations of which O and o>
respectively, are the angular velocities. Equations (10) lead to the following form for
the operator associated to J :

The quantization of J results, as in the case of the angular momentum I,
from the matching ofthe corresponding wavefunction at the cnd points ofthe definition
domain1 for the angle 9. If a left-right reflection symmetry (C2) is present, J will bc
quantified by two units offt. As a consequence, J>Tasl is now given by
(12)

.c»j

where [x] stands for the integer part ofx. The plot ofthe energy E(I) as a function of I,
is a collection of points located on displaced identical parabolas, each corresponding to
a given value ofJ:

and similarly

The yrast energy parabola given by eq. (9) is the envelope of these
parabolas. The true quantal yrast line is made ofpicces ofparabolas each corresponding
'lntuithrely and whatever the exact rehtion between the collective variable в and the panicle coordinates should
be, it is dear that the nuclear evolution as a function ofthis variable must be periodical, hence the variation
domain ofO shoukl have boundaries.
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to a given value ofJ, see Fig. 3. Neglecting the residual interactions beyond the model
colective hamiUonian of eq. (7), it then appears that this yrast line presents kinks at
each parabola crossing. These kinks wiii result in irregularities in the yrast line
transition energies. The periodicity in I of the contact of each J-parabo!a with the
envelope is given by AI - (2CyB. Now, if(B/C) - Ш, one gets for the yrast line energy

<--ЬЫШ
which does exhibit
a Al • 4 structure,
i.e. a staggering of
the energies whose
evidence has been
recently reported
from experimental
transition energies
within
rotational
bands in some
super
deformed
nuclei [15,16]. For
these
structures,
one has proposed
some alternative
explanations. They
involve the Y44
deformation mode
П5 17 IRl Nnw я

(15)

'~^
*~^)
~>
'—'
^"
LLl

LJLo-i « . t
Stnngent test of
these speculations

Schematic representation of the band patteni E(W). The
parabolas ate laMlcd by lhe corresponding J numbers.
The parabola enveloping the various energy curves is the

merely based SO far

clasacal yrast band. Note that here Jn is equal to O.

on energies, is clearly provided by the assessment ofelectromagnetic properties. In our
case, does the fragmentation ofthe yrast line into several parabolic cusps prevent such a
set of states to constitute a band whose members are linked by strong E2 transitions ?
. Let us answer this question in the idealized case ofa Al » 4 energy structure as given by
eq.(15). It is likely that the residual interaction will mix for a given value of I, the
unperturbed yrast state and its closest neighbour, as for instance

(16)
2.J.+2)

(17)

with obvious notation. It may be proven [3] that the Poisson bracket ofJ with an E2
perturbative electromagnetic field is vanishing. Therefore in the quantal case, the J
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value is not affected by this supplementary field [7], so that between two yrast states
with spins I and 1-2, thc E2 transition probability \\ill write

(18)
where X is some matrix element involving the intrinsic state common to both states. If
one assumes I to be a spin where'parabola crossing occurs and that the mixing is
maximum there (i.e. a2 = 0.5) and ifone also estimates the mixing for the other spin to
be reasonably weak (for instance P2 - 0.9), one gets a quenching factor for the relevant
matrix element of ~ 0.9, which is within the experimental error bars from lifetime
measurements in superdeformcd stdtes [19]. As a conclusion for this point, our
hypothesis for the staggering is not contradicted by the present status ofelccttomagneUc
properties measurements.

Figure 4
Alignment properties ofbands having the same va!ue ofthe quantum number J. The intersection with
the ft - O axis represents the amount j - (ША) J of quantized, yet not necessarily integer or half
integer, collective alignment due to the intrinsic vortical motion. Here J is the moment of inertia
(AC-B^A.
Let us also mention that from cq. (6), one may find for a set of given J
states, a collective alignment given by (B/Л) J, as it is illustrated on Fig. 4, since
= (r
C

k

й2

й
)ох
KJ+—

Aj

(19)

A

We have provided here a rather natural extension ofthe routMan approach,
in a direction which has been found classically important [7,11,13]. There are obvious
limitations to the present approach. We have only studied the quadratic case, excluding
all "Harris formula" effects due to contributions to the energy ofthe angular velociti~s
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at powers higher lhan two Nevertheless, lhc intrinsic vortical motion secms to generate
in our case, a poieniially interesting new set of coHeeuve degiees of lrcoJom whose
quantiflcation yields amusing consequences as an alternative description of the
staggering in rapidly rotating nuclei or a quantified, not' integer or half-integer
necessarily though, collective alignment independent of size. For thc stagpcring, it
should be noted however that the validity ofour conclusions requires only a qtudratic
form of the energy in terms of two quantized quantities. The first one (!) being
obviously unescapable, our description of the second (J), relies only on some classical
analogies as well as on a qualitative assessment ofthe range ofthe relevant hamiltonian
parameters. Ultimately, as in all collective model modelisations, it would be crucial to
check whether or not the intrinsic vorticity mode is rather pure, i.e. not strongly coupled
with many othcrdegrees offreedom.
Acknowledgments: ThIx work has henefiMedfrom a collaboration agreement between
the JINK l)uhna and lN2l'3 which ix gratefully acknowledged The authors wixh Io
express lheir thanks to the R<>g<>lyiih<>v lMboratoryfor Theoretical Physics, as well as
(ч the CSNSM,for the warm hospitality extended to them duringfrequentfruitfal
visits.
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1

Introduction

Tantalum is the element with the smallest abundance in thc solar system and thc isotope
""1Ta has one o( the sinallost relative abnndancies (0.01%) on the nuclear chart. 180Ta
survives in nature in its 9~ isomeric state while thc I + ground state decays to Hf and VV
with a half-life of 8 li. The production as wcU as the survival of thc high-spin isomcr in
the astroph.vsical environment pose so far unresolved puzzles [1,2]

2

Previous experiments

2.1 Light-ion reactions
Numerous excited states have been found in 18lTa(p,l)180Ta, IT9Hf(3He,d)180Ta, and
179
IIf(4He1I)180Ta reactions [3]. Thcy are interpreted in terms of Nilsson orbitals, occupied by the two odd niicleons, including the following:
I+ ground state:

^(-I04 Ц„® *ft62-1 1]n,

!I- lsomer:

^flKM |]«®Vl 5H Up. E" = W koV

I0~ rotational state built on 9~ isomcr

E' = O

E' = 285 kcV

2.2 Photon excitation
Natural tantalnm sheets were exposed to photon beams. After photon irradiation thc
ground-stale radioactivity was measured. From lhesc measurcincnls [4] it was concluded
that an inleriiipdiale state with excitation energy Б" = 2.8 MeV must bc excited that has
a prompt decay chain feeding the 8 h ground state. Thc reduced width obtained, стГ =
l.2(-25) rin2 koV is the largest known below nculron threshold.

2.3 Coulomb Excitation using natural Ta
Ta disks werde bombarded wilh 36S and 32S projectiles with energies around the Coulomb
barrier. The decay of the ground-slate was observed oul-of bcam aflcr ~ 4 Ii irradiation
periods. Л comparison of thc yields for the lwo projectiles and for a range of bombarding
energies gavc the following results (5]

0< K'< \MrV

-2,9- - £') * {0.02-0.25)H'.y.
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3

Present experiment

3.1 Target
l80
Ta.jOs powder with an isotoj>ic enrichment of 5.0% was purchased from OKNL. Л
quantity of 0.1 mg of this powder was deposited oti a r:trbon barking of IO mg cin^2
thickness which had a dimple of 1.5 nim diamotor in its renter. Л layer of500 /<g nn^2 of
rolloidal graphite was used to glue llio Ta^O5 powder to the barking.

3.2

Counters

Five Comploii-suppresscd Ge (3o%) counters of the NORUHALL type, arranged in a
plane, rerorded the gamma rays in coincidence with earh one cifaii array of2>l PIN diodes
of 1 cm2 each. The beam intensity (~ :<0 nA) was limited by the couuting rate(~20 kHz)
in the gainnia counters, stemming mainly from reactions in the C barking.

3.3

Projectiles

The Munich MP Tandem acre|eratorsupplied a beam of 1.40 MoV32S ions corresponding
Io 90% of the barrier energies. TIie relatively high bombarding energy was chosen Io
improve roiinling statistics. Il is planned to measure excitation funrtions.

3.4 Coincidence spectra
Tw<> gamma-ray spectra, rerorded in coinridenre with barkscallered :uS ions, are depicted
in figure I. The lines at 203 and 226 keV are interpreted as the MI+E2rasradetransitioiis
I0^ — (Г and IГ — I0~, respectively, in 1110Ta. The line at -129 keV corresponds to the
E2 lt~ — 0~ crossover. For comparison aspectriini taken with a '*1Ta target under the
same conditions, is shown on the lower part of the figure.

4
4.1

Results
Gamma-ray energies

The lraiisilioi! energies give an iiiertial parameter, define<l by E; = Eo + A(l+l)l, of

A = 10.10 keV for I0^ - »-. and A = 10.25 keV for ||- - I0~.
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1ЪО MtV

31

S

on

Ia,

1. Саюгоа rays, recorded in roincideiice with the 130 MeV 32S projectiles, backscattered into an array of 24 IMN diodes.
a) 5.6% enriched 180Ta target
b) naITa target.
The peaks belonging to 181Ta are labelled by 1 in figure Ia, and their assignment is given
in figure Ib. The peaks belonging to 181Ta are labelled by O aiitl their assignment is given
in figure Ia. Known background lines are labelled by H.
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4.2

Gamma intensities

riieir inUT|>r<'lation iiiiist awail a raroful evaluation of the present data and of bombardnic>nts at lower projectile energies. The ratios of the intensities Io those observed for 181Ta
iiidiralo similar v;i!uos fur llio iiilriii*ic c|iiadriipole iiionieiits in tlic t\vo isotopes. An effort will be made to evaluate the casradtMo-crossover ratios so that Ml and E2 matrix
elements can be determined separately.

5

Outlook

It is planned Io prodiico a (weak) beam of 180Ta at t!SI's UNILAC Io study the Coulomb
excitation of 180Ta impinging on 2118Pb. Since it is expected lhat the beam will be loo
weak to be measured electrically, the coiinliiig rale of thc charactcrislic gamma line found
here may sorve t<i iipUinize the accel<-iat<>r p;tramct<'rs.
In this pilot experiment, no evidenci> <ifiraiis!tions Io the ground slate has l>ecn found.
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